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SECTION 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The first satellite in the Earth Resources 
Technology Satellite (ERTS) program was 
launched in July 1972 and designated ERTS 
1. It was followed into space by a second 
satellite in January of 1975. At that time the 
program was redesignated as the Landsat 
program to emphasize its prime area of 
interest, the resources of land masses. The two 
in-orbit satellites were accordingly renamed 
Landsat 1 and Landsat 2. 
The ERTS Data Users Handbook was first 
published in December of 1971 and was 
revised periodically through December of 
1972 Anticipating the widespread popularity 
of this first major step in space remote sensing 
of earth's resources, every effort was made to 
get the handbook into investigator's and 
potential user's hands as quickly as possible. 
Publication of the document before the 
launch of Landsat 1 and its revision after only 
six months of orbital operation has resulted in 
numerous errors and inaccuracies throughout 
the handbook. This total revision, the Landsat 
Data Users Handbook, corrects those defects, 
reflects current users needs more accurately 
(especially in the area of computer compatible 
tapes) and incorporates as much information 
as possible about the third spacecraft in the 
Landsat series, Landsat-C 
The intent of this revised handbook is-the 
same as the original' to satisfy investigator's 
and user's needs for information about Land­
sat data products and how to acquire them 
Throughout the Landsat program's successful 
five-year history, both the data products
themselves and the procedures for acquiring 
them have changed considerably These 
changes have also been included in this 
revision 
N' Irlt> di ... c r '' 
As in the original document, the main body of 
the handbook provides information of interest 
to all users. Section 2 provides a concise 
description of the Landsat system. A new 
section providing a brief description of some 
of the applications of Landsat data has been 
included as Section 3 Detailed descriptions of 
data products are provided in Section 4, and 
the new sources and procedures for obtaining 
Landsat data are described in Section 5. 
Appendices provide more detailed treatment 
of topics of interest to most investigators and 
users to various degrees. Appendices C and' D 
have been completely rewritten to provide 
extensive detail on the MSS and computer 
compatible tapes, respectively. They have 
been designed to satisfy an expressed need 
among users for detailed digital information 
that is vital to their use of Landsat data in 
computer environments. Appendix F has also 
been completely rewritten to reflect the latest 
orbital and image reference designation in­
formation Recent and planned hardware and 
procedural changes in the NASA Image Pro­
cessing Facility (formerly the NASA Data 
Processing Facility) are described in Appendix
H. The other appendices have been revised to 
reflect the most current information available 
I-1 2
 
SECTION 2 

LANDSAT SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

2.1 LANDSAT MISSION 
The mission of Landsat is to provide for 
the repetitive acquisition of high resolution 
multispectral data of the earth's surface on a-
global basis. Two sensor systems have been 
selected for this purpose- A four-channel 
(five-channel on Landsat-C) multispectral 
scanner (MSS) system and a three-camera 
(two-camera on Landsat-C) return beam 
vidicon (RBV) system- In addition, the 
Observatory is utilized as a relay system to 
gather data from remote, widely distributed, 
earth-based sensor platforms equipped by 
individual investigators. The data acquired by 
the total Landsat System thus permits quanti-
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tative measurments to be made of earth­
surface charcterrstics on a spectral, spatial, 
and temporal basis 
The overall Landsat 1 and 2 System and the 
planned Landsat-C System are illustrated in 
Figure 2-1 The Observatory carries a payload 
of imaging multispectral sensors (MSS and 
RBV except for the RBV on Landsat-C, which 
is panchromatic), wideband video tape re­
corders, and the spaceborne portion of a Data 
Collection System (DCS). The spacecraft 
"housekeeping" telemetry, tracking, and corn­
mand subsystems are compatible with stations 
from NASA's Space Tracking and Data Net­
work (STDN). Wideband payload video data 
are received at Fairbanks, Alaska; Goldstone, 
California, and the GSFC Network Test and 
PLATFOR 
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Figure2-1 Overall LandsatSystem 
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Training Facility (NTTF) at Greenbelt, Mary-
land Payload data are also being received at 
non-U.S, ground stations in western Canada, 
Brazil and Italy. Additional non-U.S ground 
stations are planned for eastern Canada, Iran, 
Zaire and Chile. 
The Operations Control Center (OCC) is the 
focal point of mission orbital operations. Here 
the overall system isscheduled, spacecraft 
commands are originated and orbital opera­
tions are executed and evaluated DCS, telem-
etry, and command data transfer between the 
OCC and remote ground sites isaccomplished 
by NASA Communications (NASCOM) The 
NASA Image Processing Facility (IPF) accepts 
payload video data in the form of magnetic 
tapes received in real time at the NTTF 
Station via the OCC or by mail from Alaska 
and Goldstone. The IPF then performs the 
video-to-film conversion producing black and 
white images from individual spectral bands 
and color composites from several bands. The 
IPF includes astorage and retrieval system for 
all data acquired by the U.S. and provides for 
delivery of data products and services to the 
primary data centers and other government 
organizations. Together, the OCC and IPF 
comprise the Landsat Ground Data Handling 
System (GDHS). 
2.2 OBSERVATORY SYSTEM 
The elements of the Landsat Observatory. 
System include the payload subsystems and 
the various support subsystems comprising 
the spacecraft vehicle. Their configuation is 
shown in Figure 2-2 
Control of Observatory attitude to the local 
vertical and to the orbital velocity vector 
within 0 7 degree of each axis isachieved by a 
three-axis active Attitude Control Subsystem(ACS). It uses horizon scanners for pitch and 
roll control, and a gyrocompassing mode for 
yaw orientation An independent passive 
Attitude Measurement Sensor (AMS), oper­
ating over a narrow range of about ± 2 
degrees, provides pitch and roll attitude data 
accurate to within 0.07 degree to aid in image 
location. Orbit adjustment capability is fur­
nished by a monopropellant hydrazine subsys­
tem employing one-pound force thrusters. 
This system is used to remove launch vehicle 
injection errors, and to provide periodic trim 
to maintain an orbit with an 18-day repetitive 
cycle 
Payload video data are transmitted to ground 
stations over two wideband S-band data links. 
Traveling wave tube amplifiers with com­
mandable power output and shaped beam 
antennas are used in this subsystem to provide 
maximum fidelity of the payload data at 
minimum power The two links are identi­
cal, though operating at different frequencies, 
and are interchangeable. Each link is com­
patible with data from either of the two imag­
ing sensors (the RBV and the MSS). Cross­
strapping and dual mode operation with a 
single amplifier is provided to assure system 
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operation even in the event of some hardware 
failures. Telemetry, tracking, and command 
capability are fully compatible with the 
STDN system. Electrical power is generated 
by two independently driven solar arrays, 
with storage provided by batteries for space-
craft eclipse periods and during launch. 
The payload equipment is centrally packaged 
in a circular structure at the base of the space-
craft, providing close proximity between the 
payload sensors, their electronics, and' wide­
band communications equipment. The RBV 
camera heads are mounted to a common base-
plate to maintain accurate alignment. A super-
insulation thermal blanket surrounds equip-
ment on the circular structure, except for 
specified radiator areas, where heat is rejected 
from the center section. During minimum 
operating periods, heaters are used to main-
tam temperature levels. 
2.3 PAYLOADS 
2.3.1 Return Beam Vidicon Camera 
On Landsat 1 and 2, the return beam vidicon (RBV) camera system operates by shuttering 
three independent cameras simultaneously, 
each sensing a different spectral band in the 
range of 048 to 083 micrometers Since 
these measure reflected solar radiation, the 
RBV is operated only in daylight The ground 
scene viewed (185 by 185 kilometers in area) 
is stored on the photosensitive surface of the 
camera tube and after shuttering, the image is 
scanned by an electron beam to produce a 
video signal output Each camera is read out 
sequentially, requiring about 3.5 seconds for 
each of the three spectral images To produce 
overlapping images along the direction of 
spacecraft motion, the cameras are reshuttered 
every 25 seconds The video bandwidth dur- 
ing readout is 3.2 MHz. Orientation of the 
three camera heads is shown in Figure 2-3. 
THREE RBV
-CAMERAS 
MOUNTEDIN
 
SPACECRAFT
 
/I 
(lea,= Xletr)
 
""
 
D OF 
DIRECTIBNOF 
FLIGHT
 
Figure 2-3 RB V Camera Head Operation 
onLandsatIand2 
On Landsat-C, to be launched late in 1977, 
the RBV camera system will be considerably 
different. Two panchromatic cameras will be 
used, producing two side-by-side images
rather than three overlapping images of the 
same scene Effective resolution of the RBV
will be increased by a factor of two. Each of 
the side-by-side images will portray a ground 
scene approximately 98 by 98 kilometers (53 x 53 nautical miles) in area. Four RBV 
images will approximately coincide with one 
MSS frame. 
2 3.2 Multispectral Scanner 
The Landsat 1 and 2 multispectral scanner 
(MSS) is a line scanning device that uses an 
oscillating mirror to continuously scan per­
pendicular to the spacecraft velocity as shown 
in Figure 2-4. Six lines are scanned simulta­
neously in each of the four spectral bands for 
each mirror sweep. Spacecraft motion pro­
vides the along-track progression of the scan 
lines. Radiation is sensed simultaneously by 
an array of six detectors in each of four spec­
tral bands from 0 5 to 1 1 micrometers. The 
detectors' outputs are sampled, encoded to 
2-3
 
When the RBV and MSS sensors are operated 
at locations remote from a ground receiving 
PnICS station two wideband video tape recorders 
(WBVTR), included as part of the Observa-
SCANIAiRROR tory payload, are used to record the video 
data Each WBVTR records and reproduces 
6 DETECTR either RBV or MSS data upon command and 
PERTTAND 
 each has a recording capacity of 30 minutes. 
2 FOR BAND8(LANDSAT-C) 
ilhil2.3.4 Data Collection System 
1 5km The Data Collection System (DCS) obtains
1data from remote, automatic data collection 
platforms, which are equipped by specificinvestigators, and relays the data to ground 
stations whenever the Landsat spacecraft can6 LiNESSCANBAND 
DIRECTIONDIRETIONmutually view any platform and any one of 
OFTOiGHT the ground stations, as shown in Figure 2-5 
Each DCS platform collects data from as 
Figure 2-4 MSS ScanningArrangement many as eight sensors, supplied by the cogni­
zant investigator, sampling such local environ­
mental conditions as temperature, stream 
six bits and formatted into a continuous data flow, snow depth, or soil moisture Data from 
stream of 15 megabits per second During any platform are available to investigators 
image data processing in the GDHS facility, within 24 hours from the time the sensor 
the continuous strip imagery is transformed measurements are relayed by the spacecraft 
to framed images with a 10 percent overlap of 
consecutive frames and an area coverage 
.approximately equal to that of the RBV 
images (185 by 185 kilometers). 
On Landsat-C, the MSS will be modified to 
include a fifth spectral band operating in tbe 
thermal infrared region from 10 4 to 12.6 
micrometers. This band will have only two 
detectors, thus the spatial resolution of this 
band will be one-third that of the other four 
bands. 
2.3.3 Wideband Video Tape Recorders 
The uses of data from the RBV and MSS 
sensors are complementary in several respects 
and both sensors can be operated simulta­
neously over the same terrain during daylight 
hours. When operated over a ground receiving / 
station, their data are transmitted in real time 
to the ground receiving site and recorded 
there on magnetic tape Figure 2-5 Data Collection System 
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2.4 ORBIT AND COVERAGE the network coverage capability. The primary 
receiving stations in Fairbanks, Alaska; Gold-
Systematic, repetitive earth coverage under stone, California; and the NTTF at Greenbelt, 
nearly constant observation conditions is Maryland, provide contact with the spacecraft 
provided for maximum utility of the RBV on 12 or 13 of the 14 orbits each day. 
and MSS images collected by Landsat Each 
Observatory operates in a circular, sun- The 0CC system is shown in Figure 2-7. The 
synchronous, near-polar orbit at an altitude of OCC syster peown s art and 
approximately 920 kilometers (570 miles). 0CC cop te f m pcetndsensor "housekeeping'" telemetry processing,
They circle the earth every 103 minutes, command generation, display processing, sys­
completing 14 orbits per day and viewingthe 
entire earth every 18 days. The launch of 
Landsat 2 was timed so that its orbit follows mation. Interacting with the computer and its 
the orbital track of Landsat 1 with a delay of software are the 0CC operations consoles, 
9 days The two Observatories together thus each console has a cathode ray tube display 
over and provide coverage of groundcoslspvieteand other station and alarmp aoni dicators Thepass p onl 
points every nine days. The orbit is selected 
and trimmed so that each satellite ground with all the information required to assess the 
trace repeats its earth coverage at the same health of the spacecraft and payloads, and to 
local time every day. Repetitive image centers make and implement rapid command and 
are maintained to within 37 km (20 nm). A control decisions. Each cathode ray tube isunder control of the computer, and an 
typical one-day ground coverage trace for one 
Observatory is shown in Figure 2-6 for the operator can display any data in the computer 
daylight portion of each orbital revolution, system library, by immediate keyboard 
request, to evaluate the performance of any 
ID..I 35 .I.0. D 5 D subystem... .. 0 3..0...1. . ..... or payload on board the spacecraft 
L The OCC also provides quick look-image dis­
plays for video data acquired locally by the 
_.KIIW' IT NTTF station during orbits that pass over the 
/ r f 1-, F 1 ' '-110If 0 eastern part of the United States. DCS data 
DAY .I received -from-Goldstone- and the NTTFDAY .are 
//" and preprocessed in the OCC for subsequent 
ZI /Lt Z Z Z/ Z /Z Z ", formatting and cataloging in the IPF 
...1 D 000 I05 .0 IT5 453D S' 0. 5 3 4 0. I.. ...0 5. .IT I5T 2.6 NASA IM AG E PROCESSING FACILITY0  

Figure 2-6. Typical Landsat Daily Ground Trace 
(Daylight Passes Only) The IPF is a job-oriented facility that pro­
duces high quality data for distribution to pri­
2.5 OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER mary data centers and other government 
organizations. Figure 2-8 shows a simplified 
The OCC is the hub of all Landsat mission system fUnctional configuration. Spacecraft 
activities, it provides control of the spacecraft ephemeris, derived from tracking data, ispro­
and payload orbital operations required to vided to the IPF from the OCC. These data, 
satisfy the mission and flight objectives. The along with\,telemetry, are used to produce an 
OCC operates 24 hours per day, and its activi- Image Annotation Tape for identification, 
ties are geared to the operations timeline dic- location, and annotation of all imagery during 
tated by the 103-minute spacecraft orbit and image processing. 
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There are two types of image processing per-
formed in the IPF Initial Image Generation 
and Digital Tape Generation. All data are 
processed by the Initial Image Generation 
Subsystem while only selected data are con-
verted to digital tapes 
2.6.1 Initial Image Generation 
Payload video data tapes are the principal in-
put to the Initial Image Generation Subsys-
tem (IIGS).'Here an electron beam recorder 
(EBR) produces corrected images on 70 mm 
film of data from all video tapes. During 
video-to-film conversion, alphanumeric anno­
tation data, image location, and a gray scale 
for calibration are recorded Initial radio-
metric corrections are also made to the image, 
The 70 mm film images produced by the I IGS 
are developed in the Photographic Processing 
Subsystem and inspected for quality and 
cloud cover. Archival copies of the 70 mm 
images are then prepared and forwarded to 
the primary data centers operated by USGS, 
USDA, and NOAA. These data centers are 
described in Section 5. 
2.6.2 Digital Processing 
Dihgtial processing is performed on selected 
image data when requested by users. Digital 
processing edits, calibrates, and formats digi-
tal data produced from the MSS preprocessing 
system and outputs this data on a computer 
digital tape for distribution.compatible 
2.6.3 DCS Data Processing 
data are processed,Data collection system 
formatted, and distributed to users on mag­
netic tape, computer listing, or punched cards 
within 24 hours from the time data collection 
platform sensor measurements are relayed by 
the spacecraft to ground receiving sites 
2 6.4 Support Services 
All of the IPF equipment and processes are 
scheduled by work orders that are generated 
to match user requests against received data 
through the IPF information system. The 
information system also serves as a data base 
to generate catalogs of image coverage, micro­
film, and DCS data for distribution to users. 
Close to one-quarter million master images are 
processed and stored at the IPF each year. 
The storage and retrieval system aids in the 
selection of only those images that are of 
interest to the user Users have access to all 
IPF data through several files to provide effi­
ciency in searching areas of interest. These 
aids include: 
* 	 Browse Files - Complete microfilm file 
of all available images arranged by date 
and location, with a data base query and 
search system and image viewing equip­
ment 
* 	 Coverage Catalogs - Listings in two sepa­
rate catalogs of all U.S. and non-U.S. 
images that are returned to U S_ ground 
stations over each 18-day coverage cycle. 
These catalogs are updated and dis­
tributed on a regular schedule. 
Imagery requirements of user agencies and 
special projects are processed in either black 
and white or color from archival images stored 
in te m rc le. S al of b ted 
itmagery and color composites are avlable to 
per the user t osethe aial mo 
mCSuseful Other data (such as tapes and list­
ings, digital image tapes, catalogs, and cali­
bration data) are provided to users either to 
fill a standing order or by specific data 
request. 
2.6.5 Planned IPF Changes 
Major changes are planned for the IPF prior 
to Landsat-C launch. High density digital 
tapes will replace 70 mm film as the archival 
medium. Radiometric and geometric correc­
tions of all data will be performed digitally 
prior to recofding on the high density tape. 
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Film and CCT products will be made from the days. The digital processing approach will 
archival high density tape copy. In this significantly contribute to this goal. 
manner, the quality of the sensor data will be 
fully preserved and full geometric corrections 
will be applied to all products. Figure 2-9 pro- User agencies, such as the EROS Data Center 
vides a flow diagram of the planned IPF sys- (EDC), are taking steps to accept data from 
tern and Table 2-1 defines the system per- the IPF in high density tape form. Equipment 
formance characteristics Steps are also being will be available to copy the archival high 
taken to drastically reduce the data delivery density tape onto CCTs and early generation 
turnaround time for all data products to 1-2 film products 
EPHEMERISTAPES 
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Figure2-9. Video Processing Flow Diagram 
Table 2-1. System Performance 
Radiometrc Calibration Accuracy <2 quantum levels over full 
range 
Geometric Correction Accuracy
Nominal conditions with 
ground control points 
<1 pixel* (99% of the time) 
Without ground control points Commensurate with sensor 
performance 
Temporal Registration < 0 5 pixel (99% of the time) 
Map Projections Space Oblique Mercator (SOM),
UTM, and Polar Stereographtc 
*Without terrain elevation correction 
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SECTION 3 
APPLICATIONS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
This section provides new and prospective 
users of Landsat data with a broad over-
view of the data analysis methods and ap-
plications developed by Landsat investiga-
tors It is intended to point out some of 
those methods and applications that have 
proven successful in each of the various 
disciplines, and to stimulate the imaginations 
of prospective data users to find new ways of 
extracting and using satellite remotely-sensed 
information. 
It should be noted for those who intend toIt soulfo benoteths  wo iten tooverall 
work with digital data that computer compat-
ible tapes produced from the original video 
tapes contain more radiometric and geometric 
information than tapes produced by the di-
3.2 DISCIPLINE-ORIENTED OVERVIEWS 
Applications of Landsat data have been re-
dated to various "earth sciences" disciplines 
from the inception of the program. These dis-
ciplines are. Agriculture/Forestry/Range Re-
sources, Land Use Survey and Mapping, Mn-
eral Resources, Geological, Structural and 
Landform Survey; Water Resources, Marine 
Resources and Ocean Survey, Meteorology; 
and Environment Important to all these 
fields of investigation is the development of 
new techniques for the interpretation of data 
to be 	used in conjunction with those already 
established 
The following synopses illustrate some of the 
major applications devised to date, the tech-
niques employed in developing them, and in 
parenthesis, the names of NASA Principal 
Investigators reporting them. A complete 
list of Pis is included in Appendix J. 
3.2.1 	 Agriculture/Forestry/Range 
Resources 
Landsat data users have demonstrated the 
capability to monitor and inventory many 
different resources within this discipline. 
Crop acreage inventory application studies 
have identified the following techniques as 
contributing to high crop identification and 
area measurement accuracies: preliminary 
stratification of the data, the use of temporal 
(multidate) data, unequal probability analysis 
and gray level histogram trimming Stra­
tification, generally done using photointer­
pretation, significantly reduces the number of 
classes that must be considered during de­
tailed analyses, thus reducing the time re­
quired to do the classification and improving
classification accuracy (Draeger, Erb).
Temporal analysis has been found to either 
improve accuracy beyond that of single date 
analysis or to make possible the earlier ach­
ievement of an equivalent accuracy level(Erb, 	Schaller). Unequal probability analysis 
assumes that not all species have an equal 
probability of appearing in the area under 
study and makes final identification decisions 
using prior knowledge of probability of oc­
currence (VonSteen) Gray level histogram 
trimming, an interactive, individual-band gray 
level range adjustment technique, has been 
used very successfully for training signature 
refinement (Dietrich). In addition to dem­
onstrating the usefulness of these techniques, 
investigators studying crop inventory applica­
tions have found that classification accur­
acies using bands 5 and 7 only, are as high as 
when bands 4, 5, 6, and 7 are used for sig­
nature development and classification. 
Multistage (multilevel) sampling techniques 
have been used successfully in timber class id­
entification and volume estimation, and for­
est fire fuel mapping and modeling (Nichols). 
This technique involves the integration of 
satellite, aircraft, and ground data and has 
proven to be an efficient means of gathering 
forest data. As in the case of crop inventory 
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applications, stratification has also been use-
ful as a basic tool in forest survey applica-
tions. 
Soil association identification and mapping 
have been accomplished by both photo-
interpretation and ADP techniques. The pro-
cedures used generally include stratification 
using vegetation, topography and temporal 
data as information sources (Drew) In addi-
tion, density slicing has proven to be especi-
ally useful in the mapping of soil associations 
found in predominantly sandy regions. Color 
composite images have been used to identify 
different features of soil associations in a wide 
variety of climatic, geographic and topo-
graphic conditions (Westin). Pure ADP tech-
niques using training sets and pixel count 
have been used to discriminate organic and 
mineral soils (Landgrebe) 
Range cover and forage production applica-
tions have involved the use of regression an­
alyses and band-ratioing techniques. CCT-ex-
tracted band 5 radiance values have been 
found to be strongly correlated with vege-
tative biomass (Drew), and the ratioing of 
bands 5 and 7 has produced measurement ac­
curacies to within 10% of the true value 9 5 % 
of the time (Rouse). A related application, 
vegetation mapping according to the 
UNESCO scheme published in 1974, has been 
shown to be feasible using Landsat data 
(Williams). 
Stress detection is an important potential ap­
plication of Landsat data that has, at best, 
been limitedly successful. 
3.2.2 Land Use Survey and Mapping 
Various Landsat experimenters have demon-
strated that broad but meaningful regional 
land use classification maps can be generated. 
The technique used by one experimenter 
(Simpson) consisted of tracing polygons 
(shapes containing a predominant land use 
characteristic) from 1 1,000,000 scale im-
agery. These land use polygon chips were 
then transferred to a standard geographical 
map of the region using the grid coordinate 
annotation of the imagery, with each class 
color-coded A land use map, "Northern 
Megalopolis" (United States), contained the 
following classes: Commercial and Indus­
trial, Residential High Density, Residential 
Low Density, Transportation, Developed 
Open Space (urban), Rural Open Land (with 
and without residential), Agricultural, Wood­
lands, Marshlands, Sand and Rock Outcrops, 
and Water 
Other experimenters (Erb, Thompson, Raje) 
have used computer analysis of the four MSS 
spectral bands to automatically identify the 
class of land use through definition of decis­
ion boundaries in this four-dimensional space, 
and correlation of each four-dimensional sig­
nature cluster to a known (ground truth) 
land use test site. This technique can be ap­
plied in both unsupervised and supervised
modes of operation. 
Unsupervised clustering is accomplished auto­
matically by defining the boundary vectors of 
significant clusters of data samples in the pop­
ulation. Usually this is done in response to 
a query for a specific number (n) of clusters 
that the user is interested in defining, e.g, 
"n" land use classes. After processing and 
coding, the user must correlate the spatial 
arrangement in the hardcopy output of the 
machine to known ground truth test sites in 
order to interpret the data. Additional it­
erations are often necessary to correct for er­
rors of commission or omission by trimming
the decision boundaries of each cluster. 
Supervised interactive classification is gener­
ally performed on smaller capacity machines 
using extensive software and a real-time CRT 
display. It is usually done for each class 
through selection by the operator of a spatial 
cluster of data samples that he knows to best 
represent each land use class of interest The 
machine reads these data points, statistically 
analyzes them and stores the boundary char­
acteristics of the four-dimensional radiometric 
cluster for classification of all other data 
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points within the particular data frame The 
process is repeated for each of the classes; the 
theme clusters are trimmed until the complete 
data frame is classified. 
It should be noted that the success of these 
techniques depends to a large extent on es-
tablhshing and surveying a sufficient number 
of control test sites, with ground truth for 
each class, to permit confident visual signa-
ture extension. 
The same manual and digital processing tech-
niques described can be used to outline the 
natural resources in large regions, the differ-
ence being in the selection of polygon char-
acteristics. 
Landsat images also have been used by pro-
fessional cartographers (Colvocoresses, Wray, 
McEwen) to generate experimental photo-
maps at scales as large as 1:250,000, using 
the fundamental false-color composite pro-
duct as the base material and fine-lining over 
it all other nonphysical information normally 
found on maps, such as political boundaries, 
names and identifications, and reference co-
ordinates. The use of such imagery for per-
iodic updates of maps at scales as large as 
1-100,000 has been found to be of value by 
cartographers. 
3.2.3 	Mineral Resources, Geological, 

Structural and Landform Survey 

In the area of mineral and petroleum re-
sources, Landsat data have been effectively 
used to pinpoint areas of prospective mineral 
(non-metallic and metallic) and hydrocarbon 
resources of economic value. Standard photo-
interprtation of imagery to identify signi-
ficant structural features (linears, faults, etc.) 
has been the most popular approach, although 
advanced interpretive techniques, including 
photographic enhancement, electronic en-
hancement, and digital image processing have 
been especially successful in several applica­
tions. Photolnear maps compiled from an­
alysis of MSS bands 5 and 7 have been the 
basis for identifying potential resource areas 
Analysis of areas characterized by a high 
number of linears or linear intersections plus 
comparison with known resource locations 
and the use of additional supportive data, has 
been the method used most often for finding 
new resource potentials. Low-sun-angle and 
snow-enhanced imagery are frequently found 
optimal for linears mapping A multilevel ap­
proach, combining Landsat-derived maps 
with aircraft photography, geophysical data, 
and ground truth, continues to yield the best 
results. 
A new technique to complement standard in­
terpretive techniques, using Landsat spectral 
band ratios to distinguish potential mim­
eralized zones, has also been developed 
(Rowan). With this technique, enhanced 
color and black and white images are pro­
duced by digital computer ratioing and con­
trast stretching (e.g , band 4/5 blue, band 
5/6 yellow, band 6/7 magenta) Investigators 
have succeeded in mapping hydrothermally al­
tered areas and in locating potential copper 
porphyry deposits using this method (Sch­
midt). In addition, a technique for digital 
spatial filtering of imagery data has been used 
to enhance linear patterns, as well as a tech­
nique for the electronic enhancement of 
inears (Goetz). Still another procedure em­
ploys standard false-color composites, which 
are especially valuable for lithologic mapping 
and in recognizing anomalous surface tonal 
characteristi s. 
Recent studies have indicated that Landsat 
imagery also has many applications in en­
gineering and environmental geology. Po­
tential ground water resources can be id­
entified by a combination of structural an­
alysis of the imagery, vegetation mapping and 
surficial moisture content mapping The lo­
cation of potential ground water sources has 
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been achieved using computer-ratioed, 
"stretched" images, coupled with optical-dir-
ectional "filtering" (Goetz). Standard false-
color composites and digitally processed color 
ratioed-stretched images have proven useful in 
mapping differing soil moisture conditions 
along the route of a planned highway 
(Krinsley). Identification of fractures andlin-
ears using bands 5 and 7 can be used to map 
potential landslide areas, unsuspected active 
faults adjacent to populated areas or highway 
routes and fractures cutting underground mi-
ing areas. Photomosaics compiled using Land-
sat imagery may reveal many previously un-
known active faults (Gedney), and extensive 
erosion areas can be mapped using standard 
imagery (Morrison). 
Satellite imagery lends itself well to the field 
of geological mapping and interpretation. In 
areas where rock exposures are good because 
of low vegetation cover, major geologic fea-
tures such as folds, fault offsets, volcanic 
flows, contacts between different units, and 
many types of landform can be effectively 
mapped. The resolution and synoptic view 
of the imagery allows these structures to be 
mapped using standard Landsat black and 
white prints and transparencies to scales of 
1:250,000. Computer-produced geologic 
maps can be generated at even larger scales, 
provided sufficient data are available. Land-
sat-derived geologic maps can be compiled in2 
to detailed structures, landforms, or lithologic 
(rock unit, but not type) maps. Results of 
studies reveal that present Landsat resolution 
precludes the identification of particular rock 
types, by lithology or by chemical composi-
tion Only a few rock types are readily and 
consistently recognizable (e g., basalts in 
flows) (Blodget). 
3.2.4 Water Resources 
The management of the earth's fresh water re-
sources can also be aided through the use of 
Landsat data. Considering, for example, snow 
survey versus snowmelt runoff prediction, 
Landsat is providing data for accurately as-
sessing areal snow extent (Wisnet, Barnes), 
particularly .in small river basins (<3500 
km 2 ). The MSS has also been employed to 
monitor glaciers, predict snowmelt runoff, 
and detect so-called "melting" snow surfaces. 
Satellite data of snow conditions are useful 
to many federal and state agencies, especi­
ally where snowmelt significantly contri­
butes to spring and summer river discharges 
(Schumann). Such information permits more 
efficient utilization of snow as a valuable 
resource; e g., flood prediction, hydroelectric 
power generation, and water supply Landsat 
imagery has proven to be a useful tool for 
mapping snow areal extent and relating this 
parameter to seasonal runoff. 
Using black and white 9 5-inch transparencies 
(band 7) and conventional photointerpreta­
tion techniques, Norwegian investigators 
(Odegaard, Ostrem) were able to use snow 
cover area determination, in conjunction with 
an established network of ground-based snow 
pillow sensors, to accurately forecast sea­
sonal snowmelt runoff, thereby maximizing 
the utility of a hydroelectric facility and at 
the same time minimizing possible flood dam­
age below the dam. 
Investigations have shown that the high ab­
sorption characteristic of band 7 (Cowell, 
Higer, Anderson) makes possible the accur­
ate delineation of surface water boundaries 
This band has been especially useful in map­
ping flood inundated areas as well as in de­
lineating areas of potential inundation that 
are characterized by high soil moisture con­
tent. Landsat data have been used on an op­
erational basis to map the extent of flood 
waters in parts of the United States and many 
foreign countries. Specifically, Landsat data 
have been useful for rapid evaluation of dam­
age due to flood water, assessment of flood 
water control projects, land use planning, and 
for reservoir management. 
The digital processing of Landsat data also al­
lows the rapid analysis of hydrologic land use 
patterns for watershed surveys (Blanchard, 
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Wagner). Extractable land use classes include 
accurate measurement of surface water, ag-
riculture, urban, residential, forest, marsh, 
and flood-prone areas. Thematic classifica-
tions of watersheds have proven useful for 
monitoring watershed development as well as 
planning zoning legislation 
For the first time, Landsat MSS satellite data 
have provided environmentalists with the cap­
ability to monitor the water quality of large 
ecosystems (Yarger, Rogers), such as rivers 
and bays, on a time-effective basis Although 
quality analysis of aqueous solutions involves 
a variety of analytical procedures, a limited 
number of quality parameters can be moni-
tored via satellite remote sensing. At pre-
sent, the detectable quality parameters are re-
lated to suspended sediment in water. Digital 
processing of Landsat data has been used to 
differentiate between organic and inorganic 
sediment in inland waters. Although it is not 
presently possible to establish detailed quan-
titative relationships between sediment loads 
and MSS reflectances, it is possible to detect 
nuisance-level water pollution levels, 
Landsat investigators have reported success in 
detecting algal blooms and areas of high inor-
ganic sediment in surface waters. The detec-
tion of algal blooms can be related to water of 
high organic nutrient content (nitrogen and 
phosphorous) resulting from insufficient 
wastewater treatment and agricultural runoff 
Detection of high inorganic sediment has been 
useful in locating areas of inadequate er­
osion control and monitoring sludge disposal 
operations. 
3.2.5 Marine Resources and Ocean Survey 
Landsat data have been used successfully in 
several aspects of marine resources studies. 
In the area of bathymetry, MSS data have, 
been used to measure depths up to 20 meters 
with t10% accuracy and up to 40 meters 
with ±2 0% accuracy in clear water 
(Polcyn). Three methods for extraction of 
water depth information from MSS CCTs 
have been developed. (A single channel me­
thod, a ratio method, and an optimum decis­
ion boundary method) The ratio method 
(using bands 4 and 5 where possible) gives the 
best depth values and tends to negate adverse 
effects of differing bottom conditions (sand, 
mud, etc.). With adequate ground truth, an 
absolute depth chart can be constructed. 
Monitoring the location and movement of sea 
ice has special implications for arctic sea navi­
gation (Barnes). Here, the method of multi­
spectral analysis is useful for distinguishing ice 
floes from surrounding brash ice and ice 
cakes, for detecting puddling on the ice sur­
face as opposed to cracks or fractures through 
the ice and for identifying broken cloud fields 
over ice surfaces. In areas of nearly solid ice 
cover, greater detail is evident in band 7 pri­
marily because differences in reflectance be­
tween ice floes, brash ice and cracks and 
openings are greater Also, reflectance varia­
tions within some ice floes, which are evident 
in band 7, may be associated with hummocks, 
ridges or refrozen cracks. Bands 4 and 5 ap­
pear to be better for mapping ice boundaries, 
whereas band 7 provides valuable informa­
tion on ice type and ice surface features. Ice 
features as small as 20 to 100 meters across 
have been detected Synoptic coverage and 
large image side lap at high latitudes permits 
repetitive coverage for monitoring changes 
and movements for periods of up to four 
days. 
Biologically rich areas of the ocean have been 
located by enhancing the low spectral radi­
ances that are characteristic of water bodies 
on CCTs (Szekielda). This brings out consid­
erable detail in surface water that is un­
available on the original images. Upwelling 
water (Hendrickson) appears as an area of 
lower reflectance. Such areas may disrupt 
flow patterns of turbidity streamers in water 
moving under tidal influence along a coast 
Algal blooms in band 6 reveal more detail 
than in bands 4 or 5 (Strong) By comparing 
spectral signatures from turbid and chloro­
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phyll-rich ocean water, a process can be de-
rived to separate the two effects In one 
Landsat experiment (Maughan, Stevenson), 
distribution of photographically detected ad-
ult menhaden was significantly correlated 
with seccht disk visibility, surface salinity, 
water color and depth. All detected men-
haden schools were located in areas of lowest 
band 5 image density. 
Surveying currents and the results of ocean 
dynamics worldwide would be an important 
contribution to navigation as well as to the 
harvesting of the sea's resources. Some find-
ings to date (Pine, Sharma) indicate that tur-
bid waters introduced into relatively clear 
oceanic water at the mouths of estuaries serve 
as a natural tracer to delineate circulation pat-
terns, and that complex, fast-changing micro-
circulation patterns develop during each tidal 
cycle (Strong, Hendrickson). Conventional 
ship data reveal overall circulation but fail to 
show sub-gyres as seen in Landsat imagery. 
Band 5 gives the most accurate representation 
for suspended sediment boundaries, bands 
4 and 5 give indications of sediment concen-
trations. Bands 6 and 7 delineate the shore-
line, and discriminate water from land in 
marsh areas. Images have been analyzed 
(Maul) to delineate surface and subsurface 
sediment distribution and to differentiate 
nearshore morphologic units and to map cur-
rent effects (Klemas). It is also possible to 
measure the seaward extent of suspended sed-
iment transport and to differentiate sediment 
levels within individual lobes. 
3.2.6 Meteorology 
The primary meteorological applications of 
Landsat data have been in the study of mes-
oscale phenomena. The resolution, spectral 
bands and synoptic view of Landsat provide a 
perspective of localized meteorological pat-
terns that cannot be obtained with conven-
tional weather satellites. Most investigators in 
meteorology have analyzed Landsat imagery 
through photointerpretation techniques and 
many have also successfully collected mete-
orological data via the Landsat DCS. 
In air pollution studies, the resolution and 
spatial extent of the imagery allow detailed 
observation of a "regional air shed" or air 
quality control region. Air sheds have been 
identified and observed (Lyons) by noting the 
direction and extent of pollution plumes gen­
erated by an industrial complex. Experience 
has shown that these particulate plumes can 
be seen best over water in either band 5 or 
6, due to optimum contrast between the low 
albedo water surface and higher albedo parti­
culate plume. Detection of smoke plumes 
over land is more difficult unless the plumes 
are unusually dense. Land surfaces are gen­
erally much brighter than water and exhibit 
marked spectral and seasonal variations in rad­
iance. Observing the intra-or inter-regional 
transport of pollutants can be useful in assess­
ing a region's ability to meet and maintain air 
quality standards. The feasibility of this type 
of air pollution monitoring, under certain 
conditions, has been demonstrated. 
In cloud studies, the structure and arrange­
ment of clouds from small cumulus cells to 
thin cirrus can be uniquely observed with 
Landsat. Its resolution provides details that 
are not obtainable with conventional mete­
orological satellites. The multispectral imag­
ing capability of the imagery is most useful to 
the meteorologist for selectively penetra­
ting haze and thin clouds, revealing cloud 
shadows, delineating snow cover from vegeta­
tion, and demarcating land and water boun­
daries. Using the multispectral images, vary­
mg structures of the clouds can be observed. 
Band 7 effectively penetrates most haze and 
thin clouds, revealing only the thicker cloud 
structures, while band 4 displays the entire 
cloud or haze pattern. Complex mesoscale 
gravity waves in low stratus and fog have been 
observed (Lyons) over lakes, and cloud de­
tail apparent in inadvertent weather modifica­
tion, lake front breezes, mesoscale spiral vor­
tices and lake shore convergence and snows 
have been revealed. The possibility of detect­
ing thin cirrus related to areas of clear air 
turbulence and the core of a jet stream has 
been shown (Tsuchiya); investigators have al­
so observed localized patterns of orographic 
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lifting, thermal convergence and energy bal-
ance relationships. 
Investigators (Bowden, Hollyday) have viewed 
the actions and aftereffects of localized severe 
weather The Landsat view of a Santa Ana 
wind in progress, for example, gave additional 
insights into the general flow patterns of this 
intense, damaging wind. Particular areas of 
heavy wind erosion could be found by tracing 
the origins of large dust plumes In another 
instance, the path of a particularly devestating 
tornado was readily observable in the Land-
sat data of a national forest. 
One of the most effective means of collecting 
ground truth meteorological data for many 
Landsat investigations has been with the in-
strumented data collection platform (DCP). 
Seven Landsat DCPs were utilized (Kahan) 
in a major winter weather modification pro-
gram in the Colorado River Basin. The DCPs 
returned hydrometerological data such as 
wind speed and direction, temperature, hum-
idity, snow depth and density, and stream-
flow. Through a communications network, 
collected data were available to the users 
within 3 to 8 hours of DCP transmission. 
3.2.7 Environment 
From the p]btforn of the earth-orbiting sat-
ellite, valuable information can be collected 
on the quality of this planet's environmental 
systems. While the satellite's multispectral 
sensor bandwidths were selected principally 
to reveal the content, quantity and condition 
of vegetated surfaces, they also yield informa-
tion on water quantity and quality and on 
land surfaces barren of vegetation. The syn-
optic scale of Landsat imagery is valuable for 
integration of various simultaneous conditions 
and changes within an entire region, allowing 
holistic monitoring of environmental systems. 
At the same time, the acre-sized resolution 
cell provides a level of detail that is valuable 
for quantitative environmental monitoring, 
Perhaps the most significant characteristic of 
the satellite data isthat they are available on a 
repetitive basis, and therefore allow evalua­
tion and even quantification of environmental 
trends and changes caused by man 
Vegetation classification and mapping from 
Landsat imagery are useful for many types of 
environmental studies. Using manual tech­
niques, investigators (J.Anderson, McGinnies) 
have mapped the vegetation associations vital 
to wildlife habitat. Digital classification of 
multispectral data from CCTs has been of 
great value in monitoring large areas for 
changes in wildlife habitat conditions such as 
vegetation density and water quantity (Lent). 
The satellite data reveal vegetation type and 
vitality of coastal and inland wetlands, which 
are of great importance to migratory water­
fowl and to many aquatic and marine crea­
tures. In addition, manual comparison of im­
ages has been valuable for monitoring the en­
croachment of man upon the coastal zone 
(Yunghans). Changes due to development, as 
small as two acres, have been detected. Also 
of significance to wildlife studies is the cap­
ability of mapping permafrost zones in arctic 
regions (D. Anderson), which are almost in­
accessible except through satellite sensing. 
Vegetation maps of warmer climes have been 
used to detect breeding sites for locusts and 
other agricultural pests (Pedgley) 
Because digital analysis retains the spectral 
and spatial resolution of each pixel, this 
means of Landsat data analysis has been val­
uable for water quality studies. Reflectance 
level, particularly of band 5, can be used to 
monitor turbidity content throughout a body 
of water where a few surface readings have 
been taken. Digital classification of repetitive 
scenes can show sedimentation trends in 
lakes, and dispersal patterns of outfalls 
(Rogers, Wezernak, Yost, Fontanel). Digital 
land use classification of watersheds has been 
shown to be a reliable indirect indicator of 
lake and reservoir quality, and a means of id­
entifying areas where water quality changes 
are likely to occur. Thus satellite imagery can 
be used to detect industrial and municipal 
waste dumps in nearshore waters, and some 
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correlations to chlorophyll content have been 3.3 SPECTRAL BAND INFORMATION DE­
reported (Rogers, Yunghans, Klemas), SCRIPTORS 
Multispectral Landsat imagery shows a high The Landsat MSS remotely senses energy re­
contrast between vegetated and non-vegetated flected from the earth in four different ranges 
surfaces, and thus is readily applicable to of the electromagnetic spectrum. The radia­
monitoring large scale construction projects tion sensed by the scanner varies with the 
and surface mining operations. Black and characteristics of the emitting (reflecting) 
white band 7 images have been used on a re- body as to wavelength and intensity, but all 
gular basis to update maps of strip-mining spectral returns are converted into digital 
regions (Sweet). Digital classification of both values in their respective bands The digital 
multiple band and band-ratioed imagery value depends upon the strength of the signal 
allows distinction of stripped and partially received. When these digital values are repro­
revegetated surfaces, and can be used to mea- duced as imagery each band presents its own 
sure the area affected by mining operations unique picture of the same scene. Further, 
with a high degree of accuracy (Rogers, A. certain objects in a scene may yield more in-
Anderson). formation about themselves in one spectral 
band than in another With this background, 
Landsat imagery has been used to detect and Table 3-1 was prepared to aid users in select­
monitor certain types of large scale environ- ing the band that will probably be most help­
mental changes, such as beach erosion ful to them in their particular area of study. 
(Maruyasu), forest fires (A Anderson), and The chart represents a consensus of the find­
floods. Investigations are continuing to deter- ings and opinions of the various investigators 
mine the feasibility of using Landsat to study working in the areas encompassed by the dis­
air pollution, oil spills, vegetation disease and ciplines discussed here. In cases where more 
various types of water pollution. than one band is listed, investigators have 
Table 3-1. Spectral Band Information Descriptors 
4T 	 X ,x x x x x X X X 
'C ' X X C ' A 'C XC' C ' 
B I( 'C 	 I 'CX X X X X 
x 	 X x x
 
S / 
'i 	 f i x x x x 
x x x 	 x x
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found that more than one band was especially 
useful. 
3.4 	APPLICATIONS SYSTEMSVERIFICA-
TION AND TRANSFER PROJECTS 
(ASVTs) 
Certain quasi-operational projects have been 
selected by NASA to demonstrate the app-
licability of Landsat data to the solutions of 
resource management problems These pro-
jects are called Applications Systems Ver-
ification and Transfer projects (ASVTs).
When each test project is completed a decis-
ion will be made as to whether or not it is 
cost effective to go operational with the 
Landsat information. A description of four 
of these ASVTs is given here. It is antici-
pated that more ASVTs will be identified in 
the future 
3.4 1 	Snow Cover and Runoff Prediction 
The object of this project is to measure var-
ious snow parameters with remote sensors and 
use the measurements as inputs to runoff 
computations. Data from various remote 
-ensing platforms and various sensors, cover­
ing different portions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum, will be subjected to analysis using 
standard photointerpretation techniques and 
more sophisticated computer techniques. 
Data will be collected in four different snow 
areas in the U.S. the Pacific Northwest, 
California, Arizona, and Colorado. The effort 
will be implemented in cooperation with the 
following federal, state and local water re-
sources management agencies: The U S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, the U.S. Geological 
Survey, the National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration, the U.S. Forest Ser­
vice, the U.S. Soil Conservation Service, the 
Bonneville Power Administration, the Ari-
zona Salt River Project, the California Depart­
ment of Water Resources and the Colorado 
Division of Water Resources 
3.4.2 	 Louisiana Environmental Information 
System 
The object of this project is to test and dem­
onstrate an automated environmental infor­
mation system, based on remotely sensed 
data, for updating basic environmental data in 
a predominantly wetlands area. The U.S 
Army Corps of Engineers has a continuing 
need for basic environmental information forplanning projects and assessing their resulting 
impact They have requested NASA to as­
sess an atlas, "Inventory of Basic Enviroh­
mental Data, South Louisiana," produced 
from formerly existing data, to determine 
how much of the data could be updated using 
remote sensing. Data regarding land use and 
vegetation classification were identfied as 
candidates for automated classification ut­
ilizing remote sensing data. 
A number of Earth Resources Laboratory 
Sustaining Research and Technology projects 
in South Louisiana and Mississippi, and as­
sociated software and hardware projects, have 
provided the basis for developing an auto­
mated system to meet the user agency re­quirements South Louisiana is asuitable test 
area because of logistics, applicability of past 
studies, user agency interest, and predom­
inance of marsh in the area. 
Simplified pattern recognition software, suit­
able for general purpose computers, and a low 
cost image display system will be utilized 
The system will accept satellite and aircraft 
multispectral scanner data and other types of 
data for correlative purposes. The system de­
finition documentation and training will be 
oriented to user implementation of the 
system. The demonstration tests will prove 
the feasibility of using the system to update 
a variety of environmental thematic data; 
e.g., marsh salinity regions. 
3.4.3 	Natural Resources Information 
System 
The object of this project is to test and dem­
onstrate an automated natural resources in­
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ventory system based on remotely sensed data 
oriented to state or regional use, and directed 
at specific applications. States and other 
governing bodies have a need for accurate, up­
to-date natural resources inventory informa-
tion for managing resources, optimizing 
growth and development and minimizing en­
vironmental impact The large geographical 
areas involved make surface inventory diffi-
cult and encourage the use of remote sensing. 
The resulting large quantities of data imply 
the desirability of automatic processing, ac-
cess and correlative capability. The effort for 
the past three years has been oriented to the 
development of software, hardware and dis-
ciplinary techniques suitable for incorpora-
tion into such an automated system, with the 
State of Mississippi as the test area. This 
system will also use simplified pattern recog-
nition software and a low cost image display 
system. The project will demonstrate the 
system in state facilities and will be oriented 
to the production of inventories of timber, 
land use, water resources and wildlife habitat 
It will require the use of a prototype opera-
tional semi-automatic system, with Landsat 
MSS and ground truth data. 
The utilityof inventories made with remotely 
sensed data will be greatly enhanced in speci-
fic applications through the development of 
an information system designed to combine 
natural resources inventory data with other 
data; e.g., soils, climate, and population den­
sities. Such an information system will be de-
veloped within a framework that allows geo-
graphic referencing. A utility assessment, in-
cluding cost-benefit studies, will be made by 
following the use of such information through 
the decision-making process associated with 
each application. 
3.4.4 	Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment 
(LAClE) 
LACIE is an interagency experimental dem­
onstration project involving the U.S. Depart­
ment of Agriculture (USDA), the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Agency (NOAA) of 
the U.S. Department of Commerce, and 
NASA The project isdesigned to test the de­
gree to which computer-assisted analysis of 
space-acquired data may enhance the USDA's 
operational crop forecasting programs. It is 
intended to demonstrate the capability of re­
latively new remote sensing and data process­
ing systems in combination with existing tech­
niques and historical data to forecast the pro­
duction of an important world crop Wheat 
has been selected as the test crop for the 
LACIE demonstration. 
LACIE will utilize Landsat in conjunction 
with meteorological satellites and conven­
tional meteorological and climatological data 
sources Landsat multispectral data gathered 
repetitively over selected sites will be class­
ified and used to measure crop area, while 
meteorological data are used in statistical 
models to predict crop yield. Area and yield 
estimates will then be combined to arrive at 
crop production estimates. 
The initial phase of LACIE will concentrate 
primarily on the United States and Canada. 
It will then be extended to include the major 
wheat growing regions of the world 
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SECTION4 
OUTPUT DATA PRODUCTS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Landsat data products produced by the 
NASA Image Processing Facility (IPF) at 
GSFC are discussed in this section. Product 
availability to users through the IPF, the 
EROS Data Center, the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture Western Aerial Photo Laboratory 
and the NOAA Environmental Data Service is 
discussed in detail in Section 5 
Figure 4-1 summarizes the original output 
data products produced by the IPF. Within 
this section, they are grouped into three areas 
for discussion: photographic products, com­
puter compatible tapes (CCTs) and Data 
Collection System products. 
P00E *LRCK,HITZ COLOR DIGITAL 
.CO.TIV'.v ITRACKCOLCER IIECLRBV 
COMPsESMSS 
OSIIICI~t OAAT.IRETAPE 
DATACOLIEVI.SYSTEM 
TRACI 
ROTEITAL 
1 
Lj jRBV 
-SASLLIOMINAL 
7TRACK 00 1, 9TRACK8000R000M, 
Figure 4-1. Landsat Original Output Products 
4.2 	PHOTOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS 
The following information will be useful to 
users when considering Landsat photographic 
products 
1. 	 All imagery contains radiometric and 

certain spatial corrections introduced 

during the process of videotape-to-film 
conversion The term "system-corrected 
imagery," which refers to these correc­
tions, applies to all imagery. 
2. 	 Generation number assigned to photo­
graphic products is referenced to the 
initial, original archival output from the 
electron beam recorder, which is desig­
nated as the first generation. Each suc­
cessive photographic product generated 
adds one generation Thus, an enlarge­
ment from a 70mm archival image is a 
second generation product. 
3. 	 Relationships between sensors, wave­
lengths, and IPF band codes are shown 
in Table 4-1. 
Table4-i SensorBandRelationshps
 
Landsat 1and 2 
IPF BandSensor Wavelength i(m) Code 
0475-0575 f0500-0680 2 
0690-0836 3 
05-o 
06-07 5 
07-08 6 
08"11 7 
Landsat C 
IPF Band 
Sensor Wavelength (p m) Code 
0505-0750 *
 
MSS 05 -056 4
 
06-07 5 
07-08 6
 
08-11 7
 
104-126 8
 
*An IPF band code will
not be designated for the 
Landsat-CRBV Instead, the letters A,B,Cand 
Dwill he assigned to the four Landsat-C REV 
iages that approximately overlap one MSS 
image (Referto Figure B-11) 
4. 	 Photographic products are available in 
two basic film sizes - 70mm and 9 5 inch (240mm nominal) - although facilities 
other than IPF have derived more sizes 
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from the 70mm film imagery. IPF pro­
cessing uses the spacecraft altitude at
 
"image center time" to scale each Land­
sat 1 and 2 and Landsat-C MSS 70mm ARCHIVAL 70MM
POSITIVEPimage to 1.3,369,000. When the image 

on 70mm film is enlarged by a factor of
 
3.369 and printed on 9.5 inch film, the
 
scale is 1:1,000,000. Scaling for corre­
sponding Landsat-C RBV imagery is
 
twice that of Landsat 1 and 2 and Land- ENLARGER
 
sat-C MSS imagery. PRINT SELECTIVE SCENES 
TO GENERATE A "WORKING 
MASTER" 95 INCH NEGATIVE4.2.1 Image Production 95IC
 
9 5INCH 
The production flow through the IPF for each MASTER 
NEGATIVE

of the photographic products shown in Figure 
4-1 is illustrated in Figures 4-2 through 4-4. 
ELECTRONBEAMRECORDER 
VIDEOTO FILM CONVERSION
 
TO GENERATEARCHIVALROLLS
 
?74M
AFCHIVAL STEP AND REPEAT PRINTER OSTV SELECTIVELY PRINTI 
IFILM POSITIVES
 
STEP PRINTER FANDREPEAT I 
PRINT 55LECTlVESCENESTO GENERATE 95 INCH
 
A ORKINGMASTERI70 NEGATIVE FILM
 
'FIL 
POSITIVES 
NASTER NEGATIVE 
STEP AND REPEAT PRINTER 
SELECTIVELY PRINT 
STEPANDREPEATPRINTEP STRIpPRlTE PAPER PRINTS R 

SELECTIVELY PRINT POSITIVEpTS INVERT MASTER NEGATIVE
 
SELETIVLYPINT
OSIIVE o GENERATETHINKINGSPRODCTSMASIER-OSIIVE95 iNCH 
NEAR 7 PAPER 
POSITIVE INTERMEDIATE PRINTS 
PRODUICTS POSITIVE 
STEP AND REPEAT PRINTER 
SHIP SELECTIVELy PRINT NEGATIVE 
74MM PRODUCTS SHIP 
NEGATIVE 
PRODUCS 
Figure 4-2. Production Flow ofa 70mr Positive and 
Negative Product (Black and White Only) 
4.2.2 Image Format and Annotation 
A sample of the Landsat 1 and 2 RBV and 
MSS image format, including registration Figure 4-3. Production Flow of a 9.5-inch Black and 
marks, tick marks, gray scale and alphanumeric White Film or Paper Product 
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FILM STORAGE 
RETRIEVE g3 INCHENLARGED WORKING 
MASTER NEGATIVES 
9.5 INCH 
NEGATIVE 
STEP AND REPEAT PRINTER 
1 
annotation, is shown in Figure 4-5. The RBV 
image format is identical, except that it con­
tains fiducial references (reseau and anchor 
marks). The spacecraft heading is always to­
ward the annotation. The annotation for 
Landsat-C RBV is depicted in Figure 4-9, 
which shows in detail the annotation block 
for all film imagery. 
The dimensions for the 70mm and 9.5 inch 
RBV and MSS film products are given in Fig­
ure 4-6. 
PRINT SELECTED RBV AND MSS 
TRIPLETS FOR INPUT TO PRINTER 
4.2.2.1 Registration Marks 
9.5 INCH 
POSITIVE 
TRIPLETS 
COLOR COMPOSITE PRINTER 
SEQUENTIALLY EXPOSE 
BLACK AND WHITE TRIPLETS 
ON TRI-EMULSION FILM 
S INCH 
COLOR 
NEGATIVE 
Four registration marks are placed beyond the 
image corners to facilitate alignment of 
different spectral images of the same scene 
from the same payload sensor. The image is 
positioned within the writing area so that 
when the registration marks from two or 
more spectral images are superimposed, the 
imagery will be registered. The dimensional 
details of these registration marks are shown 
in Figure 4-7. 
COLOR PRINTER (PAPER) 
PRINT COLOR PAPER 
PRINTS 
The intersection of diagonals drawn through 
the four registration marks is the format 
center of the image. The format center of a 
scene imaged at the same time by both the 
RBV and MSS will be identical. Annotation 
not otherwise specified refers to properties at 
the format center. 
COLOR PRINTER (FILM) 4.2.2.2 Tick Marks 
PRINT COLOR FILM Latitude and longitude tick marks are placed 
outside the edge of the image writing area at 
intervals of 30 arc minutes. The geographic 
reference marks are annotated in degrees­
minutes with the appropriate direction indi­
cator. At latitudes above 60 degrees north or 
south, tick marks are spaced at one-degree 
Intervals to prevent crowding. 
4.2.2.3 Gray Scale 
* Figure 4-4. Production Flowfor Color Film and Prints 
A 15-step gray scale tablet is exposed on 
every frame of imagery as it is produced on 
the electron beam recorder (EBR). This scale 
is subject to the same copying and processing 
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B0 
| 
NJ -NJ 
Figure 4-5. MSS Image Format ­9.54nc/ Film (Not to Scale) 
CHANGED 
April 1,.1977 4-4 
Enlarged
Dmenrsmon Ia. 9m5 inch (1)Code Description RBV MSS REV MSS 
A Film Width 70 70 240 240 
B Nominal Image Size(crosstrackl 55 Q) 55E 1853 4 1653 
3 1964lw58 C Normal ImageSie (intrack) ES®M 530 185 A) 1785 
r- - ---- -583 1964 
Writing Area (ros 5 69 2022 2022track) 60 
c-W-rtin- Area(in track) 60 55 5 2022 1904 
F Annotation Block Length 516 51 6 1737 1737 
E G Registration Mark Separation (ciosstrack) 586 586 1975 1975 
A RegniSratimn MarkSeparation (in track) 64 505 2157 2005 
1 1 NOTES 
iage toa procmisingseespatecralt altitude at "mage center tnim"t scale each 70mmare aratio of 1 3369 000, except for Landiat CRBV imagery which issctatedto a ratio of 
1 6654,500 The enlarging factar is 3369 which providesascaleof 11,00000 in all 
-- Lenlarged images indicated, except for Lardsat CRBV whereinthe =ae becomes 
1 60,000 
55 equivalent t6 1852 m (100 Onn)except for LundratCRBV aSI 86km 
568 3 equivalent to 982 km (53 nm)for Landgat CRBV (496 n us 
Ialtitude 
53 emowealentto 178 3km (963cm) 
165 3 applicable, except for Landket CRBV 
1964 applicable for Laussa C8 Bv 
All dmnsesiss givenin millimeters (ram) 
Figure 4-6. Product Dimensions 
70ram 70 mm 0511 9 5in 
Dimension RBV MSS RBV MSS 
A 20 20 674 674 
a 00532 00460 01793 01578 
C 00266 00234 0089 00788 
NOTE Dimensions are if millimeters 
Figure 4-7. Registration Mark Details 
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as the image to which it is attached. The gray The gray scale tablet is a macroscale tablet 
scale gives the relationship between a level of and cannot be used reliably for microscale 
gray on the image and the electron beam image radiometry, because the areas, on 
density used to expose the original image. The the order of a few picture elements, are 
electron beam density is related to the sensor subject to influence by neighboring areas 
signal voltage which, in turn, Is related to the (modulation transfer function effects, 
energy incident on the sensor, chemical development adjacency effects) 
and do not supply enough data points to 
The annotation gray scale for MSS imagery average noise down to a low figure. 
corresponds to zero radiance at step 15 (black 
on positives) and maximum radiance as given The dimensions of the gray scale and alpha­
by Figure C-5 at step 1 (white on positives), numeric annotation blocks are shown in 
The radiance varies linearly with gray step Figure 4-8. 
transmission between these values with the 
difference between each step corresponding 
to 1/14th of the maximum radiance. 4.2.2.4 Alphanumeric Annotation 
Figure 4-9 details the type of alphanumeric 
The transmission of the steps in the RBV annotation shown at the bottom of Figure 
annotation gray scale varies linearly with the 4-5 Items a through i explain the data con­
camera voltage, between 320 and 1100 milli- tamed in this annotation. 
volts The voltage difference between each 
step is 1/14th of [1100 - 320] or 55.7 milli­
volts. The radiance in front of the lens for a 4.2.3 Delivered Form 
12-millisecond exposure is obtained from 
Table B-3 for the voltage corresponding to 
the gray scale step. The radiance for the 4.2.3.1 Landsat 1 and 2 
actual exposure time is found by multiplying 
,values given for 12 ms, by 12/t, where t is Most photographic products are delivered in 
the exposure derived from the image annota- cut form. In special cases, film products are 
tion, as explained in Figure 4-9, item e, con- delivered in roll form Prints are always 
sidered together with Note 3 in Table 4-5. delivered in cut form. 
D F E 
ALPHANUMERIC ANNOTATION 
15 STEP GRAY SCALE J 
4 B 
Dimension 
Code 70mnm 95in NOTE. Dimensions are in millimeters The nomnnal 
A 450 151 6 9.5-inch dimensions are a 3 369B 51.6 173 7C 6.6 221 enlargement of the 70-mm dimensions 
0 08 27
 
E 20 67
 
F 28 94
 
Figure 4-8. Product Annotation Block Dimensions 
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ORIGINALANNOTATION 
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B789012345678 
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1234567890135 .3
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REVISEDANNOTATION(AFTERFEB18 1977) 
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ED 2 
2C 3 
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Figure 4-9. Details ofAnnotation Block 
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Roll form products appear as shown in Figure puter compatible tapes (CCTs). These tapes 
4-10. Note that the MSS images are grouped are standard 0.5-inch polyester-base magnetic 
by spectral band, that is, sequentially adjacent tapes, whose physical characteristics are 
images on the roll are for sequential geo- given in Figure 4-11 and Table 4-2, logical 
graphical areas. These images are followed by characteristics are discussed in Subsection 
the same sequence of adjacent images in the 4 3.2. One, two, or four CCTs, comprising 
next spectral band, etc. a set, contain one scene of digital imagery. 
The external label on each tape contains 
4.2.3.2 	 Landsat-C the arrangement and type of information 
shown in Figure 4-12. Additional informa­
Landsat-C imagery data will be processed tion may be found in NASA/GSFC Document 
through the Image Processing Facility (IPF), X-563-75-223, "Generation ani Physical 
converted to High Density Tape and supplied Characteristics of the Landsat 1 and 2 MSS 
to the Landsat Data Distribution Centers in Computer Compatible Tapes." 
digital form either via communication links 
or shipment of High Density Tape copies 4.3.1 CCT Physical Format 
High Density Tape, computer compatible 
tape and photographic products will also be CCTs are in two basic physical formats 
provided by the IPF to selected special tasks 
and special users 1. Nine-track, 1600 or 800 bpi - For the 
nine-track CCT, the alphanumeric data 
4.3 	 MSS COMPUTER COMPATIBLE TAPES are in EBCDIC and the video data are 
in binary. Three 8-bit bytes are con-
Digital data are available in the form of com-	 tamed in three frames. (Frames are 
BAND4 BANDS5 	 BAND 6 BAND7 
ISCEE OnULILME 	 WZMEU O 
MSS FILM ROLL LAYOUT® 
SCENE I 	 SCENE2SCENE] 3 SCENEA 
REV FILM ROLL LAYOUT 
NOTE QTHE MSS VIDEO TAPE TO-FILM CONVERSION PERFORMED BY THE BULK PROCESSING 
ELECTRON BEAM RECORDER (EBR) "GROUPS" THE IMAGES ON THE ARCHIVAL FILM 
ROLL BY SPECTRAL BANDS AS ILLUSTRATED THE NUMBER OF IMAGES, n,INA 
SPECTRAL 'GROUP" ISDETERMINED BY THE NUMBER OF SCENES ON THE MSS VIDEO 
TAPE THIS NUMBER CAN VARY FROM SOME NOMINAL MINIMUM OF,SAY 12,TO A 
MAXIMUM OF 48 [ASCENE MEANS ONE 25 SECOND, 1852 BY 1783km (inn BY 963 nm) 
OBSERVATION] THE INTEGRITY OF THIS SPECTRAL GROUP WILL BEMAINTAINED IN 
THE ROLL FORM PRODUCTSTHAT ARE SENT TO THE USER A GIVEN ROLLWILL CON 
TAIN ALL SPECTRAL IMAGES FOR EACH SCENE 
Figure 4-10. Landsat Iand 2,Corrected Roll FilmScene/Band Layout 
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Table4-2 MSS CCT Operational DataFormatDefnitions 
Tape Recording 
Tape: 0.5 inch wide; 2400 ft. long, 1.5 mil thick, Mylar or 
polyester base. 
Load Point Marker Placed parallel to and not more than 1/32 inch from the 
(LPM) edge of the tape nearest the operator when reel is mounted, 
providing a leader of at least 10 feet. 
End of Tape Marker Placed parallel to and not more than 1/32 inch from the 
(EDT) edge of the tape nearest the tape unit when the tape is 
mounted, providing a leader of at least 14 feet. Phase 
encoding for 1600 bits per inch (bpi). 
Recording Method: NRZ 1 (non-return to zero, change on ones) for 800 bpi. 
7-track Interchange code: Video data, packed binary; alphanumeric ID data 
in packed binary EBCDIC. 
Recording format: 7 channels, 6 information bits plus parity, packed 
binary. 
Recording density: 800 bpi. 
9-track Interchange code. Video data, binary; alphanumeric ID data, EBCDIC. 
Recording format: 9 channels, 8 information bits plus parity, binary. 
Recording density: 1600 or 800 bpi. 
Tape Records 
Data Records: Records of logical data are separated by inter-record gap. 
Record Size: Minimum: 12 bytes; maximum: limited by computer 
memory. 
Initial Gap: (IG) 0.94 inch after load point marker. 
Inter-record Gap: (IRG) 0.06 + 0.15, - 0.10 inch. 
Tape Mark (End of File, 3.5 inch, followed by one byte (x '13'), followed by a 
EOF): longitudinal check character (LRC) only. 
Validity Checks 
Vertical: Odd parity isused. 
Longitudinal: Longitudinal redundancy check (LRC), cyclic redundancy 
check (CRC) characters written automatically following 
data records. 
Physical Spacing Refer to Figure 4-11 for description. 
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EDGE NEAREST TRANSPORT *0125 N CRC LRC 3CHAR SPACES 
LEADER -TAPE MOTION i 	 I I 
LOAD POINT MARKER ''' I" 
GAP z- FILEi1 RECORD GAP X'13' LAC 
POSITION 4 1 	 * ENDOFFILE i IIN 
TAPE - ,, , 	 GAP ,flIR'E RECORD N 35 IN R4 ECORD 
SIT POISITON IN --- FILE I -- FILE 2----
MEMORY,END-OF-TAPE MARKER 
TAPE MOTION LAE
 
msb MOST SIGNIFICANT BIT 	 LEADER 
Ish LEAST SIGNIICANT BIT 	 14 FEET R5,-0) 
Figure 4-11 PhysicalSpacing ofRecords on MSS CCTs 
areas; each is one recording position 4.3.2 Logical Format and Data Content
 
in length, extending across the tape, of CCTs
 
perpendicular to the direction of tape
 
movement.) 	 The full frame 185.2-by-185.2 km (100-by­
100 nm) image is segmented into four 46.3­
2. 	Seven-Track, 800 bpi - The seven-track by-185.2 km (25-by-100 nm) strips in the 
CCT contains packed binary video direction of spacecraft heading, for con­
data and packed EBCDIC alphanumeric version into CCT format. 
data. In the "packed" configuration, 
tlree 8-bit bytes are contained in four 4.3.2.1 Video Data Format and Content 
frames The record layout and bit 
structure are identical to the layout The video data are spectrally interleaved The 
and structure of the nine-track CCT. interleaving is done in groups of 8 bytes, 
2 bytes from each spectral band. The absence 
of an expected scan line is identified on a 
CCT by the use of a special code that does 
not occur in ordinary imagery Missing scan 
9-TRACK COPY CCT DATE.. /. I . lines are identified by the occurrence of the 
W0 # .. .... USER11 .1.. byte X 'CC' (11001100) at the start of the 
SCENEI - .-. ......-- MB ordinary scan line byte sequence on the CCT 
REELS 1&2 OF 4 BPI . . An ordinary scan lne byte sequence is de­
fined as the first quarter scan line of video 
data. 
Radiometric calibration data for each spectral 
Figure 4-12 MSS CCT External Tape Label band is also inserted as a 56-byte calibration 
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group following each block of 3n 8-byte 
groups of interleaved video data The letter 
In"is used to represent that multiplier of 
the number "24" which is needed to calculate 
the adjusted video data scan line length 
(LLA). The resulting multiple of 24 is con-
strained to be the smallest such multiple 
which is at least as great as the maximum 
line length code (LLC) determined for a 
given scene, plus 6. All line lengths are, of 
course, measured in pixels, or bytes. Addi-
tional detail will be found in Appendix D 
of this handbook. 
Figures 4-13 through 4-15 illustrate the CCT 
video data format and content, symbols used 
in these illustrations are defined in Table 4-3. 
The video data word consists of eight bits, of 
which only six are used if the data mode is 
linear and seven are used if the data mode is 
decompressed All video data-bit words are 
right-justified. Bits which are not used for 
video data are used as flags, as when 
11111111 is used as the spatial registration 
fill character (X 'FF'). The decompressed 
mode arises when data has been transmitted 
from the satellite in acompressed mode. The 
decompressed mode yields radiance values 
represented by byte values ranging from 0 
to 127, instead of 0 to 63, as with the linear 
mode 
4.3.2.2 Identification (ID) Record 
The ID record contains a combination of 
binary and EBCDIC information that is 
used to identify the video data of each file. 
This 40-byte record is therefore the first 
record on a CCT, and appears thereafter 
at the start of each file if there is more than 
one file on the tape. Figure 4-16 shows 
the organization of the ID record. 
The first word in the ID record is the scene/ 
frame ID, given in terms of days, hours, 
minutes, and tens of seconds since launch In 
addition, this record indicates the spectral 
band (Landsats 1 and 2 = bands 4-7, set to 
zero), sequential subframe ID (subframes 
unavailable, set to zero), and by character 
1, whether the data are from Landsat 1 or 
Landsat 2 Characters 13-16 contain the 
sequencing numbers, e g., 1 of 2, 2 of 2, 
which would distinguish the tapes in a set 
of two. Characters 17-18 contain the data 
record length in binary, i.e., the length of 
the adjusted scan line plus 56 bytes of calibra­
tion information Characters 19-26 contain 
the binary frame ID, which is the binary 
representation of the scene/frame ID and 
must be broken into days, hours, minutes, 
seconds, etc, to be read. Characters 27-28, 
the binary strip ID, are not used and are 
set to zero. Characters 29-36 contain the 
image annotation tape (IAT) ID, which 
identifies the IAT used in making the CCT 
Characters 37-38 contain the MSS data mode/ 
correction code, which is a digital word that 
indicates the characteristics of the data 
such as decompression, calibration, and line 
length adjustment. (See Table 4-4 for the 
complete definition of the MSS data mode/ 
correction code.) Characters 39-40 contain 
the MSS adjusted line length. All of the 
above information is defined in more detail 
in Table 4-4. 
4.3.2 3 Annotation Record 
The annotation record contains binary and 
EBCDIC data that provide information about 
the scene such as the format center, nadir and 
sun elevation This record also includes tick 
mark location information that associates 
the digitized scene with the latitude and 
longitude coordinate system. The annotation 
record is the second record of each file, thus 
occurring once or more per tape dependant 
upon format, and contains 624 characters. 
This record is actually a composite of two 
records taken directly from the image annota­
tion tape. The first 144 characters comprise 
the annotation block, and the next 480 
characters comprise the image location 
record Figure 4-17 defines the sequence of 
information in the annotation record. 
4.3.2.3.1 Annotation Data Block 
The information included in the image 
annotation data block allows user interpre­
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Table 4-3. Explanation ofSymbols Used (Figure4-13 through 4-15) 
ItemlSymbol 	 Description -
Sbkj 	 Sample within ascan line corresponding 
to aspecified video picture element 
(pixel) location where 
b=Spectral band designator (1<;<5)
k = Sequential scan line index 
I =Sample number within line length­
adjusted scan line 
Sbkj Comprise 6 or 7bits of video rightjustified in an 8-bit byte 
Gkm 	 Group of 8 spectrally interleaved, 
spatially registered samples, 2bytesfrom each of bands 4-7, where 
k=Sequential full frame scan line index 
m= Sequential group within an inter­
leaved scan line 
Gk mcontains video samples Sbhj in the 
order 
$1, $1, S2, S2, S3, S3,  S4,  S4 
k 
2m-7 2m 6 
k 
2m 5 
Ik 
2m 4 
It 
2m-3 
k 
2m-2 
k 
2m-1 
k 
2m 
An interleaved entire scan line may con­
tain amaximum of 1768 Gk,m groups 
CALbI, k 	 Calibration data and line length infor­
mation for scan line k of band desig­
nated b Each CALb,k isa14-byte
string 
Rzk 	 Record corresponding to aspecific set 
of Sbkj comprising asegmented inter­
leave scan line where 
i= Image segment and computer
compatible tape (CCT) file number 
k= Sequential scan line index 
Bik 	 Fifth spectral band record where 
i= Image segment and CCT file number 
k= Sequential spectral band (designated 
5)scan line index 
L,p 	 Line set number assigned to aset of 
three 4-band* records (plus one 5th 
band record for Landsat-C) where 
i = Image segment and CCT file number 
p= Sequential line set number For 
Landsat-1 and 2,each Lip contains 
three 4band records For LandsatC,each Lip contains three 4 band 
records plus one fifth band record 
IDA 	 Two data records consisting of scene 
and annotation data for each image 
strip recorded on CCT 
EOF 	 End of file 
*"4-band" refers to MSS bands 4-7, 
"5th band" refers to MSS band 8 
Note Spectral band designators 1-5 refer to MSS bands 4-8, respectively 
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Notes 1 BAND TO BAND 2 BYTE SPATIAL MISREGISTRATION ISCORRECTED BY INSERTION OF DUMMY 
BYTES, 0 k,I RECORDED ON CCTAS OkI = FF (HEXADECIMAL) 
2 VIDEO DATA SAMPLES RECEIVED (EITHER VARIABLE ORADJUSTED LENGTH SCAN LINES) 
ARE DENOTEDNhk! WHERE b = MSS SPECTRAL BAND DESIGNATOR(1,2,3.4) 
k = FULL FRAME SCAN LINE NUMBER (1.2, 2340) 
1 = SAMPLE INDEX PERSCAN LINE 
-3 SPECTRAL BAND INTERLEAVING-ON CCT ISACCOMPLISHED BY-RECORDINGO-km' GROUPS 
INTHE SEQUENCE 
S1 
k 
(2m 7) 
S1 
k 
(2m+6) 
S2 
k 
(2m 5) 
S2 
k 
(2m 4) 
S3 
k 
(Rn3) 
S3 
k 
(2m 2) 
S4 
k 
(2m 1) 
S4 
k 
(2m) 
WHERE m = G RDUP INDEX (1,2 .(Ml),M 
M= NUMBER CF MEMORY ADDRESS LOCATIONS ASSIGNED PER INPUT SCAN LINE. 
MAXIMUM VALUE OF M = 1768 LOCATIONS 
THE VIDEO DATA SAMPLE INDEX I ISA FUNCTION OF THE GROUP INDEX, m, DUMMY SAMPLES 
ARE INSERTED FOR THE CONDITIONS j(m)<1 OR I(rn)>(2M 6) 
Figure 4-13 MSS Spatal Registration Illustration, Bands 4 through 7, kth Scan Line 
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Gk,m 11,k,2m-7 S, k,2m-6 I S2, k,2m5 1S2,k 2m-4 S3"k2m-3 k,2m-2 S4,k2ri24mI 
CALb, k,(14 BYTES)­
6BYTES~ 2BYTES-frf- ­ 2 BYTES 4b-2 BYTES-Wb1.- 2BYTES 
SIX CALIBRATION WEDGE SUN CAL CORRECTION COEFFICIENTS LL 
SAMPLES COEFF 
FILTERED OFFSET FILTERED GAIN 
R(lk I Gk,Gk2 _ Gk 3n-1 Gk,6n CAL 1, k CAL 2, k CAL 3, k CAL 4, k R 
(File 1** 
R k, 3n+ Gk,3+27 Gk,6n-1 Ik,On CAL 1, k CAL 2 , k CAL 3, k CAL 4, k G B 
(File 3)** i 1 G 
R4,k Gk,Bn+lGk 9n+2 Gk,12n-1 Gk,12n CALI k CAL 2, k CAL 3, k CAL 4, k R 
(File 4)** k 
*LLC is a two-byte number denoting the number of 
video data samples per uncorrected (raw) scan line. 
**Each file contains one 46.3 by 185.2 km (25 by 
100 nm) strip of the scene as described in Section 
4.3.2. For the one-CCT format, the four files follow 
sequentially on one CCT 2400 feet in length with a 
bit-density of 1600 bpi. For the two-CCT format, 
files 1 and 2 follow sequentially on CCT 1 and files 
3 and 4 on CCT 2. These tapes are 2400 feet in 
length with a bit density of 800 bpi. For the four-
CCT format, each of the four files corresponds to a 
like-number CCT, 2400 feet in length with a bit den­
sity of 800 bpi. All formats include an ID record and 
an annotation record as the first and second records, 
respectively, of each film, and special image annota­
tion tape (SLAT) information (used in original CCT 
generation) is included after the last file of each 
scene. 
Figure 4-14. Full Scene Interleaved Record Format 
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Bk 
F1' 5, k,I 1 $5, k 2 S5, k, 3 $5, Ir4 $5, k, 2. 1 S5, k, 2. CAL5 , k 
Fie2 S5, t,2e0i S56k 2+2 S5, k 2e3 S5, k, 2n14 Ss k4n S5, k, 4n CAL5, k 
F3k S5, k,40 S5, k 4n+2 S5, k,4t+3 5, k, 4n14 S5,kt,6.1 S5 I, CALskTHk. 6 
84, I I 
S5, K,6n+3 s. It 5n44 5,It8nF..4* S5k' Gn+1 S5, k 6+2 B SIn1 , CALsk 
(Fde 1)* (Fe 2)- (File3W (Fie 4)' 
R1, 3p 2 3p2 3p2 R4, 3, 2R2 R3 
R2, 3p 1 R3.3p 1 R4 3p I 
L2h.p 3 .p L3 pL 
4
.p 
R1,3p R2,3p R3,3p R4,3p
 
BB1,p B2 p 3.p B4,p 
R1,3p 2 3+1 HR3,3p1 R4 
3p+I 
L1, p+l- L2, p1l L3, p+ L4,p+1I 
R1,3p+2 R2,3p+ 83 3p+2 R4,
3 2 
2 p+
R1,3p+3 R2,3p+3 3, 3p+3 R4 ,3p+3 
8SP1 2, p+1 83 p 4 1 
Snip 1 Stip 2 Strep3 Strip 4
 
CCT P CCT2. CCT3* CCT4*
 
Spectrally S'S SIS SISinterleaed fb4 7, f ,4 7, f b *7, 
mples pe8of p 8 -f Pof 
from bands stmp2 St'p 3 sleep 4 
4-, plus
8
 
ofstrpl1
 
IDHerd IDtRcd ID Rerd 
rorAnoHeed AnoL Heed Arnor. Herd 
L1 1L2,1j L3, 1 L4,1 
,3, 122 
F L1,7807 L2 70 / 378;4 
 8 
I 0 E 0F]I E0F EOF 
7 !SlAaz Records 
*LLC is a two-byte number denoting the number of with a bit density of 800 bpi. For the four-CCT for­
video data samples per uncorrected (raw) scan line. mat, each of the four files corresponds to a like­
number CCT, 2400 feet in length with a bit density 
**Each file contains one 46.3 by 185.2 km (25 by of 800 bpi. All formats include an ID record and an 
100 nm) strip of the scene as described in Section annotation record as the first and second records, re­
4.3.2. For the one-CCT format, the four files follow spectively, of each film, and special image annotation 
sequentially on one CCT 2400 feet in length with a tape (SlAT) information (used in original CCT gen­
bit density of 1600 bpi. For the two-CCT format, eration) isincluded after the last file of each scene. 
files I and 2 follow sequentially on CCT 1and files 3 
and 4 on CCT 2. These tapes are 2400 feet in length 
Figure 4-15. Full Scene, Four-CCT Format 
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DATA RECORD BINARY MSS DATA MODE/ 
SCENE/FRAME ID LENGTH STRIP ID CORRECTION CODE 
EDD7 H H IM Ms N b N b MIn n i nn nn . In nIA A ..... ni. In R 
FILE SEQ BINARY FRAME ID IAT ID MSS ADJUSTED 
NUMBER LINE LENGTH 
Figure 4-16. ID Record Organization (40 Characters, EBCDIC and Binary Code) 
Table4-4 ID RecordInformationDefinitons 
Char Information Format Code 
1-12 Scene/Frame ID EDDD-HHMMSBN* EBCDIC 
13-16 File Sequencing Numbers 
File N of M bNbM EBCDIC 
(b blank char) 
17-18 Data Record Length (bytes) on Binary
19-26 Binary Frame ID nnnnnnnn** Binary
27-28 Binary Strip ID 00 Binary 
29-36 IAT Identification (from 
Header record on IAT) AAnnnnnn EBCDIC 
37-38 MSS Data Mode/Correction 
Code*** Unitary Code nn Binary 
39-40 MSS Adjusted Line Length nn Binary 
*E - Encoded Project Identifier (Landsat 1- I or 5, Landsat 2-2 or 6) 
DDO - Day number relative to launch at time of observation
 
HH - Hour attime of observation
 
MM - Minute at time of observation
 
S - Tens of seconds at time of observation (truncated not rounded numbers)

B - IPE Identification Code (Landsat 1and 2, bands4&7, set to zero)

N - Sequential Subframe ID (only full frame available, set to zero)

**The Binary Frame ID isthe binary representation of the Scene/Frame ID 
Character 
19, EncodedProject Identifier (Same as *Eabove)
20-21 Days since launch, this number isdetermined by extracting the six right-most 
bits from bytes (characters) 20 and 21 and combining them into one word 
(six bits from byte 20 followed by six bits from byte 21)22 Hour at time of observation
 
23 Minute at time of observation
 
24 Tens of seconds at time of observation (truncated, not rounded numbers)

25 Spectral Band Identifier (IPF Identification Code, set to zero)
 
26 Sequential Subframe ID (set to zero)
 
For characters 22 through 26, the six right-most bits are used 
***Bits 0-7 of this two-character word are zero
 
Bits 8-15 have the following significance
 
Bit
 
8 = I for Sun Cal Data, = 0 otherwise
 
9 = 1for Calibration Wedge, = Uotherwise
 
10 = 1for Compressed Data, -= 0 otherwise
 
11 = 1for Hi gain on band 1, = 0 otherwise
 
12 = 1 for Hi gam on band 2, = 0 otherwise
 
13 = I for Decompression, = 0 otherwise
 
14 = 1for Calibration, = 0 otherwise
 
15 = I for Line Length Adjust, = 0 otherwise
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tation of the imagery. These data are speci­
fied at the time of the center scan line of the 
MSS. frame, all decimal points and special 
characters are included. The annotation 
block data format consists of 144 EBCDIC 
characters (72 sixteen-bit words), whose 
format and content are defined in Table 4-5. 
624CHARACTERSBOTMEG 
ANNOTATION BLOCK IMAGE LOCATION BLOCK IItherefore 
CHARBCDIC ICHA BIMNARYANDBOGC . 
I__ . -Ileft 
Figure 4-17 Annotation Record Information Sequence 
4.3.2.3.2 Image Location Data Block 
The image location data consist of 240 

sixteen-bit words that describe the tick 

marks that associate the scene with latitude 

and longitude. There can be a maximum of 

six tick marks per side (ie , left side, right 

side, top and bottom), and the image location 
data includes this tick mark information for 
RBV as well as MSS data. 
The tick mark location data consist of four 
types: the tick position, the special tick 
character, the direction (N, S, E or W), 
and the value in degrees and minutes. Each 
tick mark is denoted by a 16-bit s4gned 
binary integer fraction that specifies its 
position along the edge of the scene, followed 
by eight EBCDIC characters 
The 16-bit signed integer fraction represents 
the location of the tick mark along the edge 
of the scene and takes on values from +1/2 to 
-1/2. The most significant bit of the integer 
fraction indicates the sign of the fraction If 
the bit is a one, the fraction is negative, if it is 
a zero, the fraction is positive. The tick mark 
reference system has been chosen so that the 
origin is at the format center. The corners of 
the scene writing area may be designated A 
(1/2, -1/2), B(-1/2, -1/2), C(1/2, 1/2) and 
D(-1/2, 1/2), as in Figure 4-18. The value 
that locates the tick marks along the edges is 
SCENE TOP EDGE DIRECTION OFWRITING A -) B (-, N S/C
AREA ( HEAI 
LEFT EDGE RIGHT EDGE 
C ' AY) D(-%,')BOTTOM EDGE 
Figure 4-18 Tick Mark Reference System 
given in terms of a 16-bit binaryinteger fraction with the binary point to the 
of bit position 1. 
The special tick characters are either an 
X'4F', an EBCDIC vertical bar that is used 
along the top and bottom edges of the scene, 
or an X'7E', an EBCDIC equals sign that is 
used to represent the_ticks on the left and 
right sides of the scene. The direction is 
represented by an EBCDIC character that 
represents north, south, east, or west (N, 
S, E or W). The value of the latitude or 
longitude isgiven in degrees (3 characters)
 
and minutes (2 characters). 
There are two formats used to represent the 
location of tick marks. The tick marks are 
usually written first and are followed by the 
value of the latitude or longitude. If there 
is not enough room on any one of the sides 
for the last tick mark, then the value of the 
latitude or longitude is written first and is 
followed by the tick character for the last 
tick mark. An illustration of the two tick 
mark formats follows 
Format 1 
Position. 16-bit signed binary fraction 
Tick mark annotation: 
Tick mark character: X'4F' or 
X'7E' 
Direction, one character- N, 5, E or W 
Value 
Degrees, three characters. 
Constant. '-' 
Minutes, two characters 00 or 30 
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Format 	2 
Position- 16-bit signed binary fraction 
Tick mark annotation. 
Direction, one character: N, S, E or W 
Value, six characters- same as Format 1 
Tick mark character: X'4F' or X'7E' 
Each of the eight tick mark tables (one forf 
each MSS and RBV edge) contains the tick 
mark data arranged in positional order from 
the top of the 	table downward with the top 
edge tick mark 	table being given first. The 
unused tick mark locations are signified by 
a zero in the position words and X'FF' in 
all of the annotation characters. 
The tick mark record format defined in the 
16-bit words is as follows: 
RBV tick mark set: 
Character 	 Description 
B(1) Position, tick mark No. 1 
B(2)-B(5) Annotation, tick mark No. 1 
B(6) Position, tick mark No. 2 
B(7)-B(10) Annotation, tick mark No. 2 
B(11) Position, tick mark No. 3 
B(12)-B(15) Annotation, tick mark No. 3 
B(16) Position, tick mark No. 4 
B(17)-B(20) Annotation, tick mark No. 4 
B(21) Position, tick mark No. 5 
B(22)-B(25) Annotation, tick mark No 5 
B(26) Position, tick mark No. 6 
B(27)-B(30) Annotation, tick mark No. 6 
B(31)-B(60) Left edge tick mark table 
B(61)-B(90) Right edge tick mark table 
B(91)-B(120) Bottom edge tick mark table 
MSS tick mark set: 
Character Description 
B(121)-B(240) 	 Format is the same as that 
for the RBV tick mark set 
It should be noted that the scene on the CCT 
contains 2340 scan lines (2256 scan lines for 
the film image, plus 42 scan lines of data 
preceding the film image and 42 scan lines 
following the film image). The tick marks 
are applied to the film image as shown in 
Figure 4-19. 
TICK MARK 
42 SCAN LINES 
CCTSCENE 	 FILM IMAGE35SCANLINES2340SCAN LINES 
I 42SCANLNES 
Figure 4-19. CCT and Film Image Comparison 
4.3.2.4 	Special Image Annotation Tape 
(SLAT) Data File 
This file consists of seven records. The first. 
record is a 2048 byte record which contains 
the SlAT logical tape header. The second 
record contains 216 bytes of Processing 
Information Data. The third record con­
tains 204 bytes of Spacecraft and Sensor 
Performance Data. The fourth record con­
tains 144 bytes of Annotation Block Data 
(Table 4-5). The fifth record contains 76 
bytes of RBV Computational Data. Record 
six contains 326 bytes of MSS Computation 
'Data. The seventh record contains 480 
bytes of Image Location Data. 
Detailed descriptions of each of these records 
are shown in Tables 4-6A through 4-6G 
4.4 	DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM
 
PRODUCTS
 
The IPF 	produces three types of Data Collec­
tion System (DCS) data products punched 
cards, computer listings and magnetic tapes. 
These products along with their contents 
and 	 formats are described in Figures 4-20 
through 	4-22. DCS data transmission format 
is listed in Table 4-7 
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Characters 
1-2 
3-5 
6-7 
8-10 
11 
12-13 
14 
15-16 
17 
18 
19-21 
22 
23-24 
25-27 
28 
29-30 
31 
32-33 
34 
Table4-5 AnnotationBlock Data 
Description 
(Day, Month, Year of Exposure - The date at Greenwich,
 
month, and year of picture exposure)
 
Date of Exposure, day of month, numerals
 
Date of Exposure, month of year, abbreviated to three alpha

characters
 
Date of Exposure, year, abbreviated to two numerals
 
Constant: thCb (signifies Format Center).
 
(Format Center - The center of the RBV and MSS image for­
mat isindicated interms of latitude and longitude in degrees
 
and minutes. The MSS format center is identical to the corres­
ponding RBV format center. Format center isdefined as
 
the point of contact with the earth, of the geometric exten­
sion of the spacecraft yaw attitude sensor axis to the earth's
 
surface )
 
Latitude direction, 1 alpha, Wor S
 
Latitude, degrees, two numerals
 
Constant: '-'
 
Latitude, minutes, two numerals
 
Constant. T/' 
Longitude, direction, 1alpha, E orW
 
Longitude, degrees, three numerals
 
'-Constant: '
 
Longitude, minutes, two numerals
 
Constant: 'bNb'(signifies Nadir) 
(Nadir - The latitude and longitude of the nadir (the inter­
section with the earth's surface of aline from the satellite 
perpendicular to the earth ellipsoid) is indicated in degrees 
and minutes) 
Latitude direction, I alpha, Wor S
 
Latitude, degrees, two numerals
 
Constant: '-'
 
Latitude, minutes, two numerals
 
Constant: 'T 
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Table 4-5. Annotation Block Data(Continued) 
Characters 	 Description 
35 	 Longitude, direction, 1 alpha, E or W 
36-38 Longitude, degrees, three numerals
 
39 Constant: '-'
 
40-41 Longitude, minutes, two numerals
 
42 Constant: ''
 
43-54 Blank Field 1 (12 characters long)
 
55-60 	 Constant: ISUIbEL' 
61-62 	 Sun elevation, degrees, two numerals 
(Sun Elevation - The sun elevation angle at the time of mid­
point of MSS frame is indicated to the nearest degree) 
63-65 	 Constant: 'bAZ' 
66-68 	 Sun aximuth, degrees, three numerals 
(Sun Azimuth - The sun azimuth angle from true North at 
the time of midpoint of MSS frame isindicated to the nearest 
degree) 
69 	 Constant: 'b' 
70-72 	 Satellite Heading (including yaw), degrees, three numerals 
(Satellite Heading - The satellite true heading is indicated 
to show the orientation of the imagery. The heading includes 
yaw and is indicated to the nearest degree) 
' 73 Constant: ­
74-77 Revolution number, four numerals 
(Rev Number - The consecutive rev number for the Landsat 
spacecraft is indicated.) 
78 Constant. '-' 
79 MSS data acquisition site, abbreviated to one alpha, A, G, or 
N 
(Data Acquisition Site - A one-letter acronym designates the 
data acquisition site. This will be either Alaska, (A), Goldstone, 
(G), or NASA Tracking and Training Facility (N).) 
80 Constant. '-'
 
81 Constant: '1
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Table4-5 AnnotationBlock Data(Continued) 
Characters 
82 
83-84 
85 
86 
87-88 
89-101 
102 
103-105 
105 
107-108 
109-110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115-116 
Description 
Constant: '-'
 
Blank Field 2 (two characters long)
 
Type of orbit data: Predicted = P; Definitive = D
 
- '
 Constant. '
 
Blank Field 5 (two characters long)
 
Constant: 'bNASAbERTSbE-' 
Frame Identification 
(Frame Identification Number - Each image or frame has a 
unique identifier that contains encoded information. This 
identifier is used for an information retrieval system and 
consists primarily of time of exposure relative to launch 
information. The Initial Image Generating Subsystem adds 
the appropriate spectral band number. Also part of the frame 
identification number isattregeneration of images" identifier, 
which isadded to the imagery by Initial Image Generation 
when appropriate.) 
Landsat mission number = S 
Day number relative to launch = DDD 
S = 1 for Landsat 1, DDD <999
 
S = 5 for Landsat 1, DDD>999
 
S = 2 for Landsat 2, DDD <999
 
=S 6 for Landsat 2, DDD>999 
Constant: '-'
 
Hour at time of observation
 
Minutes
 
Tens of seconds
 
Constant: '-'
 
Blank Field 3 (one character long)
 
Blank for earth images
 
(RCI Images - A 0, 1, or 2 indicates one of the 3 exposure
 
levels for radiometric calibration, where 0 corresponds to the
 
minimum exposure level, and 2 corresponds to the maximum.
 
A blank signifies no RCI images)
 
Blank Field 4 (two characters long)
 
During Initial Image Generation Processing, the sensor code
 
will be inserted on the imagery into Blank Field 1; the gamma
 
(normal 'N-', or abnormal 'A-') into Blank Field 2; the spectral
 
identifier into Blank Field 3; the regeneration number of the
 
processed image (when necessary) into Blank Field 4; and the
 
type of MSS signal encoding@ into Blank Field 5.
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Table4-5 AnnotationBlock Data(Continued) 
Characters Description 
117-140 24 blank characters if RBV(\is off
 
141-144 4 blank characters if MSS is off
 
Otherwise:
 
"117-121 Direct or recorded data: 'ibbDX' or 1bbRX'
 
122-123 Shutter Setting( and Aperture Correction lndicator,@hiBV 
1; aa Ibb2bRX,
'bb2DX' orDirect or recorded data: 

124-129 

c) 130-131 Shutter Setting and Aperture Correction Indicator, RBV 2; aaor 'bbb3RX'Direct or recorded data: 'bbb3DX' 132-137 
138-139 Shutter Setting and Aperture Correction Indicator, RBV 3; aa 
140 Constant. 'b'
 
.141-142 Direct or recorded IISS data: 'Db' or 'Rb'
 
(%143-144 MSS data acquisition site, 'A-', '1-', or 'N-'
 
MSS signal code:
 
1 = Linear data mode )
 
2= Compressed data mode Not applicable for band 7
 
H = High gain option Not applicable for bands Band 7
 
L = Low gain option
 
No requirement for CCTs for Landsat 1 and 2 RBV imagery 
Shutter setting code, applicable to Landsat I and 2 RBV annotation only: 
Duration of Exposure (ms) 
Setting Camera I Camera 2 Camera 3 
A 4.0 48 6.4 
B 5.6 6.4 7.2 
C 8.0 8 8 8.8 
D 120 12.0 12.0 
E 16.0 16.0 16.0 
Aperture correction indicator:
 
I = aperture correction in
 
0 = aperture correction out
 
( Blank Field 1 data 
MSS data for characters 79-80, as applicable 
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Table 4-6A. 
Byte Length 
1 8 
9 10 
19 10 
29 8 
37 8 
45 8 
53 2 
55 2 
57 2 
59 2 
61 2 
63 2 
65 2 
67 2 
69 2 
837 768 
,1605 444 
SIA TDataFileRecords,Record I 
Content 
SlAT Number 
Date of Tape Preparation 
Zero 
SlAT Number 
RBV Tape Number 
MSS Tape Number 
Number of Data Files on 
Logical SIAT 
Zero 
Zero 
Number of RBV/VTC 
Number of MSS/VTC 
Number of RBV/TFC 
Numier of MSS/TFC 
Zero 
1st-64th RBV Scene ID's 
1st-f4th MSS Scene ID's 
Zero 
- SIATLogtcal Tape Header 
Format 
EBCDIC (ttadddnn) 
EBCDIC (JtldfnmmYyy) 
Binary 
EBCDIC (ttadddnn)
 
EBCDIC (ttadddnn or blanks)
 
EBCDIC (ttadddnn or blanks)
 
Integer
 
Binary 
Binary 
Integer 
Integer 
Integer 
Integer 
Binary 
EBCDIC addd-hhmms#Ji 
EBCDIC addd-hhmmsW 
Binary 
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Table 4-61 SIA TDataFileRecords,Record 2 -ProcessingInstructionData 
Starting Byte No. 
and Length (Bytes) Information Format 
1 2 No. of Scenes Remaining, RBVVFC Binary­
3 2 No. of Scenes Remaining, MSS/VFC Binary 
5 2 No. of Scenes Remaining, RBV/VTC Binary 
7 2 No. of Scenes Remaining, MSS/VTC Binary 
9 2 Not Used Binary Zero 
11 2 Not Used Binary Zero 
13 10 Scene ID EBCDIC ndd-hhmms 
23 10 Preceding Closest RCI ID from W.O. EBCDIC ndd-hhmms 
33 10 Succeeding Closest RCI IF from W.O. EBCDIC ndd-hhmms 
43 1 Mission No. (1 or 2) Binary 
44 1 Day Number from Launch Binary (most significant 
part; least signif. bit is 26) 
45 1 Day Number from Launch Binary (5-bit least signif. 
part; 6 bits avail.) 
46 1 Hours of Day Binary 
47 1 Minutes of Hour Binary 
48 1 Tens of Seconds Binary 
49 2 Not Used Binary Zero 
51 8 Band 1 Information from PIAT W.O. EBCDIC laaaaabb 
59 8 Band 2 Information from W.D. EBCDIC 2aaaaabb 
67 8 Band 3 Information from W.O. EBCDIC 3aaaaab 
75 8 Band 4 Information from W.O. EBCDIC 4aaaaaab 
83 8 Band 5 Information from W.0. EBCDIC 5aaaaaab 
91 8 Band 6 Information from W.O. EBCDIC 6aaaaaab 
99 8 Band 7 Information from W.O. EBCDIC 7aaaaabb 
107 8 Band 8 Information from W.O. EBCDIC 8aaaaabb 
115 72 Special Instructions to Precision EBCDIC 
Processing Operator from W.O. 
187 1 Mission No. Binary 
188 1 Day No. from Launch Binary (most signif. part; 
least signif. bit is 26) 
189 1 Day No. from Launch Binary (6-bit least signif. 
-part; 6 bits avai;) 
190 1 Hours of Day Binary 
191 1 Minutes of Hour Binary 
192 1 Tens of Seconds Binary 
193 1 Not Used Binary Zero 
194 1 Not Used Binary Zero 
195 6 Output Frame ID Same as Item 38 
201 1 Not Used Binary Zero 
202 1 Not Used Binary Zero 
203 2 Processing Code from SlAT Binary 
Generation Work Order 
205 2 Processing Code for MSS Binary 
207 2 Polar Stereo Projection Hexadecimal 
209 8 Flag Binary Zero 
216 Total Bytes 
Inter-Record Gap 
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Table 4-6C SIAT DataFileRecords,Record3 - SpacecraftPerformanceData 
Starting Byte No. 
and Length (Bytes) Information Format 
1 8 RBV I Mode of Transmission EBCDIC RBVblbba 
9 2 RBV 1 Exposure Duration EBCDIC Xa 
11 2 RBV 1 Aperture Correction Indicator EBCDIC ab 
13 8 RBV 2fMade of Transmission EBCDIC RBVbb2ba 
21 2 RBV 2 Exposure Duration EBCDIC Xa 
23 2 RBV 2 Aperture Correction Indicator EBCDIC ab 
25 8 RBV 3 Mode of Transmission EBCDIC RBVbbb3a 
33 2 RBV 3 Exposure Duration EBCDIC Xa 
35 2 RBV 3 Aperture Correction Indicator EBCDIC ab 
37 12 MSS 4 Mode of Transmission EBCDIC MSSb4bbbbbab 
49 12 MSS 5 Mode of Transmission EBCDIC MSSbb5bbbbab 
61 12 MSS 6 Mode of Transmission EBCDIC MSSbbb6bbbab 
73 12 MSS 7 Mode of Transmission EBCDIC MSSbbbb7bbab 
85 12 MSS 8 Mode of Transmission EBCDIC MSSbbhbb8bab 
97 2 MSS Sensor Gain Binary, bits 1 & 2 for bands 
4 & 5 respect., 1 = high 
Bits 3-16 are zero 
99 1 MSS Sensor Encoding Binary, bits 1-3 for bands 
4-6 respect. 1 = compressed. 
Bits 4-8 are zero 
100 1 Not Used Binary Zero 
101 8 SPOT Tape ID EBCDIC SPndddnn 
109 4 MSS SUN CAL OAY EBCOIC OOD D 
113 48 MSS SUN CAL's SENSORS 1-24 Binary Scaled 2.12 
151 36 Not Used Binary Zero 
197 4 MSS SUN CAL DAY EBCDIC 'bbb' 
desired 'Fill' or 'BAfb' 
201 4 MSS SUN CAL FLAG EBCOIC 'ODD' 
204 Total BytesI 
Inter-Record GAP 
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Table 4-6D SIATData FileRecords,Record4-AnnotationBlock Data 
Starting Byte No. 
and Length (Bytes) Information Format 
1 2 Day of Month Exposure EBCDIC nn 
3 3 Month of Exposure EBCDIC aaa 
6 2 Year of Exposure EBCDIC nn 
8 3 Constant EBCDIC hCb 
11 6 Latitude of Format Center EBCDIC ann-nn 
17 1 Constant EBCDIC / 
18 7 Longitude of Format Center EBCDIC annn-nn 
25 3 Constant EBCDIC bNb 
28 6 Latitude of Nadir EBCDIC ann-nn 
34 1 Constant EBCDIC/ 
35 8 Longitude of Nadir EBCDIC annn-nnb 
43 12 Blank Field 1 EBCDIC blanks 
55 8 Sun Elevation at Nadir (Deg) EBCDIC SUNbELnn 
63 6 Sun Azimuth at Nadir (Deg) EBCDIC bAZnnn 
69 4 Satellite Heading (Deg) EBCDIC bnnn 
73 6 Rev. Number EBCDIC -nnn­
79 4 RBV Data Acquisition EBCDIC a-1­
83 2 Blank Field 2 EBCDIC bb 
85 2 Type of Orbit Data (Pred. or Defin.) EBCDIC a­
87 2 Blank Field 5 EBCDIC bb 
89 13 Constant EBCDIC bNASAbERTSbE­
102 10 Scene Identification EBCDIC nddd-hhmms 
112 1 Constant EBCDIC­
113 1 Blank Field 3 EBCDIC b 
114 1 RCI Images Calibration Level EBCDIC n (or blank) 
115 2 Blank Field 4 EBCDIC bb 
117 5 RBV I Mode (Direct or Recorded) EBCDIC ibbaX (or blanks) 
122 2 RBV 1Shutter Setting, Aperture EBCDIC aa (or blanks) 
Correction Indicator 
124 6 RBV 2 Mode EBCDIC bb2baX (or blanks) 
130 2 RBV 2 Shutter Setting, Aperture EBCDIC aa (or blanks) 
Correction Indicator 
132 6 RBV 3 Mode EBCDIC bbb3aZ (or blanks) 
138 2 RBV Shutter Setting, Aperture EBCDIC aa (or blanks) 
Correction Indicator 
140 5 MSS Mode (Direct or Recorded) EBCOIC baba- (or blanks) 
and Acquisition Site 
144 Total Bytes 
Inter-Record GAP 
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Table 4-6E SIAT DataFileRecords, Record5 - RBV ComputationalData 
Starting Byte No. 
and Length (Bytes) 
1 8 
9 8 
17 2 
19 10 
29 8 
37 4 
41 4 
45 4 
49 4 
53 4 
57 4 
61 4 
65 4 
69 4 
73 4 
76 T tal Bytes 
Inter-Record GAP 
Information 
Spacecraft Time of Exposure 

Greenwich Mean Time of Exposure 

Normalized Altitude Change 

GMT Date of Exposure 

GMT Time of Exposure 

Latitude of Format Center 

Longitude of Format Center 

(10-6 Radians)
 
Latitude of Nadir (10-6 Had) 

Longitude of Nadir (10-6 Rad) 

Spacecraft Altitude (meters) 

GMIT of Exposure (Milliseconds of Day) 

S/C Flight Path Heading (10-6 Rad) 

Pitch (10-6 Rad) 

Roll (10-6 Rad) 

Yaw (10-6 Bad) 

Format 
4-bit BCD OO000dddhhmmsseo 
4-bit BCD OOOdddhhmmssmmmO 
Binary fraction 
EBCDIC bddbmmmbyy 
EBCDIC bhbmm:ss 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
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Table 4-6F SIA TDataFileRecords,Record 6 -MSS ComputationalData 
Starting Byte No. 
and Length (Bytes) Information 
1 8 Spacecraft Time of Scene Center 
9 8 GMT of Scene Center 
17 2 Normalized Altitude Change at 
Image Center - 13.80300 
19 2 Same as 102 at I.C. - 10.35225 
21 2 Same as 102 at I.C. - 6.90150 
23 2 Same as 102 at I.C. - 3.45075 
25 2 Same as 102 at I.C. Time 
27 2 Same as 102 at I.C. + 3.45075 
29 2 Same as 102 at I.C. + 6.90150 
31 2 Same as 102 at I.C. + 10.35225 
33 2 Same as 102 at I.C. + 13.80300 
35 2 Altitude (NM./32) at time of 102 
37 16 8Values of Alt. at the times of 
Items 103-110, respectively 
53 2 Vehicle Roll at Image Center Time 
(Rad.) 
55 2 Vehicle Pitch at I.C. (Rad) 
57 2 Vehicle Yaw at I.C. (Rad) 
59 2 Roll at Time of Item 102 (Rad) 
61 16 8Values of Roll at the times of 
Items 103-110, respectively 
77 2 Pitch at time of Item 102 (Rad) 
79 16 8Values of Pitch at the times 
of Items 103-110, respectively 
95 2 Yaw at Time of Item 102 (Rad) 
97 16 8Values of Yaw at the Times of 
Items 102-110, respectively 
118 2 Image Skew (Rad) 
115 2 Normalized Velcoity Change 
117 4 Mean Pitch (10-6 Rad) 
121 4 Mean Roll (10-6 Had) 
125 4 Mean Yaw (10-6 Rad) 
129 4 Mean Pitch Rate (10-6 Rad/Sec) 
Format 
4-bit BCD OOOOOdddhhmmsscc 
4-bit BCD OodddhhmmssmmmO 
Binary fraction 
Binary fraction -
Binary fraction 
Binary fraction 
Binary fraction 
Binary fraction 
Binary fraction 
Binary fraction 
Binary fraction 
Binary 
Binary, 2bytes per value 
Binary fraction 
Binary fraction 
Binary fraction 
Binary fraction 
Binary fraction, 2 bytes 
per value 
Binary fraction 
Binary fraction, 2 bytes 
per value 
Binary fraction 
Binary fraction, 2 bytes 
per value 
Binary fraction 
Binary fraction 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
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Table 4-67 SIA TDataFile Records,Record6 -MSS ComputationalData(Continued) 
Starting Byte No. 
and Length (Bytes) Information Format 
133 4 Mean Roll Rate (10-6 Rad/Sec) Binary 
137 4 Mean Yaw Rate (10-6 Rad/Sec) Binary 
141 4 Mean Altitude (meters) Binary 
145 4 Mean Altitude Rate (Meters/Sec) Binary 
149 4 GMT Milliseconds of Day at ICT - Binary 
25 sec 
153 4 GMT Milliseconds of Day at ICT ­
25 see 
157 4 GMT Milliseconds of Day at Binary 
ICT - 15 sec 
161 4 GMT Milliseconds of Day at Binary 
ICT - 10 see 
165 4 GMT Milliseconds of Day at Binary 
ICT - 5 sec 
169 4 GMT Milliseconds of Day at Binary 
ICT 
173 4 GMT Milliseconds of Day at Binary 
ICT + 5 sec 
177 4 GMT Milliseconds of Day at Binary 
ICT + 10 sec 
181 4 GMT Milliseconds of Day at Binary 
ICT + 15 see 
185 4 GMT Milliseconds of Day at Binary 
ICT + 20 sec 
189 4 GMT Milliseconds of Day at Binary 
ICT + 25 sec 
193 44 Eleven Values of Nadir Latitude at Times Binary 
237 44 
of Items 160-170 (10-6 Rad) 
Eleven Values of Nadir Longitude at Times Binary 
of Items 160-170 (10-6 Rad) 
281 44 Eleven Values of Altitude at Times of Binary 
Items 160-170 (Meters) 
324 Total Bytes 
Inter-Record GAP 
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Table 4-6G SIATData FileRecords, Record 7-inageLocationData 
Starting Byte No. 
and Length (Bytes) Information Format 
1 10 RBV, Top Edge, Tick Mark No. 1 Binary fraction and EBCDIC 
Position and Annotation 
11 50 5 More Tick Marks as Above for 
the Same Edge 
61 60 Same as Items 204 and 205 for 
the Left Edge
 
121 60 Same as Above for the Right Edge
 
181 60 Same as Above for the Bottom Edge
 
241 240 Same as Items 204-208 for the MSS
 
480 Total Bytes 
END OF FILE 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2021 22 23 24 25 26 21 2134-49---51157-72 
SAMPLE -SA0 ,5 I 4 ,1211 1 4B 25 1 7 0 DATA DATAQIJALITY 
L1J PLATFORM\ TM CD 	 DATA FORMAT 
Tto
SATELLITET 1D MESSAGE 
O 	 QUALITYUSR	 TENCODEDCARD 

SRD CERROR 	 FLAG 
10 USTATION 
CARD COLUMN CONTENT CARDCOLUMN CONTENT 
REDEST
 
12 2 C TARNICATE STANOING 25 QUALITYWH 
VARIABLEPA TR IVCTOINDICATEE REEST MESSAGE ERE 
312 USER CONSISTING ALPIANU 0 LONG DEPENDINGI 4  THF MWERIC = ORSHORTMESSAG  
CHARACTERS UPONSYNCHRONIZATON 
710 PLATFORM TR 	 17 = TO INDICATECONSITIND OF OCTAL LOWESTTO 
DIGITSRANOIN FROM60017750 HIGHESTQUALITY 
11 SATELLITE1D 1 FOREMES A. 2 FOR EMrS BF 26 DATAFORMATFLAGWNHERE 
1221 TIMECODE REPRESENTING MEANTIMEWHEN 0 = DIGITS (22 COLUMNS)THE DREENWICH 	 OCTAL 
THEFLATFDITRANSMITTEDN E DATA UH HEMDECIMALDIGITS(15 COLEMNS)
THlEFDRMAT 28 49 ISYDDRNEIMSNERE 	 FOROCTAL DIGITS, 
ITD9 5179ULT IIS(FDSRD O 
57 72 QUALITY DIGITS IFDESIRED)FORMI= MINUTES HEXADECIMALSS = SECONDS 
22 RECEIVINGSTATIONI0WHERE 
A FAIRBANKSALASKA 
G GOLOSTONECALIFORNIA NOTE OFQUALITY BITSISPRESENCE 
R = GREENBELTMARYLAND INTTF) OPTIONALSUBECTTO USER 
2324 ENCODED ERRORFLAGWHERE REQUEST 
32 = INVALID RECEIVINGSTATIONBO OCTAL DIGITS AREGIVENFOR 
16 - INVALID PLATFORMID 66BITS WHERE LASTTWO 
8 POORPLATFORMQUALITY BITSAREALWA'S ZERO 
4 = INVALID TIMECODE OCTALPLATFORMIDIS BASED 
2 = DUPLICATEMESSAGE ON12BITSYNCO BITPATTERN 
I REDUNDANTMESSAGE
 
O NO ERRORDETECTED
 
A SUMMEDVALUETO INDICATE ANY
 
COMBINATION
OF THE ABOVE
 
63 = ALL OF THE ABOVECONDITIONS
 
EXIST
 
Figure 4-20. DCS Data Card Format 
INIODYY 	 INDICATESTHEMONTH DAYAND YEAR THAT 
THELISTINGWASGENERATED 
USERID FOURALPHANUMERICCHARACTERS 
SYSTEM PRODUCTS USER 	 FAGEHiNERTSDATACOLLECTION USER MMIODJYY ID 
o
FLAT SAT TIME STA ERROR DATA(ANDOUALTY (IFENCODED )PLATID ICG(ENCODED BITS ENCODEFLAG- ENCODE 
CODE DUALITY FLAG BIT I (G000)2 - DATABIT- BIT-

I -DATA BIT - 11QUALITY BIT- I (GOOD) 3- DATABIT- IAOLUALITY 

ID ID ED GOAL0 - DATABIT - MIOUALITY - OOQIALITY MOO0DREFLAG 
BIT - MIOORE 
11 Li I Li I I l U I I I _ W W I I I I Li 
IOQUALITY INICAT 	 ERROR ANDTHE MESSAGE FORMATS THEL PLATFORM 1777 STHATQUALITYIS FLAG DUALITY ARE 
SAMEAS DESCRIBEDFORDOSCARDS IFOATAGUALITYISIN 
THATDUALITYIS OUIJSTIONABLE CLUDED AN ASTERISK WILL APPEAR INTHE "ENCOBE FLAG-GOOD 
ANYTHINGELSE NBICATES 
COLUMNIF DATAQUALITYDOES NOT APPEAR THE DATAWILL 
TELAT RMDSAELLTEITIMCOEAN2 THSTAINOF APPEAR AS EITHERI OR I IF DATAQUALITY IS INCLUIED 
T L AT 
TUALITYBiTSASSOCIATEDWITH 2 OR3MAY ALSOAPPEAR EACHOF I BRACKETSREPRESENTS CODEARE OF THE SAME FORMATS DESCRIBEDFORS CARDS- THE 12BIT PLATFORM 10) A GROUPING OFI BITS 
Figure 4-21. DCS Computer Listing Format 
4-31 
-C---TAPE MOTION 
*
-l° i I-1Jl 
TAPE 
HEADER 

RECORD 

480 WORD 
DATA 
480 WORD 
DATA 
480 WORD 
DATA 
480 WORD 
DATA 
RECORD RECORD RECORD RECORD 
HEADER RECORD FORMAT SEE BELOW 
RECORDS CONSISTS OF 60 DATA BLOCKS (480 WORDS)
EACH DATA BLOCK CONSISTS OF ONE DATA TRANSMISS'ON (8 WORDS) 
EACH DATA TRANSMISSION ISINTHE FORMATSHOWN INTABLE 36 
HEADER RECORD FORMAT 
STANDING REQUEST TAPE STaDDDnnUUUUYY/MM/DD 
VARIABLE REQUEST TAPE VTaODDnnUUUUYY/MM/DD 
WHERE 
a = SATELLITE NUMBER (1 OR 2) 
DD = DAYS SINCE LAUNCH (OF TAPE GENERATION) 
nn = SEQUENCE NUMBER (BINARY) 
UUUU = USERID 
YY/MM/DD = DATE OF PROCESSING (STANDING ORDER) OR DATE 
OF REQUEST (VARIABLE REQUEST) 
Figure4-22 DCS Magnetic Tape Format 
Table 4-7 
Word Bit 
1 0-15 
16-23 
2431 
2 0 15 
1631 
3 0 7 
8-15 
1623 
2431 
4 06 
615 
1617 
18-23 
24 28 
29 31 
5 0 31 
031 
7 0 31 
8 0 31 
DCS DataTransmissionFormat 
Item 
Platform ID 

Satellite In 

Station ID 

Days (GMT) 

Days Since Launch 

Hours (GMT) 
Minutes (GMT)

Seconds (GMT) 

Year (GMT) 
Not Used 
Platform ID Quality 

Not Used 

Error Flags 
Invalid Station Code 
Invald Platform ID 
Poor Platform ID DualityInvalid Time Code 
Duplicate Message 
Redundant Message 
Not Used 
Message Quality 
Data Bis 
Data Bits 
Quality Bits 
Quality Bits 
Mode Format 
Binary 
EBCDIC 
EBCDIC 
XXXX 
1 or 2 
A/G/N 
Binary 
Binary 
1 366 
I-N 
Binary 
Binary
Binary 
ERCOIC 
0 23 
0-59 
0-59 
09 
Binary
Binary 
Binary 
0 
'3FF' 
a 
Bit 18 
Bit 19 
Bit 20 
Bit 21 
Bit 22 
Bit 23 
(1=set) 
(1=set) 
(=set)(l=set) 
(1=set) 
T=set) 
Binary 0 7 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
Binary 
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SECTION 5
 
USER SERVICES
 
Photography Field Office (APFO), (4) NASAhyrlg.VststoheEOcnao
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The success of the Landsat program has 
generated widespread interest in acquiring and 
using Landsat data products. This section 
provides the information needed to obtain 
these products and describes the services and 
facilities available to potential Landsat data 
users. 
Only those facilities that have been officially
designated by NASA and/or other govern­
ment agencies as repositories of Landsat data 
are described,thus it is not an all-inclusive list. 
The following facilities are discussed. 
(1) USGS Earth Resources Observation Sys-
tems (EROS) Data Center (EDC), (2) NOAA 
Satellite Data Services Branch (SDSB); 
(3) U.S. Department of Agriculture Aerial 
Image Processing Facility (IPF), and (5) the 
Information Transfer Laboratory (Intralab) at 
the Goddard Space Flight Center 
Landsat data products may be purchased by 
anyone, including citizens of foreign coun-
tries, from the EEC, the SDSB or the APFO. 
The IPF no longer supplies Landsat data 
products directly to users, but instead sup-
plies second generation master negatives to 
the three dispensing facilities, 
5.2 EROS DATA CENTER 
The EROS Data Center (EDC), at Sioux Falls, 
South Dakota, is operated by the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey EROS Program to provide 
access to Landsat imagery, aerial photography 
acquired by the U.S. Department of the 
Interior, and photography and imagery 
acquired by NASA from research aircraft and 
from Skylab, Apollo, and Gemini spacecraft. 
The primary functions of the EDC are data 
storage, reproduction, dissemination and user 
assistance and training. The EDC and its 
principal facility, the Karl E. Mundt Federal 
Building, were dedicated August 7, 1973. 
At the heart of the EDC is a computer 
complex that controls a data base of over 6 
million images and photographs of the earth's 
surface features, performs searches of specific 
geographic areas of interest, and serves as a 
mgeraphiclareastofi nteresta e apr 
management tool for the entire data repro­
duction process. The computerized data 
storage and retrieval system is based on a 
geographic system of latitude and longitude, 
supplemented by information about image 
quality, cloud cover, and type of data. 
Guidance in the use of remotely.sensed data is 
available at the EDC through scheduled train­
ing courses and workshops. The scientific 
teaching staff at the center periodically offers 
discipline-oriented courses in subjects such as 
agriculture, forestry, geography, geology, and 
hydrology. Visitors to the EDC can also 
receive assistance in the operation of special­ized equipment such as densitometers, addi­
tive color viewers, zoom transfer scopes, and 
stereo viewers, and in the use of computerized 
multispectral systems to classify specific 
phenomena. 
The EROS Data Center also functions as an 
integral part of the National Cartographic 
Information Center (NCIC) system for those 
requesting information about available air­
craft or space imagery and for those wanting 
to place orders for these data. The NCIC is 
headquartered in the Geological Survey 
National Center in Reston, Virginia. It ser­
vices customers requiring information on the 
availability of cartographic data, including 
multi-use mapping, geodetic control, areial 
photography and space imagery. Qualified 
personnel in the fields of topography, 
geodesy, photogrammetry, photography and 
cartography provide help to those with spe­
cialized needs. This service is readily available 
by a direct terminal link to the EDC's 
computer data base. Inquiries and orders for 
data are transmitted daily from NCIC to the 
EDC to provide a timely response to customer 
needs. 
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NCIC field offices with computer links are located at: 
Topographic Office Air Photo Sales 
U.S. Geological Survey U.S. Geological Survey 
900 Pine Street Federal Center, Building #25 
Rolla, MO 65401 Denver, CO 80225 
Phone. 314-364-3680 Phone: 303-234-2326 
Hours; 7.45-4:15 Hours: 7:45-4.15 
NCIC Information Unit Map and Air Photo Sales 
National Center - Stop 507 U.S. Geological Survey 
12201 Sunrise Valley Drive 345 Middlefield Road 
Reston, VA 22092 Menlo Park, CA 94025 
Phone- 703-860-6045 Phone: 415-323-2157 
Hours: 7:45-4:15 Hours 7 45-8:15 
5.2.1 Data Files maintain microfilm copies of Landsat data 
available from the EDC and to provide assis-
Imagery archived at the EDC can be reviewed tance to the user in reviewing and ordering 
by users in three ways: (1) by using the EROS data. This allows the user to view microfilm 
Data Reference Files, (2) by using the EROS copies of the data before placing an order 
Applications Assistance Facilities, or (3) by directly with the EDC. Applications assis­
direct contact with the EDC. tance, however, is not provided. The 
addresses, telephone numbers, and hours of 
The EROS Data Reference Files have been operation of the ten EROS Data Reference 
established throughout the United States to Files are listed below: 
EROS Data Reference File EROS Data Reference File 
Public Inquiries Office Topographic Office 
U.S. Geological Survey U.S. Geological Survey 
108 Skyline Building 900 Pine Street 
508 Second Avenue Rolla, Missouri 65401 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 Phone: 314-364-3680 
Phone: 907-277-0577 Hours: 8:00-5:00 
Hours: 9:00- 5 30 
EROS Data Reference File EROS Data Reference File 
Public Inquiries Office Water Resources Division 
U.S. Geological Survey U.S. Geological Survey 
Room 7638, Federal Building Room 343, Post Office and Court 
300 North Los Angeles Street House Building 
Los Angeles, California 90012 Albany, New York 12201 
Phone. 213-688-2850 Phone: 518-474-3107 or 6042 
Hours: 9:30-4:00 Hours: 8:00-4.30 
EROS Data Reference File EROS Data Reference File 
University of Hawaii Water Resources Division 
Department of Geography 975 West Third Avenue 
Room 313C, Physical Science Columbus, Ohio 43212 
Building Phone. 614-469-5553 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96825 Hours 8:00-4:30 
Phone- 808-944-8463 
Hours- 8-00-4:00 
5--Z 
EROS Data Reference File 
U S. Geological Survey 
5th Floor 
80 Broad Street 
Boston, Massachusetts 02110 
Phone: 617-223-7202 
Hours; 9:00 - 5 00 
EROS Data Reference File 
Public Inquiries Office 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Room 678, U.S. Court House 
Building 
West 920 Riverside Avenue 
Spokane, Washington 99201 
Phone: 509-456-2524 
Hours: 9.00-4:30 
Requests can also be made to the EDC for 
information about imagery of a specific area, 
initiating a geographic search using the 
center's central computer complex. These 
requests can be made by mail, personal visit, 
or phone, either directly to the EROS Data 
Center or to one of the EROS Applications 
Assistance Facilities. Users may request a 
geographic search using any of three options: 
1. 	Point search - all images or photo-
graphs, any portion of which fall over 
the designated geographic point, will be 
listed. 
2. 	 Area rectangle (any area of interest 
defined by four sets of corner coor-
dinates in latitude and longitude) - all 
images or photographs with any cover-
age of the area will be listed The area 
must not exceed 200 one-degree 
squares; e.g , 100 latitude by 200 longi-
tude. 
3 	 Enclosed map (any point or area indi-
cated) - all images or photographs 
meeting the criteria for (1) or (2) will be 
listed, 
When requesting a geographic search from the 
EDC, users should be sure to provide all 
relevant information. This should include 
acceptable dates and seasons, type of imagery 
preferred (color, false-color infrared, or black 
EROS Data Reference File 
Bureau of Land Management 
729 NE Oregon Street 
Portland, Oregon 97208 
Phone. 503-234-3361, Ext. 4000 
Hours: 8.00-4 00 
EROS Data Reference File 
Maps and Surveys Branch 
Tennessee Valley Authority 
20 Haney Building 
311 Broad Street 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401 
Phone. 615-755-2149 
Hours: 8 00-4.00 
and white), acceptable degree of cloud cover, 
and acceptable quality. Most importantly, 
however, geographic areas must be clearly 
identified and should be limited in size as 
much as possible to avoid a potentially long 
computer listing and the need to review large 
numbers of choices. Latitude and longitude 
coordinate specification is preferred, since 
this is the method required for the computer 
geographic search. A description of the in­
tended application and use of the data will al­
so assist the EDC, and may result in a more 
concise response to the inquiry. 
The computer printout received as a result of 
the geographic search lists all images available 
over or close to the user's specified area of 
interest. With the printout, the user will also 
receive detailed instructions on how to inter­
pret the printout and order the images 
selected, as well as an up-to-date price list. 
Briefly, the computer printout provides the 
following information for each item listed: 
type of coverage, type and size of master film 
source, photo/scene identification number, 
indication of master film quality, percentage 
of cloud cover, date acquired, and scene 
center point (latitude/longitude). On the list­
ing, Landsat imagery is indexed and listed by
individual frame. Thus each entry on the 
computer listing describes a single image that 
can be ordered directly by unique identifica­
tion number. NASA aerial photography is 
indexed either by individual photograph or by 
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strip, which describes two or more successive 
forward overlapping photographs along an 
aircraft flight line. Each entry on the corn-
puter listing describes a single photograph or 
adjoining scenes that are successive photo-
graph frames on the master film roll. 
Aerial mapping photography, acquired over 
the past 25 years by various federal agencies 
for mapping the U.S., is not listed by individ­
ual photograph during a geographic search. 
These photographs are listed in photo 
indexes, which contain many overlapping 
photos and from which individual photo-
graphs can be ordered. The photo indexes can 
be ordered from EDC by supplying the 
geographic coordinates of the area of interest, 
5.2.2 Applications Assistance 
Training and assistance in the techniques 
required for the analysis of remotely sensed 
EROS Applications Assistance 
Facility 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Room 202, Building 3 
345 Middlefield Road 
Menlo Park, California 94025 
Phone: (FTS) 415-323-2727 
Phone: (Commercial) 415-323-8111 
Hours. 8 00-415 
EROS Applications Assistance 
Facility 
EROS Data Center 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57198 
Phone 605-594-6511 
Hours. 8:00- 4 30 
EROS Applications Assistance 
Facility 
U S. Geological Survey 
Room B-207-A, Building 1100 
National Space Technology 
Laboratories 
Bay St. Louis, Mississippi 39520 
Phone: 601-688-3541 
Hours: 8 00-4 30 
data are provided by the Application As§is­
tance Branch of the EDC. All inquiries regafd­
ing applications assistance and training 
courses at the EDC should be addressed to: 
Applications Assistance Branch 
EROS Data Center 
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57198 
Sioux F 05-594So 5th ,DEkt198 
Phone (FTS) 784-7511 
Several Applications Assistance Facilities 
maintain microfilm copies of data archived at 
the EDC and provide computer terminal 
inquiry and order capability to the EDC's 
central computer complex. Scientific person­
nel are available for assistance in applying the 
data and to aid in ordering data. 
It is recommended that Applications Assis­
tance Facilities be contacted by phone or mail 
in advance, so that suitable arrangements can 
be made for a visit. The present facilities are: 
EROS Applications Assistance 
Facility 
H( Inter American Geodetic Survey 
Headquarters Building 
Drawer 934 
Fort Clayton, Canal Zone 
Phone: 83-3897 
Hours: 7:00- 3:45 
EROS Applications Assistance 
Facility 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Suite 1880 
Valley Bank Center 
Phoenix, Arizona 85073 
Phone: 602-261-3188 
Hours: 8:00- 5:00 
EROS Applications Assistance 
Facility 
U.S Geological Survey 
1925 Newton Square East 
Reston, Virginia 22090 
Phone: 703-860-7868 
Hours: 8:00- 4:15 
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EROS Applications Assistance 
Facility 
University of Alaska 
Geophysical Institute 
College, Alaska 99701 (Fairbanks) 
Phone 907-479-7558 
Hours: 8:00- 5:00 
6.2.3 Product Order Placement 
Orders for reproductions of data from the 
EDC can be placed by personal visit, tele-
phone or mail. Orders can also be placed at 
any of the EROS Applications Assistance 
Facilities (see Section 5.2.2). 
The standard photo products available from 
the EDC are listed in Table 5-1. All inquiries 
regarding products, ordering procedures and 
costs should be directed to-
User Services 

EROS Data Center 

Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57198 

Phone: 605-5946511, Ext. 151 

Phone (FTS) 784-7511 

TableS-l. EDC StandardProducts 
Product Black and White Color 
format Paper Film FaperFilm 
Contact 
70 mm - X - X 
5x 5 inch X X X X 
10 x 10 inch X X X X_ 
Enlargements 

10 x 10 inch X X X ­
15 x 15 inch X - X ­
2flx 20inch X - X ­230x 30 inch X - x ­30 x 30 inch X - X ­
4D x40 inch X - X -
Microfilm 

16 mm - X - X 

35mm - X - X 

All orders must be accompanied by check, 
money order, purchase order, or authorized 
account identification; processing cannot be 
initiated until valid and accurate payment is 
received. All checks or money orders should 
be made payable to the U.S. Geological 
Survey. Standing (open) accounts may be 
established by repetitive users. All shipments 
from the EDC are prepaid. The EDC suggests 
that users allow a minimum of two to three 
weeks for delivery of all orders. A longer time 
may be required for the production of com­
puter compatible tapes or the completion of 
very large or complex orders 
5.2.3.1 	 Landsat Data Standing Order 
Placement 
'Two basic options are available for placing 
standing orders for either data or information 
from the EDC: 
1. The user may specify an area for which 
any new Landsat imagery will be auto­
matically printed and shipped to the 
user. 
2. 	 The user may specify an area for which 
the EDC will notify the user of any new 
imagery and the order can be subse­
quently placed. 
Should the user decide to place a standing 
order for new data (option 1), the user must 
agree to accept all data for the specified 
geographic area if it meets the user's specifica­
tions for cloud cover, quality, and type of 
remotely sensed data. Any image having any 
part within the defined geographic location 
will be shipped. If option 2 is selected, the 
minimum requirement is that some data must 
be ordered at least once every 120 days, 
otherwise the standing order for this informa­
tion will be automatically cancelled. 
5.2.3.2 	 Custom Processing 
Custom 	processing to unique scale and image 
format is also available from the EDC. These 
products normally require longer periods of 
time for completion. Pricing is considerably 
higher than for the standard products. 
5.2.3.3 	Priority Services 
A priority system for rapid delivery of pro­
ducts is available whereby orders will be 
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shipped within 5 working days of receipt. A 
higher price is also required for this service, 
Priority processing will be accepted only 
when imagery is specifically identified and 
standard products are ordered. If for any 
reason shipment is not made within the 5 
days, the cost for each product reverts to 
standard price and a refund or credit is made. 
5.3 SATELLITE DATA SERVICES BRANCH 
The NOAA Satellite Data Services Branch 
(SDSB) was inaugurated in November 1974 
by mutual agreement between the Environ-
mental Data Service (EDS) and the National 
Environmental Satellite Service (NESS) and is 
now fully operational. This unit, a branch of 
the Information Services Division of the 
National Climatic Center (NCC), is located at 
the World Weather Building, Suitland, 
Maryland. It has assumed the responsibility of 
archiving all environmental and earth re-
sources data received from meteorological 
satellites, Landsat and Skylab. It is collocated 
with operational elements of the NESS. 
Because various types of satellite data are 
often useful in conjunction with Landsat 
data, it is important to note that the archival 
holdings of the SDSB contain most of the 
data from the early Tiros series of experi-
University of Alaska 
Arctic Environmental Information 
and Data Center 
142 East Third Avenue 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 
Phone: 907-279-4523 
Inter-American Tropical Tuna 
Commission 
Scripps Institute of Oceanography 
Post Office Box 109 
LaJolla, California 92037 
Phone 714-453-2820 
National Geophysical and Solar 
Terrestrial Data Center 
Solid Earth Data Service Branch 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 
Phone: 303-499-1000, Ext. 6915 
mental satellites, imagery from the Nimbus 
spacecraft, the full earth disc photographs of 
the ATS 1 and 3 geostationary satellites, the 
myriad of images received from the original 
ESSA and the current NOAA series, and both 
the full disc and "sectorized" images of the 
operational SMS 1 and 2 geosynchronous 
satellites. 
5.3.1 Browse Files 
Although the SDSB does not presently have a 
grographic search capability, NOAA has estab­
lished 21 Browse Files throughout the U.S. to 
allow the general public wide access to infor­
mation concerning Landsat imagery 
The NOAA Browse Files consist of a 16 mm 
microfilm (and reader) of one channel of 
Landsat data, standard catalogs identifying 
each image, documentation giving additional 
Landsat system information, a list of products 
available, prices of these products, and 
detailed ordering procedures. All of the neces­
sary material and information for the 
requester to make a proper evaluation of the 
data and subsequently order those products 
that he requires can be obtained from the 
Browse Files. The 21 NOAA Browse Files, by 
location, address and telephone number, are 
listed below 
Lake Survey Center- CLx13 
630 Federal Building & U.S. Courthouse 
Detroit, Michigan 48226 
Phone: 313-226-6126 
National Weather Service, Central 
Region 
601 East 12th Street 
Kansas City, Missouri 64106 
Phone 816-374-5672 
National Weather Service, Eastern 
Region 
585 Stewart Avenue 
Garden City, New York 11530 
Phone. 516-248-2105 
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National Oceanographic Data Center 
Environmental Data Service 
2001 Wisconsin Avenue 
Washington, D.C. 20235 
Phone. 202-634-7510 
Atlantic Oceanographic and 
Meteorological Laboratories 
15 Rickenbacker Causeway, 
Virginia Key 
Miami, Florida 33149 
Phone- 305-361-3361 
National Weather Service, Pacific 
Region 

Bethel-Pauaha Building, WFP 3 

1149 Bethel Street 

Honolulu, Hawaii 96811
 
Phone: 808-841-5028
 
National Ocean Survey - C3415 
Building #1, Room 526 
6001 Executive Boulevard 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 
Phone: 301-496-8601 
Atmospheric Sciences Library - D821 
Gramax Building, Room 526 
8060 - 13th Street 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 
Phone. 301-427-7800 
National Environmental Satellite 
Service 

Environmental Sciences Group 

Suitland, Maryland 20233 

Phone. 301-763-5981
 
Northeast Fisheries Center 

Post Office Box 6 

Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543 

Phone. 617-548-5123 

University of Wisconsin
 
Office of Sea Grant
 
610 North Walnut Street
 
Madison, Wisconsin 53705
 
Phone- 608-263-4836
 
National Climatic Center 
Federal Building 
Asheville, North Carolina 28801 
Phone 704-258-2850, Ext. 620 
National Severe Storms Lab 
1313 Halley Circle 
Norman, Oklahoma 73069 
Phone: 405-329-0388 
Remote Sensing Center 
Texas A & M University 
College Station, Texas 77843 
Phone: 713-845-5422 
National Weather Service, Southern 
Region
 
819 Taylor Street
 
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
 
Phone- 817-334-2671
 
National Weather Service;Western 
Region
 
125 South State Street
 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
 
Phone: 801-524-5131
 
Atlantic Marine Center- CAM02
 
439 West York Street
 
Norfolk, Virginia 23510
 
Phone: 804-441-6201
 
Northwest Marine Fisheries Center 
2725 Montlake Boulevard East 
Seattle, Washington 98112 
Phone: 206-442-4760 
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5.3.2 Product Order Placement 
The SDSB can provide the following Landsat 
data products. 
1. 	Duplicate 70 x 70mm negatives 
2. 	 Contact size 70 x 70mm or enlarged 9.5 
in. x 9.5 in. positive transparencies, 
3. 	 Paper print enlargements in various sizes 
from 9.5 x 9.5 in. to 40 x 60 in. 
4. 	35mm slides 
Landsat data should be ordered, when possi-
ble, using the order blanks available at the 
Browse Files listed in Section 5.3.1. However, 
data products can also be ordered by letter 
request to the SDSB. Inquiries regarding 
products, ordering procedures and costs 
should be directed to: 
Satellite Data Services Branch, D543 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 
World Weather Building, Room 606 
Washington, D.C. 20233 
Telephone- 301-763-8111/8112 
Landsat imagery must be requested by scene 
identification number or by geographiical 
coordinates, date and time. The requester 
should also indicate the MSS or RBV channel 
desired or, if unknown, state the use to be 
made of the imagery to allow the SDSB 
personnel servicing the request to select the 
most advantageous channel. Standing order 
service may be arranged by the user and the 
SDSB on an individual basis. 
Besides the photographic imagery provided by 
the SDSB, copies of the original digital data 
received from Landsat are frequently 
requested. To satisfy these requests, SDSB 
obtains the specified data on computer com­
patible magnetic tapes from the EROS Data 
Center and then reships them to the user. The 
SDSB plans to begin supplying CCTs directly 
to requesters in the near future. 
5.4 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY FIELD OFFICE 
The Aerial Photography Field Office (APFO), 
in Salt Lake City, Utah, is part of the 
Administrative Services Division of the 
Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation 
Service (ASCS), U.S. Department of Agricul­
ture. Established in the mid-1930s, the APFO 
film library has files of Landsat and Skylab 
imagery in addition to the conventional ASCS 
aerial photography and some black and white 
and color infrared photography from various 
government agencies. 
APFO receives a master file of 70mm nega­
tives of all Landsat imagery from the NASA/ 
Goddard Space Flight Center. In addition, 
APFO has accumulated a library of over 
1,700 color composite negatives (MSS bands 
4, 5 and 7) of Landsat imagery. A computer 
listing of color composite negatives on file is 
maintained and may be sorted by scene 
identification number, latitude and longitude 
and file number. Each scene also has a quality 
number ranging from 1-9 that indicates 
extent of scan lines, cloud cover, etc. 
5.4.1 Browse File 
As in the case of the SDSB, the APFO 
maintains a Browse File to serve its users It 
has also begun developing a geographic search 
and inquiry system- for the future. Currently, 
Landsat data computer query and search are 
accomplished by remote terminal from the 
Marshall Earth Resources Information Trans­
fer System (MERITS) at Huntsville, Alabama. 
However, plans are being implemented where­
by APFO will establish and maintain its own 
Landsat data retrieval system patterned after 
the Marshall system. 
The APFO Browse File provides a microfilm 
copy of its holdings plus catalogs, photo­
graphic indices and trained personnel to assist 
the user in ordering data products 
5.4.2 Product Order Placement 
Landsat imagery and NASA aircraft photo­
graphy may be ordered directly from the 
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APFO. Inquiries regarding products, ordering 
procedures and costs should be directed to-
U.S. Department of Agriculture- ASCS 
Aerial Photography Field Office 
Administrative Services Division 
2505 Parley's Way 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84109 
Telephone: 801-524-5856 
Reproductions of Landsat imagery are avail-
able in a variety of scales ranging from 
1:3,369,000 (70mm) to 1:250,000 (40 x 40 
in.) in black and white or color and on paper 
or film. ASCS aerial photography is also 
available at the APFO as well as at county 
ASCS offices 
Standing orders for imagery may be estab-
lished with the APFO on an individual basis. 
5.5 IMAGE PROCESSING FACILITY 
The Image Processing Facility (IPF), formerly 
the NASA Data Processing Facility (NDPF), 
began operations with the launch of the first 
of the earth resources satellites, Landsat 1, in 
July of 1972. From that time until approxi-
mately the launch of Landsat 2 in January of 
1975, the Support (User) Services Section of 
the IPF functioned as th6 primary souree of 
data for NASA investigators and user 
agencies Since the launch of Landsat 2, 
however, the role of the IPF has been 
significantly altered. With the exception of 
certain instances where federal government 
agencies require occasional data on a fast 
turn-around basis (e.g., disaster assessment) or 
for some operational requirement, the IPF 
supplies Landsat data only to the three 
above-mentioned federal data centers As the 
single U.S. source for processing video telem-
etry data from Landsat, the IPF also sends 
second generation master negatives of all 
processed Landsat imagery to these agencies 
on a daily basis. Products are then generated 
from these negatives, at the agencies, for sale 
at nominal prices to the public. The original 
archival or first generation positive film is 
stored on rolls at the IPF. 
Of the services originally offered by the IPF, 
the reception, processing, and distribution of 
Data Collection System products are still 
handled solely by the IPF The 70mm Browse 
Facility continues to provide the same range 
and quality of services to data users that it has 
from its inception The IPF sends computer 
compatible tapes (CCTs) to the EROS Data 
Center for reproduction, to be made available 
there as requested by the public and the 
dispensing agencies 
Reference should be made to Appendix H of 
this handbook for a more detailed, inclusive 
description of the IPF. 
5.5.1 Brows Facility 
NASA provides a Browse Facility at the 
Goddard Space Flight Center (Building 23, 
Room E408) where visitors may examine 
archived Landsat data, make use of their 
reference facilities, and view IPF output 
products. 
A full-time Browse Facility assistant is avail­
able to instruct and assist visitors in the 
capabilities and operational aspects of the 
facility The assistant will place orders for 
catalogs or microfilm for investigators desir­
ing retention copies and will instruct and aid 
investigators in the use of the IPF information 
systems data base search and query system. 
The assistant is also available to demonstrate 
the use of catalogs, atlases and user guides A 
log of all reference material is maintained in 
the Browse Facility and is available to visitors. 
The assistant will provide instruction for the 
operation of light tables, microfilm viewing 
equipment, and the cathode ray tube (CRT) 
terminal 
Information about every image processed 
from Landsat video data tapes is maintained 
in the IPF information systems data base, and 
includes the following parameters: 
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o 	 Observation ID 
* Orbit No 
* Station ID 
* Ephemeris Type (Best fit or predicted) 
* Transmission Mode (Direct or Recorded) 
* Altitude 
* 	 Heading 
* Track 
To permit investigators to conveniently search 
this data base, a special computer program 
known as Query Processing is available. It can 
be used either in a batch mode or in an 
interactive mode directly from the remote 
CRT terminal in the Browse Facility. The 
program is such that a search can be made for 
given time periods, given geographical areas or 
imagery parameter information. Moreover, 
the program is sufficiently flexible to allow 
almost any logical combination of search 
criteria to be specified. 
The 	normal output of a search is the number 
of images found that meet the specified 
search criteria. Additional outputs can be 
specified as follows. 
1. A listing of all image identification 
numbers for those images satisfying the 
search. 
2. 	 A display catalog output, as shown in 
Figure 5-1, containing one-line descrip-
tions of each image that satisfies the 
search criteria. The information for each 
image is similar to that contained in the 
standard catalogs 
3. 	 A display image output that is a print-
out of all data in the data base for each 
image that satisfies the search criteria, 
(See Figure 5-2.) 
5.5.2 Product Order Placement 
Although Landsat imagery and CCTs can not 
* Sun Elevation 
* Sun Azimuth 
* 	 Quality (good, fair, poor) 
* 	 Cloud Cover (percent) 
* Geographic Area 
o Time 
* Sensor 
* 	 Image Product (type and spectral band) 
be obtained directly through the IPF, DCS 
data are still available 
For those desiring DCS data, it may be 
requested on a standing order basis or on a 
Data (Variable) Request basis. All orders must 
specify product type and platform number, 
and will be processed on an individual basis 
by IPF Support Services personnel. Users may 
discuss DCS data products with representa­
tives who are trained to assist them in 
formatting their requests Contact may be by 
phone, mail or personal visit to the following 
address: 
IPF Support Services 
Code 563 
Building 23, Room E409 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
Phone: 301-982-5406 
5.6 	 INFORMATION TRANSFER LABORATORY 
(INTRALAB) 
The Information Transfer Laboratory is an 
activity of Goddard Space Flight Center 
designed to foster the operational use of 
remote sensing, especially Landsat, tech­
nology. Intralab provides an opportunity for 
users to acquire hands-on experience in the 
application of remote sensing technology to 
problems of immediate concern to their 
operational needs. Users work with Intralab 
discipline specialists and contemporary image
processing and analysis facilities in conducting 
short duration projects. 
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KEY TOIMAGE CLARITY 
G = GOOD 
F = FAIR 
P = POOR 
THE IMAGES INDICATED BELOW ARE ONMICROFILM ROLL NUMBER 001 
TRANS QUALITY 
MODE STAT TOT RBV MSS PICTURE CENTERSUBSTPOINT 
OBSERV ID ORB R M R M CC EPH PROD 12312345 LONG LAT LONG LAT 
1010 05435 0173 D D OL GL 21 R 10 GGGGOGG 12055 3021 -12056 3632 
1010 05442 0173 D 0 GL GL 32 R 11 GGGGGGG 121 02 3493 -121 12 3512 
1010 05444 01850 D FA FA 11 R 20 GGGGGGG 14812 6303 .14822 6303 
1010 05451 0185 0 B FA FA 31 R 17 GGGGGG 14828 6209 14833 6200 
1010 05453 0185 0 D FA FA 32 R 18 GGGGOGG 14836 6008 14836 6098 
1010 05480 0196 0 D GD GD 51 R 13 GGCGGGG 8084 4179 8083 4183 
1010 05462 
101005465 
0196 
0196 
0 
D 
D 
D 
3D 
GD 
GD 11 
GD 21 
R 
R 
14 
15 
GGGGGG 
GGGGGGG 
810 
81 07 
4075 
3958 
8103 
81 06 
4076 
3863 
1010 05471 0196 D D D GO 11 R 16 GGOGGGG 8108 3847 8107 3851 
1010 05474 0196 D D GD GO 32 R 12 GGGGGGG 8112 3740 8109 3742 
1015 08000 0173 D D GL GL 41 R 10 GGGGGGG 12055 3621 12056 3632 
1015 08002 0173 0 0 GL GL 42 R 11 GGGGGGG 12102 34.93 12112 3512 
1016 08030 0185 D 0 FA FA 41 R 20 GGGGGGG 14812 6303 14822 6300 
1010 08032 0185 0 D FA FA 41 R 17 GGGGGG6 14828 6200 14833 6200 
1016 08035 0185 0 FA FA 42 R 18 GGGGGGG .14836 6090 14836 0098 
Observation Identifier J Subiatellne Point 
Orbit Number p Picture Center 
Chastty odImago, Band Transmion Mode for REV (RIandMSS(M) 
D - iCu, R - Recorded 
of Products Available 
Recerio8 Site for RBV (R)andMSS (M) R-Ephemeris, Refined, 
GL- Goldstone, FA- Fairbanks, GD- GSFC P- Predicted 
%Cloud Cover 
Figure5-1. Query Search - Display Catalog Output Sample 
OBSERVATION ID 1018 05453 
ORBIT NUMBER 0196 TRANSMISSION MODE RBV DIRECT 
TOTAL CLOUD COVER 10 T}RANSMISSION MODE MSS DIRECT 
STATION-RBV GOLDSTONE SUBSAT POINT (LONG) -8083 
STATION-MSS GOLDSTONE SUBSAT POINT (LAT)- 4183 
EPHEMERISTYPE R PICTURE CENTER (LONG) -8084 
ALTITUDE 49232 PICTURE CENTER (LAT) 4179 
HEADING 3638 SUN ELEVATION 3370 
TRACK 48 32 SUN AZIMUTH 4062 
BLOCK US CONTINENT LAST SYCI DISTRIBUTION: 
SENSOR QUALITY 
REV1 RBV2 RBV3 MSS1 MSS2 MSS3 MSS4 MSS5 
G G G G G G G a 
IMAGE DESCRIPTORS 
FORESTRY RIVERS 
NUMBER OF PRODUCTS PRESENT 13 
PRODUCT P-CL BAND INDICATOR 11111110 
DATE PRODUCED 09/15/71 LAST REQUEST DATE 09/15/71 
PRODUCT SCCI BAND INDICATOR 11000000 
DATE PRODUCED 09/15/71 LAST REQUEST DATE 09/15/71 
Figure 5-2 Query Search - Display Image Output Sample 
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Although individual projects vary widely in 
scope and technical approach, certain aspects 
are common to all: 
1. Proposed tasks are evaluated by Intralab. 
Task must: 
a. Have an identifiable value for opera-
tional implementation 
b.Not be routinely solvable with exist-
ing resources 
c. Be sharply focused and of limited 
duration (several month technical 
phase) 
d. Be consistent with available Intralab 
resources 
2 	 Active user participation in project 
design and performance isessential: 
a. Users assign personnel to work with 
the Intralab staffb. Users collect the necessary surface 
observations and/or supporting data 
c. Intralab acquires and supplies re-
motely sensed data 
d. Data analysis and interpretation are 
conducted by a joint user/Intralab 
team 
3. 	Completed tasks are fully documented 
by the user/Intralab teams, with particu-
lar attention to: 
a. Techniques commensurate with the 
user's operational requirements 
b. Cost effectiveness of the techniques 
c. Identification 	of the characteristics of 
remote sensing systems that more 
fully satisfy user requirements 
4. 	Intralab recognizes a responsibility to 
share these experiences with broader 
user communities having similar infor­
mation needs. All documentation ispub-
lically available, and is disseminated 
through appropriate NASA and other 
offices, 
For further information contact. 
Intralab 
Code 923 
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
5.7 	 ADDITIONAL LANDSAT PRODUCT 
INFORMATION 
5.7.1 Landsat Standard Catalogs 
As part of its support services function, the 
IPF produces two standard Landsat catalogs: 
the U S. Standard Catalog (listing all data 
processed by the IPF of the U.S. and parts of 
Canada and Mexico), and the Non-U.S Stan­
dard Catalog (listing data processed by the 
IPF over all other areas of the world). 
Cumulative U.S Standard and Non-U.S. Stan­
dard Catalogs are published on ayearly basis. 
Catalogs for Landsat 1 are available for the 
periods of launch to July 1973, July 1973 to 
July 1974, and July 1974 to July 1975. ForLandsat 2 the publishing schedule will be 
from launch to January 1976, January 1976 
to January 1977, etc. To supplement the 
cumulative catalogs, monthly catalogs are 
issued listing the data processed during the 
month of issue. 
Each of the standard catalogs also contains an 
outline map. The U.S. Standard Catalog has 
outline maps of the United States, including 
Alaska and Hawaii (see Figure 5-3), and the 
Non-U.S. Standard Catalog contains an out­
line map of the world (see Figure 5-4). Each 
of these maps graphically depicts the areas 
covered by the images listed in the catalog. In 
addition, the U.S. outline, map shows an 
estimate of the cloud cover contained in the 
imagery by a four-shade spectrum along the 
subsatellite path for each north to south pass. 
No shading indicates that no imagery was 
collected. 
A large part of each standard catalog consists 
of computer listings produced from the IPF 
information system data base. All listings are 
in sequence by observation identifier. Figure 
5-1?
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5-5 explains the format and content of this Landsat standard catalogs are on sale to the 
identification code. All orders, announce- general public through both the EROS Data 
ments, queries and image annotations utilize Center and the Government Printing Office. 
these identifiers. A sample catalog page with Inquiries should be directed to­
an explanation of its contents is shown in 
Figure 5-6. 
Main Government Printing 
User Services Office Book Store 
EROS Data Center or Attention: NASA Publications Clerk 
Sioux Falls, SD 57198 710 North Capital Street 
Washington, D.C. 20402 
(I or 5 = LANDSAT 1;
 
SATELLITE NUMBER 2 or 6 = LANOSAT 2) SENSOR SPECTRAL
 
DAYS SINCE LAUNCH 	 BAND DESIGNATOR CODE 
HOUR OF DAY (GMT) 	 B Band 
2 RBV 2MINUTES OF HOUR 2 	 RBV2 
TENS OF SECONDS 3 RBV3 
4 MSS1I 
5 MSS2A HD D H HMMS 
IMAGE iD 	 6 MSSS 
EXAMPLE 1 0 3 7 0 5 1 8 5 	 7 MSS4 
A All REV Bands 
M Al MSS Bands 
X Al Bands 
Figure 5-5 Observation ,IdentificationNumber Format 
Standard CatalogFormat The data format for the U.S and Non US catalog s identical Below s a sample catalog entry ith a description ofeachdataitem
 
A SampleCatalog Formal
 
m(b 
Page I 
(D 09130/72 STANDARD CATALOG FOR USA FROM 07124172TO 09/23172®®® 'o 	 © 
OBSERV ID MICROFILM ROLL NO DATE CLOUD PRINCIPALPOINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCT TYPES ALREADY MADE 
POSITION IN ROLL COVER OF IMAGE ELEV AZIM RBV 51SS BULK BULK PREC PREC DIGITAL 
REV MSS % 1234 5 6 7 8 COLOR COLOR 
057 16373 00000/0000 10002/0589 09/118/72 70 25 836N 99345W 535 1269 GGGG M
 
1057-18140 00000/0000 10002/0590 09/18/72 90 48 704N 117503W 39.2 1506 G M
 
1057-18143 00000/0000 10002/0591 09118/72 50 47 284N 118 114W 402 1494 G G G G M
 
1057-18145 00000/0000 10002/0592 09/11/72 30 45 868N 118701W 413 1482 GGGG M
 
1057-18152 0000010000 1000210593 09/18/72 20 44 448N 119266W 423 1469 GGGG M
 
1057-18154 00000/0000 1000210594 09118172 10 43028N 119811W 433 1457 GGGG M
 
1057-18161 0000010000 1000210595 09118172 10 41 612N 120 337W 443 1444 GGGG M
 
1057.18163 0000010000 100021059609118/72 20 40 192N 120847W 453 1430 G GG 'd
 
1057 18170 0000010000 10002/0597 09118/72 10 38 784N 121344W 462 1416 GGGG M
 
1057 18172 00000/0000 10002/0598 09/18/72 20 37358N 121 827W 471 1402 GGGG M
 
1057-18175 00000/0000 10002/0599 09/18/72 30 35 930N 122 297W 480 1387 GGGG M
 
1057-18181 00000/0000 1000210600 09118/72 40 34490N 122743W 48 9 1372 P P P P M
 
B Descriptionof Data Items 
(3 Dateof CatalogListng 	 (@ REVand MSSmitofihinto!ll and agepoltion on roll Note RoVandMSSimagesforagven 
(Q Perod of Coverage observation may beon two different microfilm rus
 
() Dateof observation
(3 Specal Keys to Data
® ObseiaronlD ® Estimated Percent of Cloud Cover
 
(D Latitiade and Longitude at observation center (Degreesto thousandths) 
r101 E~i Teni2cnd) 	 Sunelevaioneandaimuh atobservation cenTenisofSecounds @ ImageQuality reference 3LIMinuatesof Hour 	 I) Image/Data product avadlabilhty.reference3 
Hour of Day since launch (GMT) 
Day since launch 
Satellite Number (l o, $ = LANDSAT 1,2 or 6 = LANDSAT 2) 
=(13 Keys Cloud Cover % 	 0 to 100 %ofcloud coverage = No DataAvaidable 
= = 
Image Quality 	 Blank = Bandnot piesent RoRecycled G = Good F = Fair but usable P Poor Image C Caibration rimagts 
Prodact Typs AreadyMade R=NtadefromREV bandsonly M=MadefromMSSbandionly B=MadefrombothRBVandMSS 
Figure 5-6. Annotated Sample of Standard Catalog 
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5.7.2 Microfilm 
Once a month, in conjunction with prepara­
tion of the standard catalogs, the IPF pro-
duces 16mm microfilm (MSS, band 5) depict-
ing imagery processed during the month. 
These images are intended only to indicate to 
users what imagery is available and are not 
suitable for data analysis. 
The microfilm data is also divided into U S. 
and non-U.S. segments Each set of microfilm 
images is in exact correspondence to the 
standard catalogs and can be used in conjunc-
tion with the catalog for selecting desired 
images. The catalog contains roll and position 
numbers and data which, along with the 
microfilm image, provide the user with 
enough information to decide whether or not 
the image is useful, 
Because the microfilm images are intended to 
provide only a summary of the data available, 
the images are limited to one band each for 
the RBV (if available) or MSS. Only the RBV 
band 2 images and the MSS band 5 images are 
reproduced. 
Each image is a photograph of a system 
corrected image and contains the image 
identifier and full annotation block as de-
scribed in Section 4. 
MIROML18 mm 	 ID IMG 
LANOSAT OBSERVATION NO. 
A typical roll of microfilm contains the 
following­
1. 	1 Leader Frame of Microfilm Identifica­
tion 
2. 	 Up to 1000 Frames of RBV Images 
(where available) 
3. 	 Upto 1000 Frames of MSS Images 
The microfilm is on open reels suitable for 
mounting by the user in a cartridge. Two 
rapid search capabilities are incorporated on 
the microfilm. The first allows counting 
images for precise location and requires a 
counting capability on the viewer being used. 
The second is a moving bar indicator that 
permits gross location of images to within 
about 20 images Details of these two schemes 
are described in the standard catalogs 
The RBV and MSS image frames per observa­
tion are alternated on the roll of microfilm as 
shown in Figure 5-7. 
A complete set of microfilm data is main­
tained in the IPF Browse Facility and com­
plete sets are sent both to the EDC and 
APFO. Users may purchase copies of the 
microfilm sets through EDC User Services. 
MAGE 	 GMS]E 	 IMA E 
2 ETC.
 
1 (TO 1000 SETS)
 
Figure 5-7. Sample Format of Microfilm Roll 
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APPENDIX A 

OBSERVATORY 

The Landsat 1 and 2 Observatories (Figure 
A-i) are earth-pointing stabilized spacecraft 
consisting of integrated subsystems that pro-
vide the power, environment, orbit mainte-
nance, attitude control, and information flow 
required to support the payloads for a period 
of at least one year in orbit. They weigh 
approximately 953 kilograms (2100 Ib) and 
have an approximate overall height of 3 
meters (10 ft) and a diameter of 1.5 meters 
(5 ft), with solar paddles extending out to a 
total of 4 meters (13 ft). 
SOLAtRPADDLE 
ASSEMBLY 
ANTENNA 
AnTREEELT 
TAECOER HORIZSCANNR 
ELETRONICS Fattitude 
TANK 
-YAXS(H (ROLL),data 
, OBITu 
SENSORY NO0ZZLE 
ANTENNA 
WA WDESANDANTEdNA2 
ANITENI| "spacecraft UNIFIEDAND 
DATA COLL ION NEY 
DATACLTWO MULTISPECThAL 
S ANNER 
RETRNBEAMA 
VIDHeIC 
+ZAXIS(VAW) ATTITUDE 
MEASUREMNTSESOR 
CAMERAS 
Figure A-1. Landsat 1and 2 Observatory 
A.1 ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
The Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS) pro-
vides spacecraft alignment with both local 
earth-vertical and orbit velocity vectors, and 
provides rate control about the pitch, roll and 
yaw axes. The ACS achieves pointing accura-
cies of the spacecraft axes within 0.4 degree 
of the local vertical (about the pitch and roll 
axes) and within 0 6 degree of the velocity 
vector (about the yaw axis). The rotation 
rates encountered during multispectral 
scanner (MSS) and return beam widicon 
(RBV) operations are less than 0.015 degree 
per second about all axes These rates produce 
image motions which are negligible during the 
short exposure of the RBV cameras, but cause 
a slight distortion in the MSS images. Com­
pensation for these distortions is prowded 
during ground image processing in the NASA 
Image Processing Facility (IPF) by applying 
correction factors for the measured attitude 
rates. 
The 3-axis active ACS uses horizon scanners 
for roll and pitch attitude error sensing. The 
rate gyros sense yaw rate and, in a gyro 
compassing mode, sense yaw attitude. A 
torquing system uses a combination of reac­
tion jets to provide spacecraft momentum 
control and large control torques when re­
quired; flywheels are utilized for fine control 
and residual momentum storage. 
A.2 ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT SENSOR 
The Attitude Measurement Sensor (AMS) is 
an independent component (not used for 
control purposes) that determines 
precise spacecraft pitch and roll attitude. This 
is used for image location and correction 
during ground processing. The AMS detects 
the radiation level change in the 14 to 16 
micron range between the earth's atmosphere 
and the spatial background and establishes the 
pitch and roll axis positions relative 
to the local vertical. After ground compensa­
tion of telemetry data for variations due to 
seasonal-radiance and other effects, the pitch
and roll attitude can be determined to within 
about 0.07 degree. 
A.3 WIDEBAND VIDEO TAPERECORDER SUBSYSTEM 
Two wideband video tape recorders (WBVTR) 
record, store, and reproduce the data outputs 
from either the RBV or MSS during remote 
sensing operations Each recorder can record 
30 minutes of either 3.2-MHz video analog 
data from the RBV or 15-Mbps digital data 
from the MSS. Data are recorded by four 
heads (on one wheel) rotating across the 
2-inch wide tape. Recording and playback are 
each at 30 centimeters per second (12 in /sec) 
and are in the same direction. Total usable 
tape length is 548 meters (1800 ft) for each 
recorder. 
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The RBV analog video signal is transformed 
into the FM domain by video circuitry in the 
WBVTR. The signal is received as a negative 
analog signal, is dc level shifted, frequency 
modulated, amplified and recorded. To insure 
head switching during the horizontal blanking 
interval of the video signal during playback, 
the RBV signal is rephased to the WBVTR 
headwheel at the beginning of each triplet 
exposure during recording. In playback, the 
RBV signal is read out sequentially by the 
same four rotating heads, with appropriate 
switching, producing a continuous RBV signal 
in the FM domain. The signal is then demodu­
lated on the ground, producing the original 
analog video waveform, 
The MSS digital video data is received as a 
non-return to zero level (NRZ-L), 15-Mbps 
data stream. In the WBVTR, the data stream 
is re-clocked and then frequency modulates 
an FM carrier. The resulting frequency-shift 
keyed (FSK) signal is recorded by four 
rotating heads. The MSS data are recorded 
asynchronously, that is, the data stream and 
rotating heads are not synchronized. In play-
back, the MSS signal is read out sequentially 
by the same four rotating heads, with switch-
ing and demodulation producing a continuous 
NRZ-L, 15 Mbps data stream. 
Each WBVTR can record and playback either 
RBV or MSS data at any given time. The 
selection of RBV data or MSS data for each 
WBVTR during record or playback, plus 
appropriate tape motion to select the proper 
tape location, is made by appropriate ground 
commands which can be stored by spacecraft 
equipment for subsequent remote execution 
A.4 	 POWER SUBSYSTEM 
The Power Subsystem supplies the electrical 
power required to operate all spacecraft serv-
ice and payload subsystems During sunlight 
periods the subsystem delivers a maximum 
output of 980 Watts of regulated -24 Volts 
for short periods. This power is derived from
the 	load sharing of the 550-Watt solar array 
panels and the eight, 4.5 Ampere-hour 
batteries The power requirements during pay­
load operation are 480 Watts for real-time 
operation and 521 Watts for remote opera­
tion Considering the subsystem as an energy 
balanced system, it can support an average of 
20 minutes of payload (both RBV and MSS) 
"ON - time" per orbit initially and 12.1 
minutes after one year. The reduction in "ON 
- time" is mainly due to efficiency loss of the 
solar arrays from small particle impact during 
the year in orbit. However, the actual payload 
"ON - time" is limited by other system 
constraints (such as station pass time, record 
capability, etc.) to an average of 12 minutes 
per orbit 
All power is provided from the batteries 
during the launch phase and while the space­
craft is within the earth's umbra. Energy from 
the solar array not required for spacecraft 
loads during the lighted periods is used to 
recharge the batteries and any excess power is 
dumped via auxiliary loads. 
A.5 	COMMUNICATIONS AND DATA 
HANDLING SUBSYSTEM 
The Communications and Data Handling Sub­
system (Figure A-2) provides for all spacecraft 
information flow and is composed of the 
Wideband Telemetry Subsystem and the nar­
rowband Telemetry, Tracking and Command 
Subsystem. 
A' 
-1 
PAYLOAD S-BAND USE VHF 
,tk NtN_2 NE 
:3 
WIDEBAND NARROWBAND TELEMETRY.
TELEMETRY TRACKING AND COMMAND 
FigureA-2. LandsatCommunication Links 
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A.5.1 Wideband Telemetry Subsystem A total of 912 telemetry points (576 analog, 
16, 10-bit digital words;and 320, 1-bit binary 
The Wideband Telemetry Subsystem accepts words) can be sampled at rates between once 
and processes data from the RBV, the MSS, per 16 seconds to five times in one second. 
and both wideband video tape recorders, 
and transmits it to the ground receiving sites, 
The data is pulse code modulated (PCM) and 
can then be transmitted in real time either 
The subsystem consists of two, 20-Watt 
over the VHF or Unified S-Band (USB) links 
at a 1-kbps rate Up to 210 minutes can be 
S-band FM transmitters and associated filters, stored on each of two narrowband tape 
antennas, and signal conditioning equipment. recorders (NBTR) for subsequent playback at 
As shown in Figure A-3 the subsystem per- a 24-kbps rate. Analog data has 8-bit accuracy 
mits transmission of any two data sources or 1 part in 256. 
simultaneously, either real time or recorded, 
over either of the two downlinks (one data 
source each). Commandable power level 
The USB equipment 
transmit on separate 
has the capability to 
subcarriers real-time 
traveling wave tube (TWT) amplifiers and telemetry (768 kHz), playback data (597 
shaped beam antennas provide maximum kHz), DCS data (1.024 MHz) and pseudo­
fidelity of the sensor data at minimum power. random ranging information simultaneously 
Cross-strapping and dual mode operation (two 
data sources) with a single TWT amplifier is 
over the same 2,287 5 MHz carrier. The play­
back data can be derived from either of the 
available in the event of hardware malf- NBTRs or either of the auxiliary tracks of 
functions the WBVTRs. 
nnRBINPT SIGNAL VIDEOOR VCOA IMCARRIER PW1OTU 
REALTME CONDITIONER 
LISIGA  
WTH I 
*SVTR 2 
AUX VIDEOAU V[VI ,DEO 3i'-B SUNN M E D 
FILTERING YRD DT 
NkiNUSAND 
"IlTCHING 
WfEALTIMI 
YjALIM_ 
_ AIEOI MC-RRIER usTN 
WNV R I V- - r V-'B O O T U 
WSVTR2 PCNSIGNAL 2,255 MHz 
Figure A-3 Wideband Telemetry Subsystem
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A.5.2 Telemetry, Tracking and Only real-time or playback data (from either 
Command Subsystem of the NBTRs) can be transmitted at one 
time over the 137.86 MHz VHF equipment 
The Telemetry, Tracking and Command Sub- All three of the Landsat receiving sites 
system collects and transmits spacecraft and normally use the USB downlink. 
sensor housekeeping data to the ground sites, 
provides tracking aids, receives commands Commanding can be performed via either the 
from NASA's Space Tracking and Data Net- VHF link at 154.20 MHz or by the USB link 
work (STDN), and implements those com- at 2,106.4 MHz into redundant sets of 
mands on board the spacecraft. In addition it receivers on the spacecraft. These commands 
provides the link for transmitting the Data can be any of the 512 possible commands 
Collection System (DCS) data. executable by the command/clock or any of 
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the 8 commands recognizable by the corn-
mand integrator unit. A total of 30 corn-
mand/clock commands can be "stored" for 
execution outside of the range of the ground 
stations. All remote payload operations are 
performed using stored commands. 
A.6 	 THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
The 	Thermal Control Subsystem provides a 
controlled environment of 20 ± 100 C for 
spacecraft and sensor components Thermal 
control is accomplished by both semipassive 
(shutters and heaters) and passive (radiators, 
insulation, and coatings) elements Shutters 
are located on each of the peripheral compart-
ments on the sensory ring, and are actuated 
by two-phase, fluid-filled bellows assemblies. 
These assemblies are clamped tightly to heat 
dissipating components and position the shut-
ter blades to the proper heat-rejection level, 
Heaters are bonded at various locations in the 
sensory ring to prevent temperatures from 
falling below minimum levels during extended 
periods of low equipment-duty cycles. The 
heaters are energized selectively by ground 
command when the temperature level at these 
locations falls below a predetermined value.The 	upper and lower surfaces of the sensory 
ring are insulated to prevent gain or loss of 
heat through those areas External structure 
and 	 radiating surfaces are coated to providethe required values of emissivty and absorp 
tivity, 
Passive radiators coated with a low-absorp-
tivity, high-emissivity finish are used to assist 
the shutters in rejecting the heat from the 
sensory ring. Radiators are provided for the 
RBV, the MSS, the WBVTRs and the NBTRs. 
A.7 	 ORBIT ADJUST SUBSYSTEM 
The Orbit Adjust Subsystem (OAS) estab-
lishes the precise Landsat orbital parameters 
after orbit insertion and makes adjustments 
throughout the life of the mission to maintain 
overlapping coverage of sensor imagery and 
long-term repeatability. 
The OAS is a monopropellant, hydrazine­
fueled, propulsion system constructed as a 
single module consisting of three rocket en­
gines, a propellant tank and feed system, a 
support structure and the necessary inter­
connect plumbing and electrical harnessing 
The OAS is mounted to the spacecraft 
sensory ring with a thruster located along 
each 	of the (+) roll, (-) roll, and (-) pitch axes, 
such that each thrust vector passes approx ­
mately through the spacecraft center of mass. 
With these thrust vectors, the orbit adjust sub­
system can impart incremental velocities to 
the spacecraft to correct in-plane injection 
errors, inclination injection errors, and orbit 
perturbations due to atmospheric drag and 
other error sources over an orbital life of 
more than one year. 
A.8 	 ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
 
SUBSYSTEM
 
The 	Electrical Interface Subsystem functions 
include power switching, telemetry signal 
generation, switching logic, power fusing, data 
routing, time-code processing and automatic
"shut-off" of equipment. Time-code data are 
received from the command/clock, assembled 
into storage registers and relayed to the RBV 
and MSS when requested. Timers associated 
with the payloads, WBVTR and S-Band Trans­
mitter are provided to automatically remove 
power after 32 minutes of operation if the 
normal turn-off does not occur. Power switch­
ing (regulated and unregulated), transient load 
circuitry, and fusing are included in this sub­
system for the RBV, MSS, WBVTRs and the 
OAS. 
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RBV SUBSYSTEM 

B.A 	 THREE-CAMERA RBV SUBSYSTEM 
(Landsats 1 and 2) 
The return beam vidicon (RBV) camera sub-
system is used to obtain high resolution tele-
vision picutres of the earth. Three cameras 
are used to take pictures of earth scenes 
simultaneously in three different spectral 
bands. The measured spectral response of the 
three cameras is shown inFigure B-1. 
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Figure B-I. Spectral Response, 
RB V Three-Camera System 
the themoelctri cooerTHREEEach camera contains an optical lens, a shut-
ter, the RBV sensor, athermoelectric cooler, 
deflection and focus coils, erase lamps and the 
sensor electronics. The cameras are similar 
except for the spectral filters contained in the 
lens assemblies to provide separate spectral 
viewing regions. The sensor electronics con­
tain the logic circuits to program and coordi­
nate the operation of the three cameras as a 
complete integrated system and provide the 
interface with the other spacecraft subsystems 
Table B-1 shows the major camera parameters 
and their performance requirements 
B.1.1 Operation 
The three RBV cameras are aligned in the 
spacecraft to view the same nominal 185 
kilometers (100 nautical mile) square ground 
scene as depicted in Figure B-2. When the 
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cameras are shuttered, the images are stored 
on the RBV photosensitive surfaces, then 
scanned to produce video outputs. The three 
cameras are scanned in sequence during the 
last 10 5 seconds of the basic 25 second 
picture time cycle The video from each is 
serially combined with injected horizontal 
and vertical sync. The readout sequence is 
camera 3, then camera 2, then camera I 
The video data interval for each camera lasts 
for 3.3 seconds, lines 251 through 4375 of 
the composite video output. The format of 
the video data is presented in Figure B-3. 
The 720 microseconds of active video in each 
of the lines is replaced with 1 6 MHz sine 
wave when a camera is turned off and the 
camera controller-combiner is still operating. 
SYNC~TPOv 
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Figure B-S. Vdeo Data Format 
for One Horizontal Line 
Two modes of operation are possible and are 
selectable by ground command. Normally the 
continuous cycle mode isused. 
1. 	 Continuous cycle - This mode is the 
normal operating mode of the three-
camera system. The system continues 
to take pictures every 25 seconds, the 
three cameras operating by one corn-
mand, until the system is commanded
off. 
2. 	 Single cycle - The camera will take one 
picture and then revert back to hold 
mode until a "start prepare" command 
is received. This mode allows a single 
25-second picture cycle to be taken of 
selected areas with the enabled 
cameras. 
In addition acalibration mode is provided and 
is exercised by ground command In this 
mode the erase lamps provide three different 
exposures to each camera which are nominal­
ly 0, 15 and 100 percent of the maximum 
specified input radiance for each camera (des­
ignated as Cal 0, 1 and 2 respectively). 
B.1.1.1 Reseau Marks and Scan Orientation 
A 	 reseau pattern is inscribed on the photo­
conductive surface of the RBV tube. Figure 
B-4 	shows the reseau pattern as it projects 
into the scene being viewed by the camera. 
The orientation of the pattern is indicated by 
using unique anchor marks in the pattern. 
These reseaus and anchor marks are detailed 
in 	 Figure B-5. All dimensions shown in the 
figure are in millimeters measured on the face­
plate of the RBV camera (multipliers for 
70mm: 2 165; 242mm: 7.352). The arrows 
inFigure B-4 marked -H" and "V" (upper 
left hand corner) indicate the direction of the 
line and frame scan. The two digit numbers 
are assigned to identify each cross in the 
reseau pattern, the first digit is a row number 
and the second digit is a column number. 
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The orientation of the whole camera with "O N 
SCENErespect to the projection of the reseau pattern 
into the scene is given by the "camera feet" 
indication in Figure B-6. The camera lens Figure B-6 Camera-Scene Orientation 
reverses and inverts the scene, so that the 
actual orientation of the reseau pattern on the 
vidicon 16 the camera is also inverted and 
reversed. The orbit track direction and shutter B.1.2 Performance 
motion direction are also shown. The shutter 
mechanism in each RBV camera consists of B.1.2.1 Resolution 
two adjacent blades with offset cutouts which Measured square wave response, mathemat­
sweep across the vidicon aperture to provide cally transformed into a sine wave response, 
the pre-commanded exposure time to each for trns (led ito and ave s 
portion of the photoconductor. The shutter fo th FBVu(e viio An mplifer) is 
provides uniform exposure over the photo- sonim
conductor within a maximum variation of 	 response, with a corresponding decrease inc5 percent 	 signal-to-noise ratio, is possible by utilizing 
the aperture compensation command. With 
The unique anchor marks are located at the 	 this command each RBV camera employs a 
(nominal) edges of the scans. The edges will secondary amplifier system for the raw video 
drift somewhat because of circuit tolerances which incorporates specific frequency re­
(the overall size-centering tolerance is ± 2 per- sponse shaping networks It is important to 
cent), however, the starting point of the scan note that this improvement applies to the 
is somewhat tighter The reseau locations have cross-track direction only and cannot com­
been mapped on the vidicon faceplate with pensate for smear degradations occurring in 
approximately 3 micrometer accuracy and are the along-track direction. Annotation on each 
used during image generation to remove geo- image states if aperture compensation was 
metric distortions "in" or "out" 
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B.1.2.2 Geometric Fidelity where 
Table B-2 shows the raw internal RBV errors R(X) = Camera spectral response 
observed during test and includes, for refer- NS(X) = Scene spectral radiance 
ence only, the positional effect of these errors 
on the output image All errors are effects The camera spectral response is shown in 
associated with the electromagnetic character- Figure B-1. 
istics of the vidicon camera. 
The exposures for the various spectral bands 
B.1.2.3 RBV Exposure Capabilities corresponding to one Volt video output 
(white reference, defined as saturation ex-
The capability of the RBV cameras to recog- posure) are: 
nize specific scene radiance is a function of Band /yjoules/cm2 
the light transfer characteristics (LTC) and 1 0.552 
time of exposure of each camera. The LTC 2 0 598 
relates voltage output to radiance for mean 3 0.985 
levels or levels in large areas (near zero spatial 
frequencies). Figure B-8 is the measured The maximum mean radiance of a scene at 
LTC for the three cameras for the on-axis the vidicon faceplate is related to the satura­
(center) location of the vidicon. The radiance tion exposures and exposure time by. 
is the equivalent spectrally-flat radiance in 4T2 Ex 2_ 
front of the lens within the bandpass of each N =(watts/cm ster)Irt 
camera. where 
The equivalent spectrally flat radiance is ob- N = Mean radiance of scene at vidicon 
tained by integrating the scene radiance and faceplate 
camera spectral responses. T = Effective f number of lens 
t = Exposure timef R(N) NS(X) ' Nf R(X) Ex = Saturation exposure 
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Based on this equation, Table B-3 delineates Table B-4 shows calculated values of scene 
the exposure time settings along with the radiance at sensor input for various solar 
value of scene radiance at saturation of the zenith angles and typical Landsat scenery. 
vidicon. 
Table B-2 RB V Internal Errors Table B4. Total Scene Radiance (N)m W/cm 2 -sr 
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6 SKEW <0B2BEGREE <210 stant of 0.1322 W/cm 2 , two atmosphere 
" _ traverse and an atmospheric transmission of 
7 FASTERROTATIN < 01DEGREE < 75 0.8. These data are shown only as representa­
a OPTICAL 1,12 tive examples and should not be interpreted 
DISTORTION as precision values. 
--- ' ,- Radiometric Fidelity.- B.1.2.4 
Figure B-9 illustrates the RBV camera sub­
system and graphically shows the effects of 
radiometric errors as an input is processed 
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through the camera subsystem.The relation-
ship of camera voltage output to exposure 
varies for different spatial locations on the 
face of the vidicon, a phenomena called 
shading Shading also varies with signal level. 
The definition of black and white level 
shading is given in Figure B-10. As described 
in Appendix H shading is largely removed by 
corrections applied as images are generated on 
film in the IPF. 
....-
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B.2 	TWO-CAMERA RBV SUBSYSTEM 
(LANDSAT-C) 
\ 	 / 

On Landsat-C, ground scene information will 
be viewed through two RBV camera sensors 
as they are sequentially exposed. The ground 

scene radiance isintegrated on the photo­
sensitive surface of the vidcon durthg the ex-

posure period. During the readout period, 

which immediately follows the exposureto
the 

photosensitive surface isscanned the
 
scene radiance isconverted into a video signal. 
Each RBV camera sensor isbeing designed to 
cover a 98-kqometer (53 nm) square area. 
(Landsat I and 2 cover a 185 kilometer(100 nm) square per frame as described 

previtously ) This change isbeing made to 

provide increased ground resolution for area 
ground mapping. To increase the ground 

resolution, a focal length of 10 inches, twice
 
that of Landsat 1and 2,is required. The two 
RBV cameras will be used to provide side-by-
side pictures, each approximately 98 km 
(53 	nm) on a side, covering a total swath
 
width of approximately 183 km (99 nm). 

This is depicted in Figure B-11. 
M-"RBVCAMERAS 
MOUNTEDINACEC"F 
FigureB-77. Landsat-CRB VScanning Pattern 
Each camera can be operated independently
 
the other for either single frame or con­
tinuous coverage. The two cameras will each
have the same broad-band spectral response
 
(yellow into the near IR) of 505 to 750 nano­
meters. Table B-5 lists those parameters of
 
primary importance to users. The major
 
parameter changes from Landsat 1 and 2 are
 
the spectral band, timing, camera focal length
 
and improved shading corrections.
 
Table B-5 Landsat-C RBV Camera Parameters 
Parameter PerformanceObcetive 
Spectral Bandpass 505 to 750 nanometers* 
The m 
1nd 

Peak Signal/ms Noise 33 dB
 
Lens,Effective Focal Length 236mm (ocmall)*
 
Hvgheght Irradianc n 2.013mW/cm2-Sr*
 
Shading 	 <115%withinl1in. circle<25% elsewhere
 
Image Distortion 	 1%
 
Skew 	 <+0a5 
Sze and Cente50ng 	 t+2%
 
Read Horizontal Rate 1,250 nes/sec
 
Active Horizontal Lines 4,125 per frame
 
Readout Frame Time 3 5sec (33actve) 
Two-Camera Cycle Rate 12.5see* 
gDenotes change from Landsat and 2 
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APPENDIX C 
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER SUBSYSTEM 
C.1 INTRODUCTION 
The multispectral scanner subsystem (MSS) is 
a sensor system that produces a continuous 
strip image of the earth in various spectral 
bands. The Landsat 1 and 2 MSS responds 
to earth reflected sunlight in four spectral 
bands; the Landsat-C MSS will carry an 
additional band responding to thermal infra­
red radiation. The MSS continually scans 
the earth in a 185.2 km (100 nm) swath 
perpendicular to the Landsat orbital track, 
Scanning is accomplished in the crosstrack 
direction by an oscillating mirror, satellite 
motion along the orbit provides the along-
track scan. 
The analog signals produced by the MSS 
detectors are digitized and formatted into a 
15 megabit data stream for transmission to an 
earth receiving station or for on-board record-
ing. During subsequent signal processing by 
the NASA Image Processing Facility (IPF), 
the MSS data are transformed into framed 
imagery with a 10% overlap between frames 
and an area coverage approximately registered 
with that produced by the return beam 
vidicon (RBV) framing cameras. Conversion 
of continuous strip MSS data to corres-
ponding framed imagery is accomplished by 
utilizing the known instant of RBV exposure 
and satellite position as provided by space-
craft clock signals and tracking station posi­
tion data. 
C.2 SPECTRAL RESPONSE 
MSS spectral response for Landsat 1 and 2 
and Landsat-C are shown in Table C-1. Note 
that bands 1, 2 and 3 designate the RBV sub-
system spectral response bands. Landsat-C 
nomenclature may require alteration due to a 
contemplated reduction in the number of 
RBV cameras from three to two. 
Table C-i. Spectral Response for Landsat 
MSS Bands 
Spectral Response
 
Band (Micrometers)
 
4 0.5-0.6
 
5 0.6-0.7
 
6 0.7-0.8
 
7 0.8-1.1
 
8 10.4- 12.6 (Landsat-C only) 
Each MSS spectral band in Landsat 1 and 2 
utilizes six detectors. Photomultipliers are 
used in bands 4, 5 and 6. Band 7 uses silicon 
photodiodes to achieve extended infrared 
response. Band 8 will employ two mercury­
cadmium-telluride detectors. 
With the exception of the band 8 detectors, 
all other detectors are coupled to the focal 
plane of the MSS optical system by means of 
square optical light pipes. The six light pipes 
corresponding to a given spectral band con­
duct the radiance at the focal plane to iden­
tical optical bandpass filters immediately 
preceding each detector. It is essential to 
understand that data in the various spectral 
bands are acquired sequentially (within 65 
microseconds for Landsat 1 and 2) and not 
instantaneously. For Landsat-C, sequential 
acquisition of all 5 bands occurs in 800 micro­
seconds 
C3 SCANNING GEOMETRY 
The MSS scanning geometry is illustrated in 
Figures C-1 and C-2. 
The nominal instantaneous field of view 
(IFOV) of each detector in bands 4, 5, 6, and 
7 is 79 meters square as determined by the 
focal length of the telescope, the nominal 
altitude of the spacecraft and the dimensions 
of the light pipes at the focal plane. The 
IFOV of each band 8 detector is 237 meters 
square at nominal altitude. As the mirror 
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scans the earth from west to east, the re-
sulting image is seen by each bank of detec-
tors in turn. As a result, six scan lines of 
video information are produced in bands 
4, 5, 6 and 7 and two in band 8. The nominal 
mirror frequency is 13.62 Hz corresponding 
to a period of 73.42 milliseconds. The mirror 
scan and retrace periods are each 36.71 
milliseconds. The time during which the 
earth scene is acquired in the west to east 
scans is 33.0 milliseconds. This avoids ac-
quiring data during nonlinear motion inter-
vals when mirror velocity is reversed, 
-contiguous 
DCAR SCANMIROR 
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Figure C-1. MSS Scanning Arrangement 
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FigureC-2. Ground Scan Pattern for a Single 
MSS Detector 
As the mirror scans west to east, the six scan 
lines of bands 4 through 7 and the two lines 
of band 8 correspond to an along-track swath 
distance of 474 meters (6 x 79 or 2 x 237). 
For the next swath to be contiguous to the 
preceding swath, the spacecraft must move in 
the along-track direction by 474 meters in 
one mirror period. Satellite nadir point 
velocity must then be 6.456 km/sec 
(474 +0.07342) or 3.484 nm/sec. Telescope 
focal length, spacecraft altitude, light pipe 
dimensions, spacecraft velocity and mirror 
period were chosen to achieve the cross-track 
coverage described above. The 
catadioptric telescopes employed in Landsat 
and 2 have focal lengths of 82.09 cm(32.32 inches) and 82.3 cm (32.4 inches) 
respectively. 
During every mirror retrace period, the 
radiance from the earth scene is blanked outby a mechanical shutter.sensors in The individualbands 4 through 7 are exposed 
every other mirror retrace to a rotating 
density wedge optical filter 
illuminated by on-board calibration lamps. 
Band 8 detectors are exposed to tempera­
ture references during alternate mirror re­
traces when bands 4 through 7 are not being 
calibrated. The resulting calibration data are 
subsequently utilized to perform radiometric 
corrections to the MSS detector signals. 
CA LIGHT PIPE ARRAY AND DETECTOR 
SAMPLING 
The MSS electronic subsystem is designed to 
sequentially sample the individual MSS 
detectors to produce a serial digital data 
stream. 
Figure C-3 illustrates the physical arrange­
focal plane of the MSS telescope. Each light
pipe conducts radiance at the focal plane to 
an individual detector. S1 . . . . S24 denotes 
the order in which the resulting detector 
signals are sampled. Detectors A, B, ...,F 
designate detectors within a given spectral 
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Figure C-3. Landsat I and 2 Light Pipe Array 
and Detector Sampling Sequence 
band. Band 8 detectors are labeled A and microsecond . Each detector represents a 
B. Band 8 detectors are coupled to the tele- channel of data and 25 such channels exist 
scope focal plane via germanium relay optics, on the Landsat spacecraft (24 detectors plus 
the entrance pupil of which is also shown in one channel for multiplexed thermal band 
Figure C-4. The fight pipe array dimensions, data). Each detector analog output is en­
physical arrangement and sampling process coded as a six bit digital word, each word 
are directly related to mirror velocity and corresponding to one picture element (pixel). 
spacecraft motion. An understanding of this The word period is then 0.3983 microsecond 
relationship is essential to the calculation of (6 x 0.0664) which is the sampling time per 
effective field of view as well as in under- detector. Because there are 25 channels, 
standing computer compatible tape (CCT) each detector (with the exception of band 8) 
production. is sampled once in every 9.958 microseconds. 
The MSS mirror is driven at a frequency of Consider a ground scene composed of a single 
13.62 Hz derived by counting down the fre- 79 x 79 meter object, imaged on Detector A, 
quency of a crystal-controlled clock using a band 4 at a time t = 0. The active scan time 
count-down factor of 135x 213 = 1,105,920. during which video is acquired is 33 milli-
Thus the 13.62 Hz is derived from a fre- seconds. In the west to east active scan 
quency of 15.0626 MHz. This frequency is period, two auxiliary sensors determine the 
significant in that it represents the maximum mirror angular position and initiate and 
bit rate that can be accommodated during terminate detector sampling. The two sensors 
detector sampling. Time' per bit is 0.0664 insure that the cross-track optical scan is 
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185.2 km regardless of mirror scan non-
linearity or other perturbations of mirror 
velocity. Cross-track image velocity isnom-
inally 5.612 meters per microsecond. After 
9.958 microseconds, the 79 x 79 meter 
image has moved 55.99 meters. The S1 
sample taken at this instant represents 23 
meters of previous information and 56 meters 
of new information. Therefore, in practice 
the "effective" IFOV of a detector in the 
cross-track direction must be considered to 
be 56 meters corresponding to a nominal 
pixel area of 56 x 79 meters (at nadir point). 
Use of the "effective" IFOV in area calcula-
tion therefore eliminates the overlap in area 
between adjacent samples (pixels). 
Upon the completion of two complete 
sampling intervals, an elapsed time of 19.916 
microseconds, plus one sequential sample 
time of 0.3983 microsecond, detector A of 
band 5 is sampled. In 20.314 microseconds 
the image of the ground has moved 114 
meters. If the condition is imposed that the 
79 x 79 ground object coincides with detec-
tor A, band 5, then bands4 and 5 light pipes
must be spaced by 35 meters equivalent 
straint for detector A in band 6 and band 7,ground distance. By imposing this same con-
Table C-2 can be derived. 
Table C-2. Numerical Values for Light Pipe Array 
and Detector Sampling Sequence 
No of 
Node Comet. I.,CWOODTr!ckNoOF4* Smni'oo En.TmdS OpOD in .,xt Tim. DO MoUOflOt P.,AIzso0.tX 
Sequ n x' SoQUB Mubo ads M rs Bondn 
0 0 0 ne..A 
and 4 
2 1 20314 114 OrtABond5 
4 12 44.612 259 oe.A 
BondB 
B 13 4928 354 PotA 
A-,tmnvdoosy.56 s 
The numerical values in Table C-2 explain 
the array spacing in Figure C-3. In addition. 
note that band 4 data precedes band 7 data 
by 64.926 microseconds. Also, band 5 
precedes band 7 data by 44.612 micro­
seconds and band 6 precedes band 7 by 
20.314 microseconds. This spatial mis­
registration is corrected by inserting the 
appropriate number of dummy bytes prior 
to the data in bands 4, 5 and 6 during CCT 
production. In using the term "byte", it 
is important to distinguish between "space­
craft" bytes and in-band bytes. For example, 
in band 4, detector A is sampled once every 
9.958 microseconds so that one in-band byte 
of information is created in this time period. 
The number of bytes generated in all bands 
in this period is 25. Thenumber of in-band 
bytes required to achieve spatial registration 
is illustrated in Figure C-4. Bands 4, 5, 6 
and 7 are offset from each other by two 
in-band bytes. 
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FigureC4. Landsat-C Light Pipe Array 
Configuration 
Within a spectral band there is also a time 
delay between the outputs of detector A 
and F of 3.98 microseconds or 22.3 meters 
(for a non-rotating earth) which is com­
pensated for during the production of film 
imagery 
The addition of band 8 on Landsat-C will be 
accomplished as follows. The 25th channel 
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in Landsat 1 and 2 carries a signal known as 
minor frame synchronization (MNFS) and 
its digital complement (MNFS). These 
digital codes are used during ground data de-
multiplexing to tag the beginning of the 
spacecraft sampling sequence and thereby 
keep track of the identification of each data 
byte. Detectors A and B of band 8 are 
alternately sampled and multiplexed into the 
25th channel. Landsat-C spacecraft sampling 
- sequence can be represented as follows: 
25th Data Channels 
MNFS 1,2,3......... 24 

Detector A,Band 8 1,2,3......... 24 

Detector B,Band 8 1,2,3......... 24
 
MNFS 1,2,3......... 24 

Detector A,Band 8 1,2,3 ......... 24 

Detector B,Band 8 1,2,3.........24
 
Each sequence (for example, MNFS, 1 ... 24) 
represents 25 samples (spacecraft bytes) in a 
period of 9.958 microseconds. Note that 
detector A of band 8, is interrogated every 
75th sample. Similarly, detector B of band 8 
is interrogated every 75th sample. Bands 4 
through 7 theoretically contain 3,314 
samples/detector. That is, there are 3,314 
periods of 9.958 microseconds duration in 
the 33 millisecond acquisition time (active 
portion of the mirror scan period). Band 8, 
detectors A and B, due to the reduced 
sampling rate, produce a maximum of 1,104 
samples each within the 33 millisecond active 
mirror scan. 
In some instances users will desire approxi-
mate registration of band 8 data with data 
from bands 4 through 7. The user can 
achieve the desired registration by the 
appropriate insertion of dummy bytes in 
bands 4 through 7 as follows. At t = 0, 
assume a 79 x 79 meter ground patch is 
coincident with the IFOV of detector A in 
band 4. From Figure C-4 it can be seen that 
the image of the ground patch must move 
4,133 meters to be imaged in detector A of 
band 8. At a mirror velocity of 5.612 meters/ 
microsecond, the image will have moved this 
distance in 736 microseconds. This corre­
sponds to 74 in-band bytes. Similarly, 
band 4 detector D data precedes band 8 
detector B data by 798 microsecond or 80 
in-band bytes. An illustration of the in-band 
byte delays between all of the Landsat-C 
spectral bands is shown in Figure C-4. The 
precise number of dummy in-band bytes to 
achieve spatial registration must be deter­
mined experimentally because the exact
separation between the entrance apertures 
of band 8 detectors A and B with respect 
to bands 4 through 7 light pipes is a nominal 
value ± 15%. 
C.5 	 ANALOG SENSOR SIGNAL 
PROCESSING 
The analog sensor samples are to be even­
tually digitized into asingle 15.063 Mbps data 
stream; however, analog processing, including 
amplification, track and hold (boxcarring) 
and dc restoration are performed before A/D 
conversion. In addition, provision is made 
for linear amplification or non-linear amplifi­
cation, which is selectable by ground issued 
spacecraft commands. 
Signal compression, via four-segment quasi­
logarithmic amplifiers, is generally employed 
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio in bands 
4, 5 and 6. By compressing high radiance 
level signals, the quantization noise more 
nearly matches photomultiplier noise. Band 
7 signals, derived from silicon photodiodes 
are never compressed because equivalent 
load resistor noise is best matched by linear 
quantization. The available ground com­
mandable analog processing options are 
illustrated in Figure C-5. In the high gain 
mode applied to bands 4 and 5, amplifier 
gain is increased by a factor of 4. This 
allows greater use of system dynamic range 
for those scenes producing low sensor 
irradiance. 
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Compressed and Linear Modes 
There are two signal compression amplifiers
in the spacecraft. One is used to process 
sensor data from bands 4 and 6 and the 
second is used exclusively for band 5 data. 
In subsequent processing, decompression
of the signals is performed using separate 
decompression tables for bands 4 and 6 
and for band 5. Calibration wedge signals 
from each band are decompressed through 
the same tables prior to data calibration. 
Band 8 signals will be linearly amplified with 
eight commandable gain settings ranging 
from a minimum gain of 2.5 to a maximum 
of 10.05. Intermediate gains are related 
Table C-3. Predicted MSS Band 8 Characteristics 
Spectralbond 104to12 6rnjrmeten 
(smno temp)Dynn c ange apparent 2600 to 3400K237 instotanneosfieldofvtw x 237rnmers(nomml) 
Numberoftt0oors 2 
Infomutt bandomth 14 1kH2zEffectivehaperture 308 cm
 
Liflei/on0.orn o 2 
Swathwidth t00 AimInetoroodth HgCdT 
NEAP(oeseeqomemuetracdice) 2.5a1010tma 

Responsvoty 3100V/voott(n(m) 

Detector ope tion temp 110 0K
 
NEAT (moeequrialenttempenture) lAoKfor3g0flscone 

MTFmm(moomummoduabonuanferloon) .zgfor237mban 

Inflightcalibration 
 a) Ambient black body 
b)ReflecteddetectorCooling Panive rdton 
by a factor of 1.22. Predicted band 8 
characteristics are shown in Table C-3. 
C.6 FORMATION OF THE SERIALDIGITAL DATA STREAM 
After analog processing of sensor data, all 
data are then encoded into six-bit (one byte) 
digital words representing sensor signal 
in terms of 64 discrete steps, 
0-1-2- . . . -63. Six-bit encoding is used 
regardless of whether the data was linearlyprocessed or compressed. Additional data 
must be multiplexed into the digital datain order to allow proper identification and 
recovery of sensor data during ground pro­
cessing. As an example, the start and end 
of each active mirror scan time must be 
indicated. A preamble is added to maintain 
mirror scan-to-mirror scan bit synchroniza­
tion. A line length code is added that re­
presents the number of pixels encoded 
from each detector during the mirror 
active scan time. 
A vital addition to the sensor data is space­
craft time code. This is essential to identify 
when and thereby where the data were 
acquired. Time code is basic to framing 
MSS data to coincide with RBV image center 
points. In addition, scene identification, 
which is applied to all Landsat photographic 
and tape products, is derived from spacecrafttm o (rewc enTm) 
A typical data sequence may be described 
as follows, preamble maintains bit syn­
chronization from scan to scan. As the
mirror angular position arrives at the western 
edge of the area to be imaged, a line start 
code is produced. This code interrupts thedetector sampling sequence and causes 
detector A, band 4 to be sampled. A minor 
frame synchronizing digital word, MNFS,is also produced (on Channel 25) and, eachtime it or its complement is generated, 
indicates that a new sequence of detector
video, starting with detector A, band 4 is 
being produced. In this manner, data istagged throughout each line scan. 
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At line start, and generation of the first byte variations between sensors can be elim-
MNFS, video is preempted to permit inser- inated to equalize the line length through 
tion of two bytes of spacecraft time code. the introduction of dummy bytes of synthetic, 
The complete time code consists of a four- video. 
byte identifier followed by 44 bytes of After the LLC is completed, on every mirro 
time code data. The first mirror scan con- retrace, calibration data is transmitted in 
tains the four identifier bytes followed by digital form. Bands 4 through 7 calibration 
20 bytes of time code. The 24 bytes are occurs on one mirror retrace whereas the 
distributed, one byte per sensor channel, next retrace contains band 8 calibration 
The next line start (mirror scan) contains data. Precisely 6060 word periods after 
the remaining 24 bytes of time code. There- line start code, the preamble code preempts 
fore, the complete time code can be recovered all data and the process repeats.
 
from two consecutive mirror sweeps. The 25 channels with all necessary codes are
 
After time code insertion, detector video, multiplexed into a 15 megabit/second digital
 
MNFS and its complement MNFS, are trans- stream and transmitted either to ground or
 
mitted until an end of scan code is produced stored in an on-board magnetic tape recorder
 
by a position sensor, which detects that the for transmission at a time when the space­
angular position of the scan mirror has craft is within range of a ground receiving
 
reached the eastern edge of the imaged area. station.
 
At this time, an end of line code is trans- At the receiving station, the data is demulti­
mitted. A line length code (LLC) is then plexed into 25 data channels and recorded
 
computed for each sensor channel. This on 25 channels of a 28 channel magnetic
 
code provides information on the number of tape recorder (Ampex FR1928). Figure C-6
 
bytes generated by each detector during illustrates a typical channel of data as re­
active scan time. During ground processing, corded at the receiving site.
 
END OF LINE CODE
 
NOTE DATAWORD ISSIXTIMECODELINEBITS MOSTSIG IFICANT BIT FIRST FOUR BLACK WORDS (0000O)

FOUR WHITE WORDS(I11111)
LENGTH 
18 BITS, LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT 
(PREEMPTS DATA INWORD NUMBERS 3773, 3774,3775) 
11_1 1SSDATAGRAY WEDGE (SEE NOTES 1 THRU 5) 
CALIBRATION 
1(A LTE R N ATE S C A N S) (0101PREAMBLE)5% 
SB1312 8--+20 WORDS.. 740I+T10DWORLS7 8PR1 B ITS H 3728 W RD LON 345_____10 
-_____________N D4EM ADAERSHUTTER CLOSES 3960I+2CODESWORDSDS 903IU 
WODS AFTER LINE START 
,< 6060 WORDS EXACTLY f- 17±0OD 
7372 8 WORDS LONG 
TERM AVERAGE = 
21OERAY WEDGE RISE TIME APPROXIMATELY 20 WORDS3 FIRST WORD AFTER LINE START CODE ISWORD NUMBER 04 
PREAMBLE LENGTH INBITS WILL NOT BE DIVISIBLE BY 6 EXCEPT BY CHtANCEDECOMMUTATED SPACECRAFT TIME CODE ISFOUND INWORDS 0 AND 1 
5 THE GRAY WEDGE AND BLANKING OF ALTERNATE SCANS ISREPLACED BY 
BAND 8HOT AND COLD REFERENCE LEVELS IN CHANNEL 25 
Figure C-6. MSS Tape Data Format From FR 1928 (One Track - Typical) 
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MSS COMPUTER COMPATIBLE TAPE
 
D.1 INTRODUCTION 
MSS data are acquired at a real-time rate of 
approximately 600 kilobits/second per chan­
nel on an Ampex FR1928 multi-track re-
corder. Conventional computer systems and 
peripherals operate in the range of 0.25 to 1 
megabit/second. Computer compatible tape 
(CCT) products must therefore be recorded 
at substantially lower bit rates. This is ac-
complished by means of an off-line process in 
order to maintain the IPF information handl-
ing capacity at the 600 kilobats/channel rate 
for the generation of photographic film pro-
ducts. 
As a first step in the off-line process, the 
MSS data are reproduced at the 600 kilobit/ 
channel rate, reformatted and recorded on a 
high density digital tape recorder (HDTR). 
The resulting high density digital tape 
(HDT) is then reproduced at a substantially 
lower tape speed to achieve the necessary bit-
rate reduction for CCT generation. This HOT 
is the principal data input to the IPF Digital 
MIGH 

PIICETLOR 

ItnAPE I.DIA 
PREPROCESSED 
I IENIT I I t.NKTCO 
V'.D.TATA G i IRA.. ¥ S 
IN EL'1E. V1/4 /////// 
N011T IINANES 'IA'IL AD /ll.I /lN / 
Subsystem that generates CCT products of 
selected MSS scenes for the user community 
In the original IPF configuration, MSS video 
tapes were reformatted and recorded on a 
Newell HDTR. This recorder and associated 
data reformatting equipment have been super­
seded by Ampex FR2014, 14-track recorders 
and new formatting and interface electronics 
that produce the exact equivalent of the 
Newell HDT. A block diagram of the pre­
vious and present configuration is illustrated 
inFigure D-1.
 
The Newell HDT format consists of four data 
tracks that are simultaneously accessible Ln 
all, 16 tracks are available, four at a time 
Each track, ina group of four, represents one 
spectral band of MSS data (for Landsat 1 and 
2). Scan lines are in a sequential (series) for­
mat on each track. For Landsat-C, quarter 
scan lines of band 8 are interleaved after 
every three full scan lines in each track The 
serial scan line format permits simultaneous 
FORIDRIFCONFIGURATION 
OSIITY MELL 
RGWR) HUT
 
FR2014 SGYTM 
I&EWCGIIFJURATION 
DIGITAL
 
Figure D-1 Previous and Current Equipment Used to Produce Computer Compatible Tape Products 
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access to picture elements in each of the four 
spectral bands as required to implement the 
spectral interleaving format of CCTs. 
The Newell HDT format differs from the 
FR1928 format in a number of additional as­
pects. During the reformatting process, space-
craft time code is removed. In place of time 
code, a frame identification (Frame ID) is 
inserted at the beginning of each frame of 
data to uniquely identify the center point of 
the image and the time of imaging. Time 
code per se is no longer of interest because 
the "framing" of the MSS continuous strip 
image is performed in response to a specific 
user request. Each group of scan lines is also 
preceded by the appropriate six words of cal-
ibration coefficients and line length correc-
tions prior to processing of the scan line data 
All' pixels remain encoded as six-bit bytes 
(whether acquired in compressed, linear, high 
or low gain modes). Decompression (if re-
quired), calibration and line length correction 
remain to be accomplished within the Digital 
Subsystem. As recorded, the HDT MSS data 
also retain the data as acquired with spatial 
misregistration. 
The Digital Preprocessor Subsystem (DPPS), 
-FR2014 recorders and Digital Subsystem In-
terface (DSI) produce an output to the Digital 
Subsystem identical to that produced by the 
Newell HDT; however, the DPPS permits ex-
tensive quality control and data screening not 
possible in the earlier subsystem For ex-
ample, detection of substandard scan line data 
automatically results in substitution of the 
previous scan line "Quick-look" assessment 
of digital imagery is also provided by means 
of a cathode-ray tube display and storage tube 
for image retention. Although the DPPS re­
moves spatial misregistration and retains time 
code for high speed tape search, the output 
signals from the DSI are again spatially de-
registered and stripped of time code to match 
the Newell format. 
D.2 NEWELL HDT FORMAT STRUCTURE 
To assist in understanding the production of 
CCTs, the Newell HDT format, now simulated 
by the FR2014 recorder and DSI as seen by 
the Digital Subsystem, is described. 
An MSS scene isdefined as an area of 185.2 x 
185.2 km (100 x 100 nm) represented by 
four spectral bands of video data for Landsat 
1 and 2 and by five bands of data for Landsat-
C In digital terminology, spectral band and 
frame have become synonymous. The Newell 
HDT, or its equivalent, generally contains up 
to five scenes. Each spectral band or frame of 
the scene is made up of 390 successive space­
craft mirror sweeps. Each mirror sweep re­
suits in six scan lines of video per spectral 
band (Landsat 1 and 2) Therefore, each 
band or frame contains 2340 scan lines (390 x 
6) For Landsat-C, bands 4, 5, 6 and 7 each 
contain 2340 scan lines. Band 8, using two 
detectors, is represented by two scan lines per 
mirror scan. Therefore, 780 scan lines of 
band 8 represent a 185.2 x 185.2 km area. 
Previously, the spacecraft scan mirror fre­
quency was stated to be 13.620 Hz/second. 
Nevertheless, the angular velocity of the mir­
ror is subject to perturbations during the ac­
tive scan period. This period wasestablished 
by two angular position sensors that initiate 
and preempt detector sampling. The result 
is a slight variation in the number of bytes 
(samples or pixels) per scan line. Landsat 1 
performance typically results in 3,216 ±L 6 and 
Landsat 2 in 3,247 + 5 bytes/scan line The 
digital systems within the IPF can accommo­
date up to 3800 bytes per band 4 through 7 
scan line 
For illustrative purposes, 3220 pixels (bytes 
or samples) will be chosen for use in the 
following HDT format discussion. Each band 
8 detector, having one-third the resolution of 
band 4 through 7 detectors, will generate 
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1073 bytes per scan line Band 8 data are to 
be added into each track of the four track 
HDT in the form of one quarter scan line 
(QSL) which will therefore be composed of 
268 bytes. The digital equipment was design­
ed to accept up to 300 bytes per QSL Fig­
ures D-2A & D-2B show the encoding of one 
scan line of video data. If calibration data 
were acquired during the mirror scan that is 
associated with that scan line, six of the cali-
bration wedge bytes precede the scan line If 
no calibration was present, six bytes of all 
zeros are substituted (Landsaf 1 and 2) It is 
important to appreciate that each video scan 
line was generated from a specific spacecraft 
detector. During prelaunch calibration, six 
bytes of calibration wedge data were uniquely 
selected for that detector Therefore, the six 
bytes of calibration data preceding the scan 
line on the HUT are unique to that scan line 
(and subsequent scan lines derived from the 
same detector), however, when a defective 
scan line is replaced by the DPPS, incorrect 
calibration of that scan line will occur. Cali-
bration bytes associated with band 8 are also 
listed as six bytes; however, only two levels 
corresponding to two temperatures, that of 
the cold (self-look) reference and the hot 
(shutter housing) reference, will be obtained, 
= - -c = l = l <I 1 = -1 I . -== , o= 
= 
Figure D-2A pertains to any scan hne in 
bands 4 through 7 of Landsat 1 or 2. Figure 
D-28 details the format for a band 8 scan 
line. 
The complexity of the scan line format can be 
explained as follows. Preamble A is present 
to permit byte synchronization prior to ac­
quisition of line synchronization (LS). Line 
synchronizations 1, 2 and 3 establish that cali­
bration data are about to be presented fol­
lowed by line length code LLC. Gap A pro­
vides a time period during which computa­
tions can be performed to arrive at radio­
metric calibration gain and offset coefficients 
as well as a computation of the number of 
bytes to be permitted in the next scan line to 
be processed Preamble B again establishes 
byte synchronization and LS 1, 2 and 3 are 
precursors of data Using the value of 3220 
bytes per scan line and the maximum design 
value of 3600 picture elements, there will be 
3220 bytes of video followed by 380 bytes of 
fill code. (In practice, the number of bytes 
per scan line on the HDT is a variable that is 
to be subsequently given a fixed value during 
CCT generation). The 3600 bytes of video 
and fill code are followed by an End of Line 
FIXED 
1 = i 00 .
, -~BYTES i o .N 
,= _i==. 
_ 
7,490 BYTES(EXACT) " 
Figure D-2A Bands 4, 5, 6 & 7 Scan Lme Format 
,~,.~ ,~- ~ on ~ ~ I.E. FILLt ol 
tn M' Kie M BYTES BYTES 
10BOBYTES EXACT) 
2,100 YTESBYTEST 
Figure D-2B. Band Scan Line Format 
PREAMBLEA001010 

LINESYNCLIN100001 

ISYNC I
11011 
LINESYNC3 000100 
FigureD-2 
CAL.DATA 6 SIT BYTES VIDEO0 BITBYTES 
LINHE 6 SIT BYTES LENGTHOCODE FILL 011119 
GAPA 101010 ENDOF LINE 011110 
PnEAMBLEB001101 GAPS 101010 
MSS ScanLine Formaton HDT 
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Code (ELC). Gap B, 2898 bytes of 101010 
permits retention of byte synchronization 
prior to receipt of the next Preamble A. For 
Landsat 1 and 2 the total number of bytes per 
scan line, with necessary computer synchron­
izing codes and gaps, amounts to 7490 bytes/ 
track (where four tracks represent the four 
spectral bands). For Landsat-C, band 8 video 
is multiplexed into the four data tracks, 
After every three full scan lines (bands 4 
through 7), a quarter scan line of band 8 
video is inserted. Because the resolution of 
the band 8 detectors is one-third that of de-
tectors in bands 4 through 7, approximately 
1073 samples (per detector) were acquired 
during one mirror scan. A QSL therefore con-
tains about 268 bytes. These 268 bytes of 
video are followed by 32 bytes of fill. Again, 
the number of actual video bytes will vary 
with mirror velocity, as indicated by the line 
length code and will be set to a fixed value/ 
mirror scan during CCT generation Detector 
A and detector B video for band 8 are al-
ternated. That is, the first QSL will represent 
detector A data. After three full scan lines of 
bands 4 through 7 data, a QSL of detector B 
data in the format shown in Figure D-2B will 
be present. Each QSL of band 8 format will 
contain exactly 2106 bytes. 
BYTESITRACK 7490 + 7490 + 7400 + 210 f 
SCAN SCAN SCAN 1STOSL 
TRACK 1 LINE 1 LINE 2 LINE 3 BET A 
BAND4 BAND4 BAND 4 BAND8 
SCAN SCAN SCAN 2NDOSL 
TRACK 2 LINE I LINE 2 LINE 3 DETA 
BAND5 BAND S BAND 5 BAND8 
SCAN SCAN SCAN 3RDOSL 
TRACK3 LINE1 LINE 2 LINE 3 DETA BAND 6 BAND 6 BAND S BAND8 
SCAN SCAN SCAN 4TH OSL 
TRACK 4 LINE 1 LINE 2 LINE3 BET A 
BAND 7 BAND 7 BAND 7 BAND S 
NOTES ISL = QUARTER SCAN LINE, 1BYTE =6 BITS = I PIXEL 
SEEFIGURES 0 2A, D2BFOR SCANLINE FORMAT 
The four HDT data tracks are depicted in 
Figure D-3. Misregistration of the video data 
between spectral bands still exists but is not 
illustrated. 
Figure D-4 depicts the HDT scene format. 
Each scene is preceded by a scene gap code 
that establishes synchronization of the com­
puter at the bit level Scene synchronization 
establishes synchronization at the byte level-
Scene ID identifies the image in terms of the 
time of acquisition measured from the day of 
spacecraft launch, in days since launch, hours, 
minutes and seconds, the spacecraft is also id­
entified. 
The 185.2 x 185.2 kilometer scene required 
390 spacecraft mirror scans. Each mirror 
scan generated six scan lines in each of the 
four spectral bands, bands 4 through 7. Each 
of these scan lines is encoded as 7490 bytes. 
In band 8, two scan lines are produced per 
mirror scan. One quarter scan line is encoded 
as 2106 bytes. Therefore one track of video 
data on the HDT contains (390 x 6 x 7490 + 
390 x 2 x 2106) = 19,169,280 bytes 
(exactly). 
7490 + 7490 + 7490 + 2186 
SCAN SCAN SCAN 1ST OSL
 
LINE 4 LINE 5 LINE 6 GETB
 
BAND 4 BAND 4 BAND4 BAND 8
 
SCAN SCAN SCAN 2ND OSL 
LINE 4 LINE S LINE S DET B BAND S BAND 5 BAND5 BAND 8 
SCAN SCAN SCAN 3RDDSL 
LINE 4 LINE S LINE 6 DET B 
BAND 6 BAND 6 BANDS SAND 8 
SCAN SCAN SCAN 4TH QSL 
LINE 4 LINE S LINE6 BET B 
BAND7 BAND7 BAND7 BAND8 
FigureD-3. Newell MSS HDT Format 
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3,450 FT 
LOAD SCENE1 SCENE2 SAD 
GAP BANDS4 7 LANOSAT 1&2 22.969,376 SCENESLAD 
300 FT BANDS 4.BLANDSAT C BYTESTRACK SA4CFIT
 
ALL BYTE DATA REFERS TO EACH OFTHE 
4 HOT TRACKS 
SCENE SCENE SCENE IMAGE DATA, 390 MIRROR SWEEPS ENDOF 
GAP SYNC ID =2 340SCAN LINES PERBAND 4AA6,1 SCENE 
BYT106 32 BYTES 32BYTES PLUS 780 SCANLINES, BANDB 32 BYTESBYTES
 
19,169 280 BYTES 
SCENEGAP10101 SCENEID, 8 6 BIT BYTES, REPEATED 4TIMES 
SCENESYNCH101110 
ENDOF SCENE111000 BYTE NO ITEM DEC BYTE NO ITEM DEC 
'LANDSAT 1 1 BECOMES 51 
I 
2 
VEHICLE' 
MISSION DAY 
1,2 
0,6S) . 
5 MINUTE 0 59 
SECONDSU59 
LANDSAT 2,2 BECOMES6 AT 999 3 MISSION DAY 09 7 NOT USED 
LANDSAT C 3 BECOMES 7 4 HOUR 023 B NOT USED 
"TREATED ASA SINGLE 12BIT WORD,MAX VALUES9 
Figure D-4 MSS HDT Scene Format 
The next step in CCT production is to use the 3. Data decompression (if required) and 
HDT, or its equivalent, as the input to the subsequent radiometric correction 
Digital Subsystem with a playback tape speed 4. Interleaving of the spectral data 
such that the bit rate/track will be nominally 5. Annotation of each tape 
250,000 bits/second. 6. Detection and printout of processing 
errors for CCT quality control 
D.3 DIGITAL SUBSYSTEM 
The Digital Subsystem processes selected MSS A block diagram of the Digital Subsystem is 
scene data into computer compatible tape shown in Figure D-5 In addition to the MSS 
(CCT) form. The MSS data input is either the video input, other inputs include an auxiliary 
Newell HDT or its equivalent from the MSS paper tape, punched cards, teletype instruc­
preprocessor (MPP) FR2014 as modified to tions and an eight-track image annotation 
the Newell format by the Digital Subsystem tape. Output consists of four computer corn-
Interface Unit. Input bit rate is 250,000 bits/ platible tapes per four-band input scene. Each 
second/track, which is accomplished by re- output tape represents a 25 x 100 nautical 
ducing tape playback speed relative to record- mile area of the imaged scene and contains all 
ing speed. spectral data associated with that image seg­
ment. 
The Digital Subsystem accomplishes the fol­
lowing: The auxiliary paper tape informs the Digital 
1. Band-to-band spatial registration Subsystem of the number of bytes in the 
2. Line length correction longest scan line in each scene to be process­
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FORMAT
 
N DIGITALSUBSYSTEM 
I ANNOTATE DIGITAL IMAGE 
HISS 
INTERFACE U IT 
RATESI2 00 0 p. 
2ER TRACKp 
PERTRACK 
2 CORRECT DIGITAL DATA 
LINELENGTHADJUST 
,~~~C EI 
b DECOMPRESS 
c CALIBRATE 
w 
2T. 
II d REGISTER 
USS CALIBRATION 'AUXILIARYPAPERTAPE1 0 3 INTERLEAVE 
SPECTRALBANDSAND 
RECORD ,,T3 
AND IDECOMPRESSONI TrY KEYBOARD 1 , 4 ERROR DETECTION AND PRINTOUT 
TABLES CARD INPUTS 
I
I 
8 TRACKCOT 4 
ANNOTATION L -- -- -- ------- -- -- -- -- -- -J 
ICCT CCT CCT OCT 
-WEST 100 1 2 3 4 
ALL ALL- ALL ALL -EAST 
'AUXILIARYPAPERTAPEINFORMS THE MSS MSS MSS MSS 
DIGITAL SUBSYSTEMOF Nmax THE BANDSBANDS BANDS BANDS 
HIGHESTBYTE COUNTINA LINESCAN 
WITHIN THE SCENE TO BEPROCESSED 
' 10 0 n m 
-1 . -41 
Figure D-5. Overview of Digital Subsystem 
ed. Actual line length of each scan line is 6in- inserting dummy bytes at the beginning and 
coded on the HDT. end of the scan line as illustrated in Figure 
D-6 
The teletype permits error printouts as well as 
being the means of entering non-standard pro­
cessing instructions Both the teletype and [xxxxxxxxx XBO0000 
-punched card input can be used to load the 0oXxxxxxxx I-AID7 
° xxxxx  " subsystem with noo ID 
sensor calibration data C7OO0ODOXXX_ BANDS 
prelaunch and/or-modified XXXXXXXGB 
BND4 
The first step in processing the data is to ex- KEY 
tract calibration wedge and line length codes FILL0= NEGISTRAION CHARACTER 
so that these data precede the scan line data X-VIDEO BYTEDATA 
to which they are to be applied. 
Figure D-6. Position of Registration Fill 
D.3.1 Band-to-Band Spatial Registration Characters in Spectral Bands 
As previously described with regard to MSS D.3.2 Line Length Correction 
sensor sampling, there is a two byte delay be­
tween data in adjacent spectral bands Con- Line length correction is applied to each MSS 
sequently, band 4 data precede band 7 data scene as it is processed. During previous pro­
by six bytes. Registration is re-established by cessing of the scene by the Initial Image Gen­
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eration Subsystem, a determination was made The initial deltas must be adjusted to main­
of the greatest number of bytes associated 
with a scene scan line This number, Nmax 
, 
which is supplied by the auxiliary paper tape 
input, is used as follows 
Nmax = Number of bytes in the longest 
scan line 
LLC = Number of bytes in the scan line 
to be processed 
CLL = Corrected line length 
The corrected line length must be a multiple 
of eight because the output CCT format con-
tains two bytes each from bands 4 through 7 
interleaved as eight-byte groups. The CLL 
must also be a multiple of three because band 
8 data have one-third the resolution of bands 
4 through 7 data, and a quarter scan line of 
band 8 data is to be multiplexed into the out­
put tape after every three full scan lines ofband 4 hrouh dta~the7inteleaed 
bands 4 through 7 interleaved data (across 
four tapes). Therefore the CLL must be a 
multiple of 24. 
After insertion of six dummy bytes, to restore 
band-to-band registration, the number of byts i thscn lne s Nax 6.logesbytes in the longest scan line is N max + 6. 
The CLL is expressed as 24 times the largestintegerL 
24 
where 23/24 provides high roundoff. 
The correction to the individual scan lines is 
accomplished by the addition of synthetic 
video bytes at regular intervals within a line. 
The interval between bytes is the integer value 
of 
LLC 
/L = 
CLL - (LLC + 6) 
tain spectral registration Let 
Ab = 14- 2b 
where b is the spectral band number (4, 5, 6 
or 7) Then 
Ainitial = A - Ab 
The synthetic byte is inserted by repeating 
the preceding byte. Because the byte count, 
as determined by the mirror period, remains 
constant over many months, comparisons of 
multi-temporal data in user change detection 
processing will seldom if ever exhibit the 
presence of synthetic bytes. 
D.3.3 Decompression 
ta are acquie in t compress mdinverse of the spacecraft compression is 
applied to both video and calibration wedge
signals before calibration Regardless of 
whether the data were acquired in linear or 
compressed form, one byte contains six bits. 
compression is accoplihedin the Dital 
Decompression is accomplished in the Digital 
Subsystem computer by means of a table 
look-up routine. The input byte, value 0-63, 
is output as 0-127. Two decompression tablesare employed. One table serves band 4 and 6 
data. The second table serves band 5 Both 
bands 7 and 8 are acquired linearly and donot require decompression. 
To permit interleaving of spectral data, as 
eight-bit binary words, linear and decom­
pressed data are represented as indicated 
below. 
LINEAR DECOMPRESSED 
FOTEEXxxEII TEIxx 
1 2 3 4 5 6 8 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
THE XS REPRESENTTHEVIDEODATABITSINTHE WORD THE BITSiN THEDIAGRAMWHICHCONTAINTHE " AREUSED TO INDICATE FLAGS(E G, 11111111 
ISUSEDASTHEREGISTRATIONFILL CHARACTER) 
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D.3.4 Calibration 
From preflight calibration tests, during whichthe MSS detectors were used as transfer de-
vices between a standard radiance source and 
the MSS internal calibration lamp, the radi-
ance at selected calibration word counts and 
the maximum radiance to be assigned to each 
spectral band were determined. Rcwi is the 
internal calibration lamp radiance as modi-
fied by the calibration wedge at word count 
"i" Rmax is the maximum radiance assigned 
to a specific spectral band and that value of 
radiance produces a digital count of 63 for 
linearly acquired data and a digital count of 
127 for decompressed data. 
The "best fit" straight line relating relative 
radiance Rcwi/Rmax, at calibration wedge 
word "i" is determined by a six point regres-
sion analysis for each detector, 
Vcw= a+ b RcwRmax 
> 6 b = 'DiVcwi (gain coefficient) 
i=1 
6 
a C-Vcwi (offset-coefficient)2 

1= 1 
where 
66 Rcwi 
D 6 max 6maxUp 
6 S "RcwI\2 Rcw)2 
- = 

=\max/ Rmax/ 
R6\2 Rcwi Rcwi 
\Rmax) Rmax = Rmax
 
= 1 m 
6 ' /Rcwi /_Rcwi 
-
=1 R maxmax/ R  
Note that D,and C,are solely dependent on 
prelaunch determined radiance values. The 
C, and D, values can therefore be calculated 
and stored in table look-up form. For each 
of the 24 detectors there are six pairs of C, 
and D, values. 
Due to the presence of noise on received 
calibration voltage values, the values of "a" 
and "b" are smoothed according to the 
following equations. "n" is the number of 
the estimate and corresponds to the number 
of calibration wedges that have been pro­
cessed to the current position in the scene. 
A 
as (1) = a (1) = value of "a" computed from 
the first calibration wedge data encountered 
at scene processing initiation (n = 1). 
As (n) = As (n-i) + 1/n [ a (n)- As (n-1)] 
for 1< n<16 
A n A (n-i) + 1'1 a (n) -A 
for 16 < n <195 (calibration wedges) 
where As (n) = n th estimate of "a" 
a (n) = calculation of "a" based solely 
on the n th set of calibrationdata received. 
to and including n = 16, the successive 
values of's are the average of all the com­
puted values of a(n). That is 
a. (n) = a(1)+a(2)+.. +a(n),n <16 
n
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Similarly, where Vr is received scene voltage. The cor­
rect value of Vr , Vc , that should have been 
bs (1) = b(]) = value of "b" computed received in response to scene radiance R, is 
encountered at scene pro-
Vc = Ko Rcessing initiation. 
RmaxA n A (nl 1 [b(n) t ( 1] 
=b 
_ 
Lis (n) (n-i) + - (n-i) Ko = 63 for linearly acquired data and 127 
for 1< n<16 	 for compressed data. Then 
A 	 A R-VcRmb. (n) = s (n-i) + 1/16 b(n) -bs (n-)c 	 max 
for n>16 
The best fit straight line is now expressed as 	 Equating the two values of R 
Vcwi = (n)+ (n)Rcwi 	 Vc Rmax Rmax [ - 5 (n 
=oV()RmaxJ 	 t) Ir Jn 
Note that the values of (n) and (n) are 	 from which 
constant if the calibration wedge voltages are 	 Ko rV Vc /bn [ rs(n)]
absolutely constant. In practice, the presence 
of 'oise on the Vcwi will result in consider­
able variation in /s (n) and bs (n) until the 
filter has averaged over many Vcwi inputs. The Digital Subsystem performs the above 
Therefore, one should not expect that radio- correction on the output of each detector. If 
metric corrections at the beginning of a scene detector-to-detector striping is present, the C, 
will be similar to those in later portions of the and DI values must be slightly altered from 
scene. Whenever HDT processing is ini- the preflight calibration values. 
tialized, this effect will be observed. Adjacent 
scenes in the same orbit can exhibit this effect D.3.5 Sun Calibration 
in start-u'p and overlap regions if processing of 
the southernmost scene required a change in Up to this point in the calibration process, it 
input HDT. has been assumed that the internal MSS cali­
bration lamp emits constant radiance for the 
The relation between Vcwi and Rcwi/Rmax life of the spacecraft. In practice, lamp 
allows correction of actual scene data. As-	 radiance is likely to exhibit a long term drift. 
suming linear system operation, 	 Provision has been made to monitor calibra­
tion lamp vers6s sun radiance on a once per 
orbit basis. In this technique, an image of 
R maxn)1 	 the sun is recorded and the resulting detector ( n )  A sARcw1 cwi 	 voltages are observed. Any overall drift in 
bs(n) 	 detector voltages may be, attributed to 
changes in internal calibration lamp radiance. 
The drift can be accommodated by altering 
or for scene radiance values R, 	 the scale factor for scene voltage correction. 
~n [VAsn)r 	 Vc s [Vr s(n)j
Ks Ko 
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where Ks is computed from the sun calibra-
tion process. On Landsat 1, reliable sun cali-
bration data could not be obtained because 
the sun imaging optics were apparently fogged 
by contaminants released from nearby space-
craft components. The problem was rectified 
on Landsat 2. Operational use of sun calibra-
tion data is anticipated for Landsat-C and 
may yet be activated on Landsat 2. For the 
present, Ks = 1. 
DA FINAL PROCESSING STEPS TO CCT 
The final steps in Landsat video to CCT pro-
cessing are spectral interleaving, separating the 
resulting data streams into four adjacent geo-
graphical strips and producing the four CCTs. 
Each Landsat scene consists of 2340 scan 
lines containing an equal number of bytes. At 
the output of the Digital Subsystem, all video 
and calibration data are in eight-bit/byte 
form. Spectral interleaving is accomplished 
0 
PIXEL NUMBER -* 2.1 2m 
BAND4 
SCANX X 
LINE K 
PIXELNUMBER . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
m 
O 
X 
k 
= GROUPNUMBER 
DUMMYREGISTRATIONBYTES 
= VIDEO BYTES 
= SCANLINE NUMBER 1,2 z340 
= GREATESTINTEGERIN Nmax+6+i(23) 
24 
by selecting two successive bytes from each of 
the four spectral bands and forming an eight­
byte serial group. This group then contains 
all of the spectral information associated with 
two adjacent scene picture elements (pixels), 
Interleaving is illustrated in Figure D-7 for 
any scan line "'k". "m" is the group "G" 
index and the pixels associated with the 
group are numbers 2m-1 and 2m, from scan 
line "k" 
Figure D-8 illustrates the CCT format for scan 
line "k" and the incorporation of calibration 
data associated with scan line "k" in the four 
bands The interleaved data is quartered and 
one quarter is placed on each of the CCTs. 
The total number of video bytes in scan line 
"k" is 24n. Interleaving the four bands re­
suIts in 4 x 24n bytes associated with scene 
scan line "k". Since eight bytes form a group, 
the number of groups is !L2. The number 
8 
of groups associated with a quarter scan line 
GM (BBYTE GROUP) m 
2.1 2. 2m11 2. 2nil 2. 
jBANDS BANDS * BAND?7 
- BN 
• 2mi 2m * * * * 24n 
Figure D-7. Four-Band MSS Scan-to-Interleaved Byte Conversion 
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= Rr•k 24n VIDEOBYTES+56 CAL BYTES 
, 1STQUARTERSCANLINE K4 BANDS 4 SETSOF 14 BYTE CAL DATA 
0 k , CL k CAL k C A Lt CAL 4L I l3CT o 
k AMP E6 CALj, k CAL kW CAL k2 LCAL3 4 
orT 9Bntk Bn k CALIC CAL2 kC CAL3 kC CAL k 'E4i i ' 
6 6
i 
k 40G12., kO CAL CAL k E CAL k CAL k F1 2 3 4 
1= FFTEE1 FILT1'O 
LINEk,4 BANDS 
6 BYTES E jERSABYTESRTE 2 ..*j BYTES...DNTA 2BYTESMILE.) 2BYTES 
SIXCALIBRATION WEDoE SU .NCAL CDORRCOEFFICIENTS LLC(RAW)SAMPLES CE 
FILTERED FILTEVED 
OFFSET CAINV 
4CALbk (1 BYTES)
 
DENOTESIMACESEOMENT= 1 ISWESTERMOST OF1iE X 100 NAUTICAL MILE SCENE)
(I QUlARTER 
Figure D-8. MSS Full Scene Interleaved Record Format 
is then 3n. CCT number 1 contains groups 1 D.5 ADDITION OF BAND 8 TO THE CCT 
through 3n. CCT number 2 contains groups FORMAT 
3n + 1 through 6n, etc. All of these groups 
are associated with scan line "k" Continuing Band 8 video and calibration are spatially 
this process for all scan lines results in the registered and added as independent records. 
western-most 25 nautical mile north-to-south They are not spectrally interleaved with band 
image segment being represented by CCT 4 through 7 data. In a complete MSS scene of 
number 1. CCT number 4 represents the 390 mirror sweeps, 780 scan lines of band 8, 
eastern-most 25 nautical mile strip. Strip 390 for detector A and 390 for detector B, 
length extends 100 nautical miles north and are generated. These scan lines are adjusted 
south. to 24n - 3 = 8n video byte lengths. One 
quarter scan line, or 2n bytes, is added to 
The quarter scan line of four-band spectrally each CCT after every three quarter-scan lines 
interleaved data plus four-band calibration of interleaved spectral data from bands 4, 5, 
data contains 24n video bytes and 56 calibra- 6 and 7. The first band 8 record is from 
tion bytes. This data string is designated as a detector A. After three quarter-scan lines of 
tape record Ri, k "I" denotes the image seg- interleaved spectral data from bands 4, 5, 6 
ment (same as CCT number) and "k" desig- and 7, a second band 8 record, representing 
nates the scan line number. Every record is the output of detector B, is added. Each 
separated from every other record by an band 8 record consists of 2n bytes of video 
inter-record gap (IRG). plus 14 bytes of calibration data per CCT. 
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Format of the calibration data is the same as band 8 record, either detector A or B, is 
for the other bands; however, it is expected illustrated in Figure D-9. "k" is the scan 
that there will be only two calibration word line. S8kl - .S8k2n are the individual video 
values repeated three times to fill the 6 bytes bytes constituting one quarter of scan line 
allocated for six calibration words. A typical "k". 
IBi' 	 k (2n + 14 BYTES) ' 
88 1 8 I S8 8 S8 Sa : CAL~k ICCT1, i =1 	 k I k k i k k
 
I I 2 I 3 I 4 I 2n-1l 2n I
 
CCT2,i=2 k k k kkk I 	 R z2n+1 I 2n+2 1 231+3 2n+4 4n- I 4n 
S8 S8 S8 1S8 SS I CA8k II 
4i1 4n+2 I4n+4 On A-n+3 	 I aI2n+1 I 2n +2 16n +3 16n +4 8n-l 8nL 	 I 
CCT4, i = 2 k I k k k 	 k I 
Figure D-9 Band8 Formatas Inserted Into the CCT Format 
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APPENDIX E 
DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM 
The Data Collection System (DCS) collects, 
transmits, and disseminates data from re-
motely located earth-based sensors As shown 
in Figure E-1, the system includes remote 
data collection platforms (DCPs), satellite re-
lay equipment, ground receiving site equip-
ment, and a ground data handling system 
The DCP is connected to individual environ-
mental sensors that are selected and pro-
vided by the investigator or user agency to 
satisfy their own particular needs Up to eight 
individual sensors may be connected to a 
single DCP. The sensors may provide digital or 
analog -outputs to the DCP. The DCP trans-
mits the sensor data to the satellite, which in 
turn relays the data to the ground receiving 
site through an on-board receiver/transmitter, 
The ground receiving site equipment accepts 
LADSACECRAj 
401 5SMHz 

5KBPS
 
_ __F20 
1200-BITNASCOMBLOCKS 
SENSOR DATAINPUTSj&CMUE
COLLCTION 
NOTE 
NOTE INDICATESEQUIIPMENT 
DATA SYSTEMCOaECnrIO 
the data and decodes and formats it for trans­
mission to the Ground Data Handling System 
(GDHS) at Greenbelt, Maryland The data is 
received in the Operations Control Center (OCC) where it is reformatted and written on 
magnetic tape and then either transmitted 
direct to the user or passed on to the Image 
Processing Facility (IPF) for further process­
ing and cataloging required for dissemination 
to the user agencies 
The geometry involved in relaying DCS data is 
shown in Figure E-2. The satellite is at a 
nominal altitude of 920 kilometers (570 
miles). The transmitting antenna of the DCP 
subtends an angle of ± 70 degrees from the 
vertical and the ground receiving site visibility 
is nominally ± 85 degrees from the vertical. 
When the satellite is in mutual view of a trans­
mitting DCP and one or more of the ground 
receiving sites, the message from the DCP is 
relayed to the receiving site and transmitted 
over land lines to the OCC. The DCPs operate 
continuously, sampling the sensors period­
228 5b z 
ODCS 1 024 M4-ON8 

SU CARRIER)
 
TYP IEAL REMOTE (NETWORK A NO TRA I NJ O SITM TEST 
FACILITYGREENBELT,hARYLANDI 
R 
BIT NASCOM BLOCKS IZQ-BIE 
BtSO , 
GODDARDSPACEFLIGHTCENTER 
REENBELT. NAS OMMARYLdO EQUJIPMENT 
P PROCESSING TAE CONTROL 
Figure E-I. Data Collection System Block Diagram 
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hours is at least 0.95 for as many as 1000 
PORTIONORBITWIHER located throughout the United States.F DCPs 
DCp -SATELLITE -GROUR D TATTON
 
Interference of signals from two or more 
DCPs transmitting simultaneously may cause 
incorrect or partial messages to be received. 
To minimize this possibility, the system uses 
error coding and other schemes to correct or 
SITEVIILITY SoIS. identify messages containing errors and to 
identify incomplete messages. The probability 
of erroneously indicating that a given message 
is valid (i.e., stating that a message that con­
tains an error does not) is less than 0.001. 
Figure E-2 DCS Data Relay Geometry 
In order to improve performance for locations 
ically and transmitting a 38-millisecond burst where there is a relatively short period of 
of data containing all sensor channels at inter- mutual DCP-ground station visibility from the 
vals of about every three minutes Note that observatory, the average rate of DCP message 
the satellite acts as a simple real time relay bursts can be switched to a more rapid rate 
with no' on-board storage The DCP trans- one message burst each 90 seconds. Using this 
missions are received at the ground receiving feature, DCPs may be located anywhere in the 
site immediately except for small propagation continental U.S. or Alaska and achieve this 
and fixed system time delays. performance DCPs may be deployed beyond 
these bounds, however, with degraded per-
The orbit parameters (the orbital period is formance in terms of probability of receiving 
-'103 minutes) allow for up to 9 minutes of a valid message each 12 hours. 
mutual visibility for some DCPs Figure E-3 
shows the potential area of mutual visibility As shown in Figure E-1, operation of the Data 
for one orbital pass. In these cases it ispos- Collection System requires three hardware 
sible to receive up to three separate trans- subsystems the DCPs, the receiving and 
missions from a DCP for each orbital pass of transmitting equipment in the satellite and 
the satellite The use of three receiving sites, special receiving and preprocessing equipment 
Alaska, Goldstone and NTTF, provides nine located at each of the three ground receiving 
active passes over the North American conti- sites. In addition, the system uses existing 
nent each day, of which five are daylight 
passes and four are night time passes. 
the orbit parametersFor a particular DCP, 
and the receiving site locations cause the 
spacecraft to be in mutual view of a platform 
located almost anywhere in North America 
and at least one of the three ground receiving 
sites during at least two orbits per day-one
about 9:30 in the morning and the other 9L E STATVIT-GYUN 
about 9 30 in the evening At least one mes- ( MTPOTENTIALAREAOFMUTUAL 
sage is relayed from each platform every 12 OORBIT X 
hours JORBIT ORBIT IT 
The Data Collection System is designed to PATH 
assure that the probability of receiving at least L 
one valid message from any DCP every 12 FigureEF-3 MutualDCP-Recevng51te Visibility 
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ground communication facilities and the 
hardware/software capabilities of the OCC 
and IPF at GSFC. These facilities are 
described in the following sections. 
E.1 DATA COLLECTION PLATFORM 
The DCP collects, encodes, and transmits 
ground sensor data to the Landsat Observa­
tory. A block diagram is shown in Figure E-4 
and a sketch in Figure E-5. 
The CCP will accept analog, serial-digital, or 
parallej-digital input data as well as combina­
tions of those. Eight analog inputs or 64 bits 
of digital input can be accepted. Combined 
inputs are selected by individual analog inputs 
and groups of 8 bits of digital input up to a 
total equivalent of 64 bits. 
Selection of the type of input is made by the 
switch positions on the front panel of the 
platforms. For all types of inputs the nominal 
signal amplitude range is from 0 to +5 Vdc. 
The source impedance must be less than 
10,000 ohms resistitve and less than 1000 
picofarads capacitive Input impedance is 
greater than 1 megohm. 
64SERIAL 
DIGITAL 
5Ei I BeITWORDS 
95-BIT 
MESSAGE 
64PARALLE PARALLEL.ECOE 
INS L OC 

ENCODED 
MESSAGE |8-bit 
TRAMTE 

EIGHT ANALOG 
A0SEC 
RNPUTS
tRATEthis 
COMMANDS 401.55MHz
MESSAGE
 
BURST 
PROGRAMMER 5KBPS 
Figure E-4 Data Collection Platform Block Diagram 
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Figure E-5 Data Collection Platform 
For analog inputs, the analog-to-digital con­
verter converts the normal signal range of 0 to 
+5 Vdc into eight bits of binary with a resolu­
tion of 19.53 millivolts per bit; conversion 
error is less than one percent of full scale, 
including quantization. 
Serial digital data (of up to 64 bits) are ac­
acepted as a single input. An enable command 
and a 2.5 kHz clock is supplied to enable the 
transfer of the serial digital data 
Up to 64 parallel digital bits can be accepted 
by the DCP. These parallel bits are sampled in 
groups in sequence during a 68-milli­
second period corresponding to the entire 
platform "on" time (warm-up and message 
transmission) A data gate is provided during 
period. 
Format of a DCP message prior to encoding
consists of 95 bits in the format shown in 
Table E-1. 
Before transmission, each DCP message is en­
coded using a rate 1/2 constraint length five 
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TableE-i DCP Message Format 
Bits 
1-15 Preamble 
16-17 Synchronization 
18-27 Platform ID 
28-35 Data Word Number I 
3643 Data Word Number 2 
44-51 Data Word Number 3 Sensor 
52-59 Data Word Number 4 1through 8 
60-67 Data Word Number5 occupy 
68-75 Data Word Number 6 64 bits 
76-83 Data Word Number 7 
84-91 Data Word Number 8 
92-95 Encoderrun-outbits 
convolutional code, to produce a 190-bit mes-
sage output. A message is sent every 90 or 
180 seconds, depending on the setting of the 
time selection switch on the front panel of 
the DCP. 
E.2 	 DCS SPACECRAFT EQUIPMENT 
The spacecraft acts as a simple relay receiv-
ing, frequency translating and retransmitting 
the burst messages from the DCPs. No on­
board recording, processing or decoding of DS unqueUHFOCCthe atais prfomed.A
atenna anrndatai f re e iqed. 
antenna and redundant receivers are provided, 
(squelch), and the three-bit quantization of 
the matched filter. When no signal ispresent,
the output byte is set to all zeros. The quan­
tized bits are decoded, and quality bits are 
assigned to each decoded bit and the overall 
message to indicate the decoding confidence 
level. 
The DCS/RSE formats the decoded data with 
the quality indicators and a 30-bit site time 
code, which was converted from the NASA 
36-bit time code. The data are buffered and 
formatted into a 1200-bit NASCOM block 
and outputted to a site modem in real time as 
messages are received. The DCS/RSE adds the, 
NASCOM header and the filler and check bits,
along with buffering the data and site-time 
information. In 'the event of equipment prob­
lerns, the data are also recorded for post-pass 
playback. The NASCOM blocks are trans­
mitted to the OCC by the modem. 
E.4 	 TREATMENT OF DATA 
AT THE GDHS 
The 	NASCOM data blocks are received at the 
where the NASCOM header is stripped
and DCS data messages are written, in the 
order received, on a magnetic tape. One mag-
The output of the DCS receiver is applied toneitaemyctin 	 esgsfrmoer 
the 	premodulation processor where the DCS 
data are put on a subcarrier of the United 
S-band (USB) equipment. USB equipment, 
used for narrow band telemetry, is used to 
retransmit the DCP messages to the three 
primary receiving sites 
E.3 	TREATMENT OF DATA AT THE 
RECEIVING SITE 
At the receiving site, the composite S-band 
signal is received and the DCS subcarrier is ex-
tracted and inputted to special DCS Receiving 
Site Equipment (DCS/RSE). The DCS/RSE 
performs a matched filter operation on each 
encoded bit received, and quantitizes the out-
put of that operation to three bits. Each bit 
representation recovered from the DCP trans-
mission is in the form of a four-bit byte; one 
bit, indicating the presence or lack of signal 
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more receiving sites. At the conclusion of one 
or more station passes, this tape istransferredto the IPF. The usual mode of operation in­
volves the transfer of data to the IPF at the 
colsionfe pass. 
When the DCS tapes arrive at the IPF from 
the OCC, they are read, edited, reformatted, 
and the data are sorted according to platform 
identification and the time the data were re­
ceived Redundant data resulting from over­
lapping station coverage are removed The 
criterion for determining redundant data is an 
exact match between the messages except for 
receiving site (station ID). An active data file 
is generated that maintains a record of the 
most recent 24-48 hours of DCS messages. 
This resides in random-access storage in the 
IPF 	computer. 
The active data file contains the platform Available DCS products consist of magnetic 
message data in addition to the results of the tapes, punched cards or computer listings All 
editing checks and certain identifying infor- products are limited to uncalibrated data,that 
mation. Four editing checks are performed, is, data bits are disseminated to the user with­
the station code is checked to assure that it is out conversion to engineering units. Magnetic 
one of the three valid codes for Goldstone, tapes contain message data records ordered 
Alaska, or NTTF, the platform ID is checked according to platform ID and time with ID, 
to assure that it matches a valid ID main- and in the same 8-word format as the active 
tamed in a platform ID file, a flag is set if any data file entry. The entries are blocked 60 to 
one of the quality bits associated with the a tape record A tape header is included for 
platform ID iszero, a fourth check is made on identification The details of this tape format 
the time of reception. I f any part of the time are contained in Figure 4-22 of Section 4. 
code exceeds possible values for day, hour, 
minute, or seconds, a flag is set in the active The data card format for DCS products is 
data file These checks and flags do not cause shown in Figure 4-20 Entries for these cards 
any messages to be rejected. are also given in Table E-3. The listing format 
is given in Figure 4-21. DCS data products 
An active data file entry is made for each plat- may be requested in two ways A standing 
form message and consists of eight words as order may be permanently established with 
shown in Table E-2 The platform ID is a the IPF to require that all data from a set of 
binary coded decimal from 1 to 1000. Each 
platform has a unique designator. The plat­
form ID quality bits are those that were Table.E-3. DCS Data Card Entries 
associated with the platform ID during trans­
mission Words 5 and 6 contain the actual 
data bits in the order in which they were Column Item Format 
received. For convenience, the associated 1 C forStandingRequests SC 
quality bits have been separated and put in forVariableRequests VC 
words 7 and 8. 36 LlserID AAAA 
710 Platform I 	 1-1000 
11 Satellite o(1 forLandsat 12 for Landsat 2 N 
Table E-2 DCS A ctive Data File Entry 	 12 Year of Reception 19 
1321 Time Code (GMT) 	 DDDHHMMSS 
22 Station ID 	 A/G/N 
Word Bits Item Mode Format 23,24 Encoded Error Flat 0 63
 
32 = Invalid Station 10
 
1 	 015 latformI0 Binary XXXX 16= Invalid Platform ID
 
1623 Satellite10 EBCDIC' 112( for Landoat1 2 iorLtan t2 8 = Poor Platform ID Quality
 
2431 StationID EBCDIC A/GIN(Aladt., Goldstone,NTTF) 4 = Invaid Time Code
 
2 	 015 Days(MT) Binary 1366
 
1631 DaysStmeLunch Biay I N 2 = Duplicate Message
 
1= Redundant Message3 	 07 Hour,(GMT) Binary 023 
815 3 utes (GMT) Binary 59 	 (Or any combination of the above, e g1623 	 .stains,(GM4T) Binry, O59 ) 
24 31 	 Year(GMT) ECOIC 0 9 63 = All Conditions Exist 
4 	 05 NotUsed Binary 0 25 Message Quality Level 0 7
 
015 tradeor.IDOtaty Binary Ni Goes 0 = Long or short message
 
1617 NotUrd Bmaty 0
 
1t23 	 Errr Flags 1-7 indicates lowest to highest quality 
=nosd Staimm Code Bit 18 ( =oet) 26 Data Format indicator 0/HIwd Phatam Bit 19 (1 = set), 
PoorPlatformIDOualty Bit 20 (1=on) 0 = Data inoctal digits (22 columns) 
laslid TimeCede Bit 21 r1= let) H = Data in hexadecimal digits 
DuplicateM ssage Bit 22 (1=s.0 (16 columns)
Redundantliueage Bnt23 (I = set)242 e 	 28/3449Not Used 	 Data in Octal or Hexadecimal Digits 
2931 	 Message itoay 51/57-72 Data Quality in Octal or HexadecimalQuality 	 _07 
5 	 031 Data Bits Binary Digits 
6 	 031 DaleBits Binary NOTE If quality bits areincluded, they will e in (hauser 
7 031 QouhlyBoos Ba ry format asthe data bits Columns 51/57-72 are op
 
8 031 Qunity Bits Binary toonal depending on the useof data quality bits
 
Code'ExtendedBinary DecimalInterchange 
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platforms be sent to the user agency. The 
capability is provided in a standing request 
either to keep or eliminate the quality bits for 
card or listing outputs It is also possible for 
the investigator to designate the level of mes-
sage quality that isacceptable to him., 
A variable request allows the investigator to 
do retrospective searches. The capability is 
provided to search the archives based on user 
ID (all platforms listed for this user are re­
trieved), or individual platform ID. It is possi­
ble to qualify the search based on a given time 
period or geographical area All three product 
media are available and data can be qualified 
as to message quality. 
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APPENDIX F 

ORBIT CONTROL, COVERAGE, 

OCC AND MISSION PLANNING 

F.1 ORBIT CONTROL 
Several significant characteristics of the Land-
sat orbit have been selected to minimizesat rbitwould 
variations in observation conditions and pro-
vide a systematic process of imagery collec-
tion. Precise control of the orbital parameters 
is required to achieve and maintain the 
desired characteristics. Hence, the Landsat 
spacecraft include an orbit adjust capacity 
that is used to attain the orbit initially and 
maintain this orbit throughout the life of the 
mission. 
The Orbit Adjust Subsystem is a mono-
propellant system consisting of three rocket 
engines fed by a common propellant/pres-
surant tank. The three thrusters are aligned to 
provide impulse along or opposed to the 
spacecraft velocity vector and also perpendic-
ular to the orbital plane. Each thruster im-
parts a thrust of approximately one pound 
F.1.1 Attainment of Required Orbit 
The Delta launch vehicle injects the spacecraft 
into its final orbit to within the limits of the 
errors inherent in the launch vehicle system. 
Launch vehicle errors at injection are random 
and can be of magnitudes that impact the 
desired observation characteristics. The space-
craft orbit adjust capabilities are utilized after 
spacecraft separation to remove residual 
launch vehicle injection errors. 
The orbital parameters most critical to pro-
viding the desired imagery characteristics are 
the semi-major axis (or equivalently the 
period of the orbit), the inclination, and 
the eccentricity. For Landsat, a unique com-
bination of orbital period and inclination is 
required to establish the desired coverage 
pattern and sun synchronization. Errors in 
eccentricity also affect these characteristics, 
However, eccentricity errors have a negligible 
effect compared to the effects of inclination 
and period errors. 
F.I.1.1 Period Errors 
The maximum expected injection error in the 
orbital period exceeds by a wide margin the 
accuracy required for satisfactory systematic 
coverage and cross-track repeatability. For 
example, an injection period error of only one 
percent of the maximum (3u) error would 
result in a 35 kilometer sidelap error in the 
second 18-day cycle relative to imagery from 
the corresponding revolutions in the first 
18-day cycle. If not corrected this errorcontinue to expand with time until the 
reld erro ex pad withe ut the 
relative error exceeded half the swath width. 
F.1.1.2 Inclination Errors 
Injection inclination errors cause adrift in the 
time of the descending node and also imagery 
sidelap errors. Without an orbit adjustment 
capability, the injection inclination error 
would result in a continually increasing side­
lap error. These inclination effects can be 
compensated for by adjusting the orbital 
period. 
F.1.1.3 Error Correction 
Thus, injection period errors had to be re­
moved and compensation provided for the 
inclination error. Period adjustments are 
accomplished by utilizing one of the twothrusters which impart impulse along the 
velocity vector. Because of the one pound 
force of these thrusters, the weight of the 
spacecraft, the magnitude of the period 
adjustment, and other scheduling criteria, the 
period adjustment process took several days 
from injection to completion. 
F.1.2 Maintenance of Required Orbit 
Several forces (such as. atmospheric drag, the 
gravitational attraction of the sun and moon, 
and the spacecraft's own attitude control 
mass explusion subsystem) act upon the 
spacecraft after the desired orbit has been 
attained. These forces cause changes to the 
orbit that compromise the desired coverage 
and repeatability characteristics. The orbit to 
which the injection error removal process was 
targeted had been selected to minimize the 
effects of these forces on the desired coverage 
characteristics. Nonetheless, orbit adjustment 
is occasionally required to compensate for 
these forces. 
During the first several weeks of the mission, 
several small although significant perturbing 
factors (e.g., the force due to the attitude 
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control system mass expulsion subsystem) Subsequent to the first several weeks of the 
were determined. These factors were then mission, the requirements for adjustments 
included in orbit planning operations to mini- became minimal, systematic, and predictable. 
mize the number of subsequent adjustments. The requirements for these adjustments result 
Several small adjustments were necessary from the perturbing forces on the spacecraft 
during this period to optimize the desired which, over long periods of time, cause 
coverage characteristics. These adjustments predictable perturbations to the orbit. The 
were minor and were scheduled so as not to significant impact of these perturbations is a 
interfere with imaging operations. systematic cross-track drift of imagery from 
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FigureF-18. Cross Track Drift and Orbit Adjustments for Landsat 2. 
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revolutions of one 18-day, earth coverage 
cycle relative to imagery from corresponding 
revolutions of other 18-day cycles during the 
mission. Orbit adjustments are scheduled to 
limit this cross-track imagery drift to 37 
kilometers during the entire mission. Figure 
F-i shows the drift and adjustment profile for 
both Landsat spacecraft. Acceptable coverage 
can be maintained over a mission by several 
small orbital period adjustments. These 
adjustments are of several seconds duration 
only and are scheduled over Landsat ground 
stations so as not to interfere with imagingEQUATOR- 1 
operations 
F.2 ORBIT COVERAGE 
Systematic, repetitive, global earth coverage 
under nearly constant observing conditions is 
required for maximum utility of the multi-
spectral images collected by Landsat. Both 
Landsat 1 and 2 have been launched into 
circular sun-synchronous orbits with a 
nominal 9-30 a.m. descending node (equa-
torial crossing). The orbital parameters are 
given in Table F-i. 
Table F-1. Landsat Orbit Parameters) 
(September 1976) 
OrbaitParmenter I1 pcerf 2 
Semi major ax(kn) 7285438 
inclination (deg) 
Period (min 1 
96006 
103143 
Fccenr~cety 001070 
rime at desedin node (equatorial craing)I 80a i1 
Coverage cycle duratoi 
Dimarce betvoen adacent 
ground tr'acka,(atrondequator) 
F.2.1 Earth Coverage 
The ground coverage pattern
Landsat spacecraft is shown 
7285730 
99015 
103149 
001392 
9 20a 
18 days 
(251 revs) 
15938 
selected for a 
in Figure F-2 
for two orbits on two consecutive days. The 
orbital, parameters cause the daily coverage 
swath to be shifted in longitude at the equa-
tor by 1.43 degrees, corresponding to 159 
kilometers. The revolutions progress in a 
westwardly direction and the pattern contin-
Figure F-2 
ues until all the 
ORBITS-I DAw+, 
ORBITAII 	 DAYA 
OBjT07RI DAYON AYA 
ANCUMS""RVOLUTIONS 
Ground Coverage Pattern 
area between orbit N and 
orbit N+1 is covered. This constitutes one 
complete coverage cycle, consisting of 251 
revolutions, taking exactly 18 days, and 
providing complete global coverage between 
81 degrees north and 81 degrees south lati­
tude On any given day, the satellite makes 
approximately 14 revolutions of the earth 
as shown by the typical ground trace in 
Figure F-3. 
7;.1, rRi/ \1 // L // 
f AY 	 I 
; 
5- _ 
Figure F-3. Typical Landsat Ground Trace for 
One Day (Only Southbound Passes Shown) 
Coverage over the continental United States 
is depicted in Figure F-4. The observatory 
proceeds along each swath from top to 
bottom in the illustration and the orbits 
proceed from right to left. The daily coverage 
of the U.S. is provided during two or three 
orbits. With the three ground stations, data 
covering the United States (including Alaska 
but excluding Hawaii) are obtained by a 
Landsat spacecraft in approximately 18 
minutes of operation per day. 
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Table F-4. Landsat Orbit Paths 
Cycle 
Day 'Path Numbers 
1 106,124,142, 160, 178,196, 214, 232, 250, 17, 35, 53, 71, 89,107 
2 107, 125,143,161,179,197,215,233,251,18,36,54,72, 90,108 
3 108,126,144,162,180,198,216,234,1,19,37,55,73,91,109 
4 109,127,145,163,181,199,217,235,2,20,38,56,74,92,110 
5 110,128,146,164,182,200,218,236,3,21,39,57,75,93,111 
6 111, 129,147,165,183,201,219,237,4,22,40,58,76,94 
7 94,112,130,148,166,184,202,220,238,5,23,41,59,77,95 
8 95,113,131,149,167,185, 203, 221, 239, 6, 24,42, 60,78,96 
9 96,114,132,150,168, 186, 204,222,240,7, 25,43, 61, 79,97 
10 97,115,133,151,169,187,205,223,241,8,26,44,62,80,98
 
11 98,116,134,152,170,188,206,224,242,9,27,45,63,81,99
 
12 99,117,135,153,171, 189,207,225,243,10,28,46,64,82, 100 
13 100, 118,136,154,172, 190, 208, 226, 244,11,29,47,65,83,101 
14 101,119,137,155,173,191,209,227,245,12,30,48,66,84,102 
15 102,120,138,156,174,192,210,228,246,13,31,49,67,85,103 
16 103,121,139,157,175,193,211,229,247,14,32,50,68,86,104 
17 104,122,140,158,176,194,212,230,248,15,33,51,69,87, 105 
18 105,123,141,159,177,195,213,231,249,16,34,52,70,88,106
 
"Preceding page blankj 
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Table F-5A. Landsat 1Orbit Calendar - 1972 
Calendar Cycle Day 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 1 14 8 3 15 
2 2 15 9 4 16 
3 3 16 10 5 17 
4 4 17 11 6 18 
5 5 18 12 7 1 
6 6 1 13 8 2 
7 7 2 14 9 3 
8 8 3 15 10 4 
9 9 4 16 11 5 
10 10 5 17 12 6 
11 11 6 18 13 7 
12 12 7 1 14 8 
13 13 8 2 15 9 
14 14 9 3 16 10 
15 15 10 4 17 11 
16 16 11 5 18 12 
17 17 12 6 1 13 
18 18 13 7 2 14 
19 1 14 8 3 15 
20 2 15 9 4 16 
21 3 16 10 5 17 
22 4 17 11 6 18 
23 11 5 18 12 7 1 
24 12 6 1 13 8 2 
25 13 7 2 14 9 3 
26 13 8 3 15 10 4 
27 14 9 4 16 11 5 
28 15 10 5 17 12 6 
29 16 11 6 18 13 7 
30 17 12 7 1 14 8 
31 18 13 2 9 
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Figure F-4. Landat Coverage of tbe Continental 
Untd States 
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Table F-3. Coverage Redundancy Due ToF.2.2 ImagerySidelap 
Imagery Side/opThe coverage pattern provides 14 percent 
sidelap at the equator as shown in Figure F-5. image 
Latitude Sidelap Redundancy M Coverage 
CeirEetln (Deg) %) Factor* Requirement 
CF hO AD eCENT 
SUM ELLIThRACKS 	 0 55 14-50 1 Every day 
4-	 55-67 50 67 2 Every 2nd day 
/ / 	 67-42 67 75 3 Every 3rd day 
72-74 75-80 4 Every 4thday 
" _ _ _ ] 	 74-76 80-85 5 EverySt day 
76 -B2 > 85 6 Everyii6tday 
tracks which provide coverage forlNumber of adjoining ground 	 agiven 
s 	 locationEOUATOC 
Rwln) Rf)
 
50% OPROX 
BIDELAP w. 
Figure F-5. Imagery Sidelap at the Equator 
SMSI1DELAP 
ORErIa I, l ORBITN 
DAYO . DAYM 
SORBITN 
Table F-2 indicates the increase in sidelap of 
the swaths as higher latitudes are reached. At 
,,EA
latitudes with greater than 50 percent sidelap, 
complete duplicate coverage is achieved on 
sequential days. The duplicate coverage 
affords the possibility of obtaining images of Mos 
a given ground area via portions of images 
taken on days M-1 and M+1 even though an 
image was not obtained on day M (Figure 
F-6). At even greater sidelap percentage levels, 
portions of images taken as many as six days 
apart will provide complete ground coverage, 
as shown in Table F-3. 
F.2.3 Repeatability 
The Landsat orbit has also been designed so 
Table F-2. Sidelap of Adjacent Landsat that the swaths viewed during one 18-day 
Coverage Swaths coverage cycle repeat or overlay the corre­
sponding swaths viewed on all subsequent 
Latitude (deg) image Sidelap (%) coverage cycles. This facilitates comparison of 
0 140 imagery of a given area collected during 
10 154 different coverage cycles. In addition, picture­
20 191 taking sequences are scheduled so that centers 
30 255 of images taken every 18 days are aligned40 34 1 
50 448 along the in-track direction. This is accom­
60 570 plished by referencing all payload operation
70 706pshdbreeecn alpala oprtn 
80 850 	 to the equator as indicated in Figure F-7 For 
example, if imagery of Region A were desired 
F- Precedingpage blank 
REGION A 
FRAME SHOT WITHIN±+2 SECONDS 
ON EQlUATOR, OTHER FRAMES0 
SPACED AT 25 SECONDS 
L 255SEC 
Figure F-. In-Track Picture Scheduling 
in the orbit shown in Figure F-7, it will not be 
obtained as one picture centered over the 
region, but will consist of two consecutive 
images formatted 25 seconds apart. The orbit 
is maintained such that no more than 37 
kilometers cross-track picture-center variation 
will occur over the mission life. The in-track 
scheduling will assure that no more than 30 
kilometers in-track picture-center variation 
will occur. 
With two satellites operating simultaneously, 
the relative phasing of their orbits is nomi-
nally established to offset the 18-day repeat 
pattern of one spacecraft by 9 days with 
respect to the other. In this way, the space­
craft overfly a given area every 9 days. By 
maintaining both flight orbits to a common 
nominal repeat-orbit pattern, and by schedul-
ing the operation of each spacecraft with 
reference to its equator-crossing point, 
imagery from the two satellites is framed 
consistently and a 9-day repeat coverage 
pattern is effectively established. To alleviate 
communications overlays, Landsat 1 will be 
moved, during the period October 1976 to 
February 1977, to a new orbit schedule 
6 days behind Landsat 2, giving successive 
repeat cycles of 6 and 12 days. 
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F.2.4 Attitude Variations 
Selection of a circular orbit minmizes the 
variations in the altitude of the spacecraft. 
However, even a pure circular orbit cannot 
maintain a constant altitude profile due both 
to the oblate characteristics (polar flattening) 
of the earth and to perturbing forces upon the 
satellite such as the gravitational effects of the 
earth, sun and moon. The combined effects of 
oblateness and perturbing forces will cause 
the altitude of the satellite to vary periodi­
cally within the range of 880 to 930 km 
throughout the mission life. 
F.2.5 Mean Sun Time 
The Landsat orbit is sun-synchronous, as 
shown in Figure F-8; hence, the geometric 
relationship between the orbit's descending 
node (southbound equatorial crossing) and 
the mean sun's projection into the equatorial 
plane will remain nearly constant throughout 
the mission. As a result, the mean sun time at 
each individual point in the orbit will remain 
fixed and, in fact, all points at a given latitude 
on descending passes will have the same mean 
sun time. For Landsat's 1 and 2 the mean sun 
times of the descending node were initially 
established at launch as 9 42 and 9 32 a.m., 
respectively. 
ORBIT 
PLANE 
N/A \number) 
ORBITPLANEROTATES 
AT SAME RATEASTE 
EARTHABOUTHESUN 
315o-
S 
Figure F-8 Motion of Orbit Plane in Sun-

Synchronous Orbit 

A fixed mean sun time does not mean that 
the local clock time will remain fixed for all 
points at a given latitude, however, because 
discrete time zones are used to determine 
local time throughout the world. Figure F-9 
illustrates a typical variation between mean 
sun time and local time for sequential satellite 
equatorial crossings. 
The local time that the satellite crosses over a 
given point at latitudes other than at the 
equator will also vary due to: (1) the time the 
satellite takes relative to the equator to reach 
the given point (103 minutes is required for 
one complete revolution), and (2) the time 
zones crossed by the satellite relative to its 
equatorial crossing point. 
Figure F-10 illustrates these effects on local 
clock time for various points in a typical orbit 
as a function of latitude. 
F.2.6 Determination of Observation Dates 
An arbitrary reference system has been estab-
lished to identify nominal scenes imaged by 
Landsat. Each scene has been assigned a 
unique three-digit path number (or orbit 
and a three-digit row number. 
Figures F-11 through F-17 provide maps of 
the major earth land masses with Landsat paths and rows overprinted. These maps wereprepared by the U.S. Department of the 
Interior - Geological Survey; the maps also 
provide cloud cover information on Landsat 
coverage from July 23, 1972 through July 
23, 1974. The coverage symbols used indi­
cate least cloud coverage for a nominal scene. 
There is at least one scene with the indicated 
cloud coverage. There may be several images 
with the same, or more, cloud cover. Symbol 
meanings are: 0 0%, 10%, g@20 to 30%, 
o 40 to 50%, and X, 60 through 100% cloud 
cover 
The 251 orbits or paths are repeated every 18 
days Table F-4 indicates which orbit paths 
are flown on each of the 18 days in this cycle.Table F-5A provides a calendar for Landsat 1 
and Table F-5B a calendar for Landsat 2, 
which relate the day of the month to the 
cycle day. Thus, to determine what orbits are 
being flown on a specific date, simply enter 
Table F-5A or 5B for that date and obtain the 
cycle day for that date. Using the cycle day 
obtained, enter Table F-4 to find the specific 
orbit paths for that day. Finally, using Figure
F-i pthsru ha day. inallyoung Figre 
F-li through F-17, specific ground coverage 
for that day's orbit paths can be determined. 
F.2.7 Landsat-C Orbit 
Landsat-C will incorporate a fifth band on 
the MSS that will be sensitive to thermal 
infrared radiation and can thus be used at 
night The night orbit paths will be from 
south to north with a westward tilt such 
that they intersect daytime orbit paths at 
an angle of about 180. Thus, 12-hour repeat 
coverage will be possible only at a few loca­
tions. 
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Table F-5A Landsat I Orbit Calendar - 1973 
Calendar Cycle Day 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
-2 11 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
3 12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
4 13 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
6 15 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
7 16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
8 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
9 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
1 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
11 2 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
12 3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
13 4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
14 5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
6 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
16 7 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
17 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
18 9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
19 10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
11 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14, 9 3 
21 12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
22 13 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
23 14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
24 15 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
26 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
27 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
28 1 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
29 2 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
3 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
31 4 9 16 5 18 7 14 
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Table F-SA. Landsat 1 OrbitCalendar - 1974 
Calendar 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May 
Cycle Day 
Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 15 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
2 16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14- 8 
3 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
4 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
1 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
6 2 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 -18 12 
7 3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
8 4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
9 5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
6 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
11 7 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
12 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
13 9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
14 10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
11 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
16 12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
17 13 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
18 14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
19 15 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
21 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
22 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
23 1 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
24 2 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
26 4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
27 5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
28 6 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
29 7 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
8 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
31 9 14 3 10 5 12 1 
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Table F-5A. Landsat 1Orbit Calendar - 1975 
Calendar Cycle Day 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 2 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
2 3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
3 4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
4 5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
5 6 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
6 7 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
7 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
8 9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
9 10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
10 11 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
11 12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
12 13 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
13 14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
14 15 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 .6 18 13 7 
15 16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
16 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
17 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
18 1 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
19 2 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
20. 3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
21 4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
22 5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
23 6 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
24 7 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
25 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
26 9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
27 10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
28 11 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
29 12 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
30 13 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
31 14 1 8 15 10 17 6 
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Table F-5A. Landsat 1 Orbit Calendar ­1976 
Calendar Cycle Day 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May ,Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 7 2 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 
2 8 3 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 
3 9 4 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 
4 
5 
10 
11 
5 
6 
16 
17 
11 
12 
5 
6 
18 
1 
12 
13 
7 
8 
2 
3 
1415 S S 
6 12 7 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 P P 
7 13 8 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 A A 
8 14 9 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 C C 
9 15 10 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 E E 
10 16 11 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 C C 
11 17 12 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 R R 
12 18 13 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 A A 
13 1 14 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 F F 
14 2 15 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 T T 
15 3 16 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 
16 4 17 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 
17 
18 
19 
5 
6 
7 
18 
1 
2 
11 
12 
13 
6 
7 
8 
18 
1 
2 
13 
14 
15 
7 
8 
9 
2 
3 
4 
15 
16 
17 
'9
10 
11 
E 
A 
E 
A 
20 8 3 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 0 C C 
21 9 4 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 S E T. T 
22 10 5 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 P A I I 
23 11 6 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 A C V V 
24 12 7 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 C T A A 
25 13 8 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 E I T T 
26 14 9 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 C V E E 
27 15 10 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 R A D 0 
28 16 11 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 A T 
29 17 12 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 F 
30 18 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 TE 
31 1 7 14 3 16 D 
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Table F-SA Landsat I Orbit Calendar - 1977 
Calendar Cycle Day 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 S 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
2 P 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15, 9 
3 A 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
4 C 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
E 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
6 C 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
7 R 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
8 A 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
9 F 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
T 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
11 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
12 D 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
13 E 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
14 A 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
C 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
16 T 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
17 I 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
18 V 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
19 A 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
T 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
21 E 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
22 D 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
23 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
24 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
26 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
27 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
28 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
29 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
31 15 4 11 6 13 2 
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Table F-5A Landsat I Orbit Calendar - 1978 
Calendar Cycle Day 
-Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
2 4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
3 5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
4 6 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
7 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
6 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
7 9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
8 10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
9 11 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
11 13 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
12 14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
13 15- 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
14 16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
16 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
17 1 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
18 2 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
19 3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
21 5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
22 6 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
:23 7 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
24 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
26 10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
27 11 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
28 12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
29 13 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
14 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
31 15 2 9 16 11 18 7 
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Table F-5A. Landsat 1 Orbit Calendar - 1979 
Calendar Cycle Day 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
2 9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
3 10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
4 11 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
6 13 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
7 14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
8 15 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
9 16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
11 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
12 1 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
13 2 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
14 3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
16 5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
17 6 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
18 7 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
19 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
21 10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
22 11 6 16 11 15 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
23 12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
24 13 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
26 15 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
27 16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
28 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
29 18 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
1 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
31 2 7 14 3 16 5 12 
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Table F-5A. Landsat I Orbit Calendar - 1980 
Calendar 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May 
Cycle Day 
Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 13 8 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
2 14 9 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
3 15 10 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
4 16 11 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
17 12 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
6 18 13 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
7 1 14 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
8 2 15 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
9 3 16 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
4 17 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
11 5 18 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
12 6 1 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
13 7 2 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
14 8 3 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
9 4 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
16 10 5 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
17 11 6 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
18 12 7 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
19 13 8 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
14 9 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
21 15 10 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
22 16 11 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
23 17 12 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
24 18 13 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
1 14 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
26 2 15 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
27 3 16 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
28 4 17 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
29 5 18 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
6 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
31 7 13 2 9 4 11 18 
F-3­
Table F-5B. Landsat 2 Orbit Calendar - 1975 
Calendar Cycle Day 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
2 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
3 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
4 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
5 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
6 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
7 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
8 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
9 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
10 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
11 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
12 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
13 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
14 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
15 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
16 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
17 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
18 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
19 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
20 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
21 13 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
22 14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
23 15 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
24 16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
25 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
26 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
27 1 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
28 2 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
29 3 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
30 4 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
31 5 10 17 6 1 8 15 
F-35
 
Table F-5B. Landsat 2 Orbit Calendar - 1976 
Calendar Cycle Day 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 16 11 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
2 17 12 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
3 18 13 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
4 1 14 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
5 2 15 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
6 3 16 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
7 4 17 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
8 5 18 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
9 6 1 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
10 7 2 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
11 8 3 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
12 9 4 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
13 10 5 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
14 11 6 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
15 12 7 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
16 13 8 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
17 14 9 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
18 15 10 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
19 16 11 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
20 17 12 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
21 18 13 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
22 1 14 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
23 2 15 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
24 3 16 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
25 4 17 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
26 5 18 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
27 6 1 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
28 7 2 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
29 8 3 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
30 9 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
31 10 16 5 12 7 14 3 
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TableF-5B Landsat2 Orbit Calendar- 1977 
Calendar Cycle Day 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
2 5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
3 6 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
4 7 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
5 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
6 9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
7 10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
8 11 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
9 12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
10 13 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
11 14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
12 15 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
13 16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
14 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
15 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
16 1 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
17 2 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
18 3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
19 4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
20 5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
21 6 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
22 7 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
23 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
24 9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
25 10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
26 11 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
27 12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
28 13 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
29 14 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
30 15 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
31 16 3 10 17 12 1 8 
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Table F-5B. Landsat 2 Orbit Calendar - 1978 
Calendar Cycle Day 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
2 
3 
10 
11 
5 
6 
15 
16 
10 
11 
4 
5 
17 
18 
11 
12 
6 
7 
1 
2 
13 
14 
8 
9 
2 
3 
4 12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
13 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
6 14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
7 
8 
15 
16 
10 
11 
2 
3 
15 
16 
9 
10 
4 
5 
16 
17 
11 
12 
6 
7 
18 
1 
13 
14 
7 
8 
9 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
11 1 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
12 2 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
13 3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
14 4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
16 6 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
17 7 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
18 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
19 9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
21 11 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
22 
23 
12 
13 
7 
8 
17 
18 
12 
13 
6 
7 
1 
2 
13 
14 
8 
9 
3 
4 
15 
16 
10 
11 
4 
5 
24 14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
26 
15 
16 
10 
11 
2 
3 
15 
16 
9 
10 
4 
5 
16 
17 
11 
12 
6 
7 
18 
1 
13 
14 
7 
8 
27 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
28 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
29 1 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
2 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
31 3 8 15 4 17 6 13 
F-38
 
Table F-5B. Landsat 2 Orbit Calendar- 1979 
Calendar Cycle Day 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
2 15 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
3 16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
4 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
5 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
6 1 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
7 2 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
8 3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
9 4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
10 5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
11 6 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
12 7 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
13 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
14 9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
15 10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
16 11 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
17 12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
18 13 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
19 14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
20 15 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
21 16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
22 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
23 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
24 1 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
25 2 15 7 "2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
26 3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
27 4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
28 5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
29 6 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
30 7 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
31 8 13 2 9 4 11 18 
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Table F-5B. Landsat 2 Orbit Calendar - 1980 
Calendar Cycle Day 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 1 14 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
2 2 15 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
3 3 16 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
4 4 17 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
5 18 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
6 6 1 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
7 7 2 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
8 8 3 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
9 9 4 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
10 5 16 11 5 18 12 7 .2 14 9 3 
11 11 6 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
12 12 7 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
13 13 8 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
14 14 9 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
15 10 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
16 16 11 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
17 17 12 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
18 18 13 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
19 1 14 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
2 15 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
21 3 16 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
22 4 17 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
23 5 18 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
24 6 1 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
7 2 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
26 8 3 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
27 9 4 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
28 10 5 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
29 11 6 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
12 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
31 13 1 8 15 10 17 6 
F-40
 
Table F-5B Landsat 2 Orbit Calendar - 1981 
Calendar Cycle Day 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 7 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
2 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
3 9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
4 10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
5 11 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
6 12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
7 13 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
8 14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
9 15 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
10 16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
11 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
12 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
13 1 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
14 2 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
15 3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
16 4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
17 5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
18 6 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
19 7 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
20 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
21 9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
22 10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
23 11 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
24 12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
25 13 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
26 14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
27 15 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
28 16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
29 17 4 17 11 6 iB 13 8 2 15 9 
30 18 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
31 1 6 13 2 15 4 11 
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Table F-5B Landsat 2 OrbitCalendar- 1982 
Calendar Cycle Day 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
1 12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
2 13 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
3 14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
4 15 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
5 16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
6 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
7 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
8 1 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
9 2 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
10 3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
11 4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
12 5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
13 6 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
14 7 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
15 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
16 9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
17 10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
18 11 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
19 12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
20 13 8 18 13 7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
21 14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
22 15 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
23 16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
24 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
25 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
26 1 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
27 2 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
28 3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
29 4 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
30 5 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
31 6 11 18 7 2 9 16 
F-42
 
Table F-5B. Landsat 2 Orbit Calendar - 1983 
Calendar Cycle Day 
Date Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sap Oct Nov Dec 
1 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
2 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
3 1 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
4 2 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
5 3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
6 4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
7 5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
8 6 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
9 7 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
10 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
11 9 4 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
12 10 5 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
13 11 6 16 11 5 18 12 7 2 14 9 3 
14 12 7 17 12 6 1 13 8 3 15 10 4 
15 13 8 18 13 -7 2 14 9 4 16 11 5 
16 14 9 1 14 8 3 15 10 5 17 12 6 
17 15 10 2 15 9 4 16 11 6 18 13 7 
18 16 11 3 16 10 5 17 12 7 1 14 8 
19 17 12 4 17 11 6 18 13 8 2 15 9 
20 18 13 5 18 12 7 1 14 9 3 16 10 
21 1- 14 6 1 13 8 2 15 10 4 17 11 
22 2 15 7 2 14 9 3 16 11 5 18 12 
23 3 16 8 3 15 10 4 17 12 6 1 13 
24 4 17 9 4 16 11 5 18 13 7 2 14 
25 5 18 10 5 17 12 6 1 14 8 3 15 
26 6 1 11 6 18 13 7 2 15 9 4 16 
27 7 2 12 7 1 14 8 3 16 10 5 17 
28 8 3 13 8 2 15 9 4 17 11 6 18 
29 9 14 9 3 16 10 5 18 12 7 1 
30 10 15 10 4 17 11 6 1 13 8 2 
31 11 16 5 12 7 14 3 
F-43 
F.3 OPERATIONS CONTROL CENTER ing the data to be collected over various 
The Operations Control Center (OCC) at - geographic locations as described in Section 
GSFC is the focal point of all communica- F.4. Sensor operations, including real-time 
tions with both Landsat spacecraft. All space- and remote coverage, and calibrations are 
craft and operations scheduling, commanding scheduled. Current spacecraft and payload 
and spacecraft related data evaluation for the status are examined to ensure effective utiliza-
Landsat missions are controlled by the OCC. tion of observatory capabilities. Tracking and 
Its 24-hour-a-day activities are geared to the orbit adjust requirements are obtained from 
operational timeline dictated by the orbit and 
ground station coverage capabilities. The 
the NASA Orbit Determination Group when 
required and are integrated with coverage 
major elements of the OCC are shown in planning. Scheduling is coordinated with the 
Figure F-18. network operations center and station avail­
ability is determined for both routine contact 
F.3.1 System Scheduling operations and orbit-adjust maneuvers. After 
At the beginning of each spacecraft day the 
activity plans for that day are generated by 
the OCC for each orbit's operation, based on 
sensor coverage requirements, spacecraft and 
payload status, network availability and the 
integration of all the required data sources 
and support activities, a final activity plan is 
issued. This plan is the integrated, time­
ordered sequence of events defining the space­
craft, payload, and ground system operations 
for each orbit, and serves as the basis for the 
current cloud-cover predictions. Priorities are 
assigned to coverage requirements for select­
compilation of spacecraft command lists. 
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Figure F-18. Major Elements of Operationscontrol Center 
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F.3.2 Data Acquisition 
After acquisition of telemetry signals from 
the spacecraft, the narrowband housekeeping 
data (real time and playback) and Data 
Collection System (DCS) information are 
routed via the NASA Communication 
(NASCOM) network to the OCC. The real-
time spacecraft data are then displayed on 
five operations consoles where computer-
driven status lights and CRT displays provide 
the spacecraft evaluators with a complete 
on-line determination of vehicle and payload 
status, performance, and health, as well as 
command verification DCS data are also 
processed in the OCC on-pass and placed on 
magnetic tape. These tapes are available 
immediately post-pass for continued process­
ing in the NASA Image Processing Facility 
(IPF), 
In-depth spacecraft evaluation and image' 
annotation information are derived from the 
data stored on the narrowband tape recorders, 
These data contain all the satellite telemetry 
for the entire orbit, including all remote areas. 
Playback data are received during the station 
post-pass to produce detailed spacecraft 
evaluation parameters and trends. The Space-
craft Performance Data Tape is also generated 
from this playback data and given to the IPF 
for use in generation of image annotation 
parameters. 
Video data received during Network Test and 
Training Facility (NTTF) station passes are 
relayed directly to the OCC where they are 
processed in the identical manner as at other 
remote sites as outlined in Appendix D. The 
video tapes generated in the OCC are hand-
carried to the IPF for image processing. 
F.3.3 Command Generation 
The Landsat spacecraft are commanded by an 
operator at either of two operations consoles 
located in the OCC. All commands are 
checked and then routed by the OCC com-
puter system to the remote receiving site that 
is in contact with the satellite. At the site, an 
"as transmitted" command check is per-
formed and command acknowledgements are 
relayed back to the OCC. Final command 
verification is made through analysis of telem-
etry data 
F4 MISSION PLANNING 
Each spacecraft has access to all global areas 
between 81 degrees north and 81 degrees 
south latitude every 18 days. However, due to 
constraining factors both within and external 
to the Landsat system, not all of this area can 
be imaged all the time. The constraints 
include: 
1. On-board tape recorder capacity of 30 
inu t raxpmum 
minutes maximum 
2. 	 On-board command memory capability 
for switching sensors on and off 
3. 	 Ground station availability and contact 
time duration 
5. 	 Ground scene illumination conditions 
6. 	 Cloud cover 
The purpose of the mission planning function 
is 	 to define the sequence of spacecraft and 
ground-station operations to maximize the 
imagery yield while operating within these 
constraints. The output is a time-ordered 
sequence of events that define all sensor, 
wideband tape recorder, and assorted routine 
spacecraft functions. This sequence of events 
is then used to define the specific commands 
for operating the spacecraft. In addition, the 
mission planning function defines the events 
that are to occur during every spacecraft/ 
ground station contact. 
The bulk of the mission planning operation is 
done once a day and results in activity plans 
for that day's operation. These plans are 
updated on an orbit-by-orbit basis as required 
to account for any last-minute anomalous 
occurrences such as ground station outages. 
Figure F-3 illustrates the coverage for a 
typical day's operation for Landsat. Each 
spacecraft will normally be scheduled to send 
real-time (direct) data whenever it is concur­
rently over an area of interest and is within 
view of a ground station that can receive 
Landsat data. The three primary Landsat 
stations shown in Figure F-3 (NTTF, Gold­
stone, and Alaska) provide coverage of most 
of North America and real-time imagery 
transmission is normally scheduled during this 
time. Data recovery over the rest of the globe 
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is performed by recording the data on the 
on-board wideband video tape recorders and 
playing back during subsequent ground 
station contacts. 
During remote operations the spacecraft has 
access to much more coverage area than can 
be accommodated by the wideband tape 
recorders. Therefore, a selection process is 
required to determine which areas are to be 
recorded during any given remote operation. 
To assist in this selection process, a system of 
priorities is used for all coverage areas of the 
world. By scheduling payload operations 
based on these priorities, coverage of the areas 
of greatest investigator interest isassured. 
In order to establish the priorities, several 
factors must be considered. These include: 
1. Scientific importance of the area- is 
there investigator interest in a given area 
and how often need it be imaged7 
2. 	 Season of the year - when is imagery of 
that area most/least desirable? 
3. 	 Lighting conditions- image qualityvaries with scene contrast and brightness 
vwih cn e ontaraeswthn bi l ns 
which in turn varies with local sun 
angle; what lighting conditions are re-
quired for the given scene? 
4. Time 	 since the area was last imaged ­
how recent is the imagery for that area; 
was it obscured by clouds? 
The priorities in the system are quite dynamic 
in that they must be periodically updated to 
reflect changes in the desirability of imaging 
the various areas. The investigator's requests 
for data provide information to the Landsat 
Project to assist in defining the various areas 
of interest and priorities. 
Predicted cloud cover data is used in mission 
planning to minimize the number of obscured 
images. Prediction data is received from the 
National Oceanographic & Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) on a periodic basis 
and the spacecraft schedule is updated as near 
as possible to the upcoming data pass to 
include the most recent cloud information. 
Due to spacecraft command constraints, the 
sensors and recorders can be switched on and 
off only a limited number of times; hence, 
some imagery of fully cloud-covered areas 
may be taken. 
The decision not to schedule sensor operation 
over a given area depends both on the 
percentage of cloud cover expected and the 
degree of investigator interest in that partic­
ular area. Areas of very high investigator 
interest are normally scheduled even though a 
fairly high percentage of cloud cover is 
predicted. Areas of low, or no investigator 
interest tend not to be scheduled even for alesser percentage of cloud cover. The objec­
tive is to maximize the number of cloud-free 
images while at the same time making every 
attempt to image the areas of greatest in­
terest. 
The possibility of cloud obscured scenes has 
one major implication to investigators who 
require periodic repeating coverage. Since the 
satellites have access to a given scene only 
once every 9 days (except for higher lati­
tudes), cloud cover could result in the repeat 
coverage being interrupted for periods of 18, 
27, or more days for any particular scene. 
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APPENDIX G
 
GROUND STATIONS AND that are part of NASA's Space Tracking and 
GROUND COMMUNICATIONS Data Network (STDN). The NASA Communi­
cations (NASCOM) network provides the 
G.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION necessary communication of data between 
these ground stations and the Ground Data 
Communications between the spacecraft and Handling System (GDHS) located at Goddard 
the ground are handled via ground stations Space Flight Center (Figure G-1) 
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Three primary ground stations accomplish all Table G-2. Spacecraft/Ground Communications Summary 
of the necessary communications in support STATION 
of the mission in the United States (Table 
Table G-1. Landsat Ground Stations. w c 
CAPABILITY 
c aMCOMMAND AND TELEMETRY 

STATION RF CAPABILITY Payload Data
 
Goldstone (Calif) Unified SBand (USB) Receive RBV/MSS Video X X X
 
NASA Test and Training Receive DCS Data (USB) X X X
 
Facility (NT-F) USB Transfer RBV/MSS Video To OCC X
 
Alaska Very high Frequency (VHF) MbiaRBV/MSS Video Tapesto NDPF X X
 
and USB Transfer DCS Data to 0CC X X X
 
Command Data 
These are the only sites equipped to receive USB8Corumaind X K 
the Multispectral Scanner (MSS), Return Beam VHF Command X X X 
Vidicon (RBV), and Data Collection System Computer Controlled Commands X X X X 
(DCS) data, and perform all narrowband ManuaiCommands X X 
telemetry, tracking and command functions HousekeepingTelemetry Data (Narrowband) 
Other STDN stations are used as a backup for Receive USB PCM X X X X 
narrowband telemetry, tracking or command Receive VHF PCM X X 
Transfer Real Time PCM to 0CC X X X X Xfunctions only. Transfer Playback PCM to 0CC X X 
Figure G-2 summarizes the various spacecraft Tracking Data 
to ground communications links and Table G-2 USB Tracking X X* X 
Mintrack Tracking X Xlists the capabilities of the ground stations to 
receive and transfer the various types of data *Receive Only 
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Figure G-2. Spacecraft/Ground 
Communication Links 
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G.2 	 PAYLOAD WIDEBAND 
COMMUNICATIONS 
G.2.1 	Spacecraft-to-Ground Communication 
RBV and MSS wideband data are normally 
telemetered simultaneously to one of the 
three prime ground stations over two S-band 
linksoperating at center frequencies of 2229.5 
MHz and 2265.5 MHz. The RBV camera has a 
video bandwidth of 3 2 MHz and is used to 
frequency modulate the carrier within an RF 
bandwidth of 20 MHz The MSS output is a 
single Pulse Code Modulation-Non-Return to 
Zero Level (PCM-NRZL) encoded bit stream 
at a bit rate of 15 06 Mbps This PCM signal 
Frequency Shift Key (FSK) modulates the 
carrier 
Both RF links contribute a small degradation 
to the data. For the RBV the degradation in 
signal-to-noise ratio is less then 1 dB. The 
MSS bit error rate is less than 1 in 105. These 
are worst-case values expected at the 20 
elevation limit of the three primary ground 
station viewing cones 
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G2.2. 	 Ground Receiving and
 
Recordings
 
Figure 	 G-3 illustrates the flow of the wide­
band data as they are received and recorded 
At the Alaska and Goldstone stations the data 
are received and demodulated and then hard­
wired into special Remote Site Equipment 
where they are processed and recorded. For 
the NTTF station at GSFC, the Receiving Site 
Equipment is physically located in the Opera­
tions Control Center rather than at the sta­
tion. This permits operations personnel to 
directly monitor the display equipment during 
data reception from NTTF 
The Receiving Site Equipment for the RBV 
includes equipment to resynchronize and re­
clamp the video, a video display CRT, and 
various test equipment This equipment moni­
tors the data as they are received and supplies 
the necessary timing and control signals to the 
video tape recorder The recorder records the 
composite video signal on tape for physical 
transfer to the IPF 
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Figure G-3. Wideband Video Data Flow 
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The Receiving Site Equipment for the MSS 
demultiplexes the serial bit stream intoindi­
vidual data channels corresponding to each of 
the detectors in the sensor. It adds a preamble, 
line start code, line length code, and other 
data to each channel, and outputs the digital 
data on parallel lines for recording on a tape 
recorder. An A-scope provides the capability 
to monitor one of the output channels after 
demultiplexing. 
G.3 	 TELEMETRY, TRACKING AND 
COMMAND DATA HANDLING 
The spacecraft telemetry, tracking and corn-
mand equipment operates with either the 
USB or VHF type stations. The stations and 
the NASA ground communication facilities 
provide the link for the transfer of these data 
between the spacecraft and the Operations 
Control Center at GSFC. 
G.3.1 Telemetry Data 
The spacecraft transmits real-time telemetry 
data at 1 kbps, using the VHF downlink to 
VHF stations or a subcarrier of the USB down­
link to USB stations. These data are received 
whenever the spacecraft is in view of one of 
the three prime ground stations, and are 
directly relayed to the OCC. 
The spacecraft also continuously records tele-
metry data on one of two on-board narrow-
band" tape recorders These data are played 
back at 24 kbps using another of the USB 
subcarriers (or VHF backup donwlink) These 
data are normally received during station con-
tacts at Alaska or NTTF and are transferred 
in real time to the OCC. Stored data provide 
a continuous history of the spacecraft and 
sensor status. 
G.3.2 Command Data 
Normally all commands are generated in the 
OCC and relayed to the spacecraft from one 
of the three prime stations. These commands 
may be real-time commands executed in­
mediately upon receipt, or time-tagged corn­
mands that are stored for execution later at a 
prescribed time. In emergency situations com­
mands may be sent from other stations.-Com­
mands from USB stations are transmitted on 
a subcarrier of the USB link and from VHF 
type stations on the VHF link 
G.3.3 Tracking Data 
Primary tracking data are obtained using the 
USB range/range rate system. Tracking data 
are processed at the ground stations to deter­
mine range, velocity and direction parameters. 
These are then transmitted by teletype to 
GSFC where the orbital parameters and space­
craft ephemeris are computed. 
Secondary tracking can be provided by the 
VHF minitrack interferometer tracking sys­
tem located at VHF stations. 
G.3.4 DCS Data 
Data from individual Data Collection Plat­
forms are transmitted up to the spacecraft at 
UHF where they are received, frequency 
translated, and retransmitted over the'USB 
downlink to one of the three prime stations. 
Special DCS receiving site equipment at these 
stations decodes and processes the data as they 
are received and reformats them for transmis­
sion to the OCC. (Refer to Appendix E for a 
more complete discussion of the Data Collec­
tion System 
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APPENDIX H 

IMAGE PROCESSING FACILITY 

AND 

FILM AND DEVELOPER
 
CHARACTERISTICS 

H.1 IMAGE PROCESSING FACILITY 
The Image Processing Facility (IPF) processes 
and stores all sensor data and disseminates 
large quantities of these data to distributing 
agencies in the form of film imagery, computer 
compatible tapes, and Data Collection System 
(DCS) cards, and listings. To accomplish these 
functions, the IPF utilizes the following sub-
systems 
SInitial Image Generation Subsystem 
(IIGS) 
* Multispectral Scanner Preprocessor (MPP) 
* General Purpose Image Processor (GPIP) 
* Digital Subsystem (DS) 
* Photographic Processing Subsystem (PPS) 
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* Quality Control Subsystem 
* Data Services Laboratory 
* Support Services 
Figure H-1 illustrates the flow of image and 
DCS data through the IPF, and their relation­
ship to the various subsystems. 
The Initial Image Generation Subsystem (I IGS) 
processes all image data received at the IPF 
Data are accepted in the form of video tapes 
and converted to film imagery using an electron 
beam recorder (EBR). Image annotation tapes 
provide descriptive and positional data. 
-Latent images from the IIGS are developed and 
transferred to the Photographic Processing 
Subsystem where multiple copies are made 
for distribution to Federal distributing agencies 
and a limited number of special project users 
The wideband video tapes are screened for 
data quality and user selected scenes are con­
verted to high density tapes (HDTs) within 
the Multispectral Scanner Preprocessor (MPP). 
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These HDTs are subsequently processed with-
in the Digital Subsystem and computer corn-
puter compatible tapes (CCTs) are produced 
in limited numbers for users. Production Sup-
port Services determines and controls the 
process flow throughout the system by means 
of work orders The I IGS also provides a back-
up capability to the MSS Preprocessor in 
writing image data on HDTs. 
Processing of DCS information in the IPF con-
sists of editing and storing the data on magnetic 
tape, and reformatting them into computer 
cards and listings for distribution to investiga­
tors. This process is completely independent 
of image acquisition and processing. 
H.1.1 Initial Image Generation Subsystem 
The IIGS, shown in Figure H-2, produces 
latent images on 70mm film from the data 
received for each spectral band of the RBV 
and MSS sensors. The data can also be 
digitized, reformatted, and placed on high 
density tape in a backup capacity to the MSS 
Preprocessor 
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The corrections that are applied to the data 
during this operation include 
e 	 Geometric correction for spacecraft platj 
form instabilities (Note- Digital tapes 
are not geometrically corrected ) 
* 	 Reduction of systematic errors caused 
by RBV camera distortion and image 
generation 
* 	 Radiometric correction for each RBV 
and MSS spectral band 
* 	 Framing of MSS data to be spatially co­
incident with RBV data 
Operation of the I IGS equipment iscontrolled 
by a process control computer that provides 
control and timing of all hardware inthe IIGS, 
formatting of annotation data, and computa­
tion of geometric corrections to be applied to 
the imagery. The high-resolution EBR is used 
to expose the images on 70mm film. The 
recorder has a continuous film transport to 
minimize degradations at the corners of the 
image and to allow dynamic framing of the 
MSS data Its functional parameters and per­
formance data are given in Tables H-1 and 
H-2. 
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H.1.1.1 MSS Video Processing Table H-2 Electron Beam Recorder 
Performance Data 
The MSS data are entered into the IIGS via Parameter Performance
 
the MSS video tape recorder (VTR). The MSS
 
VTR control unit decommutates both image Video Bandwidth 0to 8MHz at-3dB
 
and calibration data, time, line length, and
 
frame identification (ID) codes and performs Video Filter, RBV. passhand 0 to 3.5MHzat-ldB
 
calibration and digital-to-analog (D/A) conver- MSS passbandfto1.OMHzat-ldB
 
sion of the MSS data Examples of the MSS Line Scan Rate RBV 1250 lines/sec
 
ID record organization, annotation record MSS 326 lines/sec
 
organization, annotation record information
 
sequence and the MSS calibration group detail Dynamic 63 x 16 mm
 
are shown in Figures H-3, H-4, and H-5 The Writing Area
 
IIGS then outputs the video data in analog Horizontal center 8000 TV lines at 50%response
 
form to the EBR control unit The MSS VTR Frequency edge 1200 TVL at 50% response
 
control unit also outputs reformatted digital Response
 
data to the high density tape recorder (HDTR)
 
control unit. However, the MSS data on the Vertical RBV. 4125 (55 mm frame)
 
HOT are not corrected or calibrated by the Lines perframe MSS 	 4512 (53 mm frame, after line
 
doubling
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Table H-1 Electron Beam Recorder Functional Parameters 
Lime Lme call A0 X End Wrilig Framing Film Image Y Aperture Spot 
otl 
Mode Per Rate Per Line Sneep Widtj Time Per Tlme Speed WRNG Sep Sp ne (mmsan) Speed SpeedWospee)Fime Speed (MHz)
=) (pM) (Mz) 	 (mm)Frame (Lu Line (osec/mm 	 (Fomrmse) (mmesec) (Am) 
RBVVFC 4125 1250 4093 720 1309 350 33 35 1b286 16.67 1619 5344 133 
10344MAX 
MSS-VFC 4512 326 3300±300 2160 3927 1G0 276 25 2380 1918 466 1286 117 
t 30 1536 MAX 
VFC = Video DataTo Film Comoermion 
H--3 
H.1.1.2 RBV Video Processing 
A 
The RBV data are entered into the I IGS via 
the RBV VTR The ,IGS accepts the analog 
RBV data, performs necessary signal condi-
tioning and error signal generation, and outputs 
the data through the EBR control unit During 
RBV data processing, geometric and radio-
metric corrections are applied to the video 
data. These corrections are derived from 
measurements of actual RBV imagery and 
from preflight calibration data stored in theGeneral Purpose Image Processor. They cor-
rect for systematic RBV camera non-Iinearities,/ 
alignment errors, and shading errors, as well as 
EBR internal errors. The correction coef-
ficients are transferred to the IGS on com-
puter-readable tape, stored in the control com­
puter, and used to control EBR writing beam 
position and intensity during image generation 
H.1.1.3 Framing 
Framing of the RBV images is inherent in the 
simultaneous shuttering action of the three 
cameras; the centers of the RB3V images are 
nominally identical. There are, however, slight 
offsets between the image centers due to mis-
alignments between the cameras During IIGS 
processing, the correction data developed with-
in the General Purpose Image Processor (GPIP) 
are used to adjust for these alignment dif-
ferences and to position each image within 
the writing area so that the latitude and 
longitude identified in the annotation block 
represent the format center Format center is 
the intersection of the diagonals between the 
four registration marks, 
During the sensor ON periods, RBV shutter 
action occurs every 25 seconds In this interval, 
the satellite ground track and sensor "cover-
age area" advance approximately 163 kilome-
ters (88 nm). (These values are nominal, 
depending on orbit parameters.) This results 
in approximately 22 kilometers (12 nm) of 
overlap at the top and bottom of each RBV 
image as illustrated in Figure H-6A. 
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Figure H-6 RBV and MSS Overlap Area Between 
Consecutive Scenes 
For determining temporal changes in ground 
scenes, the RBV frames are scheduled in order 
to overlay, as closely as possible, previous 
frames of the same area This pattern is 
referenced by a frame centered on the equator 
(Ref. Figure F-6 in Appendix F). The equato­
rial frame is centered to within ± 2 seconds 
and all other frames, in that orbit, are refer­
enced either forward or backward from this 
frame at 25-second intervals. 
The MSS, on the other hand, is a continuous 
scanning device; images are constructed by
"cutting" this continuous record into 25­
second pieces corresponding to the RBV 
frames. In this technique, the spacecraft time 
code of the exposure for the RBV shutters is 
used as the reference time to compute the 
MSS frame centers. Using this time and 
"counting back" the number of scan lines 
equivalent to one-half a frame, the MSS 
imagery is framed to correspond to RBV 
imagery. Framing is coincident to with-n 10 
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milliseconds of actual time of occurrence of The MPP and the Digital Subsystem combined 
the midpoint RBV exposure. When the RBV as a processing system are referred to as the 
is not being used, the MSS frame centers are Digital Image Preprocessing System (DPPS). 
still determined from a frame centered on the An overall system configuration of the DPPS 
equator with other frames spaced at multiples is shown in Figure H-9. 
of 25 seconds from it. 
Imagery overlap between MSS frames is also H.1.3 General Purpose Image Processor 
provided as shown in Figure H-6B. The over­
lap corresponds to approximately 17 kilome- A key feature of the GPIP is the use of ground 
ters (9 nm) on the ground and is made possi- control points to measure positional errors in 
ble by writing MSS scan lines twice - once the MSS and RBV images. The ground control 
on each of two adjacent frames as illustrated points used for precision location of imagery 
in Figure H-7. The MSS overlap is limited by are objects having a known position on the 
the beam deflection aperture of the EBR. earth's surface that can be identified in an 
image Data obtained from measurements 
of these control points are used in the IIGSH.1.2 Multispectral Scanner Preprocessor for systematic error removal. 
The Multispectral Scanner Preprocessor (MPP), The GPI P consists of aviewer/scanner assembly 
shown in Figure H-8, performs a quality 
screening function of MSS wideband video that reives the 70 mm film input from the tapes (WBVTs) Other functions performed IIGS and associated control/interface circuits 
include inputting scenes from WBVTs, re- that tie the viewer/scanner to the control corn-
Figure H-10 shows the major hardwareformatting, and recording selected scenes on puter 
high density tape (HDT). Radiometriccalibra- components of the GPIP. 
tion data are extracted and recorded on the 
HDT but not applied to the data. Since neither The image measurement functions are per­
geometric nor radiometric corrections are formed using the viewer/scanner This instru­
applied during the process, the basic function ment is basically a precision, two-stage image 
performed by the MPP is the reformatting of comparator with automatic and manual image­
raw telemetry data onto high density tape in a matching and coordinate-measuring capability. 
format compatible for processing in the Digital The operator station includes a data entry 
Subsystem device, binocular viewing optics, X-Y hand­
wheels and a video monitor. 
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Figure H-7. MSS Dynamic Framing Technique 
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FigureH-11. GeneralPurposeImageProcessorOperation 
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The computer operates as a real time control 
computer for image measurement and EBR 
image correction tape generation. The com-
puter, with associated magnetic tape unit and 
rapid access disc memory, also functions as a 
data processor for other system operations 
Figure H-11 shows the major internal functions 
of the GPIP and their relation to the system 
inputs and outputs. The normal throughput 
path is from IIGS processed RBV and/or MSS 
image inputs to EBR image correction tape 
output. 
H.1.4 Digital Subsystem 
The Digital Subsystem (DS) provides trans-
formation of selected digitized data to a com-
puter compatible tape (CCT) format. The DS 
equipment consists of a process control com­
puter, seven magnetic tape units, a data con-
troller/corrector, two CRT monitors and an 
HDTR. These items and the DS relationship 
to the ilGS and MPP are shown in Figure H-12. 
The high density tape (HDT) and associated 
HDTR are essential to the efficient flow of 
data within the IPF. The HDTR provides high 
bit packing density and transfer rates during 
processing, along with playback at lower speeds 
to retain compatibility with the average re­
cording rate on the DS computer compatible 
tapes. 
The control computer is used in a process­
control mode whereby the digital image data 
are transferred to the memory modules and the 
main frame computer performs the data cor­
rection computation. As shown in Figure H-13, 
the subsystem reads data into the control 
computer memory, accepts manual instruction 
inputs, operates on the stored data to correct,
edit, reformat, and annotatethem, and records 
the processed data onto CCTs 
For MSS data, selected corrections are per­
formed by the special data controller/corrector 
consisting of line length adjust, radiometric 
calibration and decompression 
( 
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Figure H- 12 Digital/Subsystem Equipment Con figuration 
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H.1.5 Photographic Processing Subsystem The PPS also includes a centralized chemical 
mixing and storage facility incorporating a The Photographic Processing Subsystem (P25) 
accepts the IIGS produced latent images and pollution abatement system consisting of produc Te units,prouces hle roI orGcutfilm tes electrolytic silver recovery black and 
produces whole roll or cut film products The white fixer recirculation, and color bleach 
PPS is capable of producing 70mm and 9 5- regeneration and recirculation 
inch black and white imagery, 9.5-inch color 
imagery and 16mm microfilm. Equipment 
used includes continuous tone automatic black Inputs to the PPS are latent film from IIGS 
and white processors, automatic color film processing, stored imagery from Support Ser­
and paper processors, high speed strip printers, vices, and computer generated work orders. 
and step-and-repeat contact printers. Specializ- The orders specify images to be reproduced 
ed equipment includes a photographic enlarger and type and quantity of products required. 
modified to a fixed focus enlargement of 3.37, 
a precision punch, a color composite printer, 
and microfilm copying, processing and dupli- Black and white processing includes the fol­
cating equipment. lowing activities as illustrated in Figure H-14: 
1 LATENT 70m (-2G)
OS 70mm I C B/NTRANSPARENCY 
PITRHOLE MESETRLL)sosli PRCSO 
0+3G)STI U.70.. 
PROCESmOR EATRANSPARENCYPRINTER WOLE ROLL) 
Gra 
STEP K MR. 7(kn (+30.1-40) 
REPEAT PROCEOR BTNTRANSPARENCY 
(*20) 
EPCESSOR NTRANSPARENCY 
9 5 m PAO (CUT)9 5. iRAN(3 
05~ A51 
ENLAGER ROCESOR PAPERPISINT 
(CUT)
 
Figure H-14. Black and White Processing 
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* 	 Processing of 70mm latent image from 

IIGS
 
* 	 Enlargement and processing of 9.5-inch
 
positive transparencies and paper prints 

* 	 Printing and processing of 70mm inter­
negatives and interpositives 

* 	 Printing and processing of 9.5-inch triplet 

sets used for generation of color com-

posite negatives 

* 	 Duplicating and processing 70mm nega-

tive and positive transparencies. 

Color processing as shown in Figure H-15 

includes the following activities 

70mm (-2G) ENLARGER 
IIGS F 
PROCESSOR iPUNCHSELECTIVE 
_TRIPLET 
r 	 PRINTING[-
9 5 in(+1S TRIPLET 
CMOIEFILM ac 
PRINTER PROCESSOR 
95i (-)COLOR 
the PPS is presented in Paragraph H.2. 
H.1.6 Quality Control 
Process control testing and process indepen­
dent testing are performed in the IPF photo­
graphicfacility. The basictool used to monitor 
process activities is a quality control strip 
containing four 21-step wedges, each with a 
different orientation. The strip measures "with­
in frame" variability as well as gamma, film 
speed and base plus fog. The wedge is used 
every half hour, or after each 500 square 
CUT & 
REGISTRATION 
INDIVIDUAL 
FRAMESPAE 
FILM 9 5 in (+) [IOS C 
PROCESSOR TRANSPARENCY 
0 REPEAT APR PRN 
CONTACT POEsoR RN IPRINTER 
J 
Figure H-15 Color Processing 
" 	Punching of registration points in black 
and white triplet sets 
* 	 Generation of color composite negatives 
from black and white triplet sets 
* 	 Printing and processing 9.5-inch color 
transparencies and color paper prints for 
users 
Figure H-16 shows the flow 6f microfilm pre-
paration and processing. Each frame iscopied 
to produce an archival film negative Inventory 
is updated by denoting the identifiers con­
tained on the roll and the roll number. The 
archival negative is processed, analyzed for 
quality and spot checked to assure that the 
images are in proper order Negative masters 
are converted to positive copies that are then 
shipped to the data distribution centers and 
other users. 
A detailed discussion of the characteristics 
of the film and developing techniques used in 
feet of film is processed. When a processor is 
in control testing a go/no-go sample of three 
steps in each wedge is used to assess quality. 
Quality control is also exercised through in­
coming material and mixed chemistry tests, 
archival evaluation, and printing master evalua­
tion. 
The quality control procedures for printers 
consist of observations, tests and preparation 
of control charts once each shift for: 
* 	 Light source intensity and exposure dura­
tion 
* 	 Evenness of illumination 
* 	Printer operating speed 
* 	 Resolving power 
* 	 Physical characteristics 
The successful image development of archival 
film and the printing of masters and user 
products is predicated on rigid control of the 
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Figure H- 16. Microfilm Processing 
processing equipment. It isnecessary to moni- storage and retrieval capability provides con­
tor variables encountered in the processing trol of IPF operations. The IPF information 
equipment operation frequently Those factors system utilizes a dedicated Xerox Sigma-5 
requiring frequent monitoring are: computer and provides the capability for 
production control, management reporting, 
" Processor operating speed data storage and retrieval, service to users and 
" Processor solution temperature preparation of digital products. 
* Solution replenishment flow rate 
* Sensitometric response The information system, illustrated in Figure 
" Physical characteristics H-17, is built around a central data base 
providing support for computation and pro-
Processing chemistry is prepared from stan- duction control functions. It provides accurate 
dard commercial package mixes. To maintain accounting and storage of all data pertaining 
quality control standards, a fraction of each to observations, production schedules and 
incoming lot of chemicals is evaluated to management control All phases of operation 
determine that its action is within limits are entered into the data base, includingdata 
prescribed by previous testing of individual received at the IPF, conditions under which 
developers. the observations were made, results of image 
quality assessment, results of cloud assess­
ment, status of production and status of ship­
H.1.7 Data Services Laboratory ment All data are readily available for general 
searches, in addition to being available to 
A central computer system, designated the satisfy the more specific requirements of 
Data Services Laboratory (DSL), that uses a production control. The various reports and 
comprehensive data base and information catalogs generated in the IPF are prepared by 
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Figure H-1. 
this system. In addition, two specific types of 
processing are performed that are associated 
directly with the payload data DCS process­
ing and image annotation processing. 
H.1.7.1 DCS Processing 
DCS data transmissions are relayed 	 by land 
lines from receiving stations to the Operations 
Control Center where the data are recorded 
on the Data Collection System Tape (DCST) 
The DCST is forwarded to the IPF where the 
data are edited, reformatted and stored on 
disc for up to 48 hours. At the end of each 
24-hour period, the preceding 24 hours of 
collected data are placed on a permanent 
archive tape This transfer allows for retrieval 
of data at any time in the future, while permit­
ting quick access to current (the most recent 
24-48 hours) data. 
DCS processing also prepares the platform 
data products for the DCS investigators 
Capability is provided to produce listingsand 
punched cards containing a selected subset 
of available, uncalibrated platform data Means 
W.O.-WORK ORDER 
IPF Information System 
are also provided to accumulate and print 
summary data suitable for the DCS catalog. 
H 1.7.2 Image Annotation Processing 
Image annotation processing requires ephem­
eris and spacecraft performance data and 
generates the correlative data required for an­
notation and geometric correction of the 
imagery The annotation and computational 
data are passed to the image processing sub­
systems in the form of an Image Annotation 
Tape (IAT) This tape also contains processing 
instructions and supplements the work orders 
generated by Production Control. IATs are 
generated for the Initial Image Generation 
Subsystem and Digital Subsystem. 
H.1.8 User Support Services 
The IPF information system provides computer 
support for the User Support Services section 
of the IPF. This section services users in a 
timely and selective manner by providing a 
range of activities including catalogs, a com­
prehensive data retrieval system, microfilm 
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services and dissemination of DCS data A de- Table H-3 IPFSystem Performance for Landsat-C 
tailed discussion of these services is contained 
in Section 5 
H.1.9 IPF Improvements for Landsat-C 
A number of improvements and additions to 
the IPF will be made for the handling of 
Landsat-C data. The most significant change 
will be that all video data from the RBV and 
MSS will be converted to high density tapes 
(HDTs) and then copies of the HDT's will be 
supplied to the Federal data distribution 
centers for additional processing and user 
product generation. Prime payload video pro-
cessing flow is illustrated in Figure H-18 The 
following paragraphs describe the planned 
IPF elements. Expected performance of the 
overall system is shown in Table H-3 
H.1.9.1 Multispectral Scanner Preprocessor 
The MSS preprocessor, shown in Figure H-19, 
inputs MSS video tapes and work orders and 
converts the video data intervals specified on 
the work orders to formatted uncalibrated 
high density tape (HDTF) Measurement of the 
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Figure H-19. Multispectral Scanner Preprocessor 
quality of the MSS video data is also carried 
out in the MSS preprocessor, and any problems 
detected with the recorded video are fed back 
to the Landsat OCC and the Network Opera-
tions Division for corrective action 
H.1.9.2 Return Beam Vidicon Preprocessor 
The RBV preprocessor, functionally identical 
to the MSS preprocessor, inputs RBV video 
tapes and work orders and converts the video 
data intervals specified on the work order to 
high density tapes (HDTF). Measurement of 
the quality of RBV video data isalso carried 
out in the RBV preprocessor, and any problems 
detected with the recorded video are fed back 
to the Landsat OCC and the Network Opera-
tions Division for corrective action 
H.1.9.3 Master Data Processor 
As shown in Figure H-20, the master data 
processor (MDP) inputs are the formatted 
uncalibrated HDT produced on the MSS or 
RBV preprocessor, the work order produced 
by DSL, the image annotation tape produced 
by the DSL, and ground control point data. 
These data inputs are processed in the MDP 
and a standard uncorrected high density tape 
(HDTA) is produced with radiometric cor-
rections applied and geometric error coef-
ficients added to the header but not applied 
to the data. The user can perform custom 
geometric corrections to this tape A fully 
radrometrically and geometrically corrected 
high density tape (HDTp) will be supplied on 
alimited special-order basis to those users who 
do not perform their own geometric correc­
tions 
Ground control point data are entered into 
the system and filed for reference by the MDP 
in performing resampling of the uncorrected 
video to remove geometric errors 
H.1.9.4 Quick-Look Processing System 
The quick-look processing system (QLPS) 
consists of a general-purpose capability to 
edit, format and produce copies of selected 
HDT scenes in high density tape, computer 
compatible tape, 9.5-inch black and white and 
color film, or paper formats. The QLPS con­
tains a quick-look processor, high resolution 
film recorder and photo processing laboratory. 
Flow diagrams of these three functional ele­
ments are shown in Figure H-21. 
The quick-look processor inputs an HDT 
produced on the master data processor and 
generates edited/reformatted copies of user­
selected scenes in HDTorcomputer-compatible 
tape format. Special tasks can receive band 
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Figure H-21. Quick-Look Processing System 
sequential HDTs and/or CCTs in pixel inter- The photographic lab Inputs 9.5-nch latent 
leaved or line Interleaved form. Computer imagery generated on the HRFR, processes 
tapes will be supplied in 9-track 800- or the imagery, and produces black and white or 
1600-bpi densities only. The high resolution color products in support of a limited number film recorder (HRFR) inputs a fully corrected of special tasks. 
HDT and converts selected user-requested 
scenes to 9 5-inch latent imagery 
H-15 
H.2 FILM AND DEVELOPER 	 The latent image from the EBR is processed 
CHARACTERISTICS 	 in a Versamat processor and, after screening 
for cloud cover and quality, the selected first 
H.2.1 PPS Description 	 generation images are copied using a strip 
printer to produce second generation 70mm 
As previously described, the PPS receives ex- negatives. After another copy stage using a 
posed 70mm positive roll film from the EBR strip printer, the third generation 70mm 
and produces whole roll or cut film or paper positive user product is produced. The second 
products Selected 9 5-inch black and white generation negativeisalso enlarged to produce 
film images from different spectral bands of 9.5-inch third generation film and paper prints. 
the same scene are combined through filters Certain of the film triplets are selected for 
to produce "false" color transparencies or production of,color film and paper prints 
paper prints. Figure H-22 is a block diagram 
of the PPS showing the flow of data through Three 9.5-inch black and white positive trans­
the various equipment parencies representing the different spectral 
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Figure H-22. Product Flow Through PPS 
H-- 16 
images of a scene are precision punched to 
insure registration and then printed using ap-
propriate color filters as the individual spectral 
images are exposed. Both the RBV and MSS 
sensors have responses beyond the visible 
region into the infrared. In order to reproduce 
infrared on film it is assigned a visible color, 
usually red. Therefore, the band which is 
nominally designated as red is reproduced as 
green and the nominally green band is re-
produced as blue. 
(i.e.. band 1 annotation printed through a 
blue filter appears yellow in a color positive). 
Sixteen mm microfilm transparencies are made 
from a single spectral band of each scene of 
RBV and MSS imagery. The 70mm black and 
white negatives for bands 2 (RBV) and 5 
(MSS) are used as inputs to the microfilm 
camera. For Landsat-C, it is planned to use 
band 5 for daytime coverage and band 8 for 
nighttime coverage. 
Table H-4. False-Color Reproductions 
Scene Color 
Print Thru Filter 
RBV MSS 
Green Green Blue 
Red Red Green 
Near IR Near IR ot IR Red 
Table H-4 illustrates the color representation 
in the Landset system. Since the MSS has two 
infrared bands, either of these may be chosen 
to make a color print along with the red and 
green bands. Band 7 is usually used. The black 
and white positive transparencies are contact 
printed using the red, green and blue filters 
listed in the third column of the table. The 
fourth column gives the dye-forming layer 
exposed in the Kodak Type 2445 color 
negative film by light of the color given in the 
previous column. The color negative is con-
tact printed onto Type 4109 color negative 
film and a positive image is produced. Cyan 
light from the negative exposed the magenta 
and yellow layers in the positive. Magenta and 
yellow in combination produce red.Theforma-
tion of green and blue is also described in the 
table, 
The alphanumeric annotation on the image 
shows which spectral bands were used to 
make any color composite. Since these num­
bers are black in the positives and are spatially 
offset, they appear in the color positive as the 
complement of the color of the filter used 
Negative Image Layer Positive Image Layers 
Yellow Mag + Cyan = Blue 
Magenta Cyan + Yellow = Green 
Cyan Mag + Yellow = Red 
H.2.2 PPSTransfer Function 
As each image of data is exposed in the EBR, 
an electronically generated gray scale, cor­
related with reference points in the RBV or 
MSS data, is added. This annotation gray 
scale provides a means of maintaining a radio­
metlic reference with each image as it is 
processed. The electrical signals for the video 
data as well as for the annotation gray scale 
pass through film and gun gamma correctors. 
The, gun gamma corrector compensates for 
non-linearities in the input-voltage/electron 
exposure characteristic of the EBR. The 
film gamma corrector reduces the slope of 
the D-log E curve to the proper value and 
straightens the toe. (Without a film gamma 
corrector, the gamma measured on the SO-467 
film is about 2 and the characteristic curve has 
a long toe.) After gamma correction, there is 
a linear relation between film transmission 
and RBV voltage or MSS count, namely-
Vx 
Tx = TR +Tmin 
VR 
H-17 
where 
Tx = Transmission of film correspond-
ing to voltage Vx. 
Vx = 	Corrected sensor voltage 
VR = 	 Sensor voltage range 
TR = 	 Range of film transmission 
(Tmax -Tmin) 
Tmin= 	 Minimum film transmission 
If Tmin is neglected, it can be seen that the 
slope of the density versus log sensor voltage 
(or count) curve can be equal to one any-
where in the range (,y = 1). But the effect of 
Tmin not being zero is to cause the D-log 
voltage curve to deviate from the slope of 1 at 
high densities corresponding to low trans-
mission. This has the effect of lowering the 
contrast on a positive in darker parts of a 
scene. Table H-5 gives the gradient or local 
slope of the D-log voltage curve as a function 
of the percent of sensor voltage range. 
Succeeding generations after the first have a 
D-log E Curve with y = 1 and the images are 
recorded on the linear portion. Therefore, 
Table H-5 also applies to all generations of 
black and white positive film products. 
TableH--5. Gradient of First Generation 

V-Log Voltage 

Sensor Output Gradient 
(% of Max.) (Slope) 
2 0 	 0 75 
3.2 	 08 
5.0 	 0.85 
8.0 0.9 
12.7 0.95 
20 & higher 1.0 
H.2.3 Photographic Image Quality 
Photographic image quality is mainly de-
pendent upon the choice of film, although the 
developer is sometimes significant. Generally, 
films of high light sensitivity have relatively, 
inferior image quality while films of low light. 
sensitivity have relatively high image quality" 
Aerial duplicating films used in the Landsat 
PPS are all of low light sensitivity and con­
sequently have good image quality charac­
teristics. 
Image 	 quality is broadly defined by four 
parameters: 
1. 	 Tone reproduction 
2. 	 Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) 
or resolution 
3. 	 Granularity or graininess 
4. 	 Spatial non-uniformity 
These parameters were originally used as 
criteria to select the films used in the PPS 
and are described in the following paragraphs. 
H,2.3,1 	 Tone Reproduction 
Tone reproduction is the generation of photo­
graphic records by the modulation of the 
input exposure source. The exposure for the 
first generation is a time-modulated electron 
beam and for succeeding generations a spa­
tially-modulated film transparency. 
Tone reproduction is performed to standards 
established by requirements placed upon the 
photographic system. These requirements and 
the methods by which they are controlled are 
discussed in the following paragraphs. The 
requirements and controls for production of 
the first generation or master image are dis­
cussed first, followed by those for production 
of succeeding generations. 
H.2.3.1.1 Master Image Generation 
The photographic transfer function combined 
with the gamma corrector transfer function 
are required to maintain a linear relationship 
between film transmission and sensor voltage 
or count. Further, the maximum and mini­
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mum film transmissions (or density) are con-
trolled within absolute tolerances. The nomi-
nal transfer function and allowable tolerances 
are shown in Figure H-23. Nominally, the film 
T.-,linear 
Figure H-23, 	 Transfer Function for First Generation 
Positive 
density corresponding to 0% sensor voltage is 
2.1D (.0079T) and that corresponding to 
100% sensor voltage is 0.1D (.794T) The 
linearity limits with respect to sensor voltage 
are ±0.1D between 0.1 and 0.70 (.794 and 
.195T). Between 0.7 and 2.1D (.195 and 
.0079T) the linearity limits are±0.04T Figure 
H-24 provides the conversion between trans-
mission and density for convenience, 
,,i ,or 

Figure H-24. Density-Transmission Conversion 
Tone reproduction in the first generation is 
monitored by processing a video tape through 
initial image generation that contains voltages 
or counts representing a gray scale. The gray 
scale has 17 levels (i.e., the distance between 
steps is 1/16 of the count or voltage range). 
An electron beam recording is made of the 
gray scale and after processing the density 
of each level in the image is measured with a 
densitometer. The image density is plotted 
against the input step number to verify the 
linearity. 
H.2.3.1.2 Subsequent Image Processing 
Succeeding generations of photographic prod­
ucts are also required to maintain the linear 
sensor voltage to transmission relationship. 
The nominal maximum and minimum density 
values, however, are shifted upward to 2.4D 
and 0.4D, respectively, to allow use of the 
portion of the D-log E curve of the 
duplicating film. The density range of 2.0 is 
maintained. This tone reproduction process is 
shown in Figure H-25. 
The tolerance on the maximum and minimum 
density for the second generation is±0.06 and 
for the second and third generations com­
bined is ±0.12 about the 2.4D and 0.4D 
points.
 
Tone reproduction in photo generations after 
the first is monitored by computing gamma 
between the maximum and minimum density 
limits maintaining the average gamma be­
tween these density limits at 1± 0.1. The com­
putation is done by determining the best 
(least squares) straight line fit to density and 
log E measurements. Log E is the density 
measured on a step of a gray scale that is 
printed onto the film being monitored. Thus, 
tone reproduction control is involved with 
not only the film characteristics but also the 
effect of the exposing device-contact printer 
enlarger 
Density measurements on all black and white 
transparencies are visible diffuse measured 
using a Macbeth TD-102 densitometer with 
the blackened aperture modification. A 1mm 
aperture is used on 70mm products and 3mm 
on 9.5-inch products. 
H.2.3.1.3 Paper and Color Products. 
Black and white paper prints are processed to 
-y= 1. The tonal range between saturation on 
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FigureH-25. Tone Reproduction Characteristics of Photo Processing Subsystem 
H-20 
these prints is about 1.6 density units (40:1 
sensor output) and the linear portion of this 
range is about 1.2 density units (16:1 sensor 
output). 
Color transparencies have a gamma of approx­
imately 1, a tonal range between saturation of 
about 1.8 density units (60 1 sensor output) 
and a linear portion that is about 1.2 density 
units for red. 
Color prints have a gamma close to 2 and a 
tonal range that allows 14 of the 15 gray 
steps to be discerned. Current practice in the 
photographic facility for products that do not 
cover a 2.0 density range is to expose them 
so that saturation occurs at the second darkest 
step of the gray scale. 
H.2.3.2 Modulation Transfer Function 
Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) is the 
response to a sine wave at frequency f after 
image processing relative to the amplitude of 
the sine wave previous to processing The 
MTF of the PPS is determined by contact 
printing a sine wave target onto film, proces­
sing, and then measuring the transmission of 
the film using a microdensitometer. 
The sine wave target is a film transparency 
that has transmission varying sinusoidally as 
a function of distance The target contains 
frequencies including the rarge from 1.5 to 
42 cycles per mm. The modulation of the 
target equals-
Tmax - Tmin 
Tmax + Tmin 
where Tmax and Tmin are the transmissions 
at the peak of the sine wave. The target 
modulation is 0.6. This modulation is mea-
sured using the same microdensitometer as 
the film being tested and the reported modu-
lation divided by the target modulation. The 
photographic system MTF includes the effect 
of printers in addition to the film emulsion. 
MTF is measured using a macrodensitometer 
having a slit of small width and large height 
The width is in the scanning direction The 
large height 	is used to make the effect of film 
grain insignificant An aperture size of 2 x 275 
plm is used in measuring the MTF of the 
photographic system. 
The magnitude of the modulation on the film 
affects both resolving power and radiometry_ 
Modulation affects resolving power because 
detectability is a function of the contrast 
threshold of the eye or the modulation-to­
noise ratio. Radiometric errors occur since 
the MTF falls off as the size of an object in 
the scene decreases The decreased modulation 
means that 	the image of the object will have 
lesser or greater density than the image of the 
same type of object in a larger size. 
The MTF of the 70mm third generation 
positive is given in Figure H-26. The response 
. 
Figure H-26. 	Sine Wave Response, Third Generation 
70 MM 
is relatively flat over the frequency range. At 
40 cycles per mm the photographic system 
MTF is about four times the sensor MTF and 
thus is not the limiting factor in resolving 
power or radiometric errors For enlarged 
products the photographic system MTF has 
even less effect because of the larger format, 
however, the enlarger MTF must be consider­
ed. Tests of the enlarger MTF indicate its 
response to be about 2.5 times that of the sen­
sors at 40 cycles per mm Thus the photogra­
phic system MTF will have little effect on 9.5­
inch products 
k+-21I 
H.2.3.3 Granularity The film noise increases five to'six times in 
going from the first to the third generation
Film granularity is the rms density variation and is approximately inversely proportional' 
about a mean density level as measured with to the aperture diameter within afilm genera­
aspecified microdensitometer aperture. Granu- tion. 
larity isthe integrated film noise from a spatia­
frequency close to zero up to a frequency 
corresponding to the diameter of the scanning H.2.3.4 Spatial Uniformity 
aperture. Very low frequency noise isremoved 
from the granularity measurements and re- Spatial non-uniformity is the rms variation in 
ported separately as spatial non-uniformity, density over the image area of the processed 
Granularity is given as 1000 times the measur- film exposed with a uniform level of gray 
ed value. SpatiaI non-uniformity introduces an error in 
relating density measurements within the 
In a single photographic generation, granu- image or between points in the image and the 
larity increases in proportion to the square annotation gray scale. 
root of density, but this proportionality does 
not apply in a multi-generation photo system Spatial uniformity is measured using a den-
High granularity in the first generation results sitometer with a 1 mm aperture on 70mm film 
in a low granularity in the second generation and a 3mm aperture on 95-inch film. The 
because of the density reversal in going from a film is exposed using a point light source 
positive to a negative Also, the resultant to obtain uniform exposure After processing 
granularity is a function of the MTF of to the appropriate generation, density mea­
printers and emulsion and the gradient of the surements are made over the image area and 
density-log exposure curve, the rms value computed 
Given spatial non-uniformity measured indensity units, the transmission error is-
AD (T)
AT 0434 
0where, 
- AD = Spatial non-uniformity 
.<x/ 4 T = Transmission- level, percent 
0_ ~ 
Spatial uniformity tests have been made for 
- X 70mm third generation and enlarged 9 5-WEboth 
12APERTUREX -- X 4 inch third generation transparencies Typical-
FORENERATIONx R- ly AD ranges from 0 04 to 0 08 for 70mmTHD ENEATION products and from 0 06 to 0.10 for 9.5-inch 
products including the effects of the enlarger. 
6E.SaY U.IT H.2.4 Dimensional Stability 
Figure H-27. Granularity for First and Third Genera­
tion Film All films used in the IPF have 0.004-inch 
Estar polyester film bases, which are relatively 
Measured rms granularity is given in Figure insensitive to dimensional changes However, 
H-27 The data is given for the first and third polyester bases do exhibit minor size changes 
generation 70mm film for two aperture sizes due to three independent factors 
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2 
1. Thermal changes 
Humidity changes 
3. Processing 
Eastman Kodak's Handbook of Physical Pro-
perties gives the following dimensional stabili-
ty characteristics for this film. The dimension 
of the film exhibits a hysteresis effect when 
the humidity is allowed to reach a value of 
about 8 0% RH. The aging shrinkage is the 
result of storage at 1200F and 20% RH 
for seven days. Storage for ayear at 780 F and 
60% RH results in negligible shrinkage beyond 
that allowed for processing. 
Thermal Coefficient of Linear +0.0015 
Expansion (% per o F) 
Humidity Coefficient of +0 0025 
Linear Expansion 
(% per 1% RH) 
Humidity Bias for -0 05 
Expansion Beyond 8 0% 
RH (%) 
-0.04Processing Plus Aging 
Shrinkage (%) 
The first generation film isexposed under the 
following environmental conditions: 
Temperature 72±20 F 
Humidity 50 + 5% RH 
In order to obtain an estimate of the effect 
of the environment on relative measurement 
accuracy, a case was used in which the 
measurement was made under relatively cool 
(600 F), dry (20% RH) conditions, causing all 
dimensional changes to be of the same polari­
ty. (If the third generation film is measured 
within the image at a temperature and humidi­
ty higher than these values, it is likely that 
the relative error will be quite small due to 
cancellation of expansion and shrinkage ef­
fects ) It was assumed that at some time pre­
vious to measurement the humidity had 
reached 80% The errors are then 
Temperature - 0.015% 
Humidity - 0.075% 
Humidity Bias - 0.05% 
2nd Gen. Processing - 0 03% 
3rd Gen Processing & Aging - 0.04% 
TOTAL - 0.21% 
The effect of this shrinkage is a photographic 
scale change that will cause two objects 10 
statute miles apart to be measured 33 meters 
closer than actual 
The use of the tick marks in measurement will 
eliminate the effect of dimensional changes 
due to the causes given above 
Random dimensional changes of 5 gm have 
been reported in the literature. Using an RSS 
summation and using a 3.385 enlargement 
ratio, this change is 24 gm over three genera­
tions For comparison with the stability 
figures given above, this isequivalent to 0.013 
percent of the image size on the 9.5-inch third 
generation. 
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APPENDIX I i = Inclination to ecliptic = 23.440 
SUN ELEVATION EFFECTS = Sun's apparent position (00 at vernal 
equinox) 
The unique orbit of Landsat causes the space- d = Days past vernal equinox (=21 March) 
craft to pass over the same point on the earth 5 = Arc sin [0 3978 sin (0 9860 d)] 
at essentially the same local time every 18 
days. However, even though the local time 
Calculation of hremains essentially the same, changes in solar 
elevation angle, as defined in Figure I-1, cause 1. Find the difference in hours and decimal 
variations in the lighting conditions under hours, from 1200 (local standard time) 
which imagery is obtained These changes to time of interest. 
are due primarily to the north/south seasonal 
motion of the Sun 2 Change (1) to degrees by multiplying by 
150 
Formulas for the calculation of solar elevation 
angle for any latitude, time of day and time of 3. Using longitude of interest find difference 
year are as follows in degrees to center longitude for respec­
tive time zone. (750, 900, 1050 , or 1200 
a = arc sin (sin 5 sin 0 + cos & cos h cos 4,) for conterminous U.S.) 
a = Solar elevation angle 4 Add (3) to (2) if longitude of interest is 
6 = Solar declination to the East (of center longitude) and 
h = Hour angle (deg) to sun afternoon, or West and morning Sub­
= Latitude tract (3) from (2) for opposite conditions. 
The final value is h. 
Calculation of 8 
Note h is in error (slightly) by not ac-Exact values of the Sun's declination can be 
of time. Thisobtained from the American Ephemeris and counting for the equation 
Nautical Almanac A close approximation is correction can be obtained from the Amen­given by the following formula can Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac From 
the Table of the Sun, find ephemeris transit 
time for date of interest and use insteadsin = sin i sin 
of 1200 in step (1) above. 
The change in irradiance of the sensor is 
influenced by the change of solar elevation 
angle, by the change in intrinsic reflectance 
of the ground scene and by the change in 
atmospheric effects due to length and compo­
sition. Exposure time of the RBV may be 
varied by ground commands to accommodate 
E timeschanging year levels. AtSOLAHZENITO he of the illuminationim gery is not ob ained c rtaini,ANGL 
the high latitude regions (north and south) of 
SOLA the Earth due to inadequate scene illumination. 
LALE TRGENT 
SUBSATEL'ITE LIP, The actual effect of changing solar elevation 
Dl S ATOIt ITS
 
POINT 
 angle on a given scene is very dependent on 
the scene itself. For example, the intrinsic 
reflectance of sand is significantly more sen­
sitive to changing solar elevation angle than 
Figure/I-1. Solar Elevation Angle are most types of vegetation. Due to this 
1-I
 
scene dependence, each type of scene must be 
evaluated individually to determine the range 
of solar elevation angles over which useful 
imagery will be obtained. 
Figure 1-2 shows the solar elevation angle as a 
function of time of year and latitude. This 
family of curves is for a 9:30 a.m descending 
node time, which is the nominal time of 
equatorial crossing for the satellites. By draw-
0 
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.... 
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Figure 1-2 SolarfElevationAngle Historyasa 

Function ofSu~bsateflite Latitude -

Descending Node at 9.30 a.m
 
ing a horizontal line for a given latitude, the 
solar elevation angle can be determined for 
any time of year. Portions of the data have 
been transferred to the global maps in Figure 
1-3 These maps show the range of possible 
sensor operation (i.e., daylight) for the various 
seasons Depending on the scene, it may or 
may not be possible to obtain useful imagery 
at the lower solar elevation angles At solar 
elevation angles greater than 30 degrees, it 
isexpected that all scenes can be satisfactorily 
imaged Normally, no attempt is made to 
obtain imagery for solar elevation angles less 
than 100. 
Two other parameters affect the local solar 
elevation angle. These are the Landsat launch 
window and perturbations to the orbit. The 
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Figure1-3 Seasonal Variations in 
Solar Elevation Angle - 9"30 a.m. 
Descending Node 
launch window (allowable launch time varia­
tion) was plus 30 and minus zero minutes, 
resulted in a possible descending node 
time anywhere in the range of 9.30 to 10:00 
a.m. The effects of launch time variations on 
solar elevation angle are shown in Figures 1-4 
through [-6 for various latitudes. 
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Effects on Solar Elevation Angle at 0
 
Degrees Latitude
 
After spacecraft launch, the local times would in changes to the nominal solar elevation ahgle. 
then remain fixed throughout the mission The changes due to these perturbing effects 
were it not for perturbing forces to the orbit are also shown in Figures 1-4 through 1-6 
These forces, such as atmospheric drag and Actual equatorial crossing times for, Landsats 
the Sun's gravity, will shift the time of des- I and 2 are shown in Figure F-9, Appendix F. 
cending node throughout the year, resulting 
00 ....n  
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FigureI-5. Launch Window and OrbitPerturbing FigureI-6. Launch Window and Orbit Perturbing 
Effects on SolarElevationAngle at Effects on SolarElevationAngle at 
30 DegreesNorth Latitude 50 DegreesNorth Latitude 
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APPENDIX J 
LIST OF NASA PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS 
A comprehensive list of investigators isgiven in this appendix for both Landsat 1 and Land­
sat Follow-On Investigation Programs. Names of investigators are grouped by primary dis­
ciplines, along with their address, title of their investigation, telephone number, and iden­
tifying number assigned by NASA/GSFC. Landsat 1 investigators are identified by a GSFC 
ID No. beginning with a "1", and Landsat Follow-On investigators by a GSFC ID No. 
beginning with a "2". 
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LANDSAT 1 INVESTIGATORS
 
-Preceding pae blank 
J--3/4 
(PRIMARY DISCIP.INE) 
PD: 1. AGRICULTUPE/FORESTPY/RkNGE RESOURCES 
NAME FRYREARD.W. GS'C ID 1010A-AGOLD-C -A003 PH'IE 915-263-2041 
ADDRESS USDA BIG SPRING FIELD STATION 
P.O. BOX 909 TITLE WIND ER2SION OF SOILS 
BIG SPRING. TEXAS 79720 
NAME VON STEENDONALD H. GS=C ID 1013A-AGOIA-C -AOOO PHONE 202-447-3131 
ADDRESS U.S.D.A..R&D BRANCH 
STATISTICAL REPORTING SERVICE TITLE CROP IDENTI=ICATION & ACREAGE MEASUREmET JTILIZING EITS IMAGERY 
SOUTH BLDG..RM. 4614 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20250 
NAME TUELLER OR. PALL T. GS-C ID 1019A-UNOIC-C -AOOO RHINE 702-784-4934 
ADDRESS RENEWABLE RESOURCES CENTER 
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA TITLE METHODS OF UTILIZING MJLTISPECTRAL SATE.LITE IMAGERY =31 WILDLAND RESOURCES 
RENO NEVADA 89507 EVALUATION 
NAME DREW.JAMES V..DR. GS=C ID IO2OA-UNO C-C -AO00 PHONE 402-472-2875 
ADDRESS 412 ADMINISTRATION B-3G. 
I.- UNIVERSITY OF NEBRAS<k TITLE MAPPING AND MANAGING SOIL AND RANGE RE33URCES IN THE SAND HILLS REGION 
I LINCOLN. NEBRASKA 61508 
NAME HALL, DR. RAPH C. GS:C ID 1027A-PROIG-C -AOOO PH0NE 415-284-5212 
ADDRESS NATURAL RESOURCES MGT. CORP. 
P. 0. ROX 350 TIlEI DFTECTION AND MONITORING OF FOREST I'JSET INFESTATI)3- IN THE SIERRA NEVAOA 
LAFAYETTE. CA 94549 MCUNTAINS IN CALIFORNIA 
NAME WIEGAND,CRA IG L ..DR. 
ADDRESS RIO GRANDE SOIL AND 
GS'C ID 103QA-AGOI A-C -AOO PHONE 512-968-5533 
co WATER RESEARCH CENTER TITLP PEFLECTANCE OF VEGETATIONSOILAND WATEl 
cc P.O. BOX 267 
WESLAC9eTEXAS 7e5S6 
NAME LANDGREBE.DAVID A..ER. GS'C ID I049A-UN1 H-C -AO00 PHONE 31T-749-2052 
ADDRESS LARS/PUPDUE 
1220 POTTLR 
UNIVCRSITY 
DP!V = TITLE A STUDY OF THE JTILIZArION OF ERTS-A DATA PROM WABASH RIVEi BASIN 
co WEST I AFAYETTE, IND. 47QO6 
NAME BAJMGARDNFRMARION F.,DR. GS=C ID 1OSOA-UNOID-C -AOD0 PH3NE 317-749-2052 
ADDRESS LAP FOR APP..DF REMOTE SEN. 
PURDUE tIVFRSITY TIrTE PURDUE/.ARSYS COP AND 301L CHAACTERIZATI)N AND MA''IG USING ERTS 'CTS 
1220 POTTER DRIVF 
LAFAYCTTE, INDIANA 47907 
(PRIMARy DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: I. AGRICULTJRE/rORESTRY/RANGE RESOURCES
 
NAME REY.PAUL AUGUSTIN GS:C ID I051A-FOOIH-C -AOO0 	 PHONE 61-52-65-96
 
ADDRESS 	DIRECTEUR CU SERVICF )E LA 
CARTE D LA VEGETATION TITLE MANAGEMENT OF NATURAL RESOJPCES THRDJGl AUTOMATIC CART3RA'HIC INVENTORY 
CNRS B.P. 4009-31 
TOULOUSE, FRANCE 
NAME YASSOGLOU.N.,DR. GS=C ID IOS3A-FOOIH-C -0000 	 PHONE 
 651-212
 
ADDRESS GREEK NUCLEAR RES. CENTER
 
DEMOCRITOS TITLE LAND US=,EOREST DENSITY,SOIL MA'PINGER3SI34.DRAINAGE.; SA..INITY LIITATIONS
 
AGIA PAPASKEVI
 
ATHENS. GREECE
 
NAME KANEMASU. EDWARD T GS=C ID IEOC-UNOIG-C -AOOO PHONE 913-532-5731 
ADDRESS EVAPOTRANSPIRATION IAS0RATORY 
=
DEPARTMENT 01 AGONOMY TITLE DEVELOP ECONIMICAL & ACCJRATE TECHNIOJES CFR DETECTIN 1 EVALUATION O 
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY IMPORTANT & WIDESPREAD #HEAT DISEASES 
MANHATTAN. KANSAS 66502
 
NAME MORAIN.STANLVy A. 	 GS=C ID 10600-UNOIA-C -AOOO PHONE 913-864-4832 
ADDRESS KRS DATA LIBRARYSTC 
U 	 JNIVERSITY OF KANSAS TITLE OTAIN -OUNTY A3RICUITJRAL STATISTICS =r SELECTED COUNTIES & TO MAP CERTAIN 
2291 IRVING HILL DRIVE AGRICULTURAL pHENOMCNA 
LAWRENCE, KANSAS 66044 
NAME LEWIS, DR. LOWEL- N. GS = r ID 10a4A-UNOIA-C -AOOO 	 PHONE (714) 787-3106 
ADDRESS 	CITRUS RESEARCH CENTER
 
AGRICULTURAL EXPFRIMENT 
STk. TIrL= FVALUATION OF REMOTF SENSING AS A MANAESMENT TIOL I C3NTROLLING PINK SOLLWORM 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA IN COTTON 
RIVERSIDE. CAL IF. 92512 
NAME BOJCHILLON.CHARIES W..OR. GS=C ID IOOTA-UNOIA-C -RO00 	 PHONE 601-325-4325
 
ADDRESS 	MISSISSI'PI STATC UNIVERSITY
 
P.O. DRAWER GH TITLE STUDY A'PLICATIZN OF REMOTE SENSING DATk TO AGRICUTURL PRACTICES IN T-E 
STATE CO.LEGE, MIS1. 39762 MISSISSIPPI DELTA 
NAME OGDENPHIL 	 RP..'P. GS=C ID IOQQA-IJNDI C-C -AOOO PHONE 602-884-1194 
ADDRESS WATERSHED MANAGFMENT OEPT. 
THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA TIlE USF OF EARTH RE30JRCES rECHNCLOGICA- SArE..ITE (EqTS) 3%TA IN A NATURAL 
TUCSON, 	ARIZ. e5721 RESOURCE INVENTORY 
NAME MC 	KENDRICK.JAY D..rR GS'C ID II10i-UNOIH-C -AOOO PHONE 907-745-3257 
ADDRESS INSTITUTE OF AGRICUITURC 3d-. 
UNIV. OF ALASKA TIrLE IDFNT.O' PHE-NOL3GICAL STAGES & VEG.TYPES FOR LAND USE CLASS.IN WILDERNESS AREA 
PALMER, ALASKA 9964S SUDJ.TO IMMINENT DEV. 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 1. AGRICULTURE/FORESTRY/RANGE RESOURCES
 
NAME MYERS.VICTOR GS'C ID I119A-UNOID-C -AOO PHV4E 605-688-4184 
ADDRESS REMOTE SENSING INST. 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIV. TITLE EFFECTIVE USE a= ERTS MULTISENSOR DATA IN THE GREAT PL&INS CORRIDOR 
BROOKINGS, S.D. 57006 
NAME PARKS.W. L..DR. GSzC ID 1139A-UNOID-C -AOOO PHONE 615-974-7101
 
ADDRESS AGRONOMY DEPT.
 
= 

DETECT1IN C PLANT DISEASES & NJTRIENT OEFICIENCIES SJIL TYPES3 MOISTUREUNIVERSITY OF TENN. TITLE 

KNOXVILLE, TENN. 37916
 
NAME BENTLEY.R* GORDON GS=C ID 1147A-INOI -C -AGO0 PH34E 303-234-2374 
ADDRESS BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
BUILDING #50 TITLE TO ADVANCE PREDICT EPHEMERAL AND PERENNIA_ RANGE QUANTITY AND QUALITY )URING 
DENVER FEDERAL CENTFR NORMAL SRAZING SEASON 
DENVER. COLORADO 80225 
NAME DETHIER, DR. B.E. GS=C ID II59A-UNOIA-C -AOOO PH3gE 607-256-3034 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF AGRONOMY 
BOX 21 EMERSON HALL TITLE PHENOLOY SATEL..ITE EXPERIMENT (GREENWAJE 4E-69) 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
ITHACA. NEW YORK 14350 
(2256)NAME DE SELMH. R. GS=C ID 1162B-UNOIB-C -AOOG P4ONE 615-974-3065 
ADDRESS UNIV. OF TENN. 
KNOXVILLE. TENN. 37916 TITLE EXTENT 3F CrCLIZ I CHANGING ECODOGICAL 'HENOMENA & SEMIPERMANENT VESETATION -
ECOSYSTEM IqTERACES
 
NAME LANGLEY.PHILIP G. GSrC ED I174A-PROLB-C -AO00 PHJNE 415-845-5140 
ADDRESS EARTH SATELI ITE CORP. 
2150 SHATTUCK AVE. TITLE DEVELOP A MULTI-STAGE F3REST SAMPLING I4VETORY SYSTEM USING ERTS-A IMAGERY 
BERKELEY, CALIF. 94704 
NAME HELLERROBERT C. GS=C ID 1226A-AGDIB-C -AOOO PHONE 415-486-3122 
ADDRESS PACIFIC SW FqREST & RANGE STA. 
U.S.DEPT. OF AGRICULTJRE TITLE INVENTORY O FOIEST & RANGELAND RESOURES (INCLUDING STESS)
 
P.O.SOX 245
 
BERKELEY, CALIF. 94701
 
NAME NOLL.ARTHUR M. GS=C ID 1229A-INIE-C 'AOGO PH)NE 202-343-2336
 
ADDRESS U.S.GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
 
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS TITLE TIMBER 4ESOJRCE INFO.SYS.IN THE PACIFIC NW
 
1951 CONSTITUTION AVE., N.W.
 
WASHINGT3N, D.C. 20242
 
(PRIMARt DISCIPLINE)
 
RESOURCESPD: 1. AGRICULTURE/FORSSTY/IANGE 
NAME MAHLSTEDE.JOHN P. GS=C ID 1249A-UNOIA-C -AOOO PH3'4 515-294-4T62 
ADDRESS IOWA AGRI CUL TURE EXP. STATION 
IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY TITLE REMOTE SENSING IN IOWA AGRICULTJRE
 
AMES.IOWA 50010
 
NAME POJLTON.CHARLES E. 
ADDRESS EARTH SATELLITP CORP. 
2150 SHATTUCK AVENUF 
BERKEI EYT, CALIF. 94704 
GS'C ID 1275A-PROIA-C -AO00 
TITLE A SCHEME FOR UNIFORM MAPPING &- MONTrORIIG 3F 
CnMPLEXES FROM ERTS-A IMAGERY 
PH3JE 503-754-3341 
EARTH ES3URCES £ ENVIR3'mE4TAL 
NAME CO.WELL.ROBERT N..DR. 
ADDRESS SCHOOL OF FORESTRY f CONSERV. 
MULFORD HALL 
JNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
BERKELEY,CALIF. 947PO 
GS=C ID 1277A-UNOIA-C -AOOO 
TIrLE RSGIONA. AGqICU..TURE SURVEYS USING ERTS-A DATA 
PHONE 415-642-2396 
NAME KOOPMANSBASTIAAN N.,)R. 
ADDRESS C.I.A.F. 
APARTADO NATIONAL 
762 CHAPIMER3 
BOGATA. COLOMBIA 
GS=C IO 1305A-FOOID-C -0000 
TITLE PROGRAM FOR THE LLANOS ORIENTALES-CC.DO 3IA 
PHONE 440189 
NAME SCHRUMPFBARRY J. 
ADDRESS RANGE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM 
WITHYCOMBE 202 
OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
CORVALLISOREGDN 97331 
GS=C ID 1311A-UNO1C-C -AO00 PHONE 603-754-3341 
TITLE INVENTORY S MONITORING OF NATURAL VEGErkTIDN & RELATED 4ES3URCES IN AN ARID 
ENVIRONENT 
NAME TISDALE.E. W., DR. 
ADDRESS COLLEGE or FORESTRY. 
WILDLIFF & RANGE SCIENCES 
UNIVERSITY OF ItAFO 
MOSCOWeIDAHO 83C43 
GS=C ID 1313C-UNOIC-C -AO00 
TITLE APPLICATION OF REMOTE SENSING IN 
PHONE 203-885-6441 
THE Srjoy OF VEGETATION S SOIL IN IDAHO 
NAME LOLWELLROBERT N..DR. 
ADDRESS SPACE SCIENCE LAB' 
JNIVERSITY OF CAL IFORIA 
BERKELEY, CALIF. 94720 
GSrC ID 1317C-UNOIB-C -AOOO 
TITLE ERTS-A DATA AS AN AID TO 
PHONE 415-642-2395 
RESOURCE MGMT. IN NORTHERN Ck.IF. 
NAME CO.WFLL.ROOERT N.,DR. GS=C ID 1317F-UNOIA-C -AO00 PHOE 415-642-2396 
ADDRESS SPACE SCIENCE LAB 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA TITLE USE OF ERTS-A DATA TO ASSESS & MONITOR :HANGE IN SO. A.IF. ENVIRONMENT 
BERKELEY CALIF. 94120 
(PRIMARY DISC'IPLINE)
 
RESOURCES
PD: 1. AGRICULTURE/FORESTRY/qANGE 

NAME COLELLROBERT N..OR. 
ADDRESS SPACE SCIENCE LAB 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFOR'JIA 
BERKELEY. CALIF. 94720 
GS'C ID 1317H'UNOIA-C -AOOO 
TITLE USEFULNESS O
F EqTS-A DATA 
PH3MJ 415-642-2396 
IN AGRICULTJflL AND LAND JSE ACTIVITIES 
NAME COLWELL.ROSERT N..DR. 
ADDRESS SPACE SCIENCE LAB 
UNIVERSITY OF CAL(FORNIA 
BERKELEY, CALIF. 94720 
GS-C I 
TITLi 
13171-UNOIG-C -AOOO PHO' 415-642-2396 
USEFULNESS OF ERIS DATA FOR UPDATING & ACCELERATING 'EiIODIC tNVENT3RY 0t 
AFFECTE) SOILS IN CALIF. 
SALT 
NAME ANDERSEN.AXE. L. 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF BOTANY & 
PLANT PATHOLOGY 
MICHIGAN STATE LNIVFRSITY 
EAST LANSING, MICH. 48823 
GS=C ID 1321A-UNOI8-C -AOO 
TITLE USE OF =RTS-A DATA FOR MULhIDISCIPLINAqf 
PMr4E 517-355-4533 
ANALYSIS OF 41:HIGAN RESOURCES 
L. 
tD 
NAME DE MENCONCAFERNANDODR. 
ADDRESS DIRECTOR GENERAL, I.N.P.E. 
C.P.5IS - SAO JOSE D0S CAMPOS 
SAO PAULO, BRAZIL 
GS=C ID 1326A-FOOIA-C -OD00 
TITLE SURVEYING NATURAL & CULrfJAL RESOURCES 
PH'f 4866 
NAME TURNERRAYMOND M. 
ADDRESS U.S.GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
P.O. BOX 4070 
TUSCON, ARIZ. 89717 
GSC ID 1342Ht.INOIF-C -AOOO PH3NE 602-884-1159 
TIT LE DYNAMICS OF OIST.' DENSITY OF PHREATOPIYTES E OTHER Alt) LAND PLANT CDMMJNITIES 
NAME ESPINOSA,CARLOS A. 
ADDRESS INST. GEnOGRAFICO MILITAR 
QUITO, ECUADOR 
GS'C ID 1371A-FOOl H-C -0000 
TITLE BROAD ASR.GEOLOGICAL IHYDROLOGICAL MA"IINS 
PHONE 237-064 
TO BE USED IN -AND MGMT. PLANNING 
NAME VELLOSO.MARCOS HENRIOJE 
ADDRESS MINISTRY OF IND. C COMMERCE 
BRAZILIAN COFFEE tNST.GERCA 
RUE MIGUEL PEREIRA 55 
HUMAITA-GB BRAZIL 
G5wC 10 1525A-FOOIA-C -0000 
TIrL- COFFEE INVENTORY, INTERPRETATION TECINIQUES 
PH34E 246-47-29 
NAME GARUTI.HUMEERTO C. 
ADDRESS DIRECCION NACIONAL DE ECONOMIA 
Y SOCIOLIGIA RURAL 
PASEO COON 974-3 PIS3-OF143 
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA 
GS=C ID 1529A--OOIA-C -0000 
TITLE IDFNT.G QUANTIFICATION OF CROPS 
PHONE 
DYNA41:S )F LAND US= & AGRICULTURE CENSUS 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 1. AGqICULTJRF/FORFSTRY/RkNGE RESOURCES
 
NAME ZADOKS,J. C.,DR. 
ADDRESS LABORATORY OF PHYTOPATHOLOGY 
AGRICULTURr UNIVERSITY 
BINNENHAVFN 9 
WAGENINGEN, THE NETHER.ANDS 
GS=C ED 156gA-FOOIA-C 
TITLE STUDY O= WHEAT, 
-0000 
PHENOLOGY. VIGOR. PESTS, 
PHO'E 08370-89111 
DISEASES & Y!ED 
(3135) 
NAME GOOSEN, 0., DR. IR. 
ADDRESS INTER. INST. FOR AERIA. 
SURVEY r, EARTH SCICNZES (ITC) 
P.O. BOX 6 
ENSCHFDE, THE NETHERLANDS 
GS=C ID IS69D-FOOID-C -0000 
TITLC SOIL SURVEY. CR)P INVENTORY 
PHONE 05420-27272 
IN CONJUNCTION WITH AEnIAL SURVEY 
NAME KUJSELA.<ULLERVO, DR. 
ADDRESS -OREST RESFARCH INSTITUTE 
UNIONINKATU 40A 
HELSINKI 17, FIN-AND 
GS-C ID ISSOA-FOOIB-C -0000 
TITlE FOREST ZFSOJRCE SURVEY IN NORTH FINLAN) 
PH3NE 661 401-180 
NAME ERS.R. BRYAN 
ADDRESS CODE TF2 
EARTH OBSERVATION DIV. 
NASA MSC 
HOJSTON. TEXAS 77058 
GS=C ED I60OA-NAOI A-C -ADO 
TITLE UTILIZATION OF ERTS A F, B 
PHONE 713-483-4623 
DATA FOR APP.ICArION IN TEST SITE 175 
NAME DE BENITOEMILIO, DR. 
ADDRESS ESCUELA TECHNICA SUPERIOR 
DE INGENIEROS DE MONTES 
CIUDAD UNIVERSITARIA 
MADRID 3. SPAIN 
GS-C ID 1622A-FOOIB-C 
TITLE TIMBER INVENTORY 
-0000 
- LAND USE IN HUELUA. SPAIN 
PHONE 244-4807 
NAME LOPEZ,FERNANDO DE SAGREDO.DR. 
ADDRESS ESCU9LA TECHNICA SUPEInR 
DE INGENIEROS AmONOMOS 
CIJDAD UNIVERSITARIA 
MADRID 3, SPAIN 
GS=C ID 1623A-FOOIA-C -0000 
TITLE CROP IN/ENTORY - STRESS DETECTION - .AO USE IN 
PH3NE 
SPAIN 
244-4807 
NAME SANCHEZ.DR. NICOLAS DJRON 
ADDRESS DIR. GENERAL DE AGRICUTURA 
BALDERAS 94 
MEXICO ID.F.* MEXICO 
GS=C ID 1631E-FOOIH-C 
TIrLE TO FIND AREAS OF 
-0000 
0 
RCOA .E NEW AGRICULTJA. 
PHONE 
DEVELOPMENT. 
521-73-62 
NAME MCNAIR,ARTHUR J.,PRDF. 
ADDRESS HOLLISTER HALL 
CORNELL JNIVFRSITY 
ITHACA, NEW YORK 14850 
GS=C ID 1662A-UNOIA-C -AO00 PHONE 607-256-3320 
TITL 
= 
ENGINEEING-ANA-YSIS OF ERTS DATA FOR SOUTMEAST ASIAN AGRICULTURE 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
RESOURCESPDI 1. AGRICULTURE/FORESTRY/ANGE 
PH34! 713-845-5422GS'C ID 1667A-UNOIC-C -AOONAME ROUSE.JR..JOHN W..DR. 
ADDRESS REMOTE SENSING CENTER (GREEN WAVE EFFECT) OF NATURAL TITLE MONITOR VER'IAL ADVANCEMENT & RETROGRADAr Io4 TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY PLAINS CORRIDORVEGETATION IN GREATCOLLEGE STATION, TEXAS 77843 

PH3NE 202-436-8201
GS-C ID 1679A-AGOIG-C -0000
NAME MODRE.HARRY S. 

ADDRESS PLANT PROTECTION & QUARANTINE
 
TITLE GYPSY MOTH INVESTIGATION
APHIS, U.S.D.A. 
FEDERAL CENTER BLDG. 
HYATTSVI-LE. MD. 20782
 
PD. 2. LAND USE SURVEY AND MkPPING 
(PRIMARf DISCIP..INE) 
NAME KATILI.JOHN A 
ADDRESS INDONESIAN INST. OF SCIENCE 
TENGKU TJHIK DITIRO 43 
DJAKARTA. INDONESIA 
GS'C ID 004A--O02A-C 
-0000 
TITLE TOPOGRA'HICAL MAPPING 
PH34E 47587 
NAME MOTTP. G. 
ADDRESS HUNTING SURVEYSLTD. 
6 ELSTREE WAY 
BOREHAM WOOD 
HERTS, ENGLAND 
GS=C ID 1034A-FO02C-C 
-0000 
TITLE SMALL SALE MAP-ING 
PHO4 01-953-6161 
NAME CLAPP, JAMFS L. 
ADDRESS 1205 ENGINEEPING ALOG. 
UNIVERSITY OF WISCOVS4I 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 53706 
GS-C ID 1058A-UNO2A-C 
-AOOO 
TITLE EVALUATION OF TIE APPLICATION OF ERrS-k DATA T3 
PROCESS 
PH3JE 608-262-1978 
THE lEGIDNL LAND US! PLANNING 
-ANN 
NAME THOMSON. FRED J. 
ADDRESS ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH INST. 
P. 0. BOX 618 
ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48107 
GS=C Io 1077A-OTO2C-C 
-AOO0 PHO4E 
TITLE MAP TERRAIN FEATURES I4 YELLOWSrDNE NATIONAL PARK 
313-483-0500 216 
NAME SATTINGERI.J. 
ADDRESS ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH INST. 
P. 0. BOX 618 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48107 
GStC ID 1086A-0T02A-C 
-AOOO PH3N! 313-483-0500 
TITLE PLANNINW OF LAN) USE UTILIZATION IN THE DETROIT METR3.'IITAN AREA 
(457) 
NAME SWEET,DAVID C. 
ADDRESS DEPT.OF DEVELOPMENT 
STATE OF OHI 
55 SOUTH FRONT ST. 
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215 
GSC ID IO87A-STO2H-C 
-AOOO 
TITLE RELEVAN:E 0 = ERTS-A TO THE STATE OF OH13 
PHJNE 614-466-2480 
NAME INGELSFRANK M.,DR. 
ADDRESS MISS. STATE UNIVERSITY 
DRAWER FE 
STATE COLLEGE, MISS. 39762 
GS=' IO 1095A-UNO2A-C 
TITLE MULTIDISCIP.-INES 
-AOOO 
IN LAND USE PLANNING 
PH345 601-325-3912 
NAME SIMPSON, ROBERT 8. 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF GEOGRAPHY 
DARTMOUTH COLLEGE 
HANOVFR N.H. 03755 
GS=C ID 1101A-UNO2A-C 
-AOOO 
TITLE LAND USE O NORTHERN 1/3 OF MEGALOPOLIS S CREATE 
PH'J! 603-646-3523 
AP'1354ATE MAPS & )AYA BANK 
(PRIMARr DISCIIPLINE) 
PDT 2. LAND USE SURVEY AND M&'PING 
NAME COOK.JOHN P.,OR. 
ADDRESS C/OWILLKAM J. STRINGEr 
GEOPHYSICAL INSTITUTE 
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA 
FAIRBANKS, ALASKA 99701 
GS=C ID 1I1ON-UNOZF-C -ADOD PHD'E 9O?-479-7288 
TITLE FEASIBI.ITY STU)Y FOR LOCATING ARCHAEO.IGICAL VILLAGE SITES BY SATE..ITE REMOTE 
SENSING TECiNIQJES 
NAME EDSON.DEAN T. 
ADDRESS U.S.GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
NATtL.CENTER.RM.2A300 
MAIL STOP 524 
RESTON. VA 22092 
GS-C ID 1I16A-IN02C-C -AOOO 
TITLE INVESTISATIDN ERTS-A IMAGERY FOR APP_1&4TI34 
'H3E 703-860-6301 
TO THE1reTIC 4APPING 
NAME ENRIOUEZ.ALBERTO.DR. 
ADDRESS MINISTRY OF PUBLIC WOR<S 
427825 CARACAS 
VENEZUELA 
GS=C ID 1117A-POO2A-C -0000 
TITLE INVESTIGATION OR URBAN-REGIONAL PLANNI1; I4 
PHJ'IE 
VENEZUELA 
417564-427825 
L. 
w 
NAME RAJE. SURENDRA ANANT 
ADDRESS GENERAL ELECTRIC COMOAnY 
VALLEY FORGE STC. U-3230 
P. 0. BOX 8555 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19101 
GSC ID 1124A-PRO2A-C -AOOO PHJNZ 
TIT[E URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND REGIONAL PLANNING FJR LOS A'JGE.-ES 
215-962-ti77 
COUNTY 
NAME ALEXANDER,R. H. 
ADDRESS U. S. G. S. 
NATIL.CENTERRM.2722 
MAIL STOP 115 
RESTON, VA 22092 
GS=C ID 1125A-INO2A-C 
TITLE CFNTRAL ATLkNTI: 
-AOOO 
REGIONAL ECOLOGICAL TEST SITE 
PH'E 703-860-6345 
NAME MCEWENPOBERT E. 
ADDRESS TOPOGRAPHIC DIV.,U.S.S.S. 
NATL.CENTERRM.2A225 
MAIL STOP 510 
RESTON, VA 22092 
GS=C 10 IISOA-INO2C-C -0000 
TITL CARTOGR4PIIC EVALUATION OF ERTS ORBIT 
PH3'E 
ATTITUDE DkTA 
703-860-6271 
NAME REHDERJOHN B. 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF GEOGPAPHY 
UNIV. OF TENN. 
KNOXVILLE. TENN. 37916 
GSVC 
TITL. 
ID 162C-N02A-C -A00 
GEOGPAPITIC APPLIC. TO RURAL LANDSCAPE C4ANSE 
PH4E 615-974-2418 
NAME PLACEJOHN L.,DR. 
ADDRESS U.S.G.S. 
NATIL.CENTVRPRM.?22 
MAIL STOP 115 
RESTON. VA 2?092 
GS=C ID 1186A-INO2A-C -AOO0 
TITL 
= INTERPRET ERTS IMAGES TO PRODUCE A LAND 
OUADRANGLE. 
USE MAP 
PH3r4 703-860-6345 
£ COM'JrER MODEL OF DHOE4IK 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE) 
PD: 2. LAND US SURVEY AND Mk-CINS 
NAME HANNAHJOHN W. 
ADDRESS BREVARD CO. PLANNING )EPT. 
P.O. BOX 1496 
TITUSVILLE, F A. 32780 
GS-C ID II96A-STO2A-C 
TITLE URBA? & REGIONAL 
-AOOO 
PLANNING 
PH)JE 305-269-8362 
NAME PILONFRO,JOSEPH T. 
ADDRESS U.S.G.S.,TOPGPAPHIC DIV. 
NAT-L.CUNTLR,RM.P?428 
MAlt STOP 510 
RESTON, VA 22092 
GS=C ID 12IIA-INO2H-C 
TITIE INVESTI3ATION O = 
-ROOD 
ERTS RSV MSS IMAGERY F:D 
PH3NE 703-860-627t 
PHOTOMAPPING O= THE USA 
NAME HARTING WILLIAM 
ADDRESS TRI STATE REGIONAl PL.4NING 
tO0 CHUPCH STRELT 
NF# YORK, N.Y. 10007 
GS=C 
TITI' 
ID IIQA-STO2A-C -AOOO 
Tn DETCT AND I)ENTIFY DeVgLOPMENT OR 
PErIrNAL PLaNNIqG PURPOSES' 
CiAJSES IN 
PH34E 212-433-5212 
LAND JSE PATTERNS =OR 
L. 
NAME COLVOCORPSSFS.ALDEN 
. 
ADDRESS U.S.GFOj DGICAI SURVEY 
NAT'L.CEVTFR.PM.2A31$ 
MAIL STOP 522 
RESTON, VA 22092 
GS C ID 1233A-INO2-C 
-POO0 
TITL- EVALUATION OF ERTS IMAGERY 
PHNE 
FOR CARTOGQA'HIC AP-LICATI13 
703-860-6285 
NAME SMEDESHARRY W. 
ADDRESS U.S. GrO.OGICAL SURVEY 
DENVER FEDERAL CLNTFR 
DENVER, COLORADO 80225 
GSrC 
TZIri 
ID 1234A-INO2C-C 
COMPUTFR MADPINS 
YELl OWSrONE NAT-. 
-ROOD PH34E 
OF TFRRAIN US ING MJLTI3PECTRAL DATA 
PARK 
303-234-3940 
qRJM ERTS-A FOR 
NAME KOSCOWL.LIAM J. 
ADDRESS TOPOGPAPIC DIV.U.S.G.S. 
NAT '1.CENTER.RM.2A223 
MAIl STOP 510 
RESTON, VA 22092 
GS=C ID 1237A-IN02e-C 
TITLE MAN-MADE CULTURE 
-DOOO 
INTERPRETAtON & 
PHJNE 703-860-6271 
CJLTJUE REVISION 32 3AAL-SCALE MAPS 
NAME THOMAS.EDWIN t . 
ADDRESS MO. OEPT.OF STATE PLANNING 
301 W. PRESTON STRPIT 
SALTIMOPE, MD. 21201 
GSVC ID 1261A-STO A-C -AOO0 
TITLE APPLICATION OF ERTS-A DATA 
PH3rE 301-383-2455 
TO INTEGRATED STATE PLANNING IN MD. 
NAME WRAY.JAMES Re 
ADDRESS U.S.G.S. GEOGRAPHIC A"L.PROG. 
NAT'L.CFNTFRPM.272? 
MAIL STOP 115 
RESTON. VA 22092 
GS=C ID 1273A-INO2F-C 
-AOOO 
TITLE CENSUS :ITIES E(PERIMENr IN URBAN CHANGE 
PHON=E 
DETECTION 
703-860-6345 
(PRIMARW DISCLIPLTNE) 
PD: 2. LAND USE SURVEY AND MA'PING 
NAME SIZER,JOSEPH C. 
ADDRESS MINN. STATE 'LANNING kGENCY 
302 CAPITOL SQUARE B.DG. 
ST. PAUL. MINN.E5101 
GS=C ID 
TITLE 
1283A-STOA-C 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
-AOO 
IN MINN. 
PHJIH 612-296-3985 
NAME LINTZ JR..DR. JOSEPH 
ADDRESS MACKAY SCHOOL OF NINES 
UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA 
RENOsNE . 89507 
GS'C ID 1289A-UN02C-C -AOOD 
TITLE COMPILATION OF TWO PHOTO MAPS OF NEVADA 
PH3'J 702-784-6050 
NAME COLWELL.ROOERT N.,DP. 
ADDRESS SPACE SCIENCE LAB 
UNIVERSITY OF CALEFOR'IA 
BERKELEY, CALIF. 94720 
GSrC IO 1317E-UNOA-C 
TITLE USE OF ERTS-A TO 
ZONE OF CALIF. 
-AOOO 
ASSESS F MONITOR CHANGE 14 SAN 
PRKVE 
JOA3UIN 
415-642-2395 
VA.LEY & CE'JT.tDASTAL 
I. 
I 
NAME SIMONSCN.GERALD H.,DR. 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF SOILS 
OREGON STATE UNIV. 
CORVALLIS.ORE. 57331 
GS=C ID 1345A-UN02A-C -AO00 
TITLE COMPARATIVE EVA.OF IMASERY 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
FOR RESOUR:E 
PHO4E 503-754-2441 
INVENTORY IN LAND-USE PLANNING S 
NAME HARDY, ERNEST F. 
ADDRESS SR. RESFARCH ASSOCIATE 
FERPOW HALL 
CORNELL JNIVERSITY 
ITHACA. NEW YORK 14850 
GS=C ID 13S8A-UND2A-C -AOOO 
TIrLE APPLICATION OF ERTS(A) IMAGERY TO INVErOlYING 
PH)NE 
-AND JSE 
607-256-2162 
AN3 NATURAL RESOURCES 
NAME LANGERBERILO 
ADDRESS MINISTRY OF MINES & ENERGY 
DNpM-PROJECT RADAM 
54 AVFNIDA PROTUGAL. JOCA 
RIO OF JANFIRO, BRAZI. 
GS=C IO 1370A-FOOIA-C -0000 
TITIC ANALYSIS OF EARTH RESOURCES & 
RFGION 
PH)NE 266-5901 
FACTORS GSVERNING ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY IN AMAZON 
NAME SAARENE 
ADDRESS INSTITUTE DE INVESTGAION 
DE RECURSOS NATUqALES 
CASIL A 14.95 
SANTIAGO,CHILE 
GS=C ID 
TITLE 
1372A-FOOZA-C 
CHANGES IN IURA. 
-0000 
-ANO JSE IN CENTRA- G 
P-ONE 
4JRTH CHILE 
69369-67690 
NAME BUSUEGOFERNANOO 
ADDRESS DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF MINES 
HERRAN STREET 
MANILA, PHILIPPINES 
GSCC It 
TITLE 
1612A- O02A-C -0000 
USE FRTS-A IMAGE$ FOR NArJRAt RESOURCES 
PHONE 
14VESTIGATISN I PAILTPPI 
(PRIMARf DISCIP-ANE)
 
PD: 2. LAND USE SURVEY AND MAPPING 
NAME TORI8IDORANCISC3 J. kZATE GSC ID 1631B-FO02G-C -2000 PH'2 5-19-79-39 
ADDRESS SECRETARIA DE OSRAS aUBLICAS 
AVS. XCLA Y UNIV RSIDAO TITLE INVESTISATI3N 0- LONG SCOPE FOR HIGHRAY ENGINEERING "uf'OSES 
MEXICO 12,D.., MCXIC) 
NAME WILSONJOE . 
ADDRESS NOAA, NATIONAL OC!AN SURVEY 
GS=C ID 1677A-CO0 B-C -XOOO PH)dE 301-496-8881 
ROCKVILLE, MD. 20152 TITIE EVALUATE ERrS IMAGERY AS SOURCE MATERIA- F3R MAPPING k CIARTING 
NAME VACAJORGE F. GS=C I0 19540-FOO2A-P)2-0YJO PHM2E 5-78-62-00 116 
ADDRESS COMMISSION OF MEXICAN STUDIES 
SAN ANTONIO ABA NO.l24 TITLE COMPREHENSIVF STUDY OF EDN-QUERETARO AREA 
MEXICO 8.0.F.,MEXICC 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
AND LAND=O PM SURVEYSPD' 3. MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGICAL STRUCTJR 
PHqE 	38-66-06-60GS'C I I003A-FO03K-C -0000NAME WEECKSTEEN,GUY 

ET MIN.
ADDRESS BUREAU DE REC.GED .	 
TO DETECT VARIOUS SIZED LINEAMENTS. TO GIVE CHRONOLOGY IN GEOLOGICAL TITLE 	 RFSEARCI 

UNITS. 1 TO.=IN) STRUCTJRA_ UNITS

SERVICE GEOLOGIOUE NATIONAL 

B. P. 6009 

45 ORLEANS (02). FRANCE
 
PHONJE 	 38-66-06-50
GS=C ID 1003B-FO03J-C -0000NAME WEECKSTEEN.GUY 

ADDRESS BUREAU CE REC.GEO.ET 'IN.
 GIVE C34't-HE'SIVE CHRO'JOLOSY IN
 TITLE RESEARCI ON SPA:ECRAFT 'HOTOGRA'H ABIIrY ro 
SERVICE GEOLOGIOUF NkTIONAL 

COMPLEX GEOLOGI:AL UNITS
B. P. 6009 

45 ORLFANS (02). FRANCE
 
PHONE 	 38-66-06-60GS=C I 1003C-FOO3J-C -000NAME WEECKSTEEN.GUY 

ADDRESS BUREAU DE REC.CEO.ET MIN.
 
TITLE OBTAIN :OMPREHENSIVF CHRONOLOGY OF COM'.EX GEO_3GIC%. UNITS IN DAHOMEY
 SERVICE GEOLOGIOUl NkTIONA_ 

B.'. 6009
 
45 ORLEANS (02), FRANCE
 
PHONE 	 38-66-06-60
GS=C ID 1O03D-OO3K-C -0000
NAME WEECKSTEEN.GUY 

ADDRESS BUREAU CE PEC.GEO.ET MIN.
 
L. 	 SERVICE GEOLOGIOUE NATIONA. TITLE PESEARCI ON SPA:ECRAFT 'HOTOGRA'HS ABIITY TO POINT OUT 
STRUCTURAL JNITS
 
I 	 B P. 6009 
45 ORiEANS (02). -RANCE 
PHONE 	 967-11-10
GS'C ID IO00Q-FOO3K-C -AO00
NAME GUILLEMOTJACQUES 
ADDRESS INSTITUT FRANCAIS OU '=ETROLE 
4 AVENUE DE BOIS-PRFAJ TITLE STUDY G=OMORPHOLOGY.PAST & PRESENTLINEaR TRENCHTETtICS RELATIONSIP 
BETWEEN 
PYRENEES , ALPS92-RUEIL-MALMAISON 

FRANCE
 
PHONE 	 303-279-0300 (394)
GS-C ID 1026A-UNO3 -C -AOOO
NAME KNEPPER JR.,DANIEL H. 

ADDRESS GEOLOGY DEPT.
 
AND MINERAL ANY 	WATER RESOJRCES r'VESTIGATIJNS IN WESTERN O3LORADO
 TITLE 	 GEOLOGI:
CO.ORADO SCHOOL OF MIMES 
USING EITS-A DATA
GOLDEN, COLORADO 80401 

PH3NE
GS=C ID I036A-FO03M-C -0000
NAME SHACKLETON.R. M. 

ADDRESS RES.INST.OF AFRICAN GEOLOGY
 IN ETHID'IA
TITLE GCOtOGIZAL IESEARCti PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY OF LEEDS 

LEEDS.FENGLAND
 
PHONE 	 (415) 321-2300 (2544)
ID 1042A-UN03K-- -AOOD
NAME RICH, DO. ERNEST I. 	 GS=C 

OF EARTH SCIENCES
ADDRESS SCHOOL 

COAST RANG! AN) 	SACRAMENTO VALLEY.
STRUCTUtAL AND LIrHOLOGIC STUDY OF NORT-ER4 

CALIFORNIA
 
STANFORD UNIVERSITY 	 TITLE 

STANFORD, CA.IF. 94305 

(PREMAR( DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 3. MINERAL RESOURCES, GEaLDGI:AL STRUCTJRE AND LANDDRM SURVEYS
 
NAME ABDEL-GAWAD, DR. MONE4 
ADDRESS NORTH AMERICAN RDCKWE_. CORP. 
SCIENCE CENTER 
1040 CAMINO DOS RIOS 
THOUSAND OAKS, CALIF. 01360 
GS'C ID 1044A-PR33K-C -AO00 PHrJE 805-498-4545 (192) 
TITLE IDENTIFICATION AND INTFRPRETATION OF TE=TDIC FEATURES rRO4 ERTS-A IMAGERY 
NAME VINCENTRPEvRT K. 
ADDRESS ENVIRONMENTAL PRSFAPCH INST. 
P. 0. OX 618 
ANN ARDOR. MICHIGAN 45107 
GS=C ID 1075A-OTO3A-C -A000 
TITLE MAPPING OF EXPOSED FERRIC AND FERROUS :3MPUNDS 
PH3NE 313-483-0500 346 
NAME SAUNDERS.D0NALD.F., . 
ADDRESS SERVICES GROUP 
TEXAS INSTRUMCNTS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 5621 
DALLAS. TEXAS 75222 
GS'C ID 1083A-PR03A-C -AOOO 
TITLE EVAL.OF COMMERCIAL UTILITY OF ERTS-A I'1GERY 
MINERALS & PETROLEUM 
E4 
PHONE 214-238-2813 
STRJCTJIAL RECONNAISSANCE FOR 
L. 
I 
CO 
NAME ECHTOLO, IRA C. 
ADDRESS ARGUS EXPLOPATION COMPANY 
555 S. FLOJFR ST., qJITE 3700 
LOS ANGFFS. CALIF. q1071 
fS=C ID 1103A-PRO3K-C -AOOO 
TITLE A RECON.SPAZF SENSING INVEST.OF CRUSTA. 
PLATEAU 
PH3'E 
STfUC.FDR STRIP 
213-489-3700 
FR3M E.SIERRk TO COLD. 
NAME GEDNEY.LARRY D. 
ADDRESS GFOPHYSICAL INSTITUTE 
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA 
FAIPBANKS, ALASKA 9q701 
GSvC ID IIIOt-UN1SE-C -AOOO 
TITLE EVALUATION OF FEASIBILITY 0 
PHONE 907-479-7197 
MA'PING SEIS4ECAL.Y ACTIVE FAULTS IN ALASKA 
NAME BENSON.CAR S.,P. 
ADDRESS GEOPHYSICAL INSTITUTE 
UNIVFRSITY OF ALASKA 
FAIPRANKS, ALASKA 90701 
GS=C ID IIIOM-UN03C-C -AOOO 
TirtE GLACIOLIGICAL & VOLCANOLOGICAL 
ANTARCTICA 
STUDIES )F 
PHONE 907-479-7565 
WRANGELL MTS..ALASKA & MT.ER-BUS. 
NAME ROMRO.ADOLFO C..OR. 
ADDRESS DIRECCION DE CAPTOGRAFIA 
EDF. CAMEJO 
CENTRO SIMON 9DLIVAP 
CARACAS 101. VENEZUFIA 
NAC. 
GS C ID 112OA-FOO31-C -0000 
TITLE VENEZUE..A DEVEL)PMFNT D = 
IN REMOTE AREAS 
rECHNIQUES TO 
PHONE 45-27-87 
INVESTIGATE & ESTIMATE NATURA. RESOURCES 
NAME MCKEEEDWIN D. 
ADDRESS U.S. GEO.OGICAL SURVEY 
FEDERAL CENTER 8..DG. 25 
DENVER, COLORADO q0225 
GS'C ID 
TITLE 
IIJIA-IN031 -C -AOOO HoqE 303-234-4109 
A STUDY OF MORPIOLOGY, OROVENANCEsAND M3VEMENT OF DESEft SAND OF SA4) SEAS 
AFRICA , ASIA. AND AUST 
IN 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE) 
PO1 3. MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE AND LAND ORM SURtEYS 
NAME MOBBER.FRANK J.,DR. 
ADDRESS EARTH SATELLITE CORP.P 
1747 PENNSYLVANIA AVE.,N.W. 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20005 
GS2C ID 1141A-PROK-C -AOOO 
TITLE EXPLOITkTIOI OF ERTS IMAGERY USING SNO 
PH34E 202-223-8ls 
ENHANCEMENT TECIN13UES 
NAME EATCNJERRY P. 
ADDRESS OER/CS. NCER 
J.S.GEOL2GICAL SURVEY 
345 MIDDEFIELD RD. 
MENLO PARK, CALIF. 94025 
GSC ID tt4SA-1N03C-C -AOOO 
TI'TLE PROTOTY'E VOLCAJO SURVEILLANCE NETWOR<: 
PH)'E 415-323-2520 
INSTALLATION. TESTING. AND EVALUATION 
NAME GCOVER IIILYNN 
ADDRESS DEPT.OF GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
VA. POLYTECHNIC INST. 
3.ACKSBURG. VA. 24061 
GS=C I0 II6OA-UNOI- -AOOO 
TITLE GEOLOGICAL LANO=ORM ANALYSIS IN CENTRA. PIEDMONT 
PHONE 703-951-6969 
(0 
NAME MARTIN,JAMES A. 
ADDRESS BOX 250 
MISSOURI GEOLOGICAL SJRVEY 
ROLLA,MISSOURI 65401 
GS=C ID II6SA-ST03M-C -AO00 
TITLE ENVIRONmENTAL GEOLOGY AND LAND-USE PLAJIN3 
CORRIDO IN MISSOURI 
PH)ME 
IN THE ST. 
314-364-1752 
SOUIS-KANSAS CITY 
(34) 
NAME CO.LINS.tROBERT. DR. 
ADDRESS EASON OIL CnMPANY 
5225 N. SHAPTEL AVE. 
P.O. BoX 18755 
OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLA. 73118 
GS=C ID 1173A-PR03B-C 
TITLE AN EVALJATION OF 
EXPLORATION 
-AOOO 
THE SJITABILITY OF ERr3 
PHONE 405-842-3333 
DATA FOR THE IJRP2SES O PETROLEUM 
NAME LATHRAM.ERNEST M. 
ADDRESS ALASKAN AINERAL RESOUR:ES 3R. 
U.S.G.S. 
345 MIODLEFIELD RD. 
MENLO PARK. CALIF.94025 
GS=C Io 118OA-INO3K-C -AOOO 
TITLE IDENT.GESTRUCTJRES OF 
RESOURCE EVALUATION 
CONTINENTAL CRUT 
PH3NE 
PARTICULARLY 
415-323-2348 
S RELATED TO M1NERAL 
NAME SCHMIDT.ROBFRT G. 
ADDRESS U.S.G.S.,EAST.MIN.RES.oR. 
NATIONAL CENTER 
RESTON, VA 22092 
GS-C ID 1181A-IN03A-C -000 
TITLE ANALYSIS STUDY 3F MULTISPECTRAL DATA F43M ERTS-A 
PHMrE 703-860-7358 
14 W.IAKISTAN 
NAME MORRISON. ROGER B., D1. 
ADDRESS U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
BLDG.53 
FEDERAL CENTER 
DENVFR.COI ORADO a0225 
GS=C to 1182A-INO3H-C -AOOO 
TITI 
= 
FRTS AP-L.TO AC-ELFRATEC 
APIZCNA REGION 
EROSION S TO CNITOR 
OHINE 
FUTURE E 
303-234-4111 
)SI)NAL CHANSES IN 
(PRIMARf DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 3. MINEPAL RESOURCES, G=OLOGICAL STRUCTJPE ANO LAND=OPM SURVEYS 
NAME CARTER.WILLIAM D. GS=C ID kIS9A-INO3M-C -AO00 PH)JE 703-860-7872 
ADDRESS EROS PROGRAM. U.S.G.S.
 
=
1925 NEWTON SO. ,ERM.134 TITLI. GOLOGI: MAPPINS.STRUCTJRAL ANALYSIS & 4INERAL RESOJRCE INVENTORY 0 SOUTH 
MAIL STOP 560 AMFRICA 
RESTON, VA 22092 
NAME SMEDESHAPRY W. GS:C ID 1194A-IN03J-C -AOOO PHNE 303-234-3940 
ADDRESS J.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
DCNVER PEDERAL CENTER TITLE EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERE ON MJLTIS-ECTRAL 4A-ING OF ROCK TYPE BY COMPUTER.CRIPPLE 
DENVER, COLORADO 80225 CREEK-C% NON CITY 
NAME KRINSLEY.DANIE 9* GS=C ID 119SA-IN03I-C -AOO0 PH3E 703-860-6414 
ADDRESS U.S.GEOLOGCAL SURVEY 
NAT'L.CENTERRM.3154 TITLE DELINArION OF EASONAL SJRFICIAL PAYk ENVIRONMENTS F3Z E:ONOMIC UTILIZkTION r 
MAIL STO" 903 ENGINEENNG DEVELOPMENT
 
RESTON, VA 22092
 
NAME WOODMAN, RAYMOND G. GS=C ID 1204A-ST31--C -AO00 PHD'J 207-942-4868 
ADDRESS MAINE STATE HIGWAY DEPT. 
BOX 1208 TITLE TO MAP THE )ISTR IBUTION OF GLACIOFLJIA.I DEDOSITS AND LSSO:IATED SLkZ14L
 
BANGOR. MAINE 04401 LANDFORAS
 
NAME FERRIANS JR.,OSCAR J. GS'C ID 1207A-IN03C-C -AOOO PHDME 415-323-2247
 
ADDRESS ALASKAN MINERAL RESOURCES 9R.
 
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY TITLE REMOTE SENSING 3F PEPMA=POST & GEOLGIC HAZARDS IN 4.kS<A
 
345 MIDD.FFIEI 0 RD. ,
 
MENLO PARKCAL IF. 94025
 
NAME ORRISON,POGER E.,.D. GSC In 1218A-IN031-C -AO00 
 PHONE 303-234-411
 
ADDRESS U.S. GFO.OGICAL SURV:Y
 
FEDEPAL CENTER 
 TITLE DETECTING AND MAPPING PLEISTOCE4E G-ACIk- A3RAINES. 314Eq RIVER VALEYSAN3
 
BLDG. 53 
 RIVER TERRACES
 
DENVEr.COLORADO a022E
 
NAME WILSON.JOHN C..CR. SQ:C 10 1241A-PRO3A-C -AOOO 
 PH'E 801-486-6911 
ADDRESS KENNECOTT FXPLOrATIONJNC. 
GEOLOGIC RrSEAPCH DIV. TITL= RECOGNITION OQ GEOLOGIC FRAMEWORK 0= '3fPHYRY COPOER DE'OSITS ON SETS-I IMAGERY 
2300 WEST 1700 SOUTH 
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 94104 
NAME FRIEDMANJULES.DR. GS=C ID 125IA-IN03C-C -AO00 PH3NE 303-234-489B 
ADDRESS U.S.G.S.,PEGGEOPHYSICS BP. 
DENVER FEDERAL CENTER TIrt- THERMAL INVESTIGATION OF ACTIVE VOLCANDES USING ERTS-4 )CS
 
BLDG. 25, ROOM 2294
 
DENVER. COIDo. 802?
 
(PRIMARY DISCqPLINE)
 
PD 3. MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGICAL STRUCTJPE AND LAND=ORM SURVEYS
 
NAME HOPPIN.tRICHARD A..PRO. 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF GEOLOGY 
THE UNIVERSITY OF 1O4 
IOfA CITY, IOWA 52242 
GS=C ID 1256A-UNO3K-C 
TITLE UTILIZING E TS-A 
RFGION 
-AOO0 
IMAGERY FOR TECTONIC 
PHO'E 319-353-4448 
ANALSIS THROJGH STUDY OF BIG 4ORN MTS. 
NAME KOTTLOWSKIIFRANK E..DR. 
ADDRESS NEW MEXICO STATE BUREAU OF 
MINES & MINERAL RESOUICES 
SOCORRO.NEW MEXICO 87801 
GS=C ID 1262A-ST03K-C -AOOO 
TITLE GEOLOGI: ANALYSIS & EVALUATION OF ERTS-A 
PHONE 505-835-5302 
I!AGERY FIR THE STATE OF NE1 MEXICO 
NAME HDUSTONRORERT S. 
ADDRESS GEOLOGY DEPT. 
UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING 
LARAMIE. WYOMING 82070 
GS=C ID 1294A-UNO3M-C -AOOO 
TITLE COOPERATIVE PROP. TO STJD? 
ANTARCTICA 
GEOLOGY 0= k TEST 
P1434E 307-766-3386 
SITE IN ICE-FIEF VALLEYS Df 
L. 
NAME ERSKINE.MELVIN G.,DR. 
ADDRESS EARTH SATELLITE CORP. 
2150 SHATTUCK AVE. 
BERKELEY, CALIF. 94704 
GSwC ID 127A-PRO3K-C -AOOO 
TITLE EVALUATION OF PJTENTIAL ERTS-A DATA FOR MINERAL 
PHDNE 415-845-5140 
EXP..DRATION 
NAME JENSEN.MEAV L..O'. 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF GEOLOGICAL. A4D 
GEOOHYSICAL SCIENCES 
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH 
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84112 
GS=C ID 1307A-UND3A-C 
TITI : GFOLOGY OF UTAH 
-A00 
AND NEVADA BY ERTS IMAGERY 
PHONE 801-581-7231 
NAME MOHR, PAJL, DR. 
ADDRESS SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL 
OBSERVATORY 
60 GARDEN STRFET 
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 02130 
GS=C I0 1320A-OTO3K-C -AOOO 
TITLE MAPPING OF THE MAJOR STrUCTURES 
PHONE 617-864-7910 
OF THE AFRICAN RIFT SYSTEM 
(40B) 
NAME POMELLRICHARO L. 
ADDRESS INDIANA GEOLOGICAL SJRVTY 
611 N. WALNUT GROVE 
DLOOMINCTON. IND. 47431 
GS=C ID 
TITLE 
1325A-STO3L-C 
APPL. 0 = CRtS-A 
-AOOO 
IMAGERY TO FRACTURE-RE-ATE) 
P4HOE 
MINE Sk*ETY 
812-337-7785 
HAZARDS IN C)AL MINING 
NAME AMARAL.CILOERTO.DR. 
ADDPESS INSTITUT: DE GEOCIENCIAS 
UNIVERSIDADE DF SAO PAULO 
CAIXA POSTAL 2CP99 
SAO PAULO SB. ERAZIL 
GS'C I 
TITLE 
1326-FO03A-C -0000 
REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL f MINERAL RESOURCES SURVEY 
PHONE 4866 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 3. MINERAL RESOURCES. C=31OGICAL STRUCTURF AND LANDrORM SURVEYS
 
-0000 	 PH3'E 5203-222
NAME BODECHTFL.J., LP. 	 GS:C IL 1332A-rO03KK-C 

ADDRESS INST. PUR Al . & AN. GEOL.&MIN.
 
OcR UNIVERSITAT MUNCH N TTLE 
PEG.TECTONI: EV2LUTION OF THE TUSCAN AD'EN1N.VULCANISATHERMAL ANOA-IES I 
8 MUNCl-EN 2 RELATI IN TO STRUCTURAL UNITS 
LUISFNSTRASSE 37, #EST GERMANY 
NAME ISACHSENYNGVAR W. GS=C TO I3t3A-STO3M-C -AO00 PHONE 518-474-819 
ADDRESS GEOLOGICAL SU-VEY 
N.Y. STATE MIJSEUM AND TITI r TO EVALJATE EPTS-A DATA FOR USEFULNESS AS SEOLOGICA. SENSOR 
SCIENCE 	SERVICE
 
ALBANY, 	 NEW YORK 12224 
NAME LIST.FRAJZ K.,OR. GS-C I 1349A-FOO3M-C -0000 	 PHONE 0311-76902158 
ADDRESS FREE UNIV. OF BERLIN 
LEHRSTUH. FUR ANGEWANITE GEO. TITLE ICENT.O' DI=FERENT LITH3LOGICAL & STRJCrUflL UNITS, C2A'ARISON WITH AERIAL 
I BERLIN 33. WICHFRNSTR. 16 PHOTOGRAPHY , GROUND INVESTIGATION. 
GFPMANY
 
NAME KRONBFRG, DETFR.DR GS'C I 1351A-FOOK-C -0000 PHDNE 5323-72-540 
ADDRESS GCOLOGICAL INSTITUTF 
TU-CLAUSTHAL TITLE MAPPING OF LITHOLOGIC 5 STRUCTURAL UNIT3 USING MLTIS'E:TRL IMAGERY 
3392 CLAUSTHAL 
ZELLEPFFLD, W.GERMANY 
NAME dEIDMAN.ROEQT M,-OF. GSrC ID 1354A-UNO3K-C -AO00 PH3ne 406-243-5251 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF GEOLOGY 
UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA TITle APPLICABILITY Or EPTS-A TO MONTANA GEO_3GY 
MISSOULA.MONT. 59801 
NAME BARKEY,HENRI GSrC ID 1377A-FOO3K-C -0000 	 PHONE TR 20166
 
ADDRESS 	NORGES CEOLOGISKI UN)EPDKELSI
 
P.O. BOX 3006 TITlE GEOLCGIZAL STUfl. PHOTOGEOLOGICAL WORC IN )THER AREAS
 
7001 T4ONDHFIM, NORWAY
 
NAME W AVE.PKNNCTH,rR . GSrC ID 1401A-UNO3M-C -AO00 PHJN 301-235-0771 
ADDRESS MARYLAND GEOLOGICAL SJRVEY 
214 LATPOEIE HALL TITlE RESEARC4 & INVESTIGATION OF GEOLOGY, MINERAL & WATER IESOURCES OF MD. 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVrPSITY 
BALTIMORE, MD. 21218 
307-766-1330
NAME HOJSTONRPOFRT 9. GS=C ID 1434A-UN03 I-C -000 	 PH3'4 

ADDRESS 	 G':OLOGY DEPT. 
JNIVERSITY Or WYOMING TITLE ANALYSIS Or ERTS-A IMAGERY OF WYOMING EVAL. OF NATUfk. RESOURCES 
LARAMIE. WYO. 82070 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 3. MINERAL RESOURCES. GEOLOGICAL STRUCTJRE AND LANOrORM SURVEYS
 
NAME BODENLOS. ALFRED J. 
ADDRESS U.S.GEOLOGECAL SURVEY 
BLDG. 10. NSS 
WASHINGT3N. DC 20242 
GS=C ID 148OA-IN03K-C- -0000 
TITLE STUDY OF MSS IMAGERY ERTS-A, NW SAUDI 41ABIA 
PH2M! 202-282-7267 
NAME DOEHRINGDONALD.DR. 
ADDRESS UNIV. OF MASS 
DEPT. OF GEOLOGY 
AMHERST, MASS. 01002 
GS=C ID ISSSA-UN03I-C -0OD 
TITLE MAPPING OF SAND DUNE FIELDS 
PH3M! 
IN INACCESSIB.E REGIONS 
413-545-2285 
NAME MOHRHENRI VAN DER MEER 
ADDRESS INTER. INST.FOR AERIAL 
SURVEY & EARTH SC EN:E 
P. 0. BOX 6 
ENSCHFDE, THE NEThERLANDS 
GS'C ID 1569C-FO3M-C -0000 
TITLE GEOLOGIZAL MAPPING IN CONJUNCTION WITH .O4G-TERM 
PH'4E 
AEuIk. 
01730-42740 
SURVEYING 
L_I 
m 
Cw 
NAME LEEJOUNG HWAN, DR. 
ADDRESS GEOLOGICAL & MINERAL 
219-5. KARIBONG-DONG 
YONGDCNGPO-KU. SEOUL 
REPUBLIC OF KOREA 
INSTITUTE 
GS=C ID 1570A-FOO3M-C -0000 PH2'E 
TIrL.E INVESTIATIONS IF GEOLOGIC & STRUCTURA- FEATURES OF <J1EAN PENINSULA 
NAME SROCKMANNCARLOS 
ADDRESS MANAGER'S OFFICE 
STATES' OIL NTERPRIS£ 
CASILLA 2729 
LA PAZ. BOLIVIA 
(YPFS) 
GS=C ID 1571A-FO03A-C -0000 
TITLE MAPPING & EVALUkTION OF BASIC RESOURCES 
PHV4E 
OF BOLIVIA 
NAME TUDDFNHAM, W. 
ADDRESS JNIV. OF MELBOURNE 
PARKVILLE, VICTORIA 
AUSTRALIA 
GS=C I 
TITLE 
1572A-FOD3A-C -0000 
GEO-BOTANICAL SJRVEYS;W3ODLAND FORESr 
PHONE 
VESETATION 
NAME TUOMINENH. V.,DR. 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF GEOLOGY 
UNIVERSITY O HELSINKI 
SNELLMANINKATU S 
00170 HELSINK I 17. FINLAND 
GS=C ID 1580-FO03K-C -AQOD 
TITLE MAJOR CRUSTAL FRACTURES IN BALTIC SHIE.) 
PH3N 
NAME ROQUEROCARLOS. DR. 
ADDRESS ESCUELA TFCNICA SUPEPIOR 
3E INGENIEROS AG ONOMIS 
UNIV. POLITECHNICA OF MADPID 
MADRID. SPAIN 
GSrC ID 1621A-FO03H-C -0000 PHJNE 24k4-807 
TITLE AGRICULTUPEPGEOSRAPHY/G!OL2GY/SDIL SURV!Y .AND USE - THEMATIC MAPP14S 
VORM ANLYSIS IN SPAIN 
-
27 + 3 
LAND 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 3. MINERAL RESOURCES. 
GE)LOGIAL STRUCTJRF AND LAND'ORM SURVEYS
 
NAME SVENSSON.NILS-BERTII 0
GS=C ID 1630A-FO03K-C -AO00 
 PHOME 920/20A 80
 
ADDRESS NORRLANOSFONDEN
 
= 
SMEDJEGATAN 
17 TTTL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LINEAMENT SYSTEMS 
 MINERAL DE'DSITS IN SWEDEN 
S-951 00 LULEA, SWEPrN 
NAME SALAS.GUILISRMO P. GS=C ID 1631A-Fn031-c -0000 PHOME 5s8B-0-55
 
ADDRESS CUNSEJO DEE RCURSOS
 
NATURALrS 40 PENDVABLES TITLP GEOMORP40LOSICA.I FEATJRES & LOCATION O 
 MIERAL & 3NMMINERAL-BEARIN =AULT
 
NINOS HEROES N139 
 SYSTEMS
 
MEXICO 7, D.F.. MIXIC3 
NAME GONZALEZ, ARTURO SAI AZAR GS'C ID 1631C-FO03F-C -0000 PHOJE 514-06-65 25-06 
ADDRESS COMM. FEDErAL Ot FLE-TR IC IDAD 
RODANO 14-q PIED TITL- LOCATE THE ;EOTIERMAL PLACES AN) DETERMINE THE PRINCI'AL. GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURES. 
MEXICO r.F., MEXICO
 
NAME NFRI-ESPANA, F. 
 GS-C ID 1631F-FO3M-C -0000 PHO4Z 
ADDRESS DEPART.GEOFISICO IME'ET 
NAT'L.POLYTECHNIC INST. TITLE GEOLOGIZAL STUDIES AND GEOPHYSICAL SJRJEYS 3F THE .3S TUXT-A MASSIF, TIE 
AV. 100 METROS "500 MALPASO DAM. AND THE SALINA AREA
 
MEXICO 14. D.F.. MEXICO
 
NAME CAST ILLO-TEJ'PO,CAR_)S GSC ID 16311-FOO3K-C -0000 PH)E 567-29-17 
ADDRESS INST. MrXICANO OEL PFTROLEO 
AV. CIEN METROS #500 TTIFE STUDY D= STRUCTJRAL CONDITIONS IN OUTCROPPING FORMATIONS.
 
MEXICO 14.D. ., MEXICO 
NAME DE_ CASTILLOLUIS 
 GS=C I0 1631J-FOO3K-C -0000 
 P-IDME 54B-65-60 147 
ADDRESS UNIV. NAL. AUT. o: VEXICO 
INSTITUTD PE GFOFISICA TITLE FSTA3L ISH RELATI ONSHIP BErVEEN REMOTE SE'SI'JG S'ECTA. TECINIQUES AN) DEEP
 
CD. UNIVERSITARIA STRUCTUIAL 'ATTERNS. 
M XICO 2O.D.. MEXIC3
 
NAME ROWANLAWRENCE C.. IR. 
 GS'C ID 1SASA-IN03A-C -AOOO 
 PHONE_ 03-860-6581
 
ADDRESS U.S. GEO-OGICAL SURVEY
 
MAIL STOP 906 TITLE IRON-ABSORPTION BAND ANALYSIS F3R 
DISCRIMINATION OF tRD4-RICH ZONES
 
NATIONAL CFNTVrRM.3153
 
RlSTON. VA 22092
 
NAME NILLIAMSIRICHAPO S..OR. 
 GS-C ID 1651A-INOIF-C -AOOO 
 PHONE 703-86O-7873
 
ADDRESS EROS PROGRAM, U.S.G.S.
 
1925 NEWTON SQ.E.,PM.134 TITLr 
 GEOLOGI:AL AND GEOPHYSICAL REMOTE SENSIG 3F ICELAND
 
MAIl STOP 506
 
RESTON, VA 22C92
 
ERTS PRINCIPA. INVESTIGATORS (PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 3. MINERAL RESOURCES. GE3LOGIZAL STRUCTJRPF AND LAND ORM SURVEYS
 
=
 PH'*E 284-0227
NAME CASSINIS,ROBERTO, PRO . GS-C ID 1659A-FO03C-C -0000 

ADDRESS LAB PER LA G;O.DELLA .ITOSFERA
 
GEOLAB. MARIO BIANCO 9 TITLE INTERACrIVE CONTROL OF THERMAL ANOMALIES 
I VOLCANIC ACTIVITY & RELAT104SHIP TO
 
REGIONA. TECTONIC CHARACTERISrI
20133 MILANO. ITALY 

PH34E 48
GS=C ID 1674A-FO031-C -0000 

ADDRESS SERVIZIO GEOLOGICO D'ITALIA
 
LARGO SANTA SUSAJNA, 13 TITLE INVESTISATIN OF GEOLOGICGEOMORPHOLOGIZ & 3CEANOGRAIIC PIOCESSES IN VICINITY
 
ROMA. ITALY 00187 OF ELBA ISLAND
 
NAME MORETTI.ATTILIO 

PH3NE 3750
NAME NIXON.PETER. DR. GS=C ID IBIA-FOO3I-C -AOOO 

ADDRESS DEPT. OF MINES & GFOIGY
 
= 

TITL ASSESS THE VALUE OF ERr3 IMAGERY IN ACELERATING AGRICU.TURAL & MINERAL
 
MASERU, LCSOTHD RESOURC' DEVELOPMENT IN LESOTHO
 
P.O. BOX 750 

PH34E 907-479-7425
NAME GEDNEY.LARRY 0. GS'C I0 19510-UNO3E-P33-OYJO 

ADDRESS GEOPHYSICAL INSTITUTE
 
TITLE TECTONI" STRUCTJRE OF ALASKA AS EVI)EN:-D 3Y ERTS 14AGERY AND ONGOINS
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA 

L- FAIPBANKS.ALASKA 09701
 
N
 
Lu
 
PD: 4. WATER RESOURCES 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE) 
NAME BLANCHARDRUCE 
ADDRESS SOUTHERN GREAT PLAINS 
WAtERSHED RFSFAPCF CCITER 
P.O. POX 400 
CHICKASHA, OKLAHOMA 73018 
GS-C ID IOIIA-AG0$A-C -AO00 
TITLZ USE or SPAC' DATA IN WATERSHED HYDROLOSf 
PH3NE 405-224-7393 
NAME YARGEP.HAROLD L. 
ADDRESS SUBSURFACE GEOLOGY SEtTION 
KANSAS GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 
LAWRENCE, KANSAS 66044 
GS=C IF I06OG-ST" J-C -AOOO 
TITLE STUDY O MONITORING FRESH WATER RESOURZ{S 
PHJME 913-864-4014 
NAME BRYAN.M. L. 
ADDRESS ENVIRONMrNTAL RESEARCH INST. 
P. 0. BlX 615 
ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 11O7 
GS C ID 
TITL 
= 
1072A0TO I-C -AOOO 
APPLICATION OF ERTS(A)IMAGERY TO LA(E 1:E SURVEY 
PHONE 313-483-0500 20* 
L. 
NO 
(3) 
NAME COOPER, SAUl-
ADDRESS N.E. DIV. 
U.S.A. CORPS OF FNCO 
424 TRAPELO RAOt 
WALTHAM. MASS. 02154 
GS C IO 
TITLL 
I O9A-D0) 
THE USE OF 
J-C -AO00 
ERTS IMAGERY IN RESE0VOIR 
PH3JE 617-894-2627 
MANASEMENT AND 3)'EATIONS 
NAME 4ItSNFT, DONALD P. 
ADDRESS NOAA/NESS S-33 
SUITLAN, MD 2n233 
GSrC ID IIOA-COOtD-C -AO00 
TITI 
= 
EVALUATION OF ERTS DATA FOR 
PHrJE 
CERTAIN HYDRO.fGICAL USES 
301-763-5981 
NAME WELLERiGUNTR, EP. 
ADDRESS C/OtR. CARL IENSON 
GEOPHYSICAL INSYIrUTr 
UNIVrPSITY OF ALASKA 
FAIPSANKS. ALASKA 097Al 
GS'C ID IIIOD-iUNOIG-C -AO00 
TITI = SURVEY 3F TAE SEASONAL 3N3 COVER OF A-4S< 
PHONE 907-479-7371 
NAME CARLSON.POPCPT F..DP. 
ADDRESS INST. OF WATER QESnURZlS 
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA 
FAIRSANK;, ALASKA 9)0731 
GS C 
TITI 
ID II0E-UNOA-C -AOOO 
HREAK-U' CHARACTERISTICS OF CHENA RIVER BASIN 
PH3'E 907-479-7776 
NAME JELACICALLAN.DR. 
ADDRESS NOLF R&D CORP. 
6901 KENILWORTH AVE. 
RIVERDALE, MO. ?0P40 
GS-C ID t111A-PROI-C -AOOO 
TITL- THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF .AKE ICE F CLIMATE IN 
PHONE 301-973-7447 
CENTRAL V3DTH AMERICA 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 4. WATER RESOURCES 
PH34E 202-686-2177
1140A-UNOLC-C -A00 

ADDRESS AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
 
NAME ANDERSON.RICHARC R..O~R GS=C ID 
DEPT.OF 	 BIOLOGY. HURST HAL' TITLE WETLANDS MAPIN; G MONITORING WITH ERT5 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20016
 
PHONE 703-860-6244
GS-C ID 1149A-INOH-C -AOOD
NAME MACDONALDWILLIAM P. 

ADDRESS 	TOPOGRAPHIC DIV..U.S.S.S.
 
= 

TITLE CARTOGRAPHIC APPLICATION 0 ERTS/RBV IflGERY IN POLAR REGIONS
NAT'L.CE'TERRM.2A420 

MAIL STOP 515
 
RESTON, VA 22092
 
=
 PHONE 602-261-3188GS=C I 1184A-INOI -C -AOOO
NAME SCHUMANNHERBERT H. 

ADDRESS 	U.S. GEn..OGICAL SURVEY
 
RM.9017 FEDVRAL SLOG. TITLE APPLICATIONS OF TIE ERTS DATA COLLECTI14 SYSTEM IN THE ARETS 
230 N. FIRST AVE. 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA S025 
PH)NE 717-782-3420
GS=C ID II90A'INOLA-C -AOOO
NAME PAJLSON, RICHARD W. 

ADDRESS 	P. 0. BOX 1107
 
WATER RESOURCES DIVIS13M TTrLE NEAR REAL-TIME WATER RESOURCES DATA FOR RIVER BASIN MANAGEMENT
 
U.S. GEO.OGICAL SURVEY
 
HARRISBURG, PA. 17109
 
PHONE 617-861-1490C. 	 GS-C ID 1201A-PROLG-C -AOOONAME BARNES. JAMES 

ADDRESS ENVIRONMENTAL RES.& TECHNOLOGY
 
TITLE TO EVALJATE THE APPLICATION OF ERTS(A) )ATA FOR DETECTING AND MAPPINS SNOW
 429 MARRETT ROAD 

LEkINGTO4, MASS. 02173 COVER
 
PHJIE 207-942-4868
GS=C ID 1203A-STOA-C -AO00
NAME STOECKELER.FPNEST G. 

ADDRESS MAINE STATE HIGHWAY D'-T.
 
TITLE DEVELOP A LAND JSE-PEAK RJNOFF CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM 
F)l HIGHWAY ENSINEERING
 9OX 1208 

BANGOR, MAINE 
 04401 	 PURPOSES
 
PHrNE 915-484-4373
GS-C ID 1208A-INDJ-C -ROOD
NAME CAST,LARRY D. 

ADDRESS J.S. BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
 
TITLE REMOTE SENSING 3F RECLAMATION PROJECTS
REGIONAL GrOLOGY ER. (MP-250) 

2800 COTTAGE WAY
 
SACRAMENTO. CA 94401 
P-ONE 303-234-4175GS=C ID 1234A-INO*A-C -AOOONAME SHOWN,LYNN M. 

ADDRESS U.S.GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
 
TITLE OFTERMINE UTILITY OF IMAGERY IN PREARAFI)q OF HYDqO3-3tC ATLASES 0 &RI3LANO
 FEDERAL CENTER 

WATERSHED
BLDG. 25, PM. 1818 

DENVER, COLO. 80225
 
PD: 4. WATER PFSOURCES 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE) 
NAME HIGER, 
ADDRESS WAT'R 
931 S. 
MIAMI. 
AARON -. 
RESOURCES DIV. U.S.G.S. 
MIAMI AVENUE 
F. 33130 
GS7C ID 1 272 A-INOF-C -DOO3 
TifLr DEVELOP DATA RE-AY SYSTEM =OR MONITRIM3 
CENTRAL FLORIOA 
'H)ME 305-350-5382 
HDROLOCIC CI')ITIONS IN SJUTH r 
NAME BERG.DENNIS W. 
ADDRESS ENGR. DEVELOPMENT DIV. 
ARMY COASTAL ENG I G. RS.CTR, 
5201 LITTLr FALLS RD., N.W. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2on5 
GS=C 
TITI-
ID 1293A-DEOVC-C -0000 
ESTUARY AND BARIBTR ISLAND STUDY 
PH)N! 202-325-7127 
NAME LUOWICKJOHN C..OR. 
ADDRESS OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY 
RESEAPCH FOUNDATION 
NORFOLK. VA. 23508 
GS'C ED 1299R-UNOC-C 
-AQOD 
TIlL.= TO RELATE ThM CHLOROPHYLL 
MAY TO ERTS IMASERY 
S SUSPENDED SEDIMENT 
PHONE 
CONTENT 
703-489-8000 (455) 
IN THE LOWER C-IESAPEAKE 
LADDRESS 
NAME POMALAZA,JOSE C. 
INSTITUTO GEOFISICO D=L. PERU731 AREQUIPA AVE. 
LIMA,PVRJ 
GS'C ID l302A-FO0tA-C -0000 
TITL: STUDY 0' SANTA RIVER BASIN 
PHDNE 247-722 
NAME COLWELI ,POREPT N.,DR. 
ADDRESS SPACE SCIENCES LAB 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
SERKELCY, CA-IF, c47?3 
Gs'C 
TITl' 
ID 1317B-UNMOL-C 
USE OP -RTS-A T3 
-AOO 
AID [N SOLVING WATER 
PHNE 415-642-2396 
RESOJRCE MANAGEMENT 'ROBLEMS IN CALIF. 
NAME COLWtlI .RORERT N.,OP. 
ADDRESS SPACE SCIENCE LAB 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFO 4IA 
BERKELEY, CALIF. 94720 
GS'C ID 1317D-UNOIK-C 
-AOOO 
TITLE ANALYSIS O 
= 
RIVER MEANDERS FROM ERTS-A IMAGERY 
PHONE 415-642-2396 
NAME HAEFNEPHAROLC. 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF GOGRAPHY 
UNIVFPSITY 0= ZUPICH 
BtUFM I ISALPSTRASSF 10 
800 ZURICH, SWITZEP..AD 
GS=C ID 1323A-=OO0G-C 
-AOOO 
TITLE SNOW SURVEY r VEGETATION GROWTH IN SWISS A.PS 
PHONE 01-289632 
NAME BANNEPTDIFT'P, DR. 
ADDRESS GEOIOGICAL SURVEY OF =.R.G. 
AL PED-PENTZ-hAUS 
POSTFACH 4 
3 HANNOVR-BUCHHOZ. G=RMANY 
GS=C 1D I33OA-FOO A-C 
TITL 
= 
HYDROGE)LOGICAL 
-0000 
INVESTIGATIONS IN THE 'MPA 
PH)NE 
OF ARGETINrl 
0511-6468-396 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE) 
PD: 4. WATER RESOURCES I 
NAME REEVES. C. C. 
ADDRESS DEPT.OF GEOSCIENCES 
TEXAS TECh UNIVERSITY 
P. 0. BOX 4109 
LUBBOCK. TEXAS 7q4O 
GS=C ID 1342C-UNDkD-C -AOOO 
TITLE WATER BJDGET OF TEX. HIGH PLAINS PLAZA .AKES 
PM3E 806-742-7261 
NAME PLUHOWSKII.EDWARD J. 
ADDRESS U.S.G.S. W.R.D. 
NAT -L .CENTER, RM.5P304 
MAIL STOP 432 
RESTON. VA 22092 
GSTC ID 1342D-INOD-C -AOOO 
TITLE DYNAMICS OF SUSOENDED SEDIMENT DLJM=S IN .AKE 
PHONE 
ONTARII 
703-860-6958 
NAME HOLLYDAYESTE F. 
ADDRESS U.S.G.S., W.R.D. 
144 FEDERAL OFFICe BLDG. 
NASHVILLF, TENN. 37203 
GS=C ID 1342F-INO A-C -DOO PH3E 615-749-5424 
TITLE BASIN CiARA-TERISTICS EXTRACTED FROM ERrS DATA FOR IMPRVIIG REGRESSIN EST. 
STREAMFL.OW 
OF 
L 
tJO 
NAME MEIFRMARK F.,DR. 
ADDRESS U.S.GEOLOGICAI. SURVEY 
1305 TACOMA AVE. SO. 
TACOMA, VASH. 9e402 
GS=C ID 1342G-INOG-C -AOOO 
TITLE CVALUATE ERTS IMAGERY 
ON GLACIERS 
FOR MAPPING £ 
PHONE 
DETECTION OF CHANGE 
205-593-6502 
OF SNOWCOVER ON LAND G 
NAME LIND. A. 0. ,DR. 
ADDRESS UNIV. OF VERMONT 
DEPT. OF GEOGPAPHY 
BURLINGTON, VFRMONT 03401 
GS=C ID 1347A-UNOtC-C -AOOO 
TITLE ENVIRONMENTAL STI')DY (IF ERTS-A IMAGERY. .IKE 
PHONE 802-656-3060 
CHAMPLAIN BASIN 
NAME MACLEOD.NORMAN HoOP. 
ADDRESS BIOLOGY DEPT. 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 
MASS. & NEB. AVES.,N.. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20016 
GSzC ID I36BA-UNOA-C 
TITLE OBSERVATIONS OF 
RIVER, #.AFRICA 
-AOOO 
PLANT GRONTH & ANNUAL =.DO3ING 
PHONE 202-686-2177 
IN THE INLAND DELTA O 
= THE NIGER 
NAME ODF.GAAPC.HELGE 
ADDRESS STATE PCWEP BOARD 
-. BOX 5091, MAJORSTUA 
OSLO 3. NORWAY 
GS'C ID 1375A-OOG-C -AOOO 
TITLE SNOW SIURVEYING TO ASSESS 
POWER STFAIONS 
RISK 0= SPRING F-3OD & 
PHONE 46-98-00 
SNOW STORAGE [N ARE&S O H"YRO-
NAME OSTREMGUNNARDR. 
ADDRESS NORWEGIAN WATER RPS.6 
P.O.S3X 50q1 
OSLO 3, NORWAY 
ELEC.s3D 
GS'C ID 1376A-9O0G-C 
TITLE EVALUATE GLACIER 
-0000 
MASS BALANCE BY VARIATIONS IN 
PHONE 46-98-00 
TRANSIENT SNOW-LINE POSITIONS 
(PRIMARf DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 4. WATER RESOURCES 
NAME KRJUS.JAANDR. 
 GSrC ID 1532B-FOOK-C -AOOO 
 PHONE 63-994-9895 
ADDRESS WATER RESOURCES BR. 
ENVIRONMENT CANADA TITLE WATER RESOURCE MONITORING PLATFORM
 
OTTAWA KIA OET. CANA)A
 
NAME LANESROBERT K..DR. 
 GS-C ID 1532C-FOOMK-C -AOOO 
 PHONE 416-632-1940
 
ADDRESS 	DEPT. OF FISHEPIES F FORESTRY
 
P.O. BOX 9060 
 TITLE ACCESS )CS )ATA FROM RIDEAU RIVER. OTTAiA
 
BURLINGTON ONTARIO
 
CANADA
 
NAME MAC PHAIL.HARRY W. 
 GS'C ID 1532D-FO0OD-C -AOOO 
 PH3E 415-637-4214
 
ADDRESS 	CENTEP FOR INLAND WATERS
 
86? LAKESHORE ROAD 
 TITLE PROPOSA. TO ACQJIRE CAPABI-ITIES S ASSESS DATA USING oZS 
P. 0. BOX 5050
 
BURLINGTON, ONTARIO. CANADA
 
NAME VOCKEROTH. R. 
E. 	 GS-C ID 1S32E-FOO D-C -AOOO 
 PHONE
 
ADDRESS ATMOSPHERIC ENVIRON. SERVICL
L 	 4905 OUFFERIN SREET TITLE LAKE ONTARIO HY)ROLOGY STJDY 
w} 	 DOWNSVIEW. ONTARIO. CANADA
0 
NAME HALLIDAYR. A. GS=C In I532G-FOO D-C -ABO 
 PHONE 613-994-5114 
ADDRESS SPEC.SERVICES 8C SURVEYS SEC. 
APPLIED HYDROLOGY mIV. TITLE APPI ICATION FOR USE OF ERTS-A FOR RETRA4SMISSION DF 04TER RESOURCES 3ATA
 
DEPT.Or THE ENVIPDNEJT
 
OTTAWAONT.,KIA OET CANADA
 
NAME TAVERNIERPENE 
 GS'C ID 1576A-FOOIG-C -0000 
 PHONE 09/25-76-11
 
ADDRESS GEOLOGICAL INST.
 
STATE UNIVERSITY 
 TITLE RI ATI04 SHIP BETWEEN SNOW COVER G DISCHARGE C WATER 3k. ITY OF WATEISEDS 
ROZIER 44 
B-9000 GHENT. BELGIUM 
NAME PALOSUOFRKKI, CR. 
 GS-C ID 18OC-FOOtA-C -0000 PHONE 635-092 
ADDRESS INSTITUTE FOR MAR INE IESFARCH 
TAHITORNINKATU 2 TITtE APPLICATION OF SATELLITE DATA T3 HYDRO-3GY & ICE SURVEY 
HELSINKI 14. FINLAND 
NAME VAN DFR 30RD0 W. J. 	 GS=C ID 1605A-FO0A-C -ABO0 
 PHONE 817422
 
ADDRESS MEKONG SECRETARIAT
 
C/O ECAFE 	 =
TITLE APPLICATIONS OF ERTS-A DATA TO RESOUR:-3 MANAGEMENT D THE LOWER MEKONS BASIN 
BANGKOK. THAI AND
 
(PRIMARf DISCIPLINE) 
PD: 4. WATER RESOURCES 
NAME GONZALEZ.ALVARO FLETCHER.DR* 
ADDRESS C.I.A.F. 
APARTADO NACIONAL 762 
CHAPtNERO 
BOGOTA. COLOMBIA 
GS=C ID 1624A-FOO0F-C -0000 
TITLE ERTS AP'LICATID4 PROGRA FOR LOnER IAGDALE'4 
PH2NE 
. CASCA VtLLEYS 
NAME GARCIA, F. SIMOADDRESS SEC. DE PECURS S HIDRAJLIC3S 
OAECCION CE ESTUDIOS 
GS=C ID 1631t-FOO4A-C -0000 PHOMS 
591-10-37 
TITLE TO STUDf THE BEST TECHNICAL SOLJTIDNS =OR THE IRRIGNTIDJ PIOBLES O T 4E ZONE. 
VERSALLES 19, 2 PISO 
MEXICO 1.DeF., MEXICO 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
=OSTEP,KENNITH E.,DR. 
OLS-UNIV. OF ARIZONA 
1231 E. SPEEDWAY BLVD. 
TUCSON, AZ. E7519 
GS=c 10 19530-UNOA-PO-ONOO 
TITLE ERTS-B AND SUPPJRTING DATA FOR rECgNOl3sY T 
R ANS 
PHD'JE 
EP TD 
602-884-1955 
)3CAL AGENCIES. 
L 
I 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 5. MARINE RESOURCES ANO 0CAN SURVEYS
 
NAME SCOLARI, M. 
 GS-C ID 1003E-COOSB-C 
-0000 PHONE 38-66-06-60
P
ADDRESS 	BUREAU DE REC.GEO. T MIN.
 
SERVICE GEOLOGIGUE NATIONA-
 TITLE LOCATINS THERMAL BOUNDARIES AND BIOLJGIALY RICH AREAS
 
B. P. 6000
 
43 ORLEANS (02). FRANCE
 
NAME GUY, MAX. PROF. GS'C ID I009A-FO03B-C 
-AOOO 
 PHONE 967-11-10
 
ADDRESS INSTITUT FPANCAIS DU 'ETOLF
 
4. AVFNUE 'E BOIS PPEAJ TITL DYNAMIC 	 SCHkVIOJR OF COASTAL SEDIMENTATION IN THE LINS GULF 
92 -RUFIL-MALMAISON =RANCE
 
NAME VERGFRFERNAND 
 GS C ID 1031A.FO0SH-C 
-0000 
 PH2NE 707-38-13
 
ADDRESS ECOLE PRATIOUF DES
 
HAUTES FTUDES 
 TITLE MARSHES & TUPB1) WATERS
 
51, RUE BUFFON
 
75 - PARIS, CRANCE
 
NAME HULT, DR. JOHN L. 
 GS=C 1O 1059A-PROSE-C 
-AOOO 
 PHOnE (213) 393-0411
 
ADDRESS THE RAND CORPORATION
 
1700 MAIN ST. 
 = 
TITLE APPLICABILITY O ERTS FOR SJRVFYING ANTLRCTIC ICEBERG 
RESOURCES
 
SANTA MONICACALI . 90406
 
NAME POLCYN, FAPIAN C. 
 GS'C I 1063A-OTD3G-C 
-AOO0 RHONE 313-483-0500 

ADDRESS ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH INST.
 
P. 0. BOX 618 
 TITL TO USE SPACE ACaUIREO IMAGERY FOR THE AEASURMENT OF WkrFR 2EPTH
 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48107
 
NAME ANIKOUCHINFWILt 
IAM A.DR. GS=C It 1066A-PRO3H-C 
-AOOO 
 PHONE 805-965-6575
 
ADDRESS 	OCEANOGRAPHIC SrRVICES, INC.
 
135 EAST ORTEGA ST. 	 TITLE ACQUISITION & ANALYSIS OF COASTAL GROJN) TRUTH DATA FOR 
CORRELATION WITH ERTS-A
 
SANTA BAR-3A-A, CALIr. 03101 
 IMAGERY
 
NAME -IRIF.nOUG1 AS M . GS'C ID I08A-DCO5H-C 
-AO00 
 PHONE 415-556-5370
 
ADDRESS SAN FRANCISCO OISTSICT
 
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF INGINVERS TIrL= CALIFORNIA COAST NEARSHORE PROCESSES STJOY
 
100 MCAL-ISTEP STRFrT
 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 94102
 
NAME HENDRICKSONJ.R.,DrP. 
 GS=C ID 1102A-UNOSJ-C 
-AOOO 
 P3NE 602-884-1889
 
ADDRESS 	THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES )EARTMTNT = 
= TITLE THE STU)Y 0 THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT OF 4QRTH GULF D Ct.IFRNIA 
TUCSON, 	ARIZONA 85721
 
216 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE) 
PD: 5. MARINE RESOURCES AND )ZEAN SURVEYS 
NAME STRONGeALAN E..DR, 
ADDRESS NOAACNESS),CDDE S-33 
3737 BRANCH AVE.,S.E. 
WASHINGT3N, D.C. 20031 
GSrC Io II06A-COOSH-C -AOO0 
TITLE EVALUATION OF ERTS DATA 
PH3'4E 
FOR CERTAIN OCEkNOGRAPHIC USES 
301-763-5842 
NAME HANSONKIRBY J. 
ADDRESS NOAA/AOML, RF 205 
SEA AIR INTERACTION -3 
15 RICKE4BACKER CAUSEWkY 
MIAMI, FLA. 33149 
GS=C ID 1107A-COOSB-C -AOOO 
TITLE REMOTE )ETECTIO4 OF OCEANIC EDDIES I T4E .ESSER 
PH4=E 305-361-5761 
ANTI..ES USING ERTS-A DATA 
NAME MAJL.GEORGE A. 
ADDRESS NOAA/ADML 
15 RICKENBACKER CAUSWAY 
MIAMI. FLA. 33149 
GSrC ID 1108A-COOSB-C -A000 
TITLE REMOTE SENSING 3F OCEAN CJRRENTS 
P1HNE 305-351-3361 
L_ 
w 
NAME SHARMA, G.D. 
ADDRESS INST. OF MARINE SCIENCE 
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA 
A 
FAIRBANKS. ALASKA 09701 
G =C ID I11OH-UNO3H-C -AO00 
TITLE SrA ICE C SORFACE WATER CIRCULATION, A.4S(<4 
PHONE 907-279-852B 
C3NTINENTk. SIEL = 
NAME MUENCH.RDBIN D.,DR. 
ADDRESS INST. OF MARINE SCIENCE 
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA 
FAIRBANKS. ALASKA 99701 
GS-C ID IltOI-UNOSH-C -AO00 
TITLE CIRCULATION Q 'RINCE #ILLIAM SOUND 
PH3NE 907-479-7745 
NAME BARNES. JAMES C. 
ADDRESS ENVIRONMENTAL RES.S TECHNOLOGY 
429 MARRETT ROAD 
LEXINGTON, MASS. 02173 
GS=C ID 1126A-PROSE-C -AOO0 
TITL= TO EVALUATE THE APPLICAr ION OF ERTS(A) )ATA FOR 
PHONE 617-862-1490 
DETECTING kND MAPPINS SEA ICE. 
NAME SZEKIELDA.KARLd-INZ.OR. 
ADDRESS COLLEGE OF MARINE STUDIES 
ROBINSON HALL 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE 
NEWARK, DELAWARE 19711 
GS:C ID 1172A-UNO5A-C -AO00 
TITLE DYNAMICS 0 PLANKTON POPJLATIONS 
PH3NE 
IN JNIELING AREAS 
302-730-1212 
NAME HUNTERRALPH E. 
ADDRESS U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
345 MIDDEFIELD RD. 
MENLO PARK. CA 94025 
GS-C Io 1183A-INO5H-C -DODO 
TIrLz MONITORING ;HANSING GEO.OGIC FEATURES A-ONS THE 
PH3NE 415-323-2508 
TEXAS SJLF COAST 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 5. MARINE RESOURCES AND 3FAN SURVEYS
 
NAME REIMNTTZEPK 
ADDRESS U.S.GELDGICAL SURVEY 
345 MIODLEFIELD RD. 
MENLO PARK, CAL IF. 04025 
GS'C 10 120A-INOSH-C 
TITLE STUDIES OF INNER 
ERTS-A 
-ADOO 
SHELF & 
PH)NE 415-323-2695 
COASTAL SEDIMENTATION ENVI )'JMENT OF SEAUF3RT SEA FROM 
NAME CARLSONPAUL R. 
ADDRESS U.SeGEO OGICAL SURVEY 
345 MIODLEr IELD Rf. 
MENLO PARKCALIF. 94025 
GS=C ID 1209A-INO3F-C -AODO 
TITLE SOURCES & OISPERSAL PATTERNS OF PART. 
OCEAN & HAWAIIAN ISLANDS 
4kTTER IN 
PH3NE 415-323-2612 
NEAASHOIE WATERS OF NE PAC. 
NAME STEVENSONWILI1AM H. 
ADDRESS NAT-L.MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE 
MISSISSIPPI TEST FACILITY 
SAY ST.LOUIS, MISS. 39620 
G,STC ID 1240A-COSA-C -ADOO 
TI LE INVESTI;ATIONS JSING BAIA FROM ERTS TO 
LIVING MARINE RESOURCES 
PHONE 601-688-3650 
)EVELOP AND IM'_EMENT UTILIZATION OF 
) 
NAME KEE.ROBLRT 
ADDRESS DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING DIV.U.S.NAVA. OCEANOGRAPHIC OFICE 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20390 
G$7C ID 1248A-DEOSB-C -0OO0 
TITLE DEVELOP IMPROVED TECHNIQUES FOR ACCJRArE 
PHONE 
PREDICTION O 
202-433-3752 
ICEAN CURRENTS 
NAME MAJGHANAUL M.,DR. 
ADDRESS EARTH SATELLITE CORP. 
1747 PENNSYLVANIA AVE.,N.tt. 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 2OOO 
GS=C ID 125SA-PROSA-C 
TITLE IMPROVE MENdAI)EN 
-AOOO 
FISHERY DETECTION 
PHJNE 202-223-8112 
PREDICTION USING ERTS-A 
NAME GRABAUWARREN F. 
ADDRESS U.S.ARMY ENGINEER 
WATERWAYS EX-. STATION 
P.O.BOX 631 
VICKSBURG. MISS. 3918O 
GS C ID 1281A-DEOSH-C -AOOO 
TIlt.S SEDIMENT PATTERN CORRELATIONS WITH INF.)W I 
PHONE 601-636-31l 
TIDAL ACTION 
(33203 
NAME MARSHALLHAROLD.OR. 
ADDRESS OLD DOMINION UNIVLRSITY 
RESEARCH WOUNDATION 
NORFOLK, VA. 23S50 
GS-C 1D 1299C-UNOSA-C -AOOO 
TITLE USE OF ERTS TO MORE FULLY JTILIZE F APP.Y 4ARINE 
PHONE 703-489-8000 
STATI4 DTA 
(413) 
NAME GAMAEMMANLIEL DS ALMEIDA 
ADDRESS COMISSAO NATIL.OF ATIVIDADCS 
ESPACIATS C.P. 515 
SAO JOSE DOS CAMPOS 
SAO PAULO, BRAZIL 
GS=C 10 13?6C-FO05G-C -0000 
TITLE DFVELOP MFT4OD 3F BATHYMETRIC STUDIES =1O 
PHONE 4866 
SATELLITE IMkGERY 
I6
(PRIMARY DISCIPINE 3 

PD: 5. MARINE RESOURCES AND OCEAN SURVEYS
 
PH4E 0811-5203-322
 
. GSC ED 1331A-=OOSH-C -0000 

ADDRESS GEOGRAPHISCHEN INSTITUT
 
NAME GIERLOFF-EMDEN,H.G.,0 

TITLE OCEANOGRAPHY OF NORTH & BALTIC SEAS. GE34ORPHOLOGY OF BISCAYA & AFRICA,
UNIVERSITAT MUNCHEN 

8000 MUNCHEN 2,LUISE4STR.37 SUBMARINE TOPOGRAPHY
 
WEST GERMANY
 
PHONE 203-244-2525
GS=C ID 1342E-INOSF-C -AO0 

ADDRESS US.G.S..W.R.D.
 
NAN RUGGLES,'RED H. 
WATER DYNAMICS CDr O.. ING SEDIET4r MOVEMENT + 'LUME P. 0. BOX 715 TITLE ESTUARIJE 6 COASTAL 
DEVELOPAENT IN -ONG ISLAND
HARTFORD, CT 06101 

PHONE 60-50-90
NAME BREMNES,OLE H. CS=C ED 1374A-FOOS--C -0000 

ADDRESS NORWEGIAN METEOROLOGICAL INST. 
TITLE STUDIES OF SEA ICE IN 3pITZBERGEN AREA F314ATION OF CJNVE:TION CLOUDS
 OSLO. NORWAY 

PHONE 613-994-9122
GS=C [0 I532A-FO05--C -AOOO 

ADDRESS DEPT. 

NAME ZUBRYCKY. WALTEP 
OF FISHFRIES f =3RESTRY 
= 
 INVESTIGTOI'S REOUIRE'ENTS
TIrtE EVALUATION 2F SUITABILITY O ERTS DATA FOR THE 
I... CARLING AVENUE 
OTTAWA, CANADA 
NO. 8 TFMPORARY BUILDING 

PHONE 533-32-13
GS C 10 1631D-FO0H-C -0000 

ADDRESS DIR.GEN.D OCEANOGRFAFIA Y
 
NAME VAZOUEZ.LT. A .M. * LA CER"A 
14 TIE MARINE =NVIRONMENT OF TIE VERACRUZ-
TITLE QUANTIFICATION JF 5EASONA. VARIATIONS 

HERMOSIL-O #16 

SENALAMIENTO APITIW) 

COATZACJAL AREA.
 
MEXICO 7, C.F.. MFXTC3 
PHJNE 302-738-1212
GSC ED 1654A-UNO5H-C -AOOO 

ADDRESS COtCGE 0 MARINE STUOIFS
 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE 

NAME KLEMAS.V., DR. 

TITLE APPLICATION OF ECOLOGICALGEOLOGICAL S OCEANOGRAPHIC ERTS-A IMAGERY TO
 
PLANNING
DELAWARE-S COASTAL RESOJRCES
NEWARK. DELAWARE 19711 

PHONE 907-479-7455J..OD. GS-C ID 19520-UNO5E-PA5-ONJO 

ADDRESS UNIV. OF ALASKA
 
GEOPHYSICAL INST. 

NAME STRINGERWILLIAM 
TITLE ERTS SLRVEY OF NFAR-SHORE ICE C rNDirIONSA.ONG THE ARCTIC COAST OF ALASKA
 
FAIRBANKS, ALASKA 9S701
 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE) 
PD: 6. METEOROLOGY 
NAME TSUCHIYAKIYOSI 
ADDRESS NASOA. I A OFFICE 
CITY NATIONAL FANK RL)G. 
605 S. OLIVE ST..SUITE 340 
LOS ANGELES. CA qOO14 
GS C ID 1022A-FODA-C -0000 
TITLE STUDY 0 MESOSCALE PHENOMENA, WINTER MO4SO3N 
Pt3)'E 
NAME LYONS.WALTCR A. DR. 
ADDRESS 3415 UNIVERSITY AVE. SE 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 5541 
GS = C ID 1220A-UNOSA-C -AOOO 
TITLE THE USE OF =IRTS-A SATELLITE DATA IN GREAT 
PH3JE 612-646-2724 
lAKES MESOMETEOROGICAL STUDIES 
NAME PERPIER.RAYMOND 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
METEOPOLOGICAL SERVICE 
1640 BOULEVARD CE LE'JTNTE 
QUEBEC 6. P.O., CANADA 
GS C I0 1 532F-OS 
TITLE USE 1W )CS 
STATIONS 
F-C -ADO0 
TO O'ERATE A 
PH3NE 
NETWORK OF REm3rE 4YDRO.OGIA. 
413-643-4S8$ 
AND CLIRTLf3lSA-
NAME KAHAN.ARCHIE M.,DR. 
ADDRESS U.S.D.I. 
BUREAU 0 RECLAMATION 
DENVER FEDFRAL CENTF BLDG. S7 
GS'C ID 1642A-IN05C-C -ROOO PIID'E 
TITLE MONITOR WEATHEP CONDITIONS FOR CLOUD SEEDIMG CONTROL 
303-234-2056 
(n OFNVER, COLO. 
8O225 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE) 
PD: 7. ENVIRONMENT 
NAME FONTANEL,ANDRE GS-C ID 10098-FOOTO-C -AOOO PH3ne 967-11-10 
ADDRESS INSTYTUT FRANCAIS DU -ETROE 
4 AVENUE DE 8OIS-PREAU TITLE OIL SLI:KS )ETE:TION.STJDY OF POLLUTANr5 
92 RUEIL-MALMAISON 
FPRANCE 
NAME MARUYASU,TAKAKAZU GSC ID 1021A-FO07H-C -0000 PHOnE 
ADDRESS INST OF INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE 
= = 
UNIVERSITY OF TOKYO TITLE INVESTISATION O THE ENVIRONMENTAL CHA3E 'ATTERN O JI'AN 
7-22-1 R3PPONGIM INATJ-KU 
TOKYO,JAPAN 
NAME PEDGLEY.O.E. GS'C ID 1032A-FOOVH-C -0000 PHONE 01-937-8191 
ADDRESS CENTRE FOR OVEPSEAS PEST RES. 
= 
COLLEGE HOUSE TITLE DETECTION 0 POTENTIAL LOCJST BREEDING SITES 
WRIGHTS LANE 
LONDON W8 SSJ, ENCLAND 
NAME YOST.EDWARDDR. GS'C ID 1070A-UNO7D-C -AOG0 PHONE 516-299-2292.93 
ADDRESS SCIENCE ENG'G. RbSEAR H GROUP 
L IC.Wo C POSTPOST C.TIC .NTEP TITLE SPATIALTA TEMPFRATURE MONITORINGFT OF COATA. WATER ENVIRONMENT OF NEW YORK 
0, LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY 
.4GREENVALE, N.Y. 11548 
NAME HORVATH. ROBERT GS=C ID 1079A-OTOD-C -DOOD PHONE 313-483-0500 (346) 
ADDRESS ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH1 INST. 
P. 0. BOX 618 TITLE CIL POLLUTION DETECTION. MONITORING AN) LAN ENFORCEMENT 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48107 
NAME WEZERNAK, DR. C.To GS=C ID 1081A-OTOD-C -AO00 PHONE 313-483-0500 216 
ADDRESS ENVIRONMENTAL PESEAPCH INST. 
P. 0. 9Ex tl8 TITLE APPLICATION OF REMOTE SENSING TO WATER 2UA.ITY MONITORING 
ANN ARBOR. 'IC-IGAN 49107 
NAME ANDERSON.JAMES H. .OP. GSC IC 111O-UNOTH-C -AO00 PHONE 907-479-716D 
ADDRESS INST. OF ARCTIC BIOL3OY 
JNIVERSITY OF ALASKA TITLE tDFNTIFICATION.DEFINITION & MAPPING OF rERRESTRIAL ECOSYSTEMS IN INTERIOR 
FAIRBANKS, ALASKA 90701 
NAME LENTPETER C. *R. GS'C ID IIIOG-UNOTH-C -AOOO PHONE 907-479-7673 
ADDRESS ALASKA COOP W ILDLIFE -ES. UNIT 
UNIVERSITY OF AlASKA TITi APPL.OF ERTS-A IMAGERY rO STUDY CARISOJ MOVEMENTS S WINTER DISPERSAL IN 
FAI RBANKS, ALASKA 99701 RFLATIO4 TO PREVAILING S NONCOVER 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE) 
PD: 7. EWIRONMENT 
NAME POLCYNM.ABIAN C. 
ADDRESS ENVIPONMENTA. RESEARCH INST. 
P. n. BOX 618 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48107 
GS-C I D 114A-OTOTM-C -AO00 
TITLE HYDROLWIC PROBLEMS OF LAKE 
PHJ4= 
ONTARIO BASIN FOR IF YGL 
313-483-0500 (216) 
NAME DEUTSCHMAN, DR. W.A. 
ADDRESS SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL 
OBSERVATORY 
60 GARDEN STRrET 
CAMURIDCE, MASS. 02135 
GS C ID 1128A-OTOTM- -AOOO 
TITLE PROGRAM FOR STUDIES CF IMAGES OF SHORT .IVED 
PHONE 
EVENTS 
617-864-7910 
NAME WARD,F. A. 
ADDRESS THE MITRE CORP. 
WESTGATE RESEARCH PAR< 
1820 DOL.EY MADISON BVD. 
MCLEAN. VA. 22101 
GS-C-ID 1200A-PRO?A-C -AO00 
TITLE NATIONWIDE ENVInNMENTAL INDICES FROM ERTS 
PHONE 703-893-3500 (2771) 
w.a 
CO 
NAME ST3ECKELaR.FPNEST G. 
ADDRESS MAINE STATE HIGHWAY DE'T. 
BOX 1208 
BANGOR, MAINE 04431 
GS-C ID 120SA-ST0TB-C -AOOO P4)'JE 207-942-4868 
TITLE DETECT13N AND MONITORING VEGETATION DA4AGE ASSOCIATED WITH HIGHWAYS kN) 
HIGHWAY FACILITIES 
NAME ROGERS, DR. FRNEST H. 
ADDRESS THE AEROSPACE COPPOP4TION 
P.O. BOX 95085 
LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 93345 
G5rC 1O 123OA-PROTA-C -AOOO 
TITLE REMOTE MAZE OrTECTION 
PHONE (213) 648-724. 
NAME ABEGGLEN.CAR. E. 
ADDRESS DIV. OF WILDLIF' 
BUR.OF FISHERIES & 
813 D STREET 
ANCHORAGE. AK 9qSSO 
'I-DLIFE 
GS=C IO 1235A-INO7K-C -AOOO 
TITLE EVALUATION 3F S'ACE ACQJIRED 
ALASKA 
DATA AS A rao. FOR 
PH)NE 907-265-2898 
MGMT. 3- WILDLIFE HA3ITS IN 
NAME GRIGGS.MICHACI.CR. 
ADDRESS SCIENCE APPLICATIONS, INC. 
1250 PROSPECT STREET 
P.O.HOX 2351 
LA JOLt A. CALIF. q2037 
GS=C ID 1245A-PROA-C 
TITLE DETERMINATION 0 = 
-AOD 
AEROSOL CONTENT IN TIE 
PHONE 
ATOSPHERE FROM 
714-459-0211 
ERTS-A DATA 
NAME MCGINNIES.WILLIAM G. 
ACDRESS OFFICE OF ARID I ANDS STUDIEC 
UNIVERSITY OF AR17ONA 
1201 E. SPEEDWAY 
TUCSON, ARIZONA 8721 
GS=C ID 250A-UNOTA-C -AOO0 
TITLE A STUDY TO EXPLJRE THE JSE 
PtANT DISTRIBUTION 
PHNE 602-884-1955 
OF ORBITAL REMOTE SENSING TO DETERMINE NATIVE ARID 
(PRIMkRr )ISCIPLINE' 
PD 7. ENVIRONMENT 
NAME NELSONHARVEY K. 
ADDRESS BUR.OF SPORT FISH.& WI-DLIPE 
NOsPRAIRIE WILDL [IFE RES. CTR. 
P. 0. BOX 1747 
JAMESTOWN. N.D. 58401 
GSrC ID IZSSA-INOTK-C -AO00 
TITLE UTILIZATION O = ERTS-A SYSTEM 
BIRD HA3[TAT' 
FOR APPRAI3ING 
PH3IE 
CHANGES 1-4 
701-252-6152 
ONTINENTAL WIGRATORY 
NAME HIDALGOJOHN U. 
ADDRESS ENG. SCIENCES ENVIRON. 
TULANF UNIVERSITY 
6823 ST.CHARLES AVE. 
NEN ORLEANS. LA. 701%B 
CFNTER 
GSzC ID 1295A-UN07C-C 
TITLE PRELIM. STU)Y 0-
ERTS 
-AOOO 
LAKE PONTCHARTRAIN ; 
PHJNE S04-865-4183 
JICI*TY USING RE43TELY SENSED )ATA FROM 
NAME ANDERSON, DR. DUWAYNE M. 
ADDRESS OFFICE OF POLAR PROGRAMS 
NAT'L SCIENCE FOUNDATION 
1800 G STRFET, N.W. 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20550 
GS-C ID 1298A-DEO7M-C -AOOD 
TITLE ARCTIC S SUBARCTIC ENVIRONMENTAL ANAYSIS 
PH3NE 603-643-3200 
JTILIZING EqrS-A IMAGERY 
294-8 
L. 
to 
NAME COPELAND,G. E..DR. 
ADDRESS OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY 
RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
DEPT. OF GEOPHYSICAL SCIENCES 
NORFOLK. VA. 23508 
GS-C ID 1299A-UNO7A-C -AOOO 
TITLE CORRELATION OF SATELLITE a GROUND DATA IN 
RHINE 
AIR POLLUTI34 
703-489-8000 
STUDIES 
(413) 
NAME YUNGHANS.R. 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF ENVIRON. PP3TCCTION 
STATE OF NEW JERSTY 
P.D. BOX 1390 
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 05626 
GS'C ID 1304A-STOTI-C -AOOO 
TITLE TIDAL & OCEAN CJRRENT DATA 
PROTECTION 
FOR MANAGE'EJT ; 
PHJE 
PLANNINS 3= 
609-292-2938 
N.J. DEPT. O' ENVIR. 
NAME ROGERS.ROBFRT H..CR. 
ADDRE55 BENDIX AEROSPACE SYS. DIV. 
3300 PLYMOUTH ROAD 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48107 
GS'C [D 1309A-PRO73-C -AOOO 
TITLE DETERMINE UTILITY OF ERrS ro DETECT & 
PHONE 
MONITOR AREA 3T1I' 
313-665-7766 
MINING & RECLAMATION 
NAME LONECHARLFS H.,DR. 
ADDRESS DEPT.OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
TUCSON. ARIZ. 85721 
GS'C ID 1327A-UNO7H-C -AOOO 
TIrTLE DESERT PLANT SPECIES IDENTIFICATION BY SPECTRAL 
RHDNE 602-884-3187 
SIGNATLIES 
NAME JAIN, R. K., DR. 
ADDRESS U.S. ARMY CORPS OF E'I G. 
RESEARCH LASORATORY 
P.O. BOX 4005 
CHAMPAIGN. ILLINOIS 61820 
GS'C ID I41A-D$EOTE-C 
TITLE EVALUATE E"=ECTS 
& ECClrnY 
-AOOO 
OF CONSTRUCTION & STASED 
PH3NE 217-352-6511 
=ILLING 3F RESERVOIRS ON E'VIR3NMENT 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE) 
PD: 7. ENVIRONMENT 
NAME GULLENTOPS, F.. PROF. 
ADDRESS INST.VCOR AARDWETENSCHAPPEN 
DEPT.GEOMORPHOLOGY 
RED INGSTRAAT 16 BIS 
3000 LEUVEN, BELGIUM 
GS'c ID 1407C-FOOD-C -0003 
TITLE STUDY 0- NORTH SEA 
PH3E 015/31254 
NAME MACLEOD,NORMAN 
ADDRESS BIOLOGY DEPT. 
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 
MASS. F NEE. AVES..N. . 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20015 
GS'C ID 1502A-UN0?M-C 
TITLE ERTS IN'ORMNTI4 
MANAGEMENT 
-AOOO 
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT FBi POTOMAC 
PH3J 
RIVER 
202-686-2177 
3kSId NATURAL RESOURCE 
NAME GILBERTSON,1. P. 
ADDRESS SPECTRAL AFRICA (IPTY).LTD. 
P.O. BOX 2 
RANDFONTEIN 
SOUTH AFRICA 
GS=C ID 1577A-FOOE-C 
-ROOO 
TITLE MONITER GROWTH 3R DECLINE OF VEGETAIJ'q ON MINE 
PH3NE 
DUM'S 
663-2211 
L. 
NAME COULBOURN, W.C. 
ADDRESS GRJMMAN ECOSYSTEMS COR'ORATION 
BETHPAGC. NEW YORK 11714 
GS=C ID 1589A-PROTD-C -AOOO 
TITLE DETERMIJE TAE BOUNDARIES 
INFO CAJ BE EXTRACTED 
0 
= 
A/C & S/C 
PHD'E 
2%TA WITHIN WHI:I 
516-575-2473 
USEFUL WATER OUA.ITY 
NAME ROGERSROBFRT H.,DR. 
ADDRESS EARTH RESOURCES DIPE.CTRATE 
BENDIX AEROSPACE SYS. DIV. 
ANN ARBOR. MICH. 4817 
dS=C ID 1598A-PROC-C -AOOO PHONE 313-665-7765 
TITLE UTILIZATION OF ERTS(A) DATA TO MONITOR AND CLASSIFY EJTIOP4ICATION 0 
= 
LAKES 
INLAND 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 8. INTERPRETATION TECHNIQUES DEVELOPMENT
 
NAME FONTANEL, ANDRE GS'C ID IO0O9D--OO3A-C -AO00 PH)NE 
ADDRESS INSTITUT FRANCAIS DU ETROLE 
4 AVENUE DE SOS-PREAJ TITLE ANALOG AND DIGITAL INFORMATION EXTRACTI3N TECHNIQUES 
92 RUEIL-MALMAISON 
FRANCE 
GS=C ID 1033A-FOOSA-C -0000 PH3IE 01-589-0026
NAME BICKMOREOAVID P.,DR. 
ADDRESS EXPERIMENTAL CARTOGRA'H UNIT 
6A. CROMNELL PLACE TITLE PATTERNS IN GEO-SCIFNCE & ENVIRDNMENTA. )ATA 
LONDON,S.W.7. ENCLAND 
NAME CLAYTONKEITH M. GS-C ID 103SA-FOOSG-C -0000 PH3NE NO-56161
 
ADDRESS SCHOOL OF ENVIRCNMENTAL SCI. 
UNIV.OF EAST ANGLIA TITLE COMPUTFq SYSTEM TO MONITOR & GENERA-IZEBY AREAS.DATA 34 PRECISION IMAGERY 
NORWICH NOR 88C.ENGLAND 
-AOOO 
0
H34E 317-749-2052
NAME HOFFERROGER.DR. GS-C ID 1040A-UNOBG-C 

ADDRESS LARS/PURDUF
 
1'20 POTTER DRIVE TITLE INTErDISCIPLINARY EVALUATION OF ERTS FOR C3LD.MTN. ENVIRONMENTS USING ADP
 
WFST LAFAYFTTE, IND. 47906 TECHNIOJES
 
NAME HARALICK.ROOERT 4. GS=r ID IO6OA-UNOSG-C -AOOO PHONE 913-864-3542 
ADDRESS UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS 
IRVING HILL RD- WEST CAMPUS TITI- USE OF EATJRE EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES FSq THE TEXTURE AN) CONTEXT IN=ORMATION IN 
LAWRENCE. KANSAS 66044 ERTS IMGERY 
NAME HARALICKROPTQT M. GS'C ID 1060e-UNOSA-C -AOOO PHONE 913-354-3542
 
ADDRESS UNIVERSITY Or KANSAS
 
IRVING HILL RD., WEST CAMPUS TITLE !NTFRPRETTATION AND AUTOMATIC IMAGE ENHanCE4ENT 'ROCESSING rACILIT
 
LAWRENCE, KANSAS 66044
 
NAME DAVISJOHN C. Gq=C ID 106OH-UNO8A-C -AOOO PHONE 913-864-4991 
ADDRESS KANSAS GEOLOGICAL SIRVEY 
JNIVEPSITY Or KANSAS TITLE CONSTRU:T A MAP OF SUR=ICIAL GEOLOGY T) SEARCH FOR -AlSE-SCALE SPATIkL GROUND 
LAWRENCE, KAN. 66044 PATTERNS
 
NAME YOST. DR. EDWARD GS=C ID 1069A-UNOSE-C -AOOO PHONE 516-299-2292.3 
ADDRESS SCIENCE ENG'G. RESEARZH GROUP 
C°. POST CENTER TITLE CORRELATE I SITV REFLECTANCE SPECTRA MITI AGRIA.LAND USE DATA 6 CORRELATE BOTH 
ILONG ISLAND UNIV. WITH SPACE ACQUIRED IMAGERY 
GREENVALE, N.Y. 11949 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
PD. 8. INTERPRETATION TECHNIlUES 3EVELOPMENT 
NAME GRAMENOP2ULOS,NICHOLAS GS=C ID 1074A-PR03A-C -AO0 	 PHDNE 617-276-3435 
ADDRESS 	ITEK CORP.
 
10 MAGUIRE ROAD TITLE AUTOMATED TIEMATIC MAPPING AND CHANGE )ETECTION OF ERTS-A IMAGES
 
LEXINGTON. MASS. 02173
 
NAME GRYBECK.OONALDOR. GS=C I0 11IOK-UNO3G-C -AO00 PH3'E 907-479-7565
 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF GFOLOGY
 
JNIVERSITY OF ALASKA TITLE ERTS DATA AS A TEACHING S RESEARCH T30. 14 THE DEPTe 3F GELOGY
 
FAIRBANKS, ALASKA q97O1
 
NAME MALILA. W.A. G:SrC ID 1136A OTO3A-C -AOOO PH3NE 313-483-0500 317 
ADDRESS ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH INST. 
P. 0. BOX 618 TITIF IMAGE FNHANCEME4T , ADVANCED INFORMTI3 EXTRACTION TECMNIUES FOR SATELLITE 
ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN 45107 MSS DAT 
NAME THOMSON, FPCD J. GS-1: ID tI37A-OTOBF-C -DOO PH2NE 313-483-0500 216 
ADDRESS ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH INST. 
. , 0. BOX 616 TITLE DETERMINATION 0- ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON THE PERFORMAnCE OF SPECTRAL PATTERN 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48107 RECOGNITION DEVICES 
To 
NAME SPeNCERtDONALD J. DR. GS=C ID 1153A-PROBD-C -AO00 	 PH3NE 213-536-1407
 
ADDRESS 	TRW SYSTEMS GROUD
 
ONE SPACE PARK TITLE ERTS IMAGE DATA COMPRESSION TECHNIQOUE EA.JATION
 
REDONDO BEACH. CALIF. 90278
 
NAME TABER,JOHN E. G=C ID 1154A-PROBB-C -AOOO PHOE 213-536-2335
 
ADDRESS TRW SYSTEMS GROLP
 
= 
ISPACE PARK TITLE EVALUATION 0 I[GITAL CORRECTION TECHNIOUES FOR ERTS !MAGES
 
REDONDO PrACH.CAL IF. 00278
 
NAME SERNSTEIN.RA.PH G§=C ID 1161A-PROSA-C -AO00 	 PH3OE 301-840-7043
 
ADDRESS 	FMERAL SYS. DIV.
 
IBM CORP. TITLE ALL-DIGITAL PROCESSING OF ERTS IMAGES
 
18100 FREDERICK PIKE
 
GAITHERSBURG, MD. 20763
 
NAME BODENHEIMER.ROBERT E.,DR. GS'C ID 1162F-UN03G-C -AOOD PHONE 615-974-2291
 
ADDRESS UNIV. OF TENNFSSEE
 
KNOXVILLE, TENN. 37915 TITLE ERTS-A IMAGERY INTERPRETATION TECHS. IN TENN. VALLEY
 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 6. INTERPRETATION TECHNIQUES DEVELOPMENT
 
NAME SWANLUND.GEORGE 0. 
ADDRESS HONEYWEL.INC. 
2600 RIDGWAY ROAD 
MINNEAPOLIS. MN. 55413 
GS-C ID 1257APROA-C -AO00 PHIVE 612-331-4141 
TITLE AUTOMATIC PAOTOINTERPRETATION FOR LAND JSE MANAGEMENT 14 MINNESOTA 
(4093) 
NAME GOETZ.A.F.H.,DR. 
ADDRESS 183-501 
JET PROPULSION LAB 
PASADENA, CALIF. 91103 
GS=C ID 1308A-PROG-C -AO00 
TITLF APPL.OF ERTS & EREP IMAGES TO 
BOUNDARY IN ARIZ. 
PH'4E 213-354=325* 
GEOL.INVEST.DF BASIN S flGEmCOLD.PLATEAU 
NAME COLWELL.ROBERT N..DR. 
ADDRESS SPACE SCIENCE LAB 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFO;NIA 
BERKELEY, CALIF. 94720 
GS:C ID 1317G-UNOA-C 
TfTLE DIGITAL HANDLING 
-AO00 
& PROCESSING OF ERTS-A DATA 
PHONE 415-642-2395 
C--
NAME SEREBRFNYSIDNEY M. 
ADDRESS STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
333 RAVENSOOD AVE. 
MENLO PARK. CALIF. 94925 
GS-C ID 13428-PROA-C 
TiT1F TIME--LA'SE DATA 
-AOO 
PROCESSING FOR DYNAMIC 
PHDNS 415-326-6200 
4YD*DLOGIC CDM3ITIONS 
(3019) 
NAME ROSSDONALD S. 
ADDRESS INTERNATIONAL IMAGING SYSTEMS 
510 LOGUt AVENUE 
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF. 94022 
GSrC ID 1538A-PRO3F-C -AO00 
TITLE PROPOSAL FOR OCEAN WATER 
PHONE 415-968-6137 
COLOR ASSESSMENT FROM ERTS-A 13V S MSS IMASERY 
NAME LYGN4PONALD J. P. 
ADDRESS SCHOOL OF EARTH SCIENCZS 
STANFORD UNIVrRSITY 
STANFORD, CALIF. 94305 
GS=C ID 1637A-UNOF-C -AGO 
TITLE MULTISPECTRAL SIGNATURES 
SAMPLING APPROACH 
IN RELATION T3 
PHONE 415-497-2747 
GROUND CONT13- SIGNATURES USING NESTED-
NAME SWANLUNDGFORGE D. 
ADDRESS HONEYWFLL. INC. 
2600 RIDSWAY ROAD 
MINNEAPO-IS, MN. 55413 
GSFC 1D 1647A-PROSA-C -AGOO 
TITLE DEVELOP AUTOMATIC METHODS 
ANALYSIS 
TO INTERPRET 
PHONE 612-331-4093 
'AE S A/C IMSERY FOR VEGETATION 
NAME ROGERS.ROBERT H., nP. 
ADDRESS THE BENCIX CORPORATION 
AEROSPACE SYSTEMS nIVISION 
3300 PLYMOUTH ROAD 
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 43107 
GS-C ID 1655A-PRO3F-C 
TITLE INVESTISATIN 0 
EFFECTS 
-AOO0 
TECHNIQU3S FOR CORRECTING ERTS 
PHONE 
DATA -O 
313-665-7766 
SOLAR AND ATMOSPHERIC 
(PRIMARf DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 8, INTERPRETATION 
TECHNIOUES OEVCLOPMCNT
 
NAME CARTMILL,ROeEPT H.,D 
. GS-C 10 1665A-NA03G-C 
-AO00 
 PHVJI 601-688-4220
ADDRESS EARTH RESOURCFS LAIIORATORY

MISSISSIPPI TEST FACIITY 
 TITLE SATELLITE REMOTE 
SENSING & AUTOMATIC DATA TECHNICUES r31 CHAPACTERIZATrOI4 OF
BAY ST. -OLTIS, MISS. 39520 
 WVTLANOS & COASTAL MARSHLANDS 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE) 
PD: 9. SENSOR TECHNOLOGY 
NAME DANKO. J3HN N. 
ADDRESS RCA ASTRO-ELECTRONICS DIV. 
P.O. BOX ROD 
PRINCETON, N. J. C8S40 
GS=C ID I169A-PROA-C -AO00 
TITLE METEORO.-OGICAL JTILITY OF HIGH RESOLJT[JN 
PH34E 
MULTI-SPECTRk. 
609-448-3400 
DkTA 
2320 
NAME KRIEGER.R. L. 
ADDRESS NASA, WALLOPS STATION 
WALLOPS ISLAND, VA. 23337 
GS=C ID IISA-NAO9-C -DOO 
TITLE USE OF ERTS IN THE CHESAPEAKE BAY REGI34 
PHONE 703-824-3411 
NAME PAULSON.RICNARD W. 
ADDRESS U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
MAIL STOP 467 
RESTON. VA 22092 
GS'C ID 121OA-IN09B-C -ROOD 
TITL 
= PFPFCRMNNCE OF THE ERTS DATA COLLECTIOq 
PHONE 703-860-6057 
SYSTEM IN A T3TkL SYSTEM CONTEXT 
L. 
NAME SLATER.PHILIP N.,DR. 
ADDRESS OPTICAL SCIENCES CENTER 
JNIVERSITY OF ARIZON4 
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721 
GS=C ID 1ISSA-UNO9-C -AO00 
TITLE EVALUAT[ON OF ERTS IMAGE SENSOR SDATIA-
PHNE 
RESOLUTION I4 
602-684-4242 
HOT2GRAPHIC =ORM 
Ul 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
PD 10. MULTIDISCIPLINARY PESJURCES SURVEY
 
NAME KATILIJOHN A..DR. 
ADDRESS INDONESIAN INST. OF SCIENCES 
DJL. TEU<U TJIK DITITf 43 
DJAKARTA. INDONESIA 
GS'C Io 10048-FOIC-C 
-0000 
TITLE REMOTE SENSING ;TUDY OF THE BARETO RIVE 
PH3E 475-87 
BASIN AND BA1T 
NAME WvLBY.CHARLES W. 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF GEOSCIENCES 
NORTH CAROLINA STATE JNIV. 
P.OD. BOX 5966 
RALEIGH, N.C. 276C7 
GS-C ID IOISA-UNIOB-C 
TITLE USE 0 = ERTS-A IN 
IN N.CAROLINA 
-ROO0 
GEOLOGICAL 
PHONE 919-755-2212 
EVALUATIONRESIONAL PLANINSGFJREST MGT.r WATER MGT. 
NAME MCMURTRYGEOPGE J..DR. 
ADDRESS 220 ELECTRICAL ENG-Q'ING WEST 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
JNIVERSITY PARK 
PENNSYLVANIA 16802 
GS-C ID 1082A-UNIOC-C 
-AOOO 
TITLE SUSQ.EHkNNA RIVER BASIN STUDY USING ERTS-A DATA 
PHONE 814-865-9753 
t 
NAME ALTENSTA)TERJAMES D. 
ADDRESS COCHISF CO. PLANNING DIRECTOD 
P.O. DRAWER AC 
GISBEE, ARIZONA E5603 
GS C ID 10OA-STI3C-C 
-DOO 
TITLE PPOPOSA., FOR INVESTIGATION USING DATA ' O' 
PHONE 
ERTS-A 
602-432-5162 
NAME BE-ON.ALBFPT E. 
ADDRESS GEOPHYSICAL INSTITUTE 
UNIVERSITY 0 ALASKA 
FAIRBANKS, ALASKA 99701 
GS-C ID IIIOA-UN1)S-C 
-AOOO 
-H)ME 
TITLE COORD f EST. OF CENTRAL FACIL. 1 SERVICES z3R UNIV. 3 = 
ALASKAN ENVIRON. 
907-479-7516 
kLASKA ERTS SJqVEY D 
NAME HENRYHAPOLD R..DR. 
ADDRESS UNIVERSITY OF ALABAMA 
P. o. RxX 1468 
UNIVERSITY. ALA. 35486 
GS'C ID 1271A-UNIOB-C 
-AOOO 
TITLE INVESTISATION USING DATA IN ALA. FROM EITS-A 
PH3NE 205-348-6550 
NAME FISHER,N.H.,DP. 
ADDRESS BUREAU MINERAL RESOURCES 
CANBERRA A.C.T. 
AUSTRALIA 
GS 2 C ID 1303A-FOIOA-C 
-0000 
TITLE MULTIDISCIPLINE STUDY OF EARTH RESOJRCES 
GUINEA 
:) 
PHONE 
AUSTRALIA. 
062-499111 
ANA CTICA. PAPU & NEW 
NAME SVENSSON.HARALDODR. 
ADDRESS DEPT.OF PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 
UNIVERSITY OF LUNO 
SOLVEGATAN 13 
3-22362 LUND, SWEDEN 
GS=C ID I306A-=OIC-C 
-0000 
TITlE EVAL. O DATA urIITY FZR EARTH SCIENCES 
PH)4E 046/124IOO/476 
FROM METHODICk- P)INT OF VIEW 
(PRIMARY- DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 10. MULTIDISCIPLINARY RESOURCES SURVEY
 
PH'JE 0511-64-68-396

-OD0
GS=C ID 1328A-FOIO0-C
NAME BANNERT. DIETERDR. 

ADDRESS GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF F.R.G.
 IN CENTRAL EUR2PE
TITLE MULTIDISCIPLINARY GEOSCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTS 
ALFRED-BENTZ-HAUS 

POSTFACH 4
 
3 HANNOVER-BUCHHOLZ. GERMANY
 
PH3E 63281
GS'C ID 1369A-FOIOC-C -0000
NAME GARCIALUISDR. 

IAGS
ADDRESS HO. U.S. ARMY. TECTONIC 
RES.6 LNND-JSE IN SOIL FROS.,DEFICIT*E)F3RESTS FL33)S.GE3LOGIC MAP.& 
TiTUE 

STRUCTURE DELINEATION
 
FOR. EROS GUATEMALA 

APO NEW YORK. N.Y. 09827 

PHONE 46-49-60
GS=C ID 1378A-FOIOC-C -0000NAME SKULBERGOLAV M. 

ADDRESS ROYAL NOR.COUNCIL-SCI.& IND.RS
 
WATER RES. TITLE MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDY
NORWEGIAN ENST.FOR 
GAUSTADALLEEN 25. BLIADERM
 
OSLO 3. NORWAY
 
Pm24! 202-529-6000 (259) 
JEAN-Ct AUDEIDR . GS=C I0 1524A-FOIDC-C -0000NAME THOMAS. 

ADDRESS GEOGRAPHY DEPT.
 TITLE EPTS DATA ANALYSIS OF RHONE DELTAL. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY 
I WASHINGTON. n.C. 20017 
-J
 
PH3NE 34-7498(2656)
GSrC ID 1528A-POI2C-C -0000 NAME DOMINGUEZ.OSCAR, DR. 

ADDRESS INTA-INSTITUTO NACIONAL DE
 
TECHNOLOGIA AGAOPECUARIA 
 TITLE AGRICULTURAL-LIVESTOCK 
STJ)IES
 
CHILE 460
 
BUENOS AIRFS, ARCENTINA
 
PHJN= 613-993-3350
G=C ID 1532H-DIOA-C -X000
NAME MORLEY.L. W.. R 

ADDRESS DEPT.OF FNFRGYMINES r RES.
 
SrUDY TO 'ROVIDE ECONOMIC S EFFEcrIVE INFO Sys TO RESPOND RAPI)-Y TO
 CENTRF FOR RCMOTL SFNSING TITLE PILOT 
 = 

NEEDS 0 RES. & ENVIRON.
2464 SHEFFIELD RD. 

OTTAWA, CANADA
 
PH)4E 916-445-4422
GS=C 1O 1535A-STIOB-C -0000 
NAME DAVISA. EARL 

ADDRESS THE RESOURCES ACENCY
 
TITLE STUDY CDMBTNING RES.& USE OF ERrS-A,SKVA3 £ SUPPORT. A/C DATA FOR M3RE EFF.
 1416 9TH ST.,CM.1311 

RESOURCE MGMT.
SACRAMENTOCALIF. 95314 

PHOqE
GS=C ID 1564A-FO10A-C -0000
NAME HOSSAINANWAR, DR. 

ADDRESS PLANNING COMMISSION
 
TITLE AGRICULTURE & WkTER 
RESOURCE DEVELO4Eqr
DACCA, BANGLADESH 

(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 10. MULTIDISCIPLINARY RhS1URCES SURVEY
 
NAME OTTERMAN,JOSEPH 
 GS:C ID 1568A-FOIOA-C 
-ROOD 
 PHDNE
 
ADDPESS C/O GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CNTR.
 
CODE 910 
 TITLF MUL TIDISCIPLINARY USES IN ISRAEL
 
GREENBELT, MD 20771
 
NAMt FISCHNICIO. E., OR. 
 GSC ID ISO3A-FOIoD-C 
-0000 
 PH3E 5797/3461

ADDRESS UNITED NATIONS FAD
 
VIA DELLE TEPMI DI CAflCAtIA TITLE 
 USE OF ERTS-A DATA FOR FAD INTEGRATED qESJJRCE SURVEYS
 
00100 ROME. ITALY
 
NAME EBTEHADJKHCSRC, DR. 
 GS C ID 16OQA-FOIOA-C 
-0000 
 PH)E 883-429

ADDRESS 	THE PLAN ORGANIZATION
 
GOVERNMENT O IRAN 
 TITlE IRANIAN PARTICI'ATION IN 
ERTS-A EXPERIMENTS
 
KOOSHK
 
TEHRAN, 	IRAN
 
NAME MALAND. G-.DR. 
 GS7C ID 1616A-FOIDA-C 
-0000 
 PH34E 74-6011 3448U ADDRESS CHIEF RFSEARCH OFFICER 
PHYSICAL RESFARCH LAI TITLE MULTIDISCIPAINARY 
PROPOSAL FOR OARTICIrI%4 IN ERTS-%
 
P. 0. BOX 395
 
0O 
 PRETORIA, SOUTH AFRICA
 
NAME SABHASRISANGA. DR. 
 GS:C ID 1620A-=OIOA-C 

-0000 
 PHONE 791121-30
 
ADDRESS NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
 
196 PHAHOLYOTHIN ROAD 
 TItLE ASSESSMENT 2F UTILITY '_ ECONOMY OF ERTS 
DATA IN 	PLANNING G DEVELOPMENT r
BANGKOK 	9, THAILAND 
 MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES
 
NAME KONATE,MAMADU 
 GS-C ID 1626A-FO1OA-C 
-0000 
 PH)ME 23B-21
 
ADDRESS 	DEPT. 
OF MINES & EOLIGY
 
MIN.OF IND.DEV. S 
PUBIC WORKS TIli E DELIr-ATE NATURAL RESOURCES 
CHARACTERISrIcs & THEIR 
TEI4ORAL & SPATIkL C-IANGES
 
KOJLOUUA. BAMKO
 
REPUBLIC OF MALI
 
NAME VACAtJORGE F. HINOJSSA 
 GS C ID 163IG-FOIDC-C 
-0000 
 PHONE 5-78-10-61
 
ADDRESS COM.DE 
ESTUDIOS DEL TERR.NAC.
 
DE'ART.OE FOTOINTERDlETACION 
 TITL COMPREHE'NSIVE STUDY OF LFON-OUERETARO 
 rEA
 
SAN ANTONIO ABAD 124
 
MEXICO D.F.. MEXICO
 
NAME HEPWORTH.J. V., DR. 
 GS'C ID 1643A-FOIDC-C 

-AOOO 
 PHONE 32?
 
ADDRESS 	GEO. SURVEY & MINES DEPT.
 
PRIVATE BAG 14 = 
TITLE AN ASSESSMENT O THE VALUE OF SATELLITE 
PH)TOS IN RESOURCE EVALUATIJN 3N A
 
LOOATSE. BOTSWANA 
 NATIONA. SCALE
 
PD? 10. MULT4DISCIPLINARY RESOURCES SURVEY 
NAME OMINO.J. H. 0. GSrC ID 165SA-FOIOA-C 
ADDRESS MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
P. 0. BOX 30126 TITLE PARTICIPATION IN 
NAIROBI. KENYA 
(PRIMARY 
-0000 
ERTS-A PROGRAM 
DISCIPLINE) 
PH3JE 23411 2555 
NAME MINNEY.ORVAL H. 
ADDRESS DEPTeOF ENVIRON.RESOURCES 
BOX 1467 
HARRISBURG. 'A. 17120 
GS-C ID 1699A-STIO8-AO-OXOD 
TITLE STATE U- PENNSY.VANIA INTERIM ERTS PROGRAM 
PHONE 717-787-8137 
L, 
0 
LANDSAT FOLLOW-ON INVESTIGATORS
 
51preceding paebl 
j--5 1/52 
26 
c 
U 

CST 
Co 
co
 
(PRIIARY DISCIPINE)
 
PD: 1. AGRICULTURE/FOPFSTRY/RANGE RESOURCES
 
NAME #IEGAND.CRAIG L.D.R. GS'C ID 20040-AGOLA-P:I-OYJO PH3ME 512-968-5533 
ADDRESS AGRI. RESEARCH SERV.,USDA 
P.O. BOX 267 TITLE SOILWATER.AND VEGETATION CONDITIONS IN SOJTH TEXAS
 
WESLACOtTEXAS 78596
 
NAME RCOOSE.JOHN W..DR. GS=C ID 20540-UNOIC-PCI-OYJO 
 PHO4 713-845-5422
 
ADDRESS TEXAS A04 UNIV.
 
REMOTE SENSING CTP. 
 TITLE REGIONA MONITORING OF THE VERNAL AONA4:E'iEJT & RETR3GtDATION OF NAT. 
TEAGUE BLDG. VEGETATION IN TIE G PLAINS CORRIDOR
 
COLLEGE STATION.TX. 77843
 
NAME NAEPKARICHARD F. GSrC ID 2062L"OTOIA-P31-OYJO PH0NE 313-994-1200 243 
ADDRESS ERIM 
P. O. DOX 618 TIrLE PROPOSA_ TO MAKE WHEAT 'RODUCTI3N FORE=ASTS USING EqTS AND A/C REMOTE SENSING 
ANN ARBOR. MI 48107 DATA 
NAME BAJERMARVIN E.,DR. GS'C 1D 21330-UNOIA-P:I-OYJO 'H34E 317-749-2052 

ADDRESS PURDUE UNIV.,LARS

1220 POTTER DRIVE TITLE CROP IOEPNTI=ICArION AND ACREAGE ESTIMkrTON OVER A LARGE GEOGRAPHIC AREA USING
 
WEST LAFAYETTE. INDIANA 47906 ERTS MSS DATA
 
NAME WIGTON.WILLIAM H. GS=C ID 22780-AGOLA-PkI-DNJF PHONE 202-447-3131
 
ADDRESS U.S.D.A.-5R5
 
R&D BRANCH--S. eLDG. TITLE AREA SAAPLING FRAME CONSTRJCTIOq FOR A4 AGRICULTURA. IN=ORMATION SYSTEM WITH
 
WASHINGTON.DC. ?0230 ERTS-8 )ATA
 
NAME ALDRICHROSERT 
C. GS-C ID P306A-AGOIB-Pkl-3YJD 
 PHOqE 8-323-5211
 
ADDRESS ROCKY MOUNTAIN FOREST AND
 
RANGE EXPERIMENT STATION 
 TITLE MONITORING FOREST (AND RANGE) RESOURCES WITH ERTS-B AND SU'PORTING &IRtRAFT
 
240 WEST PROSPECT STREET IMAGERY
 
FT. COLLINS, CD S0521
 
NAME COUWELI.ROBERT N..OP. GS=C ID 2320B-?NOIF-Pkl-ONJO PHONE 415-642-5170
 
ADDRESS SPACE SCIENCES LAB.
 
JNIV. OF CALIFORNIA TITLE A STATESIDE INVENTORY OF CALIFOINIA'S IRRIGATED LANDS BASED ON ERTS-B AND
 
BERKELEY,CA. 94720 
 SUPPORTING NIRCRA=T DATA
 
NAME RENTLEY.R. GORDON GSZC ID 23750-INO1C-P-OYJO PHONE 8-234-5677 
ADDRESS BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
BLDG.5D.DENVER FEDERN_ CTP. TITLE FEASIBIITY OF MONITORING GROWTH OF E-HEMERAL AND 'ElENIA. RANGE FORAGE PLANTS 
DENVER. -0 80225 AND EFFECTS OF GRAZING MGir. 
250 
(PRIMAR? DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: I. AGRICULTURE/FOPFSTRY/R;NGE RESOURCES
 
NAME GARUTI,HJMBERTO C. 
ADDRESS S.AGRICULTURA Y G-SENS3RES RTS 
PASEG COLON 974 ­ 3 0=.150 
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTIA 
GS-C ID 27960-FOOIA-P)O-OYOO 
TITLE AGRICULrURA. SURVEY: CROP IDENTIFICATIrN. 
PH3'E 33751! 
DUANTIFICATI)4 A4DI CENSUS 
NAME OMINOJOAB.H. 0. 
ADDRESS MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESEARCH 
P.O. BOX 30126 
NAIROBI. KENYA 
GS=C ID 27990-=OOIC-Pkl-OYJO PH34E 
TITLE THE DEVEL 
0 
MENT O= METH3DS FOR 3JANTIFYI'G '4ULTISPECTR. 
USE IN RANGELAN) HABITAT MONITOR 
NBI 28411 
SATELLITE 
2555 
I&;3ES FOR 
NAME JACKSON.A.A. 
ADDRESS NATIONAL UNIVERSITY 3-
ROMA, LESOTHO 
LESOTHO 
GS=C ID 28090-FOOIA-Pk-OYJO 
TITLE NATURAL RES3URCES RESEARCH & DE ELOMEJr I 
PHON4 7662-20t 
LESOTHO JSIJG ERTS IMAGERY. 
495 
L. 
I 
SIBADAN, 
NAME DO$,TOM 
ADDRESS HIGH FOREST DEVEL. PROJECT 
FEDERAL DEPT. O FORESTRY 
P.M.B. 5011 
NIGERIA 
GS=C ID 28IOC-FOOIB-UA1-OXJO 
TITIE MONITORING OF HIGH FOREST COVER IN NIGEIA 
PH34E 
NAME OUDAL.RAOUL 
ADDRESS AGLS SERVICE STAF 
UNITED NATIONS F.A.O. 
00100 ROME, ITALY 
GS=C ID 2AIM-FOOID-PkI-OXJF 
TITLE APPLICArION OF ERTS IMAGERY 
PHONE 
TO THE FAOfJNESCO SOIL 44 3F THE WORLD 
NAME MC GPEEVY, MICHAEL G. 
ADDRESS FOREST RESEARCH INST. 
PRIVATE BAG 
ROTORUA.NEW ZEALAND 
GS=C ID 2823B-FOOIB-UkI-ONJO 
TITLE INDIGENOUS -OREST ASSESSMENT IN NEW ZEA.AN) 
PHD'JE 82179-761 
NAME TOJRE.MOHAMED LAMW 
ADDRESS DIRECTOR GENERAL 
LIPTAKO-GOURMA AUTH. 
8.P. 6IQ.OUAGADOUGOI 
UPPEP VO.-TA. AFRICA 
GS=C ID 28590-FOOIH-Pk1-ONJF 
TITLE EARTH RESOURCES INVENTORY AND ASSESSME~r O 
= 
PHONE 
UPPER vt.r 
2030 
AN3 NIGER 
NAME FINZI, SERGIO, DR. 
ADDRESS EURATOM-
IS'RA (VA), 21020 ITA-Y 
GS=C ID 28790-FOO A-JCO-ONJF 
TITLE AGRICULrURA- RESOURCES INVESTIGATIONS 14 
PHONE 
N. ITALY & S. 
780 131/5 
RANCE 
218 
(PRIMARe DISCIPLINE) 
PD: 1. AGRICULTURE/FORESTRY/flNGE RESOURCFS 
NAME ARNOLDGRAHAM W.,fR. 
ADDRESS CSIRO 
RURAL SCIENCES lAB 
WEM9LEY 6014. W. AUSTRALIA 
GS-C ID 2896A-'OOIC-PAI-ONJ3 
TITLE SURVEY JF CkPEW=E) (ARCTOTHECA CALENDJ-
PH)IE 
.)DISTRIBJTIrJ 
87-4233 
IN AUSTRALIA 
273 
NAME HOOPER,Aa). 
ADDRESS DEPT.OF THE NeTERRITORY 
LAND CONSERVATION SECTION 
ANIMAL INDUSTPY AGRI.3R. 
DAPWIN N.T.S790,ALSTPLIA 
GS=C ID 2896F-FDOO I-UAI-ONJO 
TITLE DALY BASIN- DEVELOPMENT MONITORING 
PHJE 893840 
NAME SILVA,M. 
ADDRESS MIN. OF AGRIC. & LANDS 
315 VAUXHALL ST. 
P.OD. BOX 569 
COLOMBO 2, SRI LANKA 
GS=C ID 29O40-OOLH-PAO-ONJO 
TITLE AGRICULrIJRA_RESOURCES INVESTIGATION I SRI 
PHONE 
LANKA 
26464 
L-
Io'1 
NAME SUTCLIFFE.JAMES P. 
ADDRESS MINISTRY OF AGRI.-MB43ANE. 
P.OD.BOX162 
MfABANE.SWAZILAND 
GS=C 10 2ggo- DOtH-PkO-ONJO 
TITLE NATURAL RES)URCE IVESTIGATION FOR ASRI. 
THE KIN;DOM OF SWAZILAND. 
PHNE 
DEIELOOMENT A) 
2731 
LAND USE PLkNNINS IN 
(PRIMARV DISCIPLINE) 
PD: 2. LAND USE SURVEY AND MAPPING 
NAME CARLSONMARVIN P.,DR. 
ADDRESS CONSERVATION AND SURVEY DIV. 
JNIV. OF NEBRASKA 
LINCOLNVE. 68508 
GS7C ID 2015B-UNO2A-PA2-OYJO 
TITLE APPLICATION OF ERTS-B IMAGERY IN LANDUSE 
NESRASKk 
PH34I 402-472-3471 
INVENTORY AND CLASSIFICATI34 IN 
NAME SIZER.JOSEPH C. 
ADDRESS MINN. STATE PLANNING NGENCY 
802 CAPITOL SQUARE BUI.DING 
ST. PAUL. MINN. 55101 
GSrC ID 20320-STOZA-PA2-OYJO PHO'I 
TITLE rRTS(BMkPPLICATIONS TO MINNESOTA RESOJRCE 4ANAGEMEJT 
612-296-3985 
NAME BANKSTON,PRFSTON T.,O. 
ADDRESS OFFICE OF SCIENCE £ TECH. 
OFF.OF THE GOVERNOR 
415 NORTH STATE ST.,SJITE S 
JACKSONMS. 39201 
GS'C IO 20820-STOZA-PNZ-ONJO 
TITLE APPLICAr ION AND EVALUATION OF ERTS DATA AND 
RESOURCE MANAGEIENT 
ADP 
PH3NE 601-354-6517 
TECN[2JES FOR LAND USE AND 
L-
I 
NAME NEZ.GEORGE 
ADDRESS FEDER. ROCKY MNTN. 
2480 W. 26TH AVE. 
DENVERC3. e0211 
STATES.INC. 
GS=C ID 225S0-ST0A-PAO-ONOD PHONE 303-458-80OD 36 
TITLE CONTINUOUS REGIONAL LAND JSE SURVEY sYsrEA WITH A M3)IrIED USGS CLASS. BASED ON 
REMOTE SENSED AND OTHER DATA 
NAME HANNAHJOHN . 
ADDRESS BREVARO CO. SD. COMMISSIONERS 
COUNTY OFVEL. DIV. 
2575 N. COURTNAY PKWY. 
MERRITT ISLAND, FL 32952 
GS-C ID 22670-STOA-PA2-OYJO 
TITLE REGIONAL PLANNING IN EAST CENTRAL FL3RI)A 
PH3NE 305-452-9480 EX 
NAME RAINEY.FROELICH.DR. 
ADDRESS JNIV. OF PENNSY VANIA 
THE UNIV. MUSFUM 
PHILADELPHIA.PA. 19174 
GSC ID 23220.UNO2-P) 2-ONJF 
TITLE DETECTION 0 CROP MARK CONTRAST FOR 
PH3E 215-386-7400 
AR:4AE)LOGICAL SUIVEYS 
241 
NAME BOLTONPONALD 
ADDRESS NOAA - NAT'L.OCEAN SUIVEY 
ROCKVILLE, MD. 20852 
GS=C ID 2326O-CO028-PA2-OYJO PHONE 301-443-8881 
TITLE ERTS-8 IMAGERY AS A DATA S0JRCE FOR PRO)UCING VEGETATI3N OVERLAY IN-3RqATION ON 
VISUAL kEROMAUTICAL CHARTS 
NAME LOV ING.HUGH 9. 
ADDRESS DEPT. CHIEF 
OFC. RES. C TFCH. STOS. 
USGS"MAIL STOP 519 NkTL. 
RESTON, VA. 22092 
CTR 
GS=C ID 23650-INO2-P:2-ONOO 
TITLE PROCESSING OF ERTS IMAGERY FOR )ISSEMIqATI)N 
PHONE 
PURPOSES 
703-928-6291 
(PRIMARf DISCIPLINE) 
PD? 2. LAND USE SURVEY AND MAPPING 
NAME MAC DONA-D,HAROLD C.,)2* 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF GEOLOGY 
JNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS 
FAYETTEVILLE. AR<. 72711 
GS=C ID 23710-UND2A-P:2-0XJO 
TIrLE LAND US- C1ANGE DETECTION nITH ERTS-B 
REGIONA. WATER DUALITY DEGIADATION 
DATA FOR 
PH3*E 501-575-3355 
MONITORUG AND PREDICTING 
NAME COLVOCORSSES.ALEN P..OR. 
ADDRESS J.S. GeOOGICAL SURVEY 
NATIONAL CENTER 
MAIL STOP 522 
RESTON. VA 220q2 
GS-C 
TfTLE 
ID 23960- INO2B-JO-OYJO PHONE 703-928-6285 
EVALUATION 3- EITS-B IMAGERY FOR OPERATIONk_ CARTOGIA'ItC APPLICATION 
NAME OPRESCU.NICO..ATE PRO. 
ADDRESS LABORATORY FOR REMOTa SENSING 
COLEGE O= CIVIL CNGI4ER ING 
B-DUL REPUBLICII 176 
BUCHAREST. ROMANIA 
GS'C ID 27940-FOOEA-P)O-3XOO PHONE 
TITLE USE 0 
= 
ERTS DATN FOR NATURAL RE3OJRCES INVESTIGATI)J I4 
THE COASTAL SEDIMENTATIONS 
354550 
THE DANUBE )E-TA AN) 
NAME DICKSON.W t. 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF SURVEYS AND 
PRIVATE BAG 37 
GABORONE, BOTSWANA 
.ANDS 
GSrC ID 28070Of3A-P42-OXJF 
TITLE EVALUATION OF E TS-B IMAGERY 
RESOURCES 
AS AN AID TO THE 
PHONE 4234 
DEVE-3l'-!T )F BOTSWANA-S 
NAME POMALAZAJOSE C., DR. 
ADDRESS INSTITUTO GEOFISICO DEL= 
APARTADO 3747 
LIMA.PERU 
PFRU 
GSrC ID 28ISO-FOOZA-PA2-OYJO 
TITIE APPIICArION OF REMOTE SENSING TECHNIQJES 
NATURAL RESOURCES 
PHONE 32-17-59 
F3R THE SrJDY kND EVALUATION 0 
= 
NAME STIRLING.IAN F. 
ADDRESS DEPT. OF LANDS & SURVEY 
P.OD. OX B003 
WE.LINGT)NNW ZEALAN) 
GS-C ID 
TITLE 
2823C-FOOA-UN2-ONJO 
MAPPING.LAN)USE.AND ENVIRONMENTAL STJOIES I NEW 
PHONE 44435-776 
ZEA-Afl 
NAME DEL CAMPO, CARLOS 
ADDRESS P.1. ON REMOTE SENSING 
C5TENAL 
SAN ANTONIO ASAC 124 
MEXICO 8 D.F. 
MEXICO 
GS'C 
TITLE 
ID 28710-FOOA-P)2-OYJO 
COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF LEON-QUERETARO %EA 
PHOD' 5-78-62-00 116 
NAME CUEVAS.RJOOL O,DR.ING. 
ADDRESS INST. GEOGRAFICO Y CATASTRAL 
GFNERAL IBANEZ ISERO 3 
MA)RID 3 SPAIN 
GStC ID 28760-02A-P)>O-ONJO PHONE 233.34.44 
TITLE THEMATI: MA-PING ON LAND JSEGFOLOGICA. STRUCTURE AND NkTEI RESOURCES 
CENTRAL SPAIN. 
IN 
(PRIMAqf DISCIPLINE) 
PD: 2. LAND USE SURVEY AND MAPPING 
NAME CHOIJAE HWA 
ADDRESS NATIONAL GEOGRAPHY INSTITUTE 
43-1 HWIKYEONG-ONG 
DONGDAEMUN-KU 
SEOULKDREA 
GS-C ID 29910-FOOaA-P)2-ONJO PH31-f 96-0954 
TITLE LAND US SUqVEY & MAPPING AND WATER QE3)URCES IVESTIGITIONS IN KOREA 
C­c-. 
Io
 
39 
PD: 3. 4INFRAL RESOUPCES. GEDLOGICAL 

NAME MARTIN.JAMES A. 

ADDRESS CHIEFMINERA. RESOURCES
 
DEPT. OF NATURAl. RESIJRCES 

GEOLOGICAL SURVFY 

P.O. BOX 250
 
RO.LA. NO 65401
 
NAME GEDNEY.IARRY D. 

ADDRESS GEOPHYSICAL INSTITUTE
 
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA 

FAIRBANKS.AI ASKA, 99701
 
NAME DAV[OSON.DAVID F..DP. 

ADDRESS U.S.G.S. NATL. CENTER
 
MAIL STO' 017 

OFFICE OF INTL. GEOLOGY 

RESTON. VA. 2202
 
NAME LATTMAN. LAURENCE. D1. 

ADDRESS' DEAN, COLEGE OF MINES & 
MINERAL INS.-UNIV. OP JTAH 
I SALT LAKE CITY, UT. 34112 
Ui (o 
NAME CARTEReWILLIAM 0. 

ADDRESS U.S.G.S. NATL. CENTEI
 
1925 NEWTON SO.E..RM.134 

MAIL STOP 560 

RESTON, VA. 22090
 
NAME KNEPPER.DANIEL H..DR. 

ADDRESS INSTAAR
 
UNIV. OF COLORADO 

BOJLDER, CO. 80302 

NAME TABET.DAVID 

ADDRESS N.M. STATE BUREAU OF MINES
 
AND MINERAL RESOURCES 

SOCORRO, NM 97801
 
NAME DONOVAN.TERRENCE J.,Dl. 

ADDRESS US. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
 
601 EAST CEDAR AVE. 

-LAGSTAF AZ 8b001
 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
STPUCTJRE AND LAND ORM SURVEYS
 
'H3E 314-364-1752
GS-C ID 20070-STO3A-P43-ONJO 

= 3F MISSOURI A91f0 E OZARK DOIE.USING
TIrt	 STRUCTUIAL %ND GROUND PATTERN ANALYSIS 

ERTS-3 SATELITE IMAGERY
 
PHDIE 	 907-479-7425
GS=C ID 20490-UNO3E-P33-OYJO 

Y AND ONGOING
TITLE 	 TECTONI: STRUCTJRE OF ALASKA AS EVIDE4JED BY ERTS !MAGE 

PHOIE 	 8-928-6552
GS=C I 2I990-INO3M-PAO-ONJF 

TIrLE PROPOSA.I FOR THE PREPARATION OF A GEO- SIZ 
PHOTO MAI 1N) HYDROLOGIC STJDY 0=
 
THE YEMEN ARAB IEPUBLIC
 
PHO'J 	 8Ol-5St-8767GS=C D 2ES40-UNO3A-P:0-ONJO 

Irt REMOTE SENSING IN MINERAL EXPLORATION OM ERTS IMAGERY
 
PH3ME 	 8-928-7873
GS=C ID 2 3 010-INOJA-P&0-OYJF 

APPLIED TO SEQ.OGIC STRUCTJIES AND MINERAL
TITI' 	 EVALUATION 3- FRTS-B IMAGES 

RESOURCES 0- SOJTH AMERICA
 
'HOME 	 303-492-6387
GS'C ID 2313H-UNO3D-P%3-ONJO 

= OF AVAA4IVE AND LANOS..IE AZARDS
ERTS DATA TO DELIMITATION 

IN MCNTINE COLORADO
 
TIrLE 	 THE APP.ICATION 0
 
PHD4E 	 505-835-5640
GS=C ID 23370-STO3A-PkO-ONOO 

TITLE EARTH RESOURCFS EVALUATION FOR NEN MEXI:O SY ERTS-B
 
PH34E 	 60Z-774-5261 1453
 GS=C ID 2368O INO3B-P)3-OXJO 

RO:KS OVERLYI4S
TITIE 	 STUDY 0 ALTERATION AURE3LES IN SJRFACE 

(PRIMARY DISC!P-NE)
 
PD! 3. MINERAL RESOURCES. GEJLOGICAL STRUCTJRE AND LAND'ORM SURgEYS
 
NAME ROWANLAMRENCE C.nOP. 
 GS-C ID 23890-IN03A-Pk3-0YJ0 
 PHN2'J 8-928-7461 
ADDRESS USGS 
NAIL. CTP.. MAIL STO- 906 
 TITLE 
 DETECT1DN AND MtPPING OF MINERALIZED AREAS AND LITH2L3GIC VARIATIONS USING
 
RESTONVA 22090 
 COMPUTER ENIANCED MSS IMAGES
 
NAME ABDEL-HADY, MOHAMED AiMED, DR. 
 GS'C ID 27930-XX03A-AO-DXOO 
 PHDJ! 405 372-2611 X530
ADDRESS 	ACAD. SCIENTIFIC PES. & TEZH.
 
REMOTE SENSING RES. 'OJECT TITLE 
 GEOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES INVESTIGATIONS I EGYPT
101. KASR EL-ElNI STREET
 
CAIRO. ARE, EGYPT
 
NAME UNISMUFTAH M. 
 GS-C E0 281SO-FO03A-PA3-ONJO 
 PH3IE 3511-625
 
ADDRESS 	DIRECTORATE OF SURVEYS
 
MINISTRY OF PLANN. & SCI. AF-. TITLE COMPAR!SQN BETWEEN GEOPIYSICAL PROSPECTING AND SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING 
IN
 
P. 0. 80K 600 
 SOUTH LI BYA.
 
TRIPOL I. LIBYAN ARAe RCPUBLIC
 
NAME SUGGATE.RICHARD PnEA. 
 GS=C ED 2823A-FOO3A-P3-ONJO 
 PHJN! 69;059-867

L ADDRESS N.Z.GEOL3GICAL SURVEY 
I BOX 30368 TITLE SEISM0TECTO'IC.TRUCTURALVOLCA4LOGIC kN) GEOMORPHIC STUDY OF NEW ZEALAND03 	 LOWER HUTT.NEW ZEALANDC 
2
NAME IPLIKCI.TUNCER 
 GS C ID 2832B-O03A-PA3-DNJO 
 PHJME 18-52-85
 
ADDRESS ETIBANK GEM. MD.
 
MADEN ARAMALAR SB. TITLE EVALUATION 3F TIE APPL. OF ERTS DATA T) MPNERAL EXPLORkID4,GEOLOGY Afl
 
KIZILAY.ANKARA.TURKFY 
 HYDROLO;Y I ELAZIG REGION.
 
NAME GUMUS.ALTANDOC.,0. 
 GS'C ED 2832J-FOD3A-UA3-ONJO 
 PH3'-

ADDRESS KARADENIZ TFKNIK UNIV.
YER SILIMLEPI BOLUMtI TITL.E EVALUATION 3F TIE APPL. OF ERTS DATA T) THE 
DETECTIN 3z COPPER ORE DE'0SITS IN
TRABZONTURKEY 
 TRABZON REGION
 
NAME ATJK.NIHAL. MRS. 
 GS'C ID 2832L-FO03J-U3-DNJD 
 PHrJE 18-34-23
 
ADDRESS 	DEVLET SJ ISLEPI
 
YERALTI SULARI 
D. 	 TITLE APPLICATIONS OF ERTS 
IMAGERY IN GROJND MATER.AGRICU.TJIE & PETROL
 
ANKARA.TURKEY
 
NAME CRAWFORDMORRIS H. 
 GSrC I 2l410-F03J-PA3-DNJF 
 PH3DM 8-928-6418
 
ADDRESS DEPUTY SEC. GEN.-ECON'IC
 
CENTRAL TREATY ORGANIZATION TITLE REGIONA- INVESTIGATIONS OF TECT)NIC A4) IGJEOUS GED-3SY 
IN IRAN.PAKISTkN.AN3
 
AN<ARATURKEY 
 TURKEY
 
(PPIMARf DISCIPLINE)
 
LANCrDORM SUR/EYS
PD: 3. MINERAL RESOURCES, GElLOGICAL STPUCTJPE AND 

PHOl 619554-15 15
GS-C ID 2 8430-FO03D-P)O-ONJO
NAME NAPOLITANO.LUIGI G.,i'OF. 
ADDRESS 	INST. OF AERODYNAMICS
 
UNIV. OF NAPLES TITLE 
 LAND SLIDES INVESTIGATION IN SOJTHERN IrALr
 
PLE. TECCHIO 80 
NAPLES 80125. ITALY 
PH3NE 02-296-707
GS=C ID 28450-=003D-P)3-ONJO 

ADDRESS 	UNIV. OF MILAN
 
CATTEDRA DI FIS[CA TE=REST'E TITLE GEOMORP4IC AND .ANDFORM SJRVEY OF NORTHERN APPENNINI
 
VIA VIOTTI 3-5
 
MILAN 20133,ITAty
 
NAME MARINO.CARLO M.,DR. 

- O
 PHONE 625969
GS-C ID 2860O-DOO3A-PA3 YJO 

ADDRESS UNIV. OF HFLSINIM
 
NAME TUOMINENHEIKKI V.,DR. 

INVESTIATION 0 r ERTS-B IMAGERY ON CORRE..ATIONS BETMEEJ ORE DEPOSITS 
&ND MAJOR 
DEPT. OF GEOLOGY TITLE 

SHIELD STRUZTURES IN FINLAND
SNELLMANINKATU 5 

SF-00170 HELSINKI 17.=INLAND
 
O	 PHONE 067-724773 2556
GS-r ID 28o6E- O3K-UA3- NJONAME HARRINGTON,HILARY J..OR* 
ADDRESS GEOLOGY DEPARTMENT AND ASSOCIATED FOL33ELTS IN RELATION TO UNIVERSITY OF NEW ENGAND TIrLE STRUCTUIES IN GIANITIC SATHYLIT4S 
ARMIDALF. N.S.W. MINERAL 	 RESOURCES 
AUSTRALIA 2351
 
NAME COLEMONICA M..PROF. GS=C ID 2962B-FO03A-U)3-ONJD PHONE 01-486-4400 
ADDRESS BEDFORD CnLLEGE 
REGFNTIS ARK 
LONDON NWI 4NS 
TITLE ERTS IMNGERY IN RELATION TO AIRBORNE 
WESTERN QUEENSLAND AND AUSTRALIA 
qE4OTE SENSING 3 = TERIAIN ANALYSIS IN 
ENGLAND 
UN. KINGDOM 
NAME CHUNG,S.K-*DIRECTOR GS=C I 29830"Or03A-P3 
- O NJO PHONE 4274 
ADDRESS GEOLOGICAh SURVEY 
P.O. BOX 1015 
OF 'ILAYSIA 
TIfLE GEOLOGI:AL AND IYDROGEOLOGICAL INVESTI$ATIONS IN WEST AkLAYSIA 
IPOH.MALAYSIA 
PHONE
GS=C ID 29950-FO03M-Pk3-OYJO 

ADDRESS SCRVICIC GEO.OGICO VE BOLIVIA
 
CASILLA DE COPREDS 2729 

NAME BROCKMANN.CARLOS E..Dl. 

TITLE ERTS DAfA INVESTIGATION TOfARS MINFRA. RESOURCES DEVELJ'MENT AND LAN) USE
 
LA PAZE3DLIVIA
 
RD: 4. WATER RESOURCES 
(PRIMARY DISC-IPLINE) 
NAME 8LANCHAR3,BRUCE J.. E'G. 
ADDRESS TEXAS A&'4 JNIV, RES. ASSOC. 
REMOTE SENSING CTR. 
ROOM 317 TEAGUF BLDS. 
COLLEGE STATION, TX 77843 
GS C ID 2078O-AGOVA-PB4-OYJO 
TITLE SPECTRA- MEASUREMENT OF WATERSHED RJNOF 
PLAINS 
PH'! 713-845-5422 
COEFFICIENTS TM THE SOUTHERN GREAT 
NAME HIGER.AARON L. 
ADDRESS U.S.G.S.-WRD 
901 S.MIAMI AVENUE 
MIAMI.FI DRIDA 32130 
GS'C ID 21580-INO A-P34-DYJO 
TITLE SUBTROPICAL WATER-LEVEL DYNAMICS DISTRI3UTION 
PH34E 305-350-5382 22 
NAME PAJLSON.RICHARD We 
ADDRESS USGS. NAT.. CNTR. 
MAIL STOP 4467 
RESTON, VA 22092 
GS'C I0 21610-INOA-JAO-OYJD PH3ME 703-860-6071 
TITLE NEAR REAL TIME WATER RESOURCES DATA FOR RIEC BASIN 4lflGEWENT 
0) 
NAME SCHMERFRED A. 
ADDRESS SOUTH DAKOTA ST. UNIV.REMOTE SENSING INST. 
ORDOKINGS.SD. 57006 
GSrC ID 22350-UNOA-PAO-ONO0 
TITLE INVESTISATION Ov REMOTE SENSING TECH. AS 
PHONE 605-688-4181 
11'UTS TO 3'WTINAL MODELS. 
NAME COOPERSAUL 
ADDRESS U.S. ARMY 
CORPS OF ENGINEERS-N.E. DIV. 
424 TRAPELO ROAC 
WALTHAM.MA 02154 
GS'C ID 225I0-DEOF-p44-OYJO 
TITLE THE USE OF ERTS AND OCS IMAGERY IN RESERVOIR 
PH3NE 8-539-7627 
MANAGEWENT AN) OPERATION 
NAME WIESNETDONAD R. 
ADDRESS NOAA/NESS ROOM 810. 
WORLD WEATHER BLDG. 
SUITI AND, MD 20233 
STOP G 
GS=C ID 23170-COOMG-P34-OYJO PHONE 301-763-1980 
TITLE EVALUAT ON OF EITS-8 DATA FOR SELECTED HYDROLOGIC A"-LI:ATIONS 
NAME FOSTER.KENNITH E..DP. 
ADDRESS OALS-UNIV. OF ARIZONA 
1201 E. SPEEDWAY BLVD. 
TUCSON. AZ. 87SIQ 
GS-C ID 23610-UN0tA-PAO-ONO0 
TITLE ERTS- AND SUPPORTING DATA FOR TECHNO_3;y 
PHOIE 602-884-1955 
TRANSFER TO LOCAL AGENCIES. 
NAME HARWOOD. PEGGY J. 
ADDRESS GENERAL -AND OFFICE 
1700 CONGRESS AVE. 
AUSTIN, TX 76701 
GS=C ED 23790-STOtC-PA4-OXJO PH'* 512-475-5595 
TITLE DEVELOP.& AIPL.DF OPERArIONAL TECH. TO INVENTORY AND W)MIT)R RESOUR:ES 
IN TX COASTAL ZONE 
AND USES 
(PR!WARf DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 4. WATER RESOURCES 
NAME HALLIDAYROSIRT A. 
ADDRESS CANADA DEPT. OF ENVIRONMENT 
INLAND WATERS DIRECTOqATE 
OTTAWA. ONTARIO KIA OE7 
CANADA 
GS'C ID 28190-FO0K-JAO-OYJ 
TITlE RETRANS4ISSION 3F HYCROMET DATA IN CAN)A 
'H34E 819-997-1934 
NAME SHEPHERD, K. JOHN 
ADDRESS ENG. & WATER SUPPLY ')=T. 
VICTORIA SQUARE 
ADELAIDE 5000,AUSTRA-1 
GS=C ID 2896D-FOOB-U34-OYJO 
TITLE WATER UTILIZATION-EVAPO-TRANSPIRATTION 4D 
EAST RE31IN OF S. AUSTRALIA 
PH32'E 
S3IL MOISTJIl 
082284811 2575 
MONITORING IN THE SOUTH 
NAME ODEGAARD, HELGF A. 
ADDRESS NVE-STATSKRAFTVERKENE 
P.BOX 5091 MAJORSTUA 
OS.D 3,NRWAY 
GS=C ID 
TITL 
= 
29020-FOOG-Pk4-OYJO 
HYDROLOCICA- INESTIGATIONS IN N)RWAY 
PH345 OS.0-46-98-0O 607 
.. 
C4 
NAME HAEFNER.HAROLD.DR. 
ADDRESS UNIV. OF ZURICH 
DEPT. OF GFOGRAPHY 
BtUEMLISALPSTRASSE 10 
8006-ZUPICH.SWITZERLAN2 
GS=C ID 2976O-OOA-PC4-OYJO 
TITLE NATIONAL RESOUR:ES INVENTORY AN) LAND EJA.JATI3N 
PHONE O1-28 96 32 
I SWITZERLAND 
14 
NAME UMAR. CH. MOHAMMAD 
ADDRESS PRINCIPAL INVFSTIGAT31 
PA<ISTAN SPACF AnO U"=R 
ATMOSPHERE RES. COMM. 
P.O. BOX 3125 
KARACHI--29,PAK ISTAN 
GS=C ID 298IO-=OOA-PA4-OXJO 
TITLE WATER PESOURCES INVESTIGATION IN 
SNOW SURVEYS 
PH3N4 
WEST P(ISTAN WITH THE 
82510 
HEP 0' ERTS 14W3ERY --
NAME VAN DER )0QOWILLPM J. 
ADDRESS MEKONG COMMITTEE SECRCTARIAT 
C/O ECAFESA-A SANTITHAM 
BANGKOKTHAILAND 
GS=C ID 29960-FOOQA-PA4-OYJF PH3NE 
TITLE AGRICULTURAL AN) HYDROLOGICAL INVESTIGATI3S FOR WATEi 
LOWER MEKONG BASIN 
817422 
IES.DEV.PLANNINS IN THE 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 5. MARINE RESOURCES AND OCEAN SURVEYS
 
NAME KLEMASVYTAUTAS.DR. 
 GSrC ID 20570-UNOSB-P5-OYJO 
 PH'JE 302-738-1212
 
ADDRESS 	UNIVERSITY OF OELWARE
 
COLLEGE 	OF MARINE STJJIES =
TITLE APPLICATION OF ERrS-B TD rHE MANAGEMENT D
 DELAWARE'S MARINE AND WETLAAD
 
NEWARK, DELAWARE 19711 
 RESOURCES
 
NAME KEMMEREP.ANDREW. CR. 
 GStC ID 20770-CO0SA-P5-OYJO 
 PH3E 601-688-3650
 
ADDRESS NATL. MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE
 
NATL. SPACE TECH. LABS 
 TITLE EPTS-B/3ULF OF MEXICO THREAD HERRING R23OJRCE INVESTIGTION
 
BAY ST. LOUIS, MS 3059
 
NAME DOLAN.ROBERT, PROF. 
 GS=C ID 21240-NOSH-P)5-ONJO 
 PHONE 804-924-3809
 
ADDRESS OEPT.OF =NVIRONMENTAL SCIFNCES
 
JNIV. OF VIRGINIA TITLE APPLICATION OF REMOTE SENSING TO SHOREAtNE FORM 
ANAYSIS
 
101 CLARK HALL.
 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22901
 
NAME STRINGFRWTLIAM J..DR. 
 GSrC ID 21300-UNOSE-PkS-ONJO 
 PHJ3'J 907-479-7455
 
ADDRESS JNIV. OF ALASKA
 
GEOPHYSICAL 
INST. TITLE ERTS SURVEY OF NEAR-SHPRE ICE C)NDITIOn A.3MG THE ARCTIC COAST OF ALASKA

FAIRANVS, ALASKA 99701
 
NAME PIRIEDOUGLAS M. 
 GS C ID 2220O-E05H-P45-OYJO 
 PHONS 415-556-5371
 
ADDRESS JSACE DISTRICT-SAN FRANCISCO
 
211 MAIN ST. 
 TITLE CALIFORNIA COAST 
NEARSHORE ORQCESSES STJDY-ERTS-8
 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 04105
 
NAME VINJE.TORGNY E..DR. 
 GS=C ID 2054O-FOO5B-PAS-OYJO 
 PH)4E 02-123650
 
ADDRESS NORSK POLARINSTITUTT
 
ROLFSTANGVEIEN 12,PCSTInKS 158 TITLE 
 SEA ICE STU)IES IN THE SPItSBERGEN-GREE=LAD AREA.
 
1330 OSLOLUFTHAVNOSLONORWAy
 
NAME ORHEIMOLAVOR. 
 GS=C ID 285SO0-=SB-P45-ONJF 
 PHJME 02-123650 

ADDRESS NORSK POLARINSTITUTT
 
POSTBOKS 158 TITLE GLACIOL)GICAL AND MARINE BIOLOGICAL STJ)IES = 
AT 'ERI=ETEl O DRONNINS MAUD LAND.
 
1330 OSLO LUFTHAVN 
 ANTARCTICA
 
NORWAY
 
NAME JANSSON,BENGT-OWE,D. 
 GS-C ID 2874O-=OO5A-PA5-ONJD PM)IE 08-32-23-2j 
ADDRESS 	JNIV. OF STOCKHCLM
 
ASKO LABORATORY 
 TITLE DYNAMICS AN) ENERGY FLOOS IN THE 
BALTIC ECOSYSTEMS 
BOX 6801
 
S-113 86 STOCKHCLM.SWeDEN 
52 
(PRIMARf DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 5. MARINE RESOURCES AND 3JEAN SURVEYS
 
PH3'4E 062-496011
ID 2896--OO5D-UAS-OYJ0
NAME TURNEPLEONARD G. GSTC 

ADDRESS DIV. OF 9AT-L. MAPPING
 
P.O. BOX 548 TIrLE MAPPING ISLkNDSREEPS AND SHOALS IN THE OCEANS SURRDU'1)ING AUSTRALI&.
 
QUEANBEYAN 2620
 
AUSTRALIA
 
PH3rE 707-38-13
NAME VCRGER,FERNAND H.,.PR3=. GS'C ID 29690-FOOSH-P)S-OYJO 

ADDRESS ECOLE PRATIQUE HAUTES ETUDES
 
S1 RUE SJFFON TITLE MULTIDISCIP-ANAqY STUDIES 3F THE FRENCI AT-ANTIC LITT3RkL AND 
THE MASSIF
 
PARIS, F-7505 FRANCE ARMORICNIN
 
L. 
U'
 
(PRIMARf DISCIPLINE) 
PD: 6. METEOROLOGY 
NAME MERRITT.EARL S. 
ADDRESS EARTH SATELLITE CORP. 
7222 47TH ST. 
AASHINGTON. DC 20015 
GS-C ED 2154O-PROSA-P)7-ONOO PH3E 301-652-7130 
TITLE STUDY O = MESOSCALE EXCHANGE PROCESSES JrI.IZING ERTS-3 kIR MASS CLOU) IMAGERY 
NAME SHERR, PAJL E. 
ADDRESS ENVIR.RES.& TECH.,INC. 
429 MARRETT ROAD 
LEXINGTONMASS.02173 
GS=C ID 21870-PROSA-P)7-ONOF 
TIrLE INVESTIATION T) USE ERTS-B 
MESOSCALE C.OUD FEATURES 
DATA TO STJ)Y 
PHONE 
CUMU..US CL3J3 
617-861-1490 120 
BA'DING AND DTIER 
NAME KAHAN.ARCHIE M..DR. 
ADDRESS U.S.D.I..BUR.OF RECLamATION 
DENVER FEDERAL CTR.._DG. 67 
DENVER CO.80225 
GS=C ID 23030-INOSA-PAT-OYOO 
TITLE USE O THE ERTS-8 DATA*COLLECTION SYSTE4 
WEATHER MODIFICATION PR2GRAM 
14 
PH3N= 303-234-2055 
THE UP'Ek ZOLOADO RIVER 3SIN 
a) 
NAME BARRETT.EPIC C. DR. 
ADDRESS UNIV. OF BRISTOL 
DEPT. OF GFOGRAPHY 
BRISTOL BSSISS.FNGLAND 
UN. KINGDOM 
GS:C ID 2962A-FOOSA-P37-ONJD PH4E BRISTOL 24161 
TITLE MESOSCAE ASSESSMENTS O= C.OUD AND QA''AL. OVER SOUTH-WEST ENGLAND. 
689 
(PRVAARY DISCIPLINE)
 
PD: 7. E NVIRONMENT
 
PHONE 304-348-2751
GS=C ID 21260-STO7M-PAO-ONOO 

ADDRESS STATE OF WEST VIfG1NIk
 
DEPT.OF NATUQAL RESOJRCES TITLE CONTRIBJTIOJ OF 

NAME LATIMERIRA S. 

ERTS-B TO NATURAL RESOJtCE PROTECT1lN AND RECREATIONAL
 
DEVELOPIENT IN NEST VIRGINIA
 
CHARLESTON.WV.25305
 
1800 WASHINGTON ST.F. 

PHJ3JE 301-652-7130
NAME RUSSELL. ORVILLE R. 	 GS=C ID 21570-'ROB-Pk7-0NJ0 

ADDRESS 	EARTH SATELLITE COP;.
 
7222 47T4 ST. TITLE IMPLEMENTATION 3F THE PENNSYLVANIA SJR=ACE 1INING C3NSEqVATION AND Ri=LAI4ATION
 
WASHINGTJN. D.C. 20015 ACT THR)UGH ERTS-B SUPPORT
 
PH)MI 714-459-0211
GS=C In 22260-PROA-PT-DYO0 

ADDRESS SCIENCE APPLICATIONSINC.
 
NAME GRIGGS.MICHAEL,CR. 

= 

P.O.BOX 2351 TITLE DETERMINATION O THE ATOS'BERIC AEROSO. C3NTENT F43A EITS-B DATA
 
LA JOLIoA CA.92037
 
PHONE 907-479-7673
NAME LENT,PETER C..DF. 	 GS=C ID 2228O-UNO7K-PAT-OYJO 
ADDRESS 	UNIV. OF ALASKA
 
TITLE USE OF ERTS IMA;ERY FOR *I.DLIFE HABITAT 4A'PiNG IN NflrHEIST AN) EAST-CENTRALALASKA C3OP WILD- RES. UNIT 

FAIRSANKS,ALASKA 9q701 ALASKA
 
PHDN 502-564-7320
NAME FISH. BIRNEY R. 	 GS2C ID 22640-STOB-PA7-ONJO 
ADDRESS 	OFFICE OF PLANNING PES.
 = 

DE'T. NAT. RPS. ENVIR. PROT. TITLE 	 A FEASI3ILITY ANALYSIS 3F THE EM'LOCYAWr o SATELLITE )ATA TO MDNIT3R AN)
 
INSPECT SURZACE MINING OPEIATIONS
CAPITAL PLAZA TOWER 

FRANKFORT KY 40601
 
NAME GILMER.DAVID S.,DR. SS'C ID 23000-INOTK-PO-OYOO PH)NE 701-252-5363
 
ADDRESS U.S .0.I.
 
TITLE IMPROVING METHODOLOGY FOR INVENTORY AN) CLASSIFICATI)I 3F WETLANDS
FISH. C 9ILDLIFE SFPVI:E 

NO. PRAIRIE WILD. RES. CTR.
 
JAMESTOWN, NO 58401
 
PH'J 916-445-7925
NAME BROWN,RANDAL. L. 	 GSC ID 23195-ST07C-AO-OYOO 

ADDRESS 	STATF OF CALIFORNIA
 
WATFR RESOUCES CONTROL INVESTIGATIONS IN CALIFORNIA
RESOURCES BLDG. PM 252-28 TITLE 
P.O. BOX 388
 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95802
 
PH3IE 33-665-7766
NAME, ROGERS.ROBERT H.,OR. 	 GS=C ID 23250-PROC-PA7-OYJD 

ADDRESS BENDIX AERO, SYS. DIV.
 
3621 SOUTH STATE RD. TITLE 
 APPL.OF 	ERTS TO SURVEILANCE , CONTR)- 3F .AKE EUTR)'-IUATION IN GREAT LAKES 
ANN ARBOR, MI 48IC7 	 BASIN
 
512 
PD: 7. ENVIRONMENT 
(PRIMARf DISCIPLINE) 
NAME JAIN,RAVINDER K.,CR.O 
ADDRESS U.S. ARMY CERL 
P.O. BOX 4005 
CHAMPAIGq. IL. 618 O 
GS-C ID 23500-DEOTC-P0-DYOO PH3E 217-352-6511 420 
TITLE INVESTI3ATION Q = THE EFFECTS OF CONSTRJCTI3N AND STAGE FIL..ING OF R!SERV31RS ON 
THE FNVLRONWENT AND ECOLOGY 
NAME BODECHTELJOHANNDR. 
ADDRESS CENTRAL .ABORATORY FOD 
GEO-PHOTOGRAMMETRY 
LUISENSTR. 37 
8000 MUNICH 2,GFR.MANY 
GS:C ID 28380-FOOVI-J:O-OYJF 
TItLE APPL. IF SEQUENrIAL SPACE BORN DATA -31 GE3_. 
PH'! 5203-222 
I4VESTIGTI04S IN GERMANY 
NAME MARUYASUTAKAKAZU.DR. 
ADDRFSS SCIENCE JNIV. OF JAPAN 
NODA, CHIBA KEN (278) JAPAN 
GSrC ID 2S99O-cOO7'A-PA7-oYJO 
TITLE INVESTI3ATION 0- ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE '4TTERN 14 
PH3J 
JA'AM 
03-402-6231 
D)00 
NAME EDWARDSDENZIL.R. 
ADDRESS BOTANICA. RES. INST. 
PRIVATE BAG XIOI 
PRETORIA. SOUTH AFRICA 
GS'C IO 29580-FOOTF-PA7-ONJO 
TITLE MONITOR IRE EXTENT AND OCCURECE IN THE 
REF. TO FCC..OGY AND RANGE MGMT. 
PHONE 
DIFFERENT VE. 
76-5580 
TY'ES OF S.A R. 
8 
WITH 
(PRIMARY DISCIPLINE)
 
TECHNIfUES DEVELOPMENT
PO 8. INTERPRETATION 

NAME LUCAS.JAMES R. 
ADDRESS IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
123 NORTH CAPITOL ST. 
IONA CITY, 10 52242 
GS'C 1D 20660-TOA-P-0-ONOO 
TITLE LAND CLkSSI=ICATION OF 3OJTH-CENTRAL 13A 
PHriE 
ROM COM'UTfl 
319-338-1173 
ENHANCED IMASES 
NAME HARALICKROBEPT M.,PR=. 
ADDRESS UNIV. OF KANSAS 
CENTER FOR RESEARCH,IVC. 
IRVING HIL_ RD.-CAMPJS WEST 
LAWRENCEKS. 66044 
GS-C ID 2312B-UNOA-PBOYJO 
TITLE A COMPREHENSIVE DATA PROCESSING PLAN 
DEVELOPMENT FROM SATELLITE IMAGERY 
F31 CZSP 
PHD14! 913-864-3542 
CALENDRI 4SS SIGNATURE 
NAME JAYROE, ROBERT P., DZ. 
ADDRESS CODE EF-32 
NASA/MSFC 
HUNTSVILLE. AL 35E12 
GSC ED 23300-NAOC-P:DD-YOD 
TITLE AUTOMATIC ClANG! DETECTION OF 8RTS- D~rA 
PHI'J 205-453-3706 
NAME FEINBERGe ROBERT L. 
ADDRESS CODE 563 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT 
GREENOELTMD. 20771 
CENTER 
GStC ID 24IOA-NAO3E-)D-DNO0 
TITLE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
PHD4 301-982-4459 
CD 
NAME FEINBRGROBERT L. 
ADDRESS CODE 563 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT ZENTEf 
GREENBELT. MD. 20771 
GS'C ID 
TITLE 
24108-NAO3E-S)O-ONOO 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
PHONE 301-982-4459 
NAME FEINBERGROBERT L. 
ADDRESS CODE 553 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT 
GREENBELT.MD. 20771 
CENTER 
GSC ID 
TITL-
241OC-NAE-S)0-ONO0 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
PH3'JE 301-982-4459 
NAME RATTI.BRJNODOR. 
ADDRESS TELESPAZIO S.P.A. 
CORSO D'ITALIA,42 
ROME 00198, ITALY 
GS=C ID 2982A-FOD3G-P)B-ONJO 
TITLE TERRA EgPER[MENT--TECHNIOJES FOR COL.E:rINS 
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APPENDIX K 
LIST OF ACRONYMS 
ACS Attitude Control Subsystem 
A/D Analog to Digital 
AGC Automatic Gain Control 
AMS Attitude Measurement Sensor 
APFO Aerial Photography Field Office (USDA) 
ASCS Agriculture Stabilization and Conserva-
tion Service 
ASVT Applications Systems Verification and 
Transfer Project 
B&W Black and White 
bps Bits per second 
C&DH Communications and Data Handling 
CCC Camera Controller Combiner 
CCT Computer Compatible Tape 
CLL Corrected Line Length 
CMD Command 
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check 
CRT Cathode-Ray Tube 
CTLR Controller 
D/A Digital to Analog 
DCP Data Collection Platform 
OCS Data Collection System 
DCS/RSE DCS Receiving Site Equipment 
DCST Data Collection System Tape 
DID Digital Image Data 
DPPS _ Digital Image Processing System 
DS Digital Subsystem (formerly Special Pro-
cessing Subsystem) 
DSI Digital Subsystem Interface Unit 
DSL Data Service Laboratory 
DTG Digital Tape Generation 
DTS Digital Transmission System 
EBCDIC Extended Binary Coded Decimal Inter-
change Code 
EBR Electron Beam Recorder 
EBRIC Electron Beam Recorder Image 
Correction 
EDC EROS Data Center (USGS) 
ELC End of Line Code 
EOF End of File 
EDT End of Tape 
EROS Earth Resources Observation Systems 
FM 
FOV 
FSK 
G 
GCP 
GDHS 
GMT 
GPIP 
GSFC 
HDT 
HDTR 
IAT 
ID 
IFOV 
IG 
IIGS 
Intralab 
IPF 
IRG 
ISM 
kbps 
LACIE 
LLA 
LLC 
LPM 
LRC 
LTC 
MDP 
MERITS 
MNFS 
MODEM 
MOt 
MPP 
MSS 
MTF 
MTP 
MTU 
NASCOM 
NBTR 
NESS 
Frequency Modulation
 
Field of View
 
Frequency Shift Keying
 
Generation
 
Ground Control Point
 
Ground Data Handling System
 
Greenwich Mean Time
 
General Purpose Image Processor
 
Goddard Space Flight Center
 
High Density Tape
 
High Density Tape Recorder
 
Image Annotation Tape
 
Identification
 
Instantaneous Field of View
 
Initial Gap
 
Initial Image Generating System (for­
merly Bulk Processing Subsystem)
 
Information Transfer Laboratory
 
(NASA/GSFC)
 
Image Processing Facility (NASA)
 
Inter-record Gap
 
Interface Switching Module
 
kilobits per second
 
Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment
 
Adjusted Line Length
 
Line Length Code
 
Load Point Marker
 
Longitudinal Redundancy Check
 
Light Transfer Characteristics
 
Master Data Processor
 
Marshall Earth Resources Information
 
Transfer System
 
Minor Frame Synchronization
 
Modulator/Demodulator
 
Moments of Inertia
 
MSS Preprocessor
 
Multispectral Scanner
 
Modulation Transfer Function
 
MSS Telemetry Processor
 
Magnetic Tape Unit
 
NASA Communications Network
 
Narrowband Tape Recorder
 
National Environmental Satellite Service
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NCIC 
NOAA 
NRZ 
NTTF 

OAS 

OCC 
PAM 
PCM 
PMT 

PPS 

PRN 

PSK 

QLPS 

QSL 

RBV 
rms 
RPP 
RSE 
RT 
S/C 
SCCI 
SCS 
National Cartographic Information 
Center 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 
Non-Return to Zero 
Network Test and Training Facility 
Orbit Adjust Subsystem
 
Operations Control Center 

Pulse Amplitude Modulated 

Pulse Code Modulation 

Photomultiplier Tube 

Photographic Processing Subsystem 

Pseudo-Random Noise
 
Phase Shift Keying 

Quick-Look Processing System 

Quarter Scan Line 

Return Beam Vidicon 

Root mean square 

RBV Preprocessor
 
Remote Site Equipment 

Real Time 

Spacecraft 

Scene Corrected Images (no longer 

available) 

Scene Correcting Subsystem (Precision 

Processing subsystem - no longer used) 

SDSB 
SlAT 
SNR 
SPS 
STUN 
SYCI 
TBD 
TBV 
TIM 
TRKG 
TT&C 
TWT 
UHF 
UNESCO 
USB 
USDA 
USGS 
UTM 
VCO 
VHF 
VPASS 
VTR 
WBPA 
WBPA 
WBVTR 
Satellite Data Services Branch (NOAA) 
Special Image Annotation Tape 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
Special Processing Subsystem (Digital 
Subsystem) 
Space Tracking and Data Network 
System Corrected Images 
To Be Determined 
To Be Verified 
Telemetry 
Tracking 
Telemetry Tracking and Command 
Traveling Wave Tube 
Ultra-High Frequency 
United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization 
Unified S-Band 
United States Department of Agriculture 
United States Geological Survey 
Universal Transverse Mercator 
Voltage Controlled Oscillator 
Very High Frequency 
Video Processor and Sync Separator 
Video Tape Recorder 
Wideband Power Amphfier 
Wideband Power aplifier
Wideband Video Tape Recorder 
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NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, No. 
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"NOAA Satellite Data Services." U S. Dept. 
of Commerce, NOAA Satellite Data Services 
Branch, (Working Draft). 
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lab, NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, 
August 9, 1975. 
Private Communication (No. C-6-1-1.1/8-75 
(59)). J.R. Iverson, Chief, Aerial Photography 
Field Office. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Agri-
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ice, August 20, 1975. 
Satellite Archival Plan." U.S. Dept. of Com­
merce, NOAA National Environmental Satel-
lite Service and Environmental Data Service, 
January 1, 1975. 
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Code ER, Washington, D.C. Available from: 
National Technical Information Service, 5285 
Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22151. 
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Sensing of Natural Resources, University of 
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87131. This publication lists the majority of 
published materi'als in remote sensing from 
NASA, National Technical Information Serv­
ice (NTIS), Engineering Index, and four other 
data bases. It is subdivided into six categories 
covering all areas of remote sensing applica­
tions and research. 
NASA Earth Resources Program Weekly Ab­
stracts, National Technical Information Serv­
ice (NTIS), 5285 Port Royal Rd., Springfield, 
VA 22161. Weekly list of documents related 
to earth resources programs available through 
NTIS Also lists Landsat experiment reports 
as they become available. 
Photogrammetric Engineering and Remote 
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York, NY 10019. A comprehensive inter­
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information from satellites and what it costs. 
Published by the International Astronautical 
Federation. 
Mission to Earth: Landsat Views the World, 
N M. Short, PD. Lowman, Jr., S.C. Freden 
and W.H. Finch, NASA SP-360. This book 
contains an introductory chapter on applica­
tions and approximately 400 images, mostly 
false color lithographs. Images have been 
selected to show the usefulness of Landsat 
data as an experimental tool in the fields of 
geology, agriculture, land use, environment, 
and marine and water resources. Available 
from the Superintendent of Documents, 
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, 
DC 20402 (after December 1976). 
ERTS-1 A New Window on Our Planet, R.S. 
Williams and W.D., Carter, USGS Professional 
Paper No. 929 Containing 400 pages and 250 
illustrations, this document uses Landsat 
imagery to illustrate applications in various 
disciplines Available from, U S. Government 
Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402. 
Manual of Remote Sensing, American Society 
of Photogrammetry. Two volumes totaling 
2144 pages. A comprehensive reference 
manual covering the theory, principles and 
systems of remote sensing, and the techniques 
and applications of image interpretation. 
Available from:ASP, 105 North Virginia Ave., 
Falls Church, VA 22046. 
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Aerial Photography Field 

Office (USDA) ....... 5-8 

Agriculture/Forestry/Range 

Resources (Applications) . 3-1 

Alphanumeric Annotation - 4-6 

Altitude Variations ......... F-8 

Analog Sensor Signal
 
Processing (MSS) .......... C-5 

Applications .......... . .. 3-1 

Applications Assistance 

(EDC) .. .... ..... .. 5-4 

Attitude Control 

Subsystem .......... A-1
 
Attitude Measurement 

Sensor ......- ....... A-I 

Band 8, Addition of 

(MSS CCT) ... ....- ... D-11 

Band-to-Band Spatial 

Registration ... .......... D-6 

Browse Facility (IPF) ....... 5-9
 
Browse Files (APFO).. ... 5-8 

Browse Files (SDSB) ...... 5-6 

Calibration (MSS CCT) .. .... D-8 

Camera Parameters, RBV .. B-i, B-6 

Catalogs, Landsat Standard... 5-12 

Command Generation ..... F-44 

Communications and Data 

Handling Subsystem ...... A-2 

Computer Compatible 

Tapes (MSS) ........... 4-8, D-1 

Data Acquisiton ............ F-44 

Data Collection Platform ..... E-3
 
Data Collection System ...... 2-4, E-1 

Data Content (CCT) ....... 4-10, D-1 

Data Files (EDC) .. ..... 5-2 

Data Services Laboratory ..... H-11 

Data Treatment at GDHS 

(DCS) ..... ........... E-4 

Data Treatment at Receiving 

Site (DCS) ....-...... E-4 

DCS Data Processing, IPF ... .2-7, E-i, H-12 

DCS Products ............. 4-18 

DCS Spacecraft Equipment. E-4 

Decompression ... ..... . D-7 

Page 
2-7Digital Processing ......
 
Digital Subsystem ......... D-5, H-8
Dimensional Stability ...... H-22
 
Earth Coverage ............. 
 F-3 
Electrical Interface
 
Subsystem .............. A-4
 
Environment (Applications) ... 3-7
 
EROS Data Center (USGS). .. 5-1
 
Exposure Capabilities, RBV ... B-4
 
Film and Developer
 
Characteristics .... ..... .H-16
 
Final Processing
 
(MSS CCT) ........ ...... D-10
 
Framing, Imagery .... ... H-4
 
General Purpose
 
Image Processor.... ..... H-5
 
Geometric Fidelity, RBV ... B-4
 
Granularity ... ........ H-22
 
Gray Scale .... ........... 4-3
 
Ground Communications . .G-1
 
Ground Stations ........ G-1
 
Image Format and
 
Annotation . .... .. 4-2, H-12
 
Image Processing Facility
 
(NASA) . ........... ... 2-5, 5-9, H-1
 
Image Production ........ 4-2
 
Imagery Sidelap .. . F-7
 
Information Transfer
 
Laboratory (NASA) ...... 5-10
 
Initial Image Generation,
 
IPF ............... .. 2-7, H-2
 
Introduction, Handbook.... 1-1
 
IPF Improvements for
 
Landsat-C ......... . ...2-7, H-13
 
Land Use Survey and Mapping
 
(Applications) ......... 3-2
 
Landsat-C Orbit .......... F-9
 
Large Area Crop Inventory
 
Expenment (ASVT) ...... 3-10
 
Light Pipe Array and
 
Detector Sampling (MSS) . C-2
 
Line Length Correction ....... D-6
 
Logical Format (CCT) ...... 4-10
 
Louisiana Environmental
 
Information System
 
(ASVT) ........... .. .3-9
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Marine Resources and 

Ocean Survey 

(Applications) .. .. 3-5 

Master Data Processor..... H-14 

Mean Sun Time .... ..... F-8 

Meteorology (Applications) . .3-6 

Microfilm ....... 5-15
 
Mineral Resources,
 
Geological, Structural 

and Landform Survey 

(Applications) ......... .3-3 

Mission, Landsat ... ... .... 2-1
 
Mission Planning .......... F-44 

Modulation Transfer 

Function ............ H-21 

Multispectral Scanner 

Preprocessor .......... H-5, H-13 

Multispectral Scanner 
Subsystem ........... 2-3, C-1 

Natural Resources 

Information System 

(ASVT) .­...... ... . 3-9 

Newell HDT Format
 
Structure ........ .... D-2 

Observation Dates, 
Determination of ......... F-9 

Observatory ........ ... 2-2, A-1 

Operation, RBV ......... B-i, B-6 

Operations Control Center .... 2-5, F-44 

Orbit Adjust Subsystem ...... A-4 

Orbit and Coverage ....... .2-5, F-1 

Orbit Control ............. F-1 

Orbit Coverage .... ....... F-3 

Output Data Products 

(IPF) .................. 4-1 

Payload ... .......-.... 2-3 

Photographic Image 

Quality .............. H-18 

Photographic Processing 

Subsystem ....... ..... H-9, H-16 

Photographic Products 

(IPF) .................. 4-1
 
Physical Format (CCT) . ... 4-8 

Power Subsystem .......... A-2 

Principal Investigators 

(NASA), List of ..... ..... J-1 

Product Order Placement 

(APFO) ............... 5-8 
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(EDC) ........ ....... 5-5
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(IPF) ................ 5-10
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(SDSB) .............. 5-8
 
Quality Control ...... H-10
 
Quick-Look Processing
 
System ...... ...... .. H-14
 
Radiometric Fidelity, RBV. . B-5
 
References .......... L-1
 
Registration Marks .... .... 4-3
 
Repeatability ........... F-7
 
Reseau Marks and Scan
 
Orientation, RBV-. .... B-2
 
Resolution RBVReturn Beam Vid.........icon (RBV) 13-3
 
Camera Subsystem ....... 2-3, B-1
 
Return Beam Vidicon
 
Preprocessor ........ .. H-14
 
Satellite Data Services
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Scanning Geometry (MSS) . .C-1
 
Scanning Pattern (RBV) .1.8-1, B-6
 
Serial Digital Data Stream,
 
Formation of (MSS) ....... C-6
 
Snow Cover and Runoff
 
Prediction (ASVT) .. 3-9
 
Spatial Uniformity ...... H-22
 
Spectral Band Information
 
Descriptors ... ..... .... 3-8
 
Spectral Response (MSS) ..... C-1
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System Description,
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System Scheduling ..... F-44
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Thermal Control
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Three-Camera RBV
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Tick Marks ........... 4-3
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Transfer Function (PPS) ..... H-17
 
Two Camera RBV
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Water Resources
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